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one

Introduction

InJune2002,William“Hootie” Johnson, chair of theAugustaNationalGolf
Club inAugusta,Georgia, receivedanunexpected letter fromMarthaBurk,
then chair of theNational Council of Women’s Organizations (NCWO). The
NCWOis the largest coalitionofwomen’s groups in theUnitedStates,with
two hundred member organizations encompassing more than six million
members. Established in 1983 in response to the failure to ratify the Equal
Rights Amendment to the Constitution of the United States, the organiza-
tion has been at the forefront ofmany battles overwomen’s rights since its
founding.Writingonbehalfof this largeandinfluentialorganization,Burk
urgedJohnsontoopenhismen-onlygolfclubtowomen.Augustasoonwould
behostingtheMastersGolfTournament,anoccasionthatBurkhopedwould
prompt Johnson to adopt amore inclusive policy. Many of the sponsors of
the event, she suggested, including Coca-Cola, IBM, Citigroup, and Gen-
eralMotors, certainlywould not appreciate the publicity thatwould result
were she to call attention to Augusta’s current discriminatory practices.

For his part, Johnson did not appreciate being told what to do, much
less Burk’s thinly veiled threat of a possible NCWO-sponsored boycott of
the tournament’s sponsors. Rather than trying to avoid the threatened
publicity by quietly and privately negotiating with Burk, Johnson lashed
back publicly and in no uncertain terms, stating that the club would not
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admit women “at the point of a bayonet” (Lewis 2003; McGrath 2002).
Within days, the news media were abuzz with coverage of the showdown.
As the tournament drew closer, reporters invoked the parallels between
sex-based and race-based exclusions and asked golfer Tiger Woods what
he thought of Burk’s demands. Although Woods stated publicly that he
thought Augusta should admit women, he made it clear that he would
not boycott the tournament, saying, “Is it unfair? Yes. Do I want to see a
female member? Yes.” But, he pointed out, private clubs have the right to
set their ownmembership policies. Noting that Augusta had admitted its
first African American member only twelve years prior, Burk called upon
Woods to take a firmer stance and to boycott the event in solidarity with
women (Ferguson 2002).1

Public reaction to the face-off was decidedlymixed. Burk was called ev-
erything from an antifamily,man-hating lesbian to a feminist hero (Lewis
2003; M. Nelson 2003), and Johnson, too, was both praised and pilloried.
And while many commentators echoed Woods’s feeling that as a private
organization, Augusta waswithin its rights to determine itsmembership,
others were shocked to learn that such wholesale and egregious exclu-
sions were still being practiced and, it seemed, were perfectly legal in the
twenty-first century.

The showdown between Johnson and Burk is a revealing parable about
the persistent inequalities in the contemporary United States. Among the
last bastions of white, male, Protestant privilege, as well as sites of net-
working, deal making, and power brokering, golf courses are highly sym-
bolic and highly evocative realms of exclusion. Moreover, by invoking the
defense of Augusta’s status as a “private” organization, Johnson and his
defenders conjured the specter of historic deployments of the rights of
private organizations in southern states. Claims to such rights were used
to protect theKuKluxKlan and the racially exclusionary “white primaries”
used by the allegedly “private” Democratic Party as a key method to dis-
enfranchise black voters in many states (including Georgia, home to the
Augustagolfcourse,wherewhiteprimariespersisteduntil 1946,whenthey
weredeclaredunconstitutionalby theUnitedStatesSupremeCourt inKing
v. Chapman). More recently, southern public schools had cast themselves
as private organizations in order to resist the racial integration mandated
by the 1954 SupremeCourt decision in Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka,
thereby preserving their right to exclude black students.

At the same timeas theyconfront strongholdsofdiscriminationandex-
clusion such as golf courses, these kinds of actions on the part of advocacy
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groups such as the NCWO raise questions about the roles of these organi-
zations as representatives of marginalized groups in U.S. politics. Taking
on institutions such as Augusta is part of a long and important history
in which advocacy groups have targeted high-profile institutions in order
to make symbolic points about discrimination and to set precedents that
undermine the legal bases ofmore far-reaching formsof exclusionanddis-
crimination.However, by devoting extensive andhigh-profile attention to
fighting for a benefit that would be enjoyed by the very limited population
of womenwhowould be able to join an exclusive, private, and very expen-
sive golf club such as Augusta, the NCWO through its actions also raised
important questions about the priorities and practices of contemporary
social and economic justice advocacy groups.

This book explores the conflicts and contradictions in the practices of
advocacy organizations as they fight for social and economic justice in the
newmillennium, when waning legal exclusions coincide with heightened
social, political, and economic inequalities within the populations they
represent. In an era of subsiding de jure discrimination but vast de facto
inequality, how do advocacy organizations decide which battles to priori-
tize? Faced with limited resources but encompassing large and internally
complex constituencies, how do organizations working for women, racial
minorities, and low-income people decide which groups and subgroups
warrant themost attention? This book answers these questions by system-
atically examining the issues and strategies of advocacy organizations that
speak formarginalized populations inAmericanpolitics. Taking seriously
the injunction of political, social, and legal theorists that we think of the
ensemble of systems of oppression together as a totality, I bring together
normative political theory and empirical social science research methods
to examine representation in American interest group and social move-
ment politics.

Writers since Alexis de Tocqueville have recognized that American civic
organizations are a key component of a healthy democratic society and
citizenry (Tocqueville [1835] 1965). Tocqueville and his intellectual descen-
dants argue that civil-society organizations, including everything from
unions to bowling leagues, promote democratic values such as freedomof
speechandassociation, social capital, civicparticipation, leadershipskills,
trust in government, and cross-class alliances (see, for example, Dionne
1998;Putnam2001;Rocco2000;Skocpol2003;Verba,Schlozman,andBrady
1995; Mark E. Warren 2001; Mark R.Warren 2001).
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One form of civic organization—national-level advocacy or social
movement organizations—has historically been a crucial conduit for the
articulation and representation of disadvantaged interests in U.S. poli-
tics, particularly for groups that are ill served by the two major political
parties (Frymer 1999). Advocacy organizations have presented historically
marginalized groupswith an alternativemode of representationwithin an
electoral systemthatprovides insufficientmeansfor transmittingthepref-
erences and interests of those citizens. Formanyyears, theseorganizations
oftenwere the sole political voice afforded groups such as southern blacks
and women of all races, who were denied formal voting rights until well
into the twentieth century. Long before women won the right to vote in
1920, for example, organizations such as the National American Woman
Suffrage Association (formed in 1890) and the National Woman’s Party
(formed in 1913) mobilized women and lobbied legislators on their behalf,
providing some insider access for the mass movements with which they
were associated. Similarly, the National Association for the Advancement
ofColoredPeople (NAACP, formedin1909)providedpoliticalandlegal rep-
resentation for AfricanAmericans in the Southwho, after a brief period of
voting following Reconstruction and the passage of the Fifteenth Amend-
ment in 1870, were largely disenfranchised and denied formal representa-
tion until the passage and enforcement of the Voting Rights Act of 1965.

Whileadvocacyorganizationsoftenweretheonlyvoiceforthesegroups,
theywere nonetheless comparatively weak, greatly outnumbered and out-
resourced by business, financial, and professional interest groups.2 The
1960s and 1970s, however, witnessed an explosion in the number of move-
ments andorganizations speakingonbehalf of disadvantagedpopulations
(Berry 1977).Massmobilization and increased representation led to greater
opportunity and mobility for many women, members of racial minority
groups, and low-income people. Organizations advocating on their behalf
pursued lawsuits, regulations, and legislation aimed at ending de jure ra-
cial and sex-based discrimination and increasing resources and opportu-
nities for those groups, andmany of their efforts bore fruit.

In 1963, for example, the Equal Pay Act prohibited sex-based wage dis-
crimination. The following year saw the passage of the 1964 Civil Rights
Act, which barred discrimination in public accommodations, in govern-
ment, and inemployment, andestablished theEqualEmployment Opportu-
nity Commission (EEOC) to investigate complaints of discrimination and
impose penalties on offenders. That same year, theUnited States Congress
passed the Economic Opportunity Act, the centerpiece of President Lyndon
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Johnson’s War on Poverty, creating programs to attack poverty and un-
employment through, for example, job training, education, legal services,
and community health centers. In 1965, the Voting Rights Act prohibited
racial discrimination in voting, amendments to the Immigration and Na-
tionality Act liberalized national-origins quotas in immigration, and the
Social Security Act established Medicare and Medicaid, providing health
care for elderly and low-income people. That was also the year that Presi-
dent Johnson signed Executive Order 11246, calling on federal government
contractors to “take affirmative action” against discrimination based on
“race, creed, color, or national origin.” Two years later, in 1967, this order
wasextendedbyExecutiveOrder 11375 to includesex-baseddiscrimination.
Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972 banned sex discrimination
in schools. In 1973, the Supreme Court struck down the restrictive abor-
tion laws that were on the books in most states at that time and upheld a
1968 EEOC ruling prohibiting sex-segregated “help wanted” ads in news-
papers. Also in 1973, Congress passed the Equal Credit Opportunity Act,
prohibiting discrimination on the basis of sex, race, marital status, re-
ligion, national origin, age, or receipt of public assistance in consumer
credit practices.

With these developments came increased resources, newly fortified
rights, more political power, and greater levels of mobilization than ever
before for groups such as women, racial minorities, and low-income peo-
ple. As a consequence, they became what Anne Larason Schneider and
Helen Ingram call “emergent contenders” in American politics. Emer-
gent contenders are groups that have gained some political, economic,
and social power but have not yet completely shaken their powerlessness,
stigmatized identities, or political and social marginalization (Schneider
and Ingram 1997). Decades after advocacy groups helped government of-
ficials lay the legal and legislative groundwork that made possible these
changes, however, important questions remain about how well these or-
ganizations represent their constituents. How much power and access
do the organizations in the community of social and economic justice
interest organizations have relative to that of organizations represent-
ing more-advantaged constituencies (Gray and Lowery 1996; Schlozman
1984; Schlozman and Burch forthcoming)? How far-reaching is the im-
pact of the policy issues that these organizations pursue? How effec-
tivelydoadvocacyorganizations empower thosemembersofmarginalized
groups who will be in the best position to uplift less-powerful members
of their communities (Dao 2005; DuBois 1903)? Howmuch access do these
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organizations have to elected officials, and how successfully do they pur-
sue their policy goals? Are formal organizations and insider tactics the
“enemies of protest” (Clemens 2005) that lead to oligarchy, conservatism,
moderated demands, and demobilization (Cigler 1986; Costain 1981; Mc-
Carthy and Zald 1973; Michels 1911; Piven and Cloward 1977; Polletta 2002;
Staggenborg 1988)? How well do such organizations serve to build social
capital,boostcivicparticipation,orbringpeople togetheracrossclass lines
(Berry 1999; Putnam 2001; Skocpol 2003)? Each of these questions focuses
on a critical aspect of how successfully organizations represent their con-
stituents.

This book contributes to our understanding of these broad questions
about representation by tackling concerns that have been up to now un-
addressed in the literature. It prioritizes questions about the degree to
which movements and organizations claiming to speak for marginalized
groups attend to the particular challenges associated with advocating on
behalf of disadvantaged subgroups of their ownmarginalized constituen-
cies. That question, introducedby recent political, social, and legal theory,
is reflected in popular and widely circulating questions about advocacy
organizations. Is it true, as many allege, that civil rights organizations fo-
cus on “middle-class” issues? Is feminism amovement of and for affluent
whitewomen?Doeconomic justiceorganizationsmarginalize low-income
people of color?

OVERVIEW OF ARGUMENT AND MAJOR FINDINGS

Legal scholar and critical race theorist Kimberlé Crenshaw has termed the
multiplydisadvantagedsubgroupsofmarginalizedgroupssuchaswomen,
racial minorities, and low-income people “intersectionally marginalized”
(Crenshaw 1989), an insight that has prompted considerable interest and
attentiononthepartofpolitical andsocial theorists (see, forexample,Mor-
agaandAnzdaldua1981;BacaZinnandDill 1996;CombaheeRiverCollective
[1977] 1981; Hancock 2004, 2007;Hull, Scott, and Smith 1982; Lugones 1992,
1994; Mohanty 1988; Spelman 1988; M. Williams 1998; Young 1997, 2000).
Recognizing that important inequalities persist among racial, gender,
and economic groups, intersectional approaches highlight inequalities
withinmarginalized groups. For example, the low-incomewomenwho are
unlikely tomanage to afford themembership fees at the Augusta National
Golf Club constitute an intersectionally disadvantaged subgroup of women,
as they face marginalization both economically and based on gender.
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Despite widespread interest in the concept of intersectionality, it has
proven difficult to assess empirically. To do so, I examine three key ques-
tionsfundamental toevaluatingtherepresentationofmarginalizedgroups
in the United States: First, how active are advocacy organizations when it
comes to policy issues that affect intersectionallymarginalized subgroups
of their constituencies? Second, when they are involved with such issues,
in what ways are they active—in particular, at which political institutions
do they target their advocacy, and what kind of coalitions do they form?
Third, howdo organizations define theirmandates as representatives, and
what are someof the steps that canbe takenbyorganizations to strengthen
representation for intersectionally marginalized groups?

To answer these questions, I collected new quantitative and qualitative
data using a survey of 286 organizations as well as in-depth face-to-face
interviews with officers and professional staff at 40 organizations. To col-
lect the survey data, I designed the first quantitative study that focuses on
the organizations that together make up the social and economic justice
interest community, the 2000 Survey of National Economic and Social
Justice Organizations (hereafter referred to as the SNESJO). Coupled with
the information that I collected through the in-person interviews and
analyzed in light of insights based in theories of intersectionality as well
as theories of representation, these data allow for the first large-scale and
in-depth examination of the extent towhich these advocacy organizations
represent disadvantaged subgroups of their constituents.

The data paint a complicated and nuanced portrait of social and eco-
nomic justice advocacy organizations and the challenges that they face as
they work to represent marginalized groups in the contemporary United
States. First, the evidence reveals that it does not suffice to distinguish
only between advantaged and disadvantaged groups. To understand the
priorities and activities of advocacy organizations, we must distinguish
among four types of issues affecting four differently situated constituen-
cies: universal issues, which, at least in theory, affect the population as
a whole, regardless of race, gender, sexual orientation, disability, class,
or any other identity; majority issues, which affect an organization’s mem-
bersor constituents relatively equally;disadvantaged-subgroup issues,which
affect an organization’s constituents who are disadvantaged economi-
cally, socially, or politically compared to the broader constituency; and
advantaged-subgroup issues, which also affect a subgroup of an organiza-
tion’s constituents but one that is relatively advantaged compared to the
broader constituency.
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Distinguishing among these four policy types reveals that advocacy
organizations are much more active on policy issues affecting a majority
of their constituents than they are on issues that affect subgroups within
their constituencies. Thisfindingmight seemto suggest that these organi-
zations conformtoa traditional conceptionofmajoritarian representation
that is based on the idea that attention should be devoted to constituents
inproportion to their numbers. Suchan interpretation is challenged, how-
ever, by the more startling finding that shows that organizations apply a
double standard when it comes to the levels of energy that they devote
to issues affecting differently situated subgroups of their constituencies.
Issues affecting advantaged subgroups are given disproportionately high
levels of attention, whereas issues affecting disadvantaged subgroups are
given disproportionately low levels. In fact, once we account for other ef-
fects, issues affecting advantaged subgroups receive more attention than
majority issues. Moreover, although organizations are extremely active
when it comes to issues affecting advantaged subgroups regardless of the
breadth of impact of the issue, the level of activity on issues affecting dis-
advantaged subgroups depends on the proportion of constituents that is
affected by these issues.

So, for example, the survey data show that women’s organizations are
only slightly more active on violence against women—a majority issue—
than they are onaffirmative action inhigher education—an issue affecting
a subgroup of relatively advantaged women. Organizations are much less
active, however, when it comes towelfare reform, an issue affecting a sub-
constituency of intersectionally disadvantaged women. Instead of working
on issues affecting disadvantaged subgroups directly, officers at these or-
ganizations assume that representation for these subgroups will happen
as aby-product of their efforts onother issues and that thebenefitsof other
efforts will “trickle down” to disadvantaged constituents.

At the same time, I find that organizations that speak on behalf of
marginalized groups do not lack interest in advocating on behalf of disad-
vantagedsubgroupswithin their constituencies.To thecontrary, concerns
about representing disadvantaged subgroups weigh heavily on the minds
oforganizationofficers, andthemajorityof themaregenuinelycommitted
to the goal of advocacy for their multiply disadvantaged constituents. In-
deed,mostoftheofficers I interviewedviewrepresentationasfarmorethan
a process of interest aggregation or a duty to represent the majority will.3

Rather, they conceive of representation as a form of advocacy, and they
express principled commitments to using their roles as representatives as
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a means to achieve social justice (Fenno 1978; Urbinati 2000). As a conse-
quence, most of these officers feel a responsibility to advocate for and to
“do right” by disadvantaged subgroups of their constituencies. However,
whilemanydemonstrate a commitment to incorporate such advocacy into
their roles as representatives, fewer operate this way in practice. Instead,
attention to the concerns of intersectionally disadvantaged constituents is
superseded by the fact thatmost organizations do not regard the intersec-
tionally-constituted inequalities and issues that affect these constituents
as central to their agendas. Consequently, officers at these organizations
marginalize anddownplay the impact of such issues, framing themasnar-
row and particularistic in their effect, while constructing policy images
of issues affecting advantaged subgroups as common interests that have a
broad impact (Baumgartner and Jones 1993, 26).

Because of these framings and constructions, organizations are far more
willing to expend resources and political capital on behalf of advantaged
subgroups than they are on behalf of disadvantaged ones. As a result, or-
ganizations are active not only at different levels when it comes to issues
affecting intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups of their constituen-
cies, they are also active in different ways when it comes to these issues.
The differences between the tactics used for each subgroup exacerbate the
lower levels of activity on behalf of intersectionally disadvantaged sub-
groups. In contrast to the popularly held stereotype that depicts profligate
litigation by progressive organizations, I find that these organizations
are actually quite hesitant to target the judiciary. However, while overall
levels of court use by advocacy organizations are quite low, these organi-
zations are substantially more likely to use the politically and financially
expensivecourtsonbehalfofadvantagedsubgroupsoftheirconstituencies
than they are on behalf of disadvantaged subgroups. Finally, coalitions are
ideally suited to pursuing issues affecting intersectionally disadvantaged
groups and issues that cut across the constituencies of a range of organi-
zations, and organizations do indeed pursuemuch of their work on issues
affecting disadvantaged subgroups through coalitions with other groups.
However,while organizations oftenwork in allianceswithother groupson
disadvantaged-subgroup issues, they devote lower levels of energy to their
coalitional efforts on these issues than they devote to coalitions dedicated
to working on issues affecting advantaged subgroups.

Thus, although they constitute a critical source of representation for
their intersectionally marginalized constituents, advocacy organizations
are considerably less active, and active in substantially different ways, when
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it comes to issues affecting disadvantaged subgroups than they are when
it comes to issues affectingmore advantaged subgroups.

AFFIRMATIVE ADVOCACY

Althoughthetrendsthat Iuncoverarewidespread, theyarenotubiquitous,
nor are they intentional. Indeed, the story of interest groups as represen-
tatives of intersectionally marginalized groups is more one of possibility
than it is one of failure, and some organizations do speak extensively and
effectively on behalf of intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups of their
constituencies.Evidencefromthesurveyandinterviewsdemonstratesthat
whatseparates theseorganizationsfromthosethat fail toprovideextensive
representation for intersectionally disadvantaged groups is their commit-
ment to a set of practices and principles that together constitute a frame-
work of representational redistribution that I call affirmative advocacy.

Like affirmative action in education or employment, which is intended
to redistribute resources and level the playing field for disadvantaged in-
dividuals in these arenas, the principle of affirmative advocacy recognizes
that equitable representation for disadvantaged groups requires proactive
efforts to overcome the entrenched but often subtle biases that persist
against marginalized groups in American politics. This recognition com-
pels those organizations that appreciate it to redistribute resources and
attention to issues affecting intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups in
order to level the playing field among groups. Among the practices they
adopt to accomplish this redistributionare creatingdecision rules that ele-
vate issues affecting disadvantagedminorities on organizational agendas;
using internal processes and practices to improve the status of intersec-
tionally disadvantaged groups within the organization; forging stronger
ties to state and local advocacy groups; promoting “descriptive represen-
tation” by making sure that staff and boards include members of inter-
sectionally marginalized subgroups of their constituencies; resisting the
silencing effects of public and constituent opinion that are biased against
disadvantaged subgroups; and cultivating among advantaged subgroups
of their constituencies theunderstanding that their interests are inextrica-
bly linked to thewell-beingof intersectionallydisadvantagedconstituents.
Through procedures and mores such as these, organizations engage in a
form of redistributive representation that blurs the boundaries between
advocacy and representation and that is itself a prefigurative form of
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social justice (Urbinati 2000, 2002). In these ways, organizations advance
an innovative conception of representation that has great potential to
equalize both representation and policy outcomes by offsetting the power
of relatively advantaged subgroups.

I derive the substance and component measures encompassed within
the affirmative advocacy framework inductively from empirical evidence
about the practices of organizations found in the survey and interview
data. Many of the principles and commitments that are embodied by the
practicesof affirmative advocacy,however, reflect ideas inpolitical, social,
and legal theories about interests, identities, representation, and redistri-
bution. The framework draws on and brings into conversation a broad
range of scholarship in these areas, including the contention of political
theorist Iris Young (1992; 2000) that oppressed groups should receive extra
representation, and legal scholar Lani Guinier’s notion of “taking turns,”
which counters the dominance of purely majoritarian systems of voting
and democratic governance. The framework also has a rough analogue in
the “difference principle” articulated by political philosopher John Rawls
in his classic book, A Theory of Justice (Rawls 1971). Rawls offered this prin-
ciple to rebut utilitarian ideas that hold that distributive schemes should
bring “the greatest good for the greatest number.” Among Rawls’s central
arguments is that rather than following themajoritarian logic of utilitari-
anism, institutions should instead be designed to benefit the least well-off
members of society and that inequalities are justifiable only to the extent
that theymeet this criterion.4

My examination of organizations that represent marginalized groups
suggests that analogous principles animate the representational schemes
of the organizations that most vigorously advocate for intersectionally
disadvantaged subgroups. These organizations prioritize advocacy and
representation that benefit their leastwell-off constituents, redistributing
representational resources and energy to issues that affect intersectionally
disadvantaged subgroups of their constituencies. As affirmative advo-
cates, organizations harness a version ofwhatMichael Dawson (1994) calls
“linked fate” in order to better represent disadvantaged subgroups. That
is, they engage in a form of what Nancy Schwartz (1988) labels “consti-
tutive representation,” cultivating among advantaged subgroups of their
constituencies the understanding that their interests are bound up with
thewell-being of intersectionally disadvantaged constituents, nurturing a
sense of what I call intersectionally linked fate.5
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In their attempts to simultaneously work within but also transform
the opportunity structure offered by interest grouppolitics, organizations
that engage in affirmative advocacy resist the incentives to remain unidi-
mensional in their advocacy and to replicate the cleavageswithinmarginal
groups that exist in the larger society (C. Cohen 1999). As such, these orga-
nizations provide alternatives to the utilitarian, majoritarian, rationalist,
and adversarial assumptions that dominate discussions about representa-
tion and interest group politics (Mansbridge 1983). Examining these orga-
nizations therefore presents uswith an alternative conceptionof represen-
tation, one that compels us to take account of the centrality of advocacy,
redistribution, and social justice as some of its key components (Urbinati
2000; 2002).6

PLAN OF THE BOOK

Affirmative Advocacy examines both the challenges and the opportuni-
ties that the relatively young constellation of organizations representing
marginalized groups presents for the political representation of all mem-
bers within these groups, emphasizing key questions about the ways in
which the relative size, resources, and status of a constituency influence
the levelof advocacy thatanorganizationdevotes to thatgroup. Inaddition
to contributing to such an understanding of the extent towhich disadvan-
taged groups have a voice in national politics, the data that I have collected
provide thefirst detailedportrait andoverviewof organizations that repre-
sentmarginalizedgroups innational politics, presentingnew information
about their policy agendas, tactics, and organizational features.

The study analyzes provocative, but to date untested, theoretical claims
about intersectionality and brings these analyses to bear on questions
about civil society and representation. In so doing, it is in dialogue with a
large body of empirical and theoretical work about representation that has
taught us a great deal about the extent of constituent-representative ac-
countability and congruence (either dyadic or collective; see, for example,
Achen1978;Ansolabehere,Snyder,andStewart2001;D.Arnold1993;Bartels
1991; Druckman and Jacobs 2006; Erikson, Wright, and McIver 1993; Fere-
john 1986; Fiorina 1981; Jackson and King 1989; W. Miller and Stokes 1963;
Jacobs and Shapiro 2000; Page and Shapiro 1992; Stimson, MacKuen, and
Erikson 1995); the possibilities for deliberation associated with different
representational arrangements (see, for example, Fishkin 1991; Gutman
and Thompson 1996; Habermas 1987; Schwartz 1988; Urbinati 2000); the
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representational styles of elected officials (see, for example, Burke [1774]
1889; Fenno 1978; Mansbridge 2003; Pitkin 1967); the relationship between
economic advantage and policy responsiveness (see, for example, Bartels
2005; Gilens 2005; Jacobs and Page 2005); and the circumstances under
whichelectedofficialswhoarepeopleof colororwomenbehavedifferently
or have greater or lesser power and influence than their white and male
counterparts (see, for example, Canon 1999; Carroll 1991, 2002; Diamond
1977; Fenno 2003; Fraga et al. 2005; Gay 2001, 2002; Gilliam 1996; Hawkes-
worth 2003; Kathlene 1994; Kenney 1996; Lublin 1997; Prestage 1977; Rein-
gold 1992; Sierra and Sosa-Riddell 1994; Smooth 2001; Swain 1993; Thomas
1994; Walsh 2002; Whitby 1997).

While my study draws on the insights of these important bodies of
work, it also reorients traditional questions about political representation
by moving away from the typical focus on elected officials, concentrating
instead on organizations that represent marginalized groups in national
politics. The book also tries to refocus our expectations aboutwhat consti-
tutes “good” representationbyengagingMelissaWilliams’ (1998) evocative
conception of representatives asmediators.Williams argues that represen-
tation is most centrally a form of mediation in which representatives in-
tercede on behalf of their constituents’ interests in the state’s policies and
actions. I argue that among the main responsibilities of organizations
representing marginalized groups in their roles as mediators is to serve
as affirmative advocates on behalf of their intersectionally disadvantaged
constituents.

To assess how effectively organizations fulfill this mediator role, the
study explores the advocacy activities of organizations across the three
branches of the federal government, exploring the opportunities for me-
diation and representation that each branch offers. By considering these
activities together with analyses of coalitions as well as with assessments
of the levels and meanings of representation afforded disadvantaged sub-
groups, I evaluate the representation that isproducedbyall of these factors
as a greater whole than the sum of its constituent parts. After assessing
the state of representation for marginalized groups, I draw on the empir-
ical analyses and evidence to recommend measures that can be taken by
advocacy organizations to expand their capacities for advocacy on behalf
of their full constituencies. Unifying these recommendations is the prin-
ciple of affirmative advocacy, a framework that encourages organizations
to proactively address the challenges associated with achieving equitable
representation for intersectionally disadvantaged groups.
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In the chapters that follow, I use the data collected through the SNESJO
and the interviews to examine howwell organizations represent their con-
stituents. Chapter 2 discusses the role of advocacy organizations as repre-
sentatives for marginalized groups and elaborates the theoretical frame-
work for the book. It explains the policy typology and study design, and it
explores someof the limitations of the data and analytic framework. Chap-
ter 3 introduces the reader to the contemporary universe of organizations
representingwomen, racialminorities, and low-incomepeople innational
politics. It compares the information about them frommy studywith data
from previous surveys andwith publicly available information, using this
as the basis for a discussion of their roles in representing marginalized
groups. Chapter 4 shows that organizations are much more active on ma-
jority issues and on issues affecting advantaged subgroups than they are
onpolicy issues that affect disadvantaged subgroups of their constituents.
Chapter 5 examines the use of the courts by advocacy organizations and
assesses whether the political institutions that are targeted by these or-
ganizations vary by issue type. It then evaluates the consequences of this
variation for the resulting quality of representation afforded to intersec-
tionally disadvantaged groups as well as for concerns about the use of the
courts to bring about social change. Chapter 6 explores coalitions among
organizations, asking whether such alliances are an alternative vehicle for
activity on issues affecting disadvantaged subgroups. Chapter 7 concludes
the bookwith a discussion of the “best practices” associatedwith high lev-
els of activity on behalf disadvantaged subgroups and uses these practices
to make the case for the principle of affirmative advocacy.



two

Closer to a Pluralist Heaven?

Nothing less than themeaningofpolitical representation formarginalized
groups is at stake in the questions about the priorities and activities of ad-
vocacy organizations that motivate this book. In raising these questions,
this bookdrawsonandcontributes tomore thanahalf century of scholarly
debates about the role of political organizations as representatives within
national politics. Some of themost fundamental disagreements about the
role of these organizations have revolved around questions about whether
these “pressure groups” alleviate or exacerbate inequalities in other polit-
ical realms.

Many of the scholars of American politics who first considered these
questions departed from Madisonian hand-wringing about the “violence
of faction,” and were instead quite sanguine about the role of pressure
groups in American politics. Proponents of a “pluralist” view of American
politics in the 1950s and 1960s, such as David Truman (1951) and Robert
Dahl (1967) sawpower as broadlydiffused andwere optimistic that interest
groups and advocacy organizations would form to represent groups when
their interests were at stake (see also Bentley 1908; Herring 1929; Latham
1952). Viewing “pressure groups . . . to be the essence of politics” (J. Wil-
son [1974] 1995, 3), they were confident that these organizations would be
sufficiently powerful to protect and advance the interests of the groups
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that they represented so that no single interest would win or lose all of the
time.

In spite of this optimism, marginalized groups had few formal polit-
ical organizations representing their interests in national politics before
the 1960s. Although, as I suggested in chapter 1, groups such as women,
racial minorities, and low-income people relied heavily on advocacy or-
ganizations, the actions and influence of organizations such as business
associations that spoke for more powerful and antiegalitarian interests
put marginalized groups at a severe disadvantage relative to other in-
terests (Baumgartner and Jones 1993; Minkoff 1995). E. E. Schattschnei-
der ([1960] 1975) argued, for example, that interest groups exacerbated
rather thaneased inequalities inpolitical access.1 Through theprocess that
Schattschneider termed the “mobilization of bias,” the concerns of weak
groups were “organized out” of politics by elites who manipulated the
agenda toward their own interests. As a consequence, he asserted, the in-
terests ofweakgroupswerenotmerely opposedbutwere actually excluded
from the political agenda. “The flaw in the pluralist heaven,” he wrote, “is
that the heavenly chorus sings with a strong upper-class accent.” He esti-
mated that approximately 90 percent of the population could not access
what he called “the pressure system,” the informal but extensive system
of organizationsmobilized to influence national politics (Schattschneider
[1960] 1975, 35; see alsoMichels 1911; Mills 1956; Lindblom 1963; Lowi 1969).

INTEREST GROUPS AND REPRESENTATION
FOR MARGINALIZED POPULATIONS

True as it waswhen hewrote it, Schattschneider’s well-known rejoinder to
the optimism of pluralists such as Truman and Dahl was soon challenged
by the social movements of the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. These movements
mobilized historically marginalized and excluded groups—in particular,
women, racial minorities, and low-income people—and led, in turn, to an
explosion in the number of formal organizations representing these popu-
lations innational politics (Berry 1977;Costain 1992;Geron,DeLaCruz, and
Singh 2001; Hero 1992; Imig 1996; Josephy, Nagel, and Johnson 1999;Marquez
and Jennings 2000; McAdam 1982; Minkoff 1995; Morris 1984; Pinderhughes
1995; Piven and Cloward 1977; Schlozman 1984; Robert Smith 1996; Tor-
res and Katsiaficas 1999; C. Wong 2006). For example, the period between
1960 and 1999 saw the formation of 56 percent of currently existing civil
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rights and racial minority organizations, 79 percent of currently existing
economic justice organizations, and 65 percent of extant women’s orga-
nizations.2 At the beginning of the twenty-first century, there were more
than seven hundred organizations representingwomen, racialminorities,
and low-income people in national politics (Strolovitch 2006). These in-
clude more than forty African American organizations, more than thirty
AsianPacificAmericanorganizations, andwell over onehundredwomen’s
organizations. Organizations such as these continue to make up only a
small portionof thebroader interest groupuniverse that countsmore than
seventeen thousand national organizations and that encompasses organi-
zations representingmuch wealthier andmore powerful interests such as
business, professional, financial, ideologically conservative, and foreign
policy organizations (Baumgartner and Leech 1998; Gray and Lowery 1996;
Heaney 2004; Schlozman and Burch forthcoming; Tichenor and Harris
2005). Nonetheless, organizations such as theNational Association for the
Advancement of Colored People (NAACP), the National Organization for
Women (NOW), theCenter for LawandSocial Policy (CLASP), theNational
Council of La Raza (NCLR), and the National Asian Pacific American Law
Center (NAPALC) have become a significant and visible presence inWash-
ington politics. Organizations such as these provide an institutionalized
voice to and compensatory representation for the concerns of formerly ex-
cludedgroups that still have insufficient formal representation innational
politics (Boles 1991).

Because of theirmandate to give voice to the voiceless, the explosion in
the ranks of these organizationsbroughtwith it thepromise of anewera in
whichtheinterestgroupsystemwouldensure—asthepluralistsclaimed—
thateveryone, eventhoseunderservedbyelectoralpolitics,wouldberepre-
sented (Baumgartner and Jones 1993). The extent towhich this promise has
been fulfilled, however, has been the source ofmuch debate. In addition to
persistent concerns about the biases and inequalities in the broader pres-
sure group system (Danielian and Page 1994; Schlozman 1984; Schlozman
andBurch forthcoming), thegrowth in thenumberof organizations repre-
senting marginalized groups has brought with it new concerns about the
biases within organizations claiming to speak on behalf of marginalized
populations. There is broad (though by no means unanimous) agreement
that the increase in thenumberoforganizations speaking formarginalized
groups has helped these populations in significant ways. However, a great
deal of work suggests that in spite of their potential, these organizations
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replicate the elite bias that was lamented by Schattschneider (Berry 1999;
Cohen 1999; Kurtz 2002). While Schattschneider was concerned primar-
ily with biases toward wealthy and powerful interests within the broader
pressure group system, newmisgivings have surfaced about biaseswithin
the organizations that claim to remedy the inequities resulting from such
biases. These reservations take six main forms and encompass concerns
about the implications of organizations that emphasize social issues over
economic ones or conversely emphasize economic issues over social ones;
worries about the conservatizing impact of organizational formalization
on protest-oriented socialmovements; concerns about the implications of
socioeconomic biases in political participation for the ability of organiza-
tions to speak forbroadpopulations; suspicionsabout the repercussionsof
strategic considerations; and arguments about the effects of intersectional
marginalization for representation on behalf of disadvantaged groups.3

economic issues versus social issues

The first cluster of misgivings revolves around critiques of a middle-
class bias in the agendas of organizations representing formerly excluded
groups. In The New Liberalism, for example, Jeffrey Berry (1999) argues that
liberal advocacy groups have abandoned the pursuit of economic justice
and are instead dominated by activity on “post-materialist” issues (Ingle-
hart 1977; also known as quality of life, social, or identitarian issues) such
as the environment, which, he argues, are of interest mainly to middle-
class people. In her recent book, Diminished Democracy, Theda Skocpol
(2003) expresses a related concern about the decline in nationally feder-
ated cross-class membership organizations. She argues that the staff-led
identity-based organizations that have mushroomed since the 1960s have
abandoned low-income and working-class people as well as their policy
concerns.4 These worries also are voiced by political theorists such as
Nancy Fraser, who views movements for more equitable redistribution as
having been displaced and disarmed by a “politics of recognition” that is
overly concerned with identity-based struggles (Fraser 1997).

social issues versus economic issues

A second set of concerns is essentially the mirror image of this first cluster,
and it alleges that organizations concernedwith class and economic issues
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marginalize issues of race, gender, and sexuality such as affirmative action,
abortion, and lesbian,gay,bisexual,andtransgender rights (LGBT) (Duber-
man 2002). These two lines of criticism reverberate through contemporary
partisan politics, with some analysts claiming that the Democratic Party
fails to appeal to its natural base of low-income voters because it neglects
class issues and focuses instead on issues of identity, catering to constituen-
cies such as racial minorities and pro-choice feminists (Gitlin 1995; Frank
2004; Wallis 2005). Others counter that the Democrats are too willing to
sacrifice these latter constituencies inpursuit of swing voterswho support
Democratic economic positions but who have conservative views when it
comestopolicy issuessuchasabortion,affirmativeaction,andLGBTrights
(Frymer 1999).

the iron law of oligarchy

A third constellation of reservations about the extent to which advocacy
organizations representdisadvantagedsubgroupsoverlapswith thesefirst
two and stems from what some scholars claim are the conservatizing ef-
fects of formal, professionalized, and institutionalized organizations on
the participatory, democratic, and radical social movements out of which
they grow (Gamson and Schmeidler 1984; Michels 1911; Piven and Cloward
1977; Staggenborg 1988; Valocchi 1990, 1993). These concerns echo those
of the early twentieth-century sociologist Robert Michels (1911). Michels
argues that as the skilled leaders needed by organizations (or parties, in
his study) stay in office for longer periods of time and become increasingly
professionalized, the organizations that they lead become increasingly
centralized and bureaucratized.5 In the process, the interests of leaders
begin to diverge from those of their members, and they become more
concerned with their own positions and organizational maintenance than
with the political goals of the organization. In a similar vein, Frances Fox
Piven and Richard Cloward (1977) argue that permanent and professional-
ized organizations inhibit protest, mass defiance, militancy, and radical
dissent, all of which, they argue, are responsible for the gains made by
movements. These organizations instead abandon oppositional politics,
embrace moderate goals, and use institutionalized tactics.6 According to
both Michels and Piven and Cloward, then, the clear consequence of the
proliferation of advocacy organizations is decreased movement efficacy
and an abandonment of issues affecting disadvantaged groups.
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socioeconomic biases in political participation

Levels of advocacy on behalf of disadvantaged subgroups are also likely to
be low because of the socioeconomic biases associated with political and
organizational activity in the United States. Sidney Verba, Kay Lehman
Scholzman, and Henry Brady, for example, find much lower levels of or-
ganizational membership among women, African Americans, Latinos,
and people with lower levels of income and education (Verba, Schloz-
man, and Brady 1995). Consequently, the median member of most advo-
cacy groups is likely to be white, male, affluent and well educated, and
organization leaders are likely to try to appeal to the interests and prefer-
ences of such a member. Many of these socioeconomic and demographic
biases—particularly biases toward the highly educated and affluent—are
evenmore pronouncedwhen it comes to themembers of staffs and boards
who make the decisions for their organizations about policy advocacy
(Abzug and Galaskiewicz 2001; DiMaggio and Anheier 1990; O’Regan and
Oster 2005; Pease 2003;Rutledge 1994; J.Wilson [1974] 1995). Becausegover-
nance structures and decision-making processes often mean that organi-
zations reflect the attributes of their staffs andmembers (Berry 1977), even
well-intentioned organization leaders might not hear from members of
disadvantaged subgroups within their constituencies, further depressing
the chances that these organizationswill address issues that concern them
(Barakso 2004; Mansbridge 1983; Michels 1911).

strategic concerns

Although not primarily concerned with representation for disadvantaged
subgroups, evidence fromother areas of scholarship about interest groups
and socialmovements suggests a set of strategic reasons to beconcerned
that organizations will not be active when it comes to issues affecting dis-
advantaged subgroups.Many of these reasons are related to the aforemen-
tioned socioeconomicbiases inpolitical participation, and theyalsoderive
from insights from twomain sources: AnthonyDowns’s bookAn Economic
Theory of Democracy (1957) and James Q. Wilson’s equally influential work
Political Organizations ([1974] 1995).

MedianMembers | Inhisclassicbook,AnthonyDownsargues thatpolitical
parties and candidates choose policy positions that appeal to the “median
voter” in order to maximize the number of voters casting ballots for them
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(see also Black 1948). From a Downsian perspective, interest groups sim-
ilarly want to maximize member support and therefore try to appeal to
their “median member.” As a consequence, interest groups are likely to
ignore targeted issues affecting numerically small subgroups—whether
weak or strong—in favor of issues that have a wide impact and that affect
their median member. Similarly, in order to avoid alienating allies, con-
tributors, members, and potential members, organizations avoid issues
that are unpopular or controversial among their members or the public,
as are many of the issues affecting disadvantaged groups (Kollman 1998;
Rothenberg 1992; M. Smith 2000; Schlozman and Tierney 1986).

Organizational Maintenance | James Q. Wilson suggests another set of
strategic considerations that are likely to depress advocacy on behalf of
disadvantaged subgroups. Echoing Michels, he argues that the decisions
of organization leaders are structured in largepart by concerns about orga-
nizationalmaintenance and survival—considerations about, for example,
the need to secure contributions, hold on to members, and maintain le-
gitimacy.Wilson contends further that these concernsmake organization
leaders risk-averse and compel them to cater to those who can contribute
time and money (J. Wilson [1974] 1995; see also Barakso 2004; Gibson and
Bingham 1985; McCarthy and Zald 1973; Moe 1981; Salisbury 1969; Staggen-
borg 1988;Walker 1983, 1991). As Verba, Schlozman, andBrady (1995) show,
potential contributors and volunteers are likely to come from relatively
advantaged social and economic strata and are consequently less likely to
be sympathetic to the demands and needs of disadvantaged subgroups.

Political Opportunities and Reputational Concerns | The need to respond to
threats and to exploit political opportunities and policy windows in order
to advance their policy goalsmight serve to further dampenorganizations’
attention to disadvantaged-subgroup issues (Austen-Smith and Wright
1994, 1996; Baumgartner and Leech 1998; Goldstone and Tilly 2001; Jenkins
and Perrow 1977; Kingdon 1995; Kollman 1998; McAdam 1982; Meyer 1990,
1993;Meyer and Staggenborg 1996; Smith 2000; Tarrow 1996; VanDyke and
Soule 2002; Van Dyke 2003).7 In addition to these reasonable desires for
policy successes, there are reputational advantages associated with policy
wins (Chong 1991; Kingdon 1995; McAdam 1982; C. Tilly 1978). As a result
of such considerations, organizations are likely to prefer high-profile, po-
litically salient, andwinnable issues overmore low-profile issues or issues
that might not result in victories (Costain 1992; Freeman 1975; Kingdon
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1995; McAdam 1982; Tarrow 1996). Policies affecting disadvantaged sub-
groups are often politically salient or high on the policy agenda, but when
they are, they are almost by definition political “losers” (if they were not,
these subgroups would no longer be quite so disadvantaged), so pursuing
the interests of such subgroups on these issues is rarely a surefire route to
policy success.

Niches | In line with these strategic rationales, the niche theories of Wil-
liam Browne (1990) and Virginia Gray and David Lowery (1996) suggest
another set of reasons that organizations will not be very active on behalf
of disadvantaged subgroups of their constituencies. These scholars argue
that to maintain a competitive advantage and a well-established identity
among patrons, members, and government officials, interest groups fo-
cus on narrow policy “niches,” preferring a monopoly over a few issues
to wide involvement within their policy domains (Baumgartner and Jones
1993; Browne 1990; Heinz et al. 1993; for a contrary view, see Heaney 2004).
Organizations therefore favor issues that are similar to those that theyhave
previously addressed and that are recognizable as “their” issues by mem-
bers and policy makers, avoiding issues that transgress the boundaries
around traditional and identifiable policy issues (Barakso 2004; Baumgart-
ner and Jones 1993; Kingdon 1995; J. Wilson [1974] 1995).

Capture | Finally, taken as a whole, the strategic arguments described in
this section suggest that attention to issues affecting disadvantaged sub-
groups is rendered unlikely because there is little competition for the sup-
port and membership of the members of these subgroups. They are thus
“captured” by those organizations that are willing to claim them in any
way, depriving weak subgroups of the “exit option” that stronger mem-
bers can use to exact attention by threatening to withdraw their support
(Frymer 1999; Hirschman 1970).

intersectional marginalization

Afinal approach to understanding howwell organizations represent their
disadvantaged constituents is informed by the recognition of what scholars
have termed intersectionality (which I began to describe in chapter 1). Theo-
ries of intersectionality were developed initially by feminists of color who
werefrustratedwithafeministmovementthatprivilegedandessentialized
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the experiences and positions of white women, representing these expe-
riences as those of “all women,” and also with a civil rights movement
that similarly privileged and essentialized the experiences and positions of
black men (Collins 1990; Davis 1981; hooks 1981). More generally, intersec-
tional theories reject the notion that one particular form of domination
or social relation—be it race, class, patriarchy, or heteronomativity—is
the primary source of oppression (Kurtz 2002, 38). While not denying the
importance of “group identities” based on categories such as race, gender,
class, or sexuality, proponents of intersectional frameworks insist that
“what makes a group is less some set of attributes its members share than
the [class, gender, race, nationality, religion, etc.] relations in which they
stand toothers” (Young2000, 90).8 As a consequence,while they recognize
that important inequalities persist between marginalized and dominant
racial, gender, or economic groups, intersectional approaches highlight
the ways in which social and political forces manipulate the overlapping
and intersecting inequalities within marginal groups. They also empha-
size the consequent unevenness in the effects of the political, economic,
and social gains made by marginalized groups since, and as a result of,
the social movements and policy gains of the 1960s and 1970s highlighted
earlier in this chapter and in chapter 1 (McCall 2005). Examples of intersec-
tionallymarginalizedgroups includeAfricanAmericangaymen,who face
discrimination based on both race and sexuality, and low-incomewomen,
who are disadvantaged both economically as well as based on gender.9

From an intersectional perspective, the quandaries within the commu-
nity of organizations representing marginalized groups cannot be under-
stood as a zero-sum trade-off between economic issues on the one hand,
and social issues on the other (what some scholars have characterized as
an “either/or” approach that regards economic and social injustices asmu-
tually exclusive), nor should they be construed as the inevitable outcome
of rational or strategic choices. It is not simply that socially liberal organi-
zations neglect economically disadvantaged people or that economically
oriented organizations marginalize issues of race, gender, and sexuality.
Instead, adherents of an intersectional approach contend, the problem is
that all of these organizations are traditionally organized around single
axes of discrimination and are sectoral in their analyses of social prob-
lems. As a result, these organizations fail to recognize that subgroups of
their constituents are caught at the crossroads of multiple forms of dis-
advantage. Consequently, organizations erase and fail to address issues
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that affect subgroups of their constituencies whose marginalized posi-
tions are constituted by the intersections of different forms of disadvantage
(Crenshaw 1989; C. Cohen 1999; Kurtz 2002).

UNDERSTANDING INTERSECTIONALITY

Groups can be marginalized or lack power along any of a variety of axes
within what Patricia Hill Collins has called the “matrix of domination”
(Collins 1990): they might lack financial resources; they might now be or
have been in the past the objects of de jure or de facto discrimination;
they might lack electoral power and therefore have no or few elected rep-
resentatives; or theymight lack “cultural capital” because they are socially
stigmatized by the broader society or the dominant culture (M. Williams
1998, 15), because their moral standing is questionable, or because they do
not conform to “middle-class or dominant constructions of moral, nor-
mative, patriarchal citizenship” (C. Cohen 1999, 13–14). They also may be
few in number (i.e., a minority), though—as illustrated by the examples
of billionaires, who are a minority of all Americans, and by women, who
constitute amajority of the population—minority status on its own is not
necessary or sufficient to qualify a group as marginalized. In addition,
membership in marginalized groups helps structure patterns of social
and political inequality, and membership in these groups is not usually
experienced as voluntary or mutable (M.Williams 1998, 15).

Theories and lived experiences of intersectionality tell us that these
many forms of oppression and disadvantage are not static or able to be
ranked, and they do not operate along single axes in simple or additive ways.
Instead of functioning as separate, fixed, andparallel tracks, these systems
areatoncedynamicandstructural, andtheycreatecumulative inequalities
that define, shape, and reinforce one another in ways that constitute the
relative positions and opportunities of differently situated members of
marginalizedgroups (C.Cohen1999,51;Crenshaw2000,8;Parenti 1978, 76).
The term intersectionality itself derives froma “traffic”metaphor employed
by Crenshaw to illustrate the functioning and impact of multiple forms
of marginalization. Race, gender, and other forms of discrimination, she
explains, are “roads” that structure the social, economic, and political
terrain. These roads, though often framed as distinct andmutually exclu-
sive, in reality overlap and intersect, creating “complex intersections” at
which two or three or four “disempowering dynamics” meet.
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Those situatedat the junctureofmultiple “roads”ofoppressionanddis-
advantage (such as those based on race, gender, and economic status) are
subject to injuries by “the heavy flow of traffic” traveling simultaneously
frommanydirections andalongmultiple roads (Crenshaw2000, 9). The ef-
fects of the injuries resulting from thesemanifold forms of discrimination
arecompounded, exponential, anduniqueproducts that aredifferent from
and far greater than the sum of their parts, creating unique dimensions
of disempowerment and differently situated subgroups (Crenshaw 1989,
57). Because they aremutually constituted, specific forms of disadvantage
cannot be understood or addressed in isolation. Since all forms of subor-
dination are interconnected, understanding each one requires doing what
legal scholar Mari Matsuda describes as “asking the other questions.” For
example, when we see something that “looks racist,” she says, we should
also ask, “Where is the patriarchy in this?” When something looks sexist,
weneedalso to lookfor theheterosexismin it. If something ishomophobic,
wemust also understand the class interests embedded in it (Matsuda 1991,
1189).

Rather than asking these “other questions,” existing legal and political
paradigmsmore often elide such connections and intersectionally consti-
tuted forms of discrimination. Because the consequences of intersectional
discrimination affectmarginalmembers of alreadymarginal groups, they
tend to be obscured, analyses of their effects are consequently few, and
policy solutions to them remain undeveloped. As Ange-Marie Hancock
explains, focusing on single causes leads to attempts to “treat multiple
diagnosis problems with a single magic policy prescription,” thereby cre-
ating a permanent set of marginal groups who remain unaided by the
proposed solutions (Hancock 2007, 70). Trying to understand and address
the effects of gender, for example, without taking race and class into ac-
count obscures many issues that are unique to or that disproportionately
affectdisadvantagedsubsetsofwomen.Genderdiscrimination in the labor
force, for instance, intersects with other forms of subordination such as
thosebasedonrace,sexuality,orclassandcannotbeeffectivelyunderstood
or addressed without addressing all of these dimensions.

Consider the concentration of low-incomewomen of color in low-wage
andunsafe jobs in theUnitedStates. Ifwe treat this concentrationpurely as
a function of gender discrimination, we ignore its racial, ethnic, and class
determinants. Conversely, ifwe treat the concentrationas a function solely
of racial discrimination, without acknowledging its disparate impact on
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men andwomen, we obscure the gendered nature of racial discrimination
and class structures. Either possibility leads to a piecemeal and there-
fore incomplete understanding of, and incomplete solutions to, themany
vulnerabilities that conspire together to create and reinforce one another
through these labor force inequities that concentrate somewomen, but not
all women, in jobs such as these. Neglecting the multiple dimensions of
this concentration also obscures the ways in which “intersecting forms
of domination produce locations of both oppression and opportunity” for
differently situated subgroups such thatmore privilegedwomen and peo-
ple of color might in fact benefit from or contribute to such inequalities
(Baca Zinn and Dill 1996).

Whilemarginalization occurs alongmultiple intersecting and overlap-
ping axes such as gender and race and poverty, the political response to op-
pression and disadvantage in the United States, with few exceptions, has
been to organize interest groups and topursuepublic policies that are ded-
icated to addressing single axes of oppression—gender or race or poverty.
There are certainly a number of national organizations, such as the Na-
tional Black Women’s Health Imperative, that have explicit missions to
represent the interests of intersectionally marginalized groups (in this case,
blackwomen).However, the vastmajority of interest groups are organized
along a single axis or cleavage, such as race, gender, union membership,
poverty status, or sexuality.Of themore than sevenhundredorganizations
listed in a wide range of print and online directories and categorized as
organizations representing marginalized groups at the national level in
2000, I found fewer than twenty that were organized explicitly around
more than one axis of marginalization.10 Organizations representing one
main axis of identity or one form of inequality ormarginalization, such as
NOW, the NAACP, and others, are clearly the norm at the national level.11

An intersectional understanding exposes the fact that the interests as-
sociated with these identities and inequalities are not givens in nature but
are insteadconstructionsthatresult fromsocialandpoliticalprocessesand
experiences (Appiah and Gutman 1996; Baker 1998; Boswell 1997; Fausto-
Sterling 1993; Jacobson 1998; J. Katz 1995; Kimmel 1995; Lorber 1995; Omi
and Winant 1994). From this perspective, the single-axis interest groups
that sodominate advocacypolitics donot representunitary constituencies
with clearly defined and bounded interests. Instead, the broad constituen-
cies spoken for by these organizations are coalitions of intersecting and
overlapping groups that are organized around one particular axis that is
constructed or framed aswhat they have in common.As Iris Young explains,
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however, attempts to define a common group identity tend “to normalize
the experience and perspective of some of the group members” while
“marginalizingorsilencingthatofothers” (Young2000,89).Consequently,
organizing around one axis usually means that these allegedly “common
interests” (orwhatCathyCohencalls “consensus issues”) are actually those
that affect or are “rooted in the experiences of” the more privileged mem-
bers of a group, and the policy issues addressed by these organizations
are likely to be those that affect these more privileged members as well
(Cohen 1999, 23).12 The claims and needs of intersectionally disadvantaged
groups, on the other hand, are constructed and framed as being outside
the purview of these single-axis organizations, and they therefore fall
through the cracks between the axes of most existing advocacy organi-
zations.

To illustrate this dynamic, consider once again the example of the con-
centration of low-incomewomen of color in low-wage jobs. Although this
issue has a disproportionate effect on women, it is less likely to be seen as
a gendered problem or to be addressed as such by women’s organizations
because it doesnot reflect the experiences ofwomen fromdominant racial,
ethnic, and class groups in theUnited States. Because of its disproportion-
ate effect on women, however, an intersectional approach also leads us to
expect that this issue is less likely to be addressed by organizations that
represent racial minorities or low-income people. Moreover, were any of
these single-axis organizations to address this issue, they would be likely
to focus on it as a one-dimensional problem of either race or gender or
class. A single-axis approach consequently fails to appreciate and address
the intersectional causes and effects of this concentration on the intersec-
tionallymarginalized womenwho bear the brunt of its impact. Replicated
over numerous issues and organizations, this dynamic yields a paucity of
attention to the issues that affect intersectionally marginalized groups (and
a great deal of attention to issues that affect advantaged subgroups) by the
interest groups that claim to speak for them. As a consequence, the ben-
efits of the policy gains made possible by the advocacy activities of these
organizations are distributedunevenly amongmembers of these groups, a
situation that Cathy Cohen (1999) has labeled “advancedmarginalization.”
As a consequence,members of constituencieswho are privileged “but for”
one axis of disadvantage reap the greatest benefits of efforts of advocacy
groups, which thereby amplify the inequalities within the populations
they represent, leading to heightened stratification.While somemembers
of marginalized groups will be better off, others will be worse off, both
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vis-à-vis dominant society and relative to othermembers of themarginal-
ized group (C. Cohen 1999).

POLICY TYPOLOGY

Each of the six approaches that I have outlined above bodes ill for in-
tersectionally marginalized groups, and together they provide many rea-
sons to suspect that the single-axis interest groups that predominate at
the national level are ill equipped to represent intersectionally marginal-
ized subgroups of their constituents. Much of the scholarship supporting
these suspicions, however, is either theoretical (Crenshaw 1989; Williams
1998; Young 1997, 2000; see also Carter, Sellers, and Squires 2002; Han-
cock 2007), based onungeneralizable case studies (Cohen 1999; Kurtz 2002;
Weaver 2000; L. Williams 1998), or focused on organizations other than
ones speaking onbehalf ofwomen, racialminorities, and low-incomepeo-
ple. For example, Jeffrey Berry (1999) examines the policy activities of pub-
lic interest groups but focuses largely on environmental organizations,
paying minimal attention to organizations representing groups such as
women, racial and ethnicminorities, and low-income people. In addition,
his study focuses on the congressional testimony of these organizations,
and sowhile invaluable, it does not give us a full picture of the agendas and
advocacy tactics of organizations representing the disadvantaged. Theda
Skocpol’s important book, Diminished Democracy (2003) focuses its analy-
ses on all organizations of one particular organizational structure—large,
federated, national membership organizations. As a consequence of these
research designs, extant evidence cannot refute the claims made by many
advocacyorganizations that they actually do represent their disadvantaged
constituents,norcan itadjudicatebetweencontendingexplanationsabout
why they do not.

Moreover,whilehelpful forunderstandinghoworganizationsrepresent
disadvantaged subgroups, extant intersectional frameworks are limited,
relying as they do on dichotomous distinctions that differentiate only
between, on the one hand, single-axis issues (or, in Cathy Cohen’s termi-
nology, “consensus issues”) that affect the whole group and, on the other
hand, intersectional issues (or, in Cohen’s terminology, “cross-cutting is-
sues”) that affect disadvantagedmembers (C. Cohen 1999).13 Dichotomous
frameworks such as these conflate two separate categories, failing to dis-
tinguish the interests of the majority from the interests of advantaged
subgroups. As a consequence, these two-part frameworks do not examine
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Fig. 2.1. Policy typology.

whether there are differences in the levels of advocacy devoted to policy
issues affecting amajority ofmembers compared to those affecting advan-
tagedsubpopulationswithinmarginalizedgroups,nordo they interrogate
the specific effects associated with axes of privilege.

Insights from strategic frameworks that emphasize organizational
maintenance and the need to appeal to the median member suggest addi-
tional dimensions that help extend these dichotomous frameworks. From
such a Downsian approach, representation corresponds to majority rule,
and it is therefore the breadth of an issue’s impact that determines how ac-
tive an organizationwill be. From this perspective, as the number ofmem-
bers thatareaffectedbyan issuedecreases, sowill the levelof attention that
an organization devotes to the issue.14 While a useful supplement to in-
tersectional understandings, such a strategic approach is insufficiently at-
tentive to the issues ofpower andmarginalization emphasizedby intersec-
tionalparadigms.Strategicparadigmsthereforeconflatesmalladvantaged
subgroups with small disadvantaged subgroups, suggesting low levels of
activity on behalf of both.

The elisions of both intersectional and Downsian paradigms can be ad-
dressed, and the strengths of each approach harnessed, by expanding the
keyaspectsofbothframeworks toproducethe four-partpublicpolicy issue
typology that I introduced in chapter 1 (see fig. 2.1). The four categories in
this typology are (1) universal issues, which at least in theory, affect the pop-
ulationasawhole, regardlessof race,gender, sexualorientation,disability,
class,oranyotheridentity; (2)majorityissues,whichaffectanorganization’s
members or constituents relatively equally; (3) disadvantaged-subgroup is-
sues,whichaffect a subgroupofanorganization’s constituentswhoaredis-
advantagedeconomically,socially,orpoliticallycomparedtothebroadercon-
stituency; and (4) advantaged-subgroup issues, which also affect a subgroup
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of an organization’s constituents but one that is relatively strong or advan-
taged compared to the broader constituency.

For example, universal issues include policy issues such as health care
reform or Social Security. Though not everyone is affected in exactly the
same way by either of these issues, issues such as these, as their name
implies, are relatively “equal opportunity” in their potential impact, both
among members of constituencies of the organizations in this study and
outside of these constituencies. Majority issues, in contrast, have partic-
ular effects on the constituents of the organization in question. However,
among these constituents, a majority issue is also an equal opportunity
issue, equally likely to affect any member of an advocacy organization’s
constituency even if it does not affect a numerical majority. An example
of such an issue is violence against women in the case of women’s organi-
zations. This issue is of potential concern to all women, all of whom have
relatively equal potential to be victims, even if not every woman herself is
or will be a victim in her lifetime.15

While both universal and majority issues are, in different ways, equal
opportunity issues, neitherdisadvantaged-subgroupnor advantaged-sub-
group issues can be characterized in this way. Instead, when it comes to
these issues, different subgroups of an organization’s constituency are un-
equally likely to benefit from or to be harmed by such issues. In the case of
disadvantaged-subgroup issues, they are more likely to benefit or harm a
subgroup of an organization’s constituents that is disadvantaged relative
to other constituents. For example, welfare reform is a disadvantaged-
subgroup issue in the case of women’s organizations. That is, many of the
causes of poverty are related to gender-based oppression and discrimina-
tion, and themajority of people directly affected by this policy are women
(and their children), but the majority of women are not affected by it, nor
are all women equally likely to be affected by it. Instead, welfare reform
has a disproportionately high chance of affecting specific subgroups of
women—in particular low-income women and women of color, that is,
intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups of all women.

Incontrast todisadvantaged-subgroupissues,advantaged-subgroupis-
sues,while alsounequal in theirpotential impact, aremore likely tobenefit
or harm a subgroup of an organization’s constituents that is advantaged
relative to other constituents. So, while issues falling into this category
affect a subgroupof the broader groupor involvemultiple axes of identity,
many of those axes may be associated with advantage or privilege (e.g.,
middle-class, male, white, heterosexual) rather than with disadvantage or
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marginalization. In addition, although they affect a subgroup of an or-
ganization’s constituency, issues falling into the advantaged-subgroup
category are more likely than disadvantaged-subgroup issues to be con-
structed or framed as majority issues.16 An example of an advantaged-
subgroup issue is affirmative action in higher education as an issue for
women’s organizations. While this policy issue is gendered and intended
to benefit women, not all women are equally likely to benefit from affir-
mative action policies in higher education. Instead, the benefits of such
programs are more likely to go to middle-class and affluent women, who
are far more likely than low-income women to attend college, graduate
school, and professional school.

In labeling these issues advantaged-subgroup issues, I mean in no way
to suggest that the constituents affected by these issues are advantaged
relative to the general population. It is important to keep in mind that
for themost part, all of the organizations being considered here represent
groups that aremarginalized or disadvantaged in someway relative to the
population as awhole. Thedisadvantages facedbymembers of advantaged
subgroups, however, are not necessarily compounded by other axes of
marginalization.

Inaddition, classifying issuesandgroups ina typologyassumes to some
degree that the categories within this typology are socially and politically
meaningful and that they help us understand oppression as a “systematic,
structuredinstitutionalprocess”(Young1997,17).Nonetheless,becausethe
concepts of interest to social scientists are rarely based on categories that
inhere in nature, any classification scheme or typology is constructed and
therefore subjective to some degree.We have come to accept, for example,
thecontingency,malleability,andconstructednessofconceptssuchasrace
and gender that we previously assumed were clear and easily measurable
(Baker1998;Boswell 1997;Fausto-Sterling1993; Jacobson1998;Kimmel1994;
Lorber 1995;OmiandWinant 1994).Debates about theever-changing racial
and ethnic categories of theUnitedStatesCensusof Population arebut one
example of this phenomenon (K.Williams 2006).

The concepts of interest in this study are no lessmalleable, contingent,
or debatable, and, as a result, both the categories in the aforementioned
policy typology and the issues assigned to each category (as will be dis-
cussedshortly)areunavoidablyplastic.Therearemanyotherpolicycatego-
rization schemes through which we might analyze organizations’ choices
about issue advocacy, such as whether the issues addressed are economic
orsocial,regulatory,distributive,orredistributive(Peterson1981),orwhether
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they have to with domestic policy or foreign policy. That each of these al-
ternatives would tell us something important about interest groups, rep-
resentation, and public policy need not undermine the value of the story
that I tell using the typology that I put forward here.

Even if we accept the classification scheme that I have proposed, the
fact that I limit the intersections that I examine to two axes (for example,
the intersection of race and gender, or the intersection of class and sexual-
ity) in spite of the myriad possible points of intersection raises questions
about whether I am focusing on certain manifestations of intersectional
disadvantageat theexpenseofothers.Does this classificationscheme leave
out, for example, important questions about representingwomenwho are
low-income and also have a disability, or low-income gays and lesbians
of color? As Ange-Marie Hancock notes, “all categories can be fractured
into ever-exponentially increasing sub-categories once intersectionality
is addressed empirically” (Hancock 2007, 66). Consequently, some reduc-
tiveness is necessary to keep the empirical analysis manageable, and I can
realistically test only a limited number of intersections.

STUDYING REPRESENTATION

Although theories of intersectionality have elicited extensive interest in
the social sciences and humanities, there have been fewer large-scale and
systematiceffortstoassessthesetheoriesempirically (forsomeexceptions,
however, see Fraga et al. 2005; Hawkesworth 2003; and Smooth 2001). As
Hancock points out, most quantitative analyses that have taken an in-
tersectional approach have done so using surveys and other instruments
that were intended for other purposes and therefore were not designed to
capture the overlapping and intersecting categories suggestedby intersec-
tional frameworks (Hancock 2007, 66–67; see also McCall 2005).

Inorder tooperationalize the concepts associatedwith intersectionality
(as well as with the other approaches outlined earlier), the central issues
of the book are addressed using original data and a multiple-methods
approach. First, to examine systematically how well organizations repre-
sent disadvantaged subgroups of their constituencies, I collected newdata
using a telephone survey of national advocacy organizations representing
women, racialminorities, and low-incomepeople innationalpolitics.17 Be-
causeI targetedthefullpopulationoftherelevantorganizations inthisuni-
verse and asked questions about a range of public policy issues, the survey
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has yielded data that allow for the first systematic and generalizable anal-
ysis of the relationship among constituency, issue type, and advocacy in
organizations working for underrepresented groups. To supplement the
quantitative data, I conducted in-depth semistructured, anonymous, face-
to-face interviews with officials at forty organizations between March 22
and August 3, 2001. I briefly describe both the survey and the face-to-face
interviewshere. Formore extensive information about both the interviews
and the survey design, execution, and question wordings, please see ap-
pendices A, B, and C.

the 2000 survey of national economic and
social justice organizations

I collected the survey data using the 2000 Survey of National Economic
and Social Justice Organizations (SNESJO). I designed the survey instru-
ment, and the telephone interviews were conducted in 2000 by Zogby
International. Survey interviewswere completedwith officers of 286 orga-
nizations out of a universe of 714 organizations (for a 40 percent response
rate).18 Table 2.1 shows the distribution of the organization types in both
theuniverse of social andeconomic justice organizations and the resulting
sample of organizations that participated in the survey and interviews (see
table 2.1). I chose to include in the survey both organizations with individ-
ual members (what are often referred to as citizen groups and which I will
call membership organizations) and organizations that do not have a mass
base (what Robert Salisbury [1984] calls “institutions” and which I refer to
as nonmember organizations).19

I compiled a database of organizations using information from pub-
lished directories of organizations, media sources, and movement publi-
cations. These sources alsowere used to collect preliminary data about the
groups inorder to test fornonresponse andother typesofbias in the result-
ing data. The questions in the SNESJO focused on organizations’ activities
on public policy issues of the 1990s that have had significant implications
for rights and resources for marginalized groups such as women, racial
minorities, immigrants, LGBT people, and low-income people. To contex-
tualize these activities and facilitate comparisons with existing work, the
SNESJO replicates key questions from earlier surveys (Berry 1977; Heinz
et al. 1993; Knoke and Adams 1984; Kollman 1998; Laumann and Knoke
1987; SchlozmanandTierney 1986;Walker 1991), includingquestions about
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table 2.1 Distribution of national advocacy organizations (nationally and
in samples), by organization type

organizations
in the united face-to-face

organization type states sample interviews

# % # % # %
Asian Pacific American 32 4.5 13 4.5 3 7.5
Black/African American 40 5.5 20 7 4 10
Latino/Hispanic 43 6.3 16 5.6 2 5
Native American/American Indian 35 5.3 13 4.5 1 2.5
Civil rights—Othera 70 10.1 33 11.5 5 12.5
Immigrants’ Rights 8 1.1 6 2.1 1 2.5
Laborb 175 24.6 42 14.7 4 10
Economic justicec 153 21 66 23.1 8 20
Public interestd 21 3 11 3.9 4 10
Women’s rights/feministe 137 18.6 66 23.1 8 20

Total 714 100 286 100 40 100

Sources: The database of organizations was compiled by author based on information in the
following print and online directories: the Electra Pages (electrapages.com); the Encyclopedia
of Associations (Gale Research 2000);the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights (lccr.org); the
National Directory of Asian Pacific American Organizations (Organization of Chinese Americans
1999); the National Directory of Hispanic Organizations (Congressional Hispanic Caucus, Inc.
1999); Public Interest Profiles (Foundation for Public Affairs 1999); Washington Information
Directory (CQ Press 1998); Washington Representatives (Columbia Books 1999); and Who’s
Who in Washington Nonprofit Groups (Congressional Quarterly 1995); the Women of Color
Organizations and Projects National Directory (Women of Color Resource Center 1998).
aIncludes broadly based civil rights and civil liberties organizations; lesbian, gay, bisexual,
and transgender (LGBT) rights organizations; criminal justice organizations; Arab/Muslim
organizations; antiracist organizations; some religiousminority groups; andmulti-
culturalism organizations.
bIncludes unions.
cIncludes antipoverty, welfare rights, anti-homeless, and anti-hunger organizations.
dIncludes consumer, environmental, and “good government” organizations that advocate in
the areas of racial, gender, or economic justice.
eIncludes women of color, reproductive rights, and women’s health organizations.

internal factors such as organizations’ resources, activities, and ideology,
as well asmeasures of external factors such as the effects of shifts in parti-
san control of political institutions.

The SNESJO addressed only domestic policy issues, and, in order to
assess the type of representation provided by organizations, issues were
further limitedtoonesthatcanbepursuedat thenational levelandthrough
all threebranchesof the federal government (the legislative, executive, and
judicial branches). Using a two-stepmethod, I also stipulated that the pol-
icy issues must have been on the national political agenda during the
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period covered by the study (i.e., issues had to involve pending court cases
being heard by the Supreme Court, pending legislation being debated in
Congress, or pending policy being set in an executive branch department
or agency). To select appropriate questions, I compiled a list of issues from
Congressional Quarterly for 1990, 1993, 1996, and 1999 and another from the
“Supreme Court Roundup” (a regular feature in the New York Times) for
1990–2000. After selecting all issues that were potentially relevant to the
groups in the survey, I thensearched the 1990–2000volumesof theCongres-
sionalRecordandof theFederalRegister toconfirmthat the issueswereon the
agendas in the legislative andexecutivebranches aswell, notinghowmany
times each issue had been mentioned in each of these sources. I repeated
this reverse search for the "SupremeCourtRoundup."Althoughappearing
in anyoneof these sourceswould constitute sufficient evidence that issues
were on the political radar screen and thus could reasonably be expected to
be on the agenda of advocacy groups, all twenty-two issues that I selected
were found in at least two of the sources, and twenty of the twenty-two
issues were found in all three sources. While there are certainly biases
inherent in basing the selection of policies on these sources, this method
avoids issues for which a lack of activity could be explained simply as a
function of issues not being “on the agenda.” In order to determine which
issues should be addressed to each type of organization, I constructed a
grid in which I arrayed each organization type along one axis and each
issue type along the other axis. After listing all of the various subgroups
of a constituency that could be affected by each policy issue, I then se-
lected four policy issues for each organization type, thefirst three ofwhich
included one majority issue, one advantaged-subgroup issue, and one
disadvantaged-subgroup issue (see table 2.2). The same universal issue—
Social Security—was used as the fourth issue for all groups, thus also
serving as a control issue.

So, for example, respondents from Asian Pacific American organiza-
tions were asked about hate crime as a majority issue, as all Asian Pacific
Americans are, theoretically, equally likely to be victims of hate crime. Re-
spondents from these organizations were asked about affirmative action
in government contracting as an advantaged-subgroup issue, as this issue
affectsprimarilyAsianPacificAmericanbusinessowners, a relativelypriv-
ileged subgroup of all Asian Pacific Americans. Finally, they were asked
about violence against women as a disadvantaged-subgroup issue, as it
intersects gender and race and affects Asian Pacific American women, an
intersectionally disadvantaged subgroup of Asian Pacific Americans.20
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Operationalizing Intersectionality | Operationalizing concepts such as in-
tersectionality, power, and marginalization, no matter how contingently
we conceptualize them, is challenging.Doing so in a study such as this one
is further complicated by the fact that I am applying conventional social
sciencemethods to operationalize concepts that call into question the very
kinds of categorization schemes and positivist claims dictated by social
science (Hancock 2007, 66–67). There are consequently inherent tensions
between my reliance on categories such as race, gender, and class for the
data collection and empirical analyses, on the one hand, and the fact that
the normative and theoretical frameworks underlying the study call into
question the boundedness of the categories on which I rely, on the other.
While I acknowledge these tensions and the questions that they might
raise about how the analyses and resultsmight differ had I drawndifferent
boundaries, the exigencies of social science require that categories and
boundaries be delineated for analytic purposes. This is a first but nonethe-
less critical step that represents a significant advance in a quantitative
analysis of this sort.

NoSlipperySlope | Moreover, deconstructivist approaches, ofwhich inter-
sectionality isasubset,donotuniformlysuggestthatwejettisoncategories
as analytic tools. Rather, such approaches most often challenge static or
naturalized understandings of categories such as gender, race, and sexu-
ality. While intersectionality emphasizes the diversity within, the overlap
between, and the contingency and constructedness of these categories,
it does not question whether such categories are socially and politically
meaningful. Indeed, rather than arguing that we should abandon these
classifications as analytic categories, advocates of an intersectional ap-
proach want us to recognize the salience of social and demographic cate-
gories in order to more thoroughly appreciate their political implications
(Dietz 2003; Hancock 2007, 66–67; McCall 2005).

face-to-face interviews

The statistical analyses of quantitative data allow for broad, systematic,
individual-level analyses of public policy advocacy and political represen-
tation in the United States across a diverse range of organizations and
policy issues. While the survey data allow me to isolate the particular
effects of a variable on an organization’s activities, I gathered more de-
tailed information about issues that hadbeen coveredby surveyquestions,
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including questions about constituencies, coalitionwork, representation,
and choices of policy issues and advocacy tactics, by supplementing the
SNESJOdatawith information fromin-person,open-ended interviews (see
table 2.1). The informationobtainedduring these interviewsprovidesmore
in-depth, qualitative information about advocacy organizations and their
policy activities and goals. As a consequence, the less-structured, more
open-ended responses in the face-to-face interviews offer a window into
the nuances of how, why, and in what context organization officers make
the decisions that they do about how to allocate organizational energy and
resources. (Please see appendicesA andC for additional information about
the face-to-face interviewmethodology).

SOME NOTES ON PUBLIC INTERESTS, SPECIAL INTERESTS,
AND THE COMMON GOOD

Before proceeding with the rest of the book, in which I present the results
of the analyses and discuss their substantive implications, a few issues
related to the classification of the individual policy issues within the four
categories warrant further discussion, as do some of the assumptions that
underlie these classifications and what they suggest about the “interests”
at stake ineachone.Forexample,SocialSecuritycommonly isdepictedasa
textbook case of a universal issue and is a policy that is regularly portrayed
asbeing"in thepublic interest.”However, as Idiscussedearlier, differently
situated individuals are affected differently by Social Security, and its
actual universality is subject to many questions and debates about the
inclusivity of its effects, such aswhether its benefits godisproportionately
to middle-class recipients.

That the effects of universal issues can vary based on the social, polit-
ical, or economic location of the beneficiaries also draws our attention to
the common but nonetheless complicated distinction that often is drawn
between “public" (or "common") interests, on the one hand, and “special"
interests, on the other hand.21 While the interests involved in issues such
as Social Security and clean air are commonly portrayed as being broadly
shared and for the “common good,”many of the policies that are the focus
of the organizations in this study (such as affirmative action, reproduc-
tive rights, and public assistance to the poor) more often are portrayed
as narrowly defined and therefore as being “special” interests that are in
conflict with the broad public interest (Pitkin 1967, 191). As Iris Young and
others have argued, however, movements and organizations that aim to
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combat social, political, and economic inequalities contend that appeals
to a unitary or commongood “often bias the interpretation of the common
good in ways that favor dominant social groups” while perpetuating the
marginal status of nondominant groups by positioning them “as deviant
Other” and constructing their claims as “special interests” (Young 2000,
81). I will demonstrate in ensuing discussions that such distinctions be-
tween “broad” and “narrow” interests are also atwork in thesewayswithin
organizations that represent marginalized groups, reproducing similar
biases that favor advantaged subgroups of these constituencies.22

intersectionality and group interests

Alongwith addressing the contingencies associatedwith public interests,
the practice of assigning “group interests” also calls for some clarification.
Inparticular, it is important tounpacktheassertion implicit in thesedesig-
nations that the issues in thepolicy typology affect or are in the interests of
the constituencies of the organizations to which they have been assigned.
As the earlier discussion of intersectional marginalization suggested, there
are many complications associated with assessing the impact of policy is-
sues and determiningwhat is in the “interests” of themembers of broad and
internally diverse groups that are defined by social or demographic char-
acteristics such as race, class, or gender. How can we know for certain, for
example, that (as the selection of hate crime as themajority issues for Asian
Pacific American organizations asserts) all Asian Pacific Americans are rel-
atively equally likely to be victimized by hate crime and that it is therefore in
their interest for organizations that speak for them to be active on this issue?

Similarly, asAnnePhillipsnotes,wemight accept as relatively straight-
forward “the notion that women have at least some interests distinct from
and even in conflict with men’s” (Phillips 1998, 234). However, women
comprise a large and diverse group, and they have many differing opin-
ions about the issues that affect them (Sears and Huddy 1990). Kristin
Luker and Jane Mansbridge have documented, for example, that different
subsets ofwomen takediametrically opposed viewsof their interestswhen
it comes to the issues of abortion and the Equal Rights Amendment (Luker
1984; Mansbridge 1986; see also Sapiro 1981). While “pro-choice” women
regard reproductive rights as an essential component ofwomen’s equality,
“pro-life” women believe just as strongly that abortion harms women’s
social status. Many members of marginalized groups reject a number of
the policy goals pursued in their names by organizations that claim to
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represent their interests, and others deny altogether that their demo-
graphic characteristics affect their political identities, attitudes, or life
chances (Young 2000). Implicit in the designation of an issue such as vi-
olence against women as a majority issue for the women’s organizations
in this study, however, is the assertion that all members of the large and
diverse category “women” have an interest inmeasures designed to curtail
gender-based violence. While it may indeed be relatively safe to assume
that “all women” have a “group interest” in being protected from violence,
an intersectional approach also alerts us to the fact that many of the legal
interventions that are commonly used to protect women from violence
might not meet the interests of all women. Scholars such as Angela Davis
(2000) and Kimberlé Crenshaw (1994) have pointed out, for example, that
low-income women and women of color might be reluctant to rely for
protection from abusive partners on the police or other law-enforcement
officers, at whose hands they might equally fear violence. They also may
hesitate to call the police to intervene lest doing so perpetuate stereotypi-
cal notions of men of color as perpetrators of violence. Immigrant women
might be reluctant to leave abusive spouses out of fear of being deported
(Crenshaw 1994).23

Along similar lines, designating affirmative action in higher education
as an advantaged-subgroup issue for women’s organizations implicitly
asserts that privileged women all share a broadly defined interest in this
issue. However, not all privileged women are in a position to benefit from
affirmative action;many arewell beyond their college and graduate school
days and are therefore unlikely to take advantage of such programs.More-
over,whilewomengenerally andwhitewomen inparticularhavebenefited
a great deal from affirmative action in higher education and might well
share a broad concern about maintaining women’s access to college and
universities, many women in fact oppose such programs, either on prin-
ciple or because they believe that they are harmed rather than helped by
them. Plaintiffs in many of the most high-profile lawsuits against affir-
mative action in colleges and professional schools, for example, have been
whitewomenwhohave claimed tohave beenharmedby affirmative action
programs geared toward admittingmembers of racial minority groups.24

objective and subjective interests

Even if we could identify a comprehensive and definitive set of objec-
tively plausible “women’s interests” (or “African American interests,” or
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“low-income people’s interests”), it is often the case that such interests do
not coincide with the expressed preferences, or subjective interests, that
people claim for themselves (Mansbridge 1983; Pitkin 1967, 161; Schlozman
and Tierney 1986). For example, scholars from W. E. B. DuBois (1935) to
David Roediger (1991) have argued that it would have been in the interests
of nineteenth-centurywhite workers to ally with blackworkers to demand
higher wages from their employers. However, the “preferences” of white
workers for racial segregation and white supremacy and their perception
that their own social status was augmented by the continued elevation of
whites over blacks more often prevented them from pursuing the cross-
racial economic alliances and higher wages that were arguably in their
objective interests.

However important it is to acknowledge that there are often differences
between the things people want and the things that an outsider might
believe they ought towant, it is also important to note that scholars such as
Ian Shapiro argue persuasively that there are nonetheless identifiable sets
of basic interests such as security, nutrition, health, and education that
groups require. Along similar lines, Rogers Smith asserts that “people do
have basic, recognizable types of substantive interests,” which, he argues,
include “material well-being, some forms of political protection and po-
litical power, and senses of ethically constitutive identity” (Rogers Smith
2004, 309).AsShapiroacknowledges, anyaccount that specifieswhat these
basic interests are will be controversial because these interests are always
at least partly “socially constructed” and “may vary with time and circum-
stance” (Shapiro 1999, 85). Such concessionsneednotundermine thequest
to fulfill these interests, he contends.

Indeed, scholars continue todebatewhether it ispossible to speakabout
individuals’ or groups’ objective interests at all. Some scholars, most no-
tablyrationalchoicetheorists,arguethat it is impossibletodefineobjective
interestsbecausewecannotattributeintereststoindividuals intheabsence
of prior knowledge about their identities, beliefs, preferences, and inten-
tions. Instead, they contend, we should focus on expressed preferences
(Calhoun 2002; Reeve 2003; Scott andMarshall 2005). Others, however, as-
sertthatwecannotequateexpressedpreferenceswithreal interestsbecause
peoplemaybemisled,misinformed, or simply irrational about theirwants
and needs. Proponents of this view argue that we should instead think
about interests aswhat JaneMansbridge calls “enlightenedpreferences”—
the policy choices that peoplewouldmakewere they liberated and fully in-
formed(Mansbridge1983).Although,asPhillipscautions,suchapproaches
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Fig. 2.2. Perception of proportion of constituents affected, by issue type. Organization officers
were asked, “On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is ‘none’ and 5 is ‘almost all,’ what proportion of your
members/constituents would you say is directly affected by the following issues?” Data in the
black columns reflect the percentage of respondents giving the answer “5.” Data in the white
columns reflect the percentage of respondents giving the answer “1” (data from SNESJO).

edge “uncomfortably close to notions of ‘false consciousness’” (Phillips
1998, 234) and might therefore rightly be critiqued as vanguardist and pa-
tronizing, normative theorists nonetheless tend to concur that we ought
not rely on expressed preferences as the sole indicators of an individual’s
or group’s interests.

Although it is not possible for me to establish definitively that some
issues are squarely in the “interests” of a particular social group or of the
constituents of a particular organization, nor is there a definitive way to
verify whether my policy issue classification scheme is perfect, the data
from the SNESJO can shed some light on these questions. Examining
responses to the survey question asking respondents what proportion of
their constituents is affected by each issue type provides some evidence
that the issues that I have chosen have been classified correctly and that
the categories of the typology do capture the variation in the ways these
issues impact the organizations’ constituents (see fig. 2.2).

We would expect, for example, that both majority and universal issues
willaffect largeportionsofconstituents,andindeed,thelargestproportion
of respondents (close to 40 percent) said that the majority and universal
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issues affect “almost all” of their constituents. Advantaged-subgroup and
disadvantaged-subgroup issues should affect fewer constituents; indeed,
only 26.2 percent of respondents said that “almost all” of their constituents
are affected by the advantaged-subgroup issue, and only 17.5 percent gave
this response about the disadvantaged-subgroup issue. Although an inex-
act measure of their actual impact, their responses to this question lend
credence to the categorization of the policy issues and suggest that the
associated measures are capturing politically meaningful concepts, con-
structed and noisy as they are.25

CONCLUSION

The foregoing discussion has not resolved the long-standing dilemmas
associatedwithrelyingondemographiccategoriesor imputinginterests to
thebroadanddiversegroups containedwithin themfor analytic purposes,
nor has it settled the notoriously difficult quandaries related to imputing
these interests in cases in which we have incomplete knowledge about or
there is a contradiction between objective and subjective interests. These
questions, which long have been the subjects of political and scholarly
discussion, will continue to concernme in subsequent chapters, and I will
heed the warnings raised by these and other debates, attending to them as
appropriate.

Nonetheless, it is not my objective here, nor in the rest of this book, to
settle these long-standing questions. Consequently, like most social sci-
entists and political analysts, I will continue to rely on contingent and
constructed categories such as race, class, gender, and sexuality and to
impute political interests to those who fall into them. I will also, however,
point out cases in which these categories obscure more than they illumi-
nate, and I will draw attention to the social and political constructedness
of these interests and identities (Schlozman and Tierney 1986). Indeed,
by foregrounding the many different social, economic, and political lo-
cations occupied by the members of ascriptive groups such as women,
racial minorities, and low-income people, and by highlighting the con-
structedness, contingency, and plasticity of these categories, the policy
typology and,more broadly, the intersectional frameworkwithinwhich it
is based implicitly resist essentialist notions that hold that the individuals
falling into these categories share inevitable and naturally occurring com-
mon identities and interests. Acknowledging the constructedness of these
interests also foregrounds the ways in which forces such as ideologies,
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political leaders, affiliations, identities, and positions within power rela-
tions shape individuals’ and groups’ perceptions of their interests, their
political goals, and their conceptions about the proper means to achieve
thesegoals (BachrachandBaratz 1962;Connolly 1972;Dahl 1967;Disch2006;
Gaventa 1982; Hayward 2000; Lukács [1923] 1971; Lukes 1974; Manin 1997;
Schattschneider [1960] 1975; Schlozman and Tierney 1986; Shapiro 1999;
Rogers Smith 2004; Young 2000).

I will address these and other important dimensions of the ways in which
advocacy organizations construct, articulate, and aggregate interests and
identities. It is important to bear inmind, however, that the objects of this
study—advocacy organizations that represent marginalized groups—act
on that assumption that, for all of their internal diversity and variation,
members of these groups do share interests in particular policy issues
and in overcoming their marginalization and that they are connected by
what Michael Dawson has described as “linked fate” (Dawson 1994; M.
Williams 1998). As such, these organizations operate based on the belief
that members of marginalized populations are, at a minimum, better off
individually and collectively when they mobilize as groups and attempt
to achieve a voice in politics and public policy than they would be in the
absence of such efforts (see Mansbridge 1983, 26). Indeed, as important as
it is to heed the cautions associated with notions of group interests and
group representation, members of marginalized groups continue to rely
onbothof theseconceptsbecause, as IrisYoungremindsus, “in thecontext
of practical affairs,” such measures are often the best way to “gain a voice
for many wrongly excluded issues, analyses, and positions” (Young 2000,
122–23).

This project shares these normative assumptions about representation
and the interests of marginalized populations at the same time as it inter-
rogates many of the ways in which these interests are defined and deploy-
ed. As such, rather than engaging in a wholesale questioning of whether
members of marginalized share any interests that can be represented
within political institutions and policy-making processes, the arguments
and analyses in this book question which of the range of possible interests
and identities the organizations that claim to speak for these groups
decide to emphasize and to deploy. Rather than dispensing altogether
with categorizations and classifications, I assess the implications of the
schemes that are employed for the representation of intersectionally
disadvantagedmembers of marginalized groups.
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To these ends, chapter 3 addresses the roles of group identification and
perceptions of linked fate inmuddying the distinctions between objective
and subjective interests among members of marginalized populations.
The analyses in this and successive chapters also will detail the ways in
which organizations representing these populations define anddeploy the
“groupness” onwhich they rely tomake their political claims. Subsequent
discussions also will demonstrate the ways in which the “common inter-
ests” of marginalized groups are thus designated because they have been
constructed as such, pointing to the roles played by advocacy organizations
themselves, as well as the roles of other policy makers and policy elites,
in these processes of interest formation and construction (Schlozman and
Tierney 1986, 20).

I turn now to the first part of this enterprise, presenting data from the
survey and interviews to explore the contemporary universe of national
social and economic justice organizations. Combining this information
with a normative discussion about group representation, I discuss the role
of advocacy organizations as representatives of marginalized groups in
American politics.



three

Intersectionality and Representation

Intersectionality is a relatively new term within political theory and social
science research, but concerns about multiply disadvantaged subgroups
are long-standing.1 Throughout the nineteenth and twentieth centuries
and extending into the twenty-first, American political movements and
organizations that claimed to speak on behalf of marginalized groups
have faced allegations that they ignored the needs, interests, and iden-
tities of constituents who face more than one type of discrimination or
disadvantage, a legacy that sociologist SharonKurtz has characterized as a
“repeated, painful failure of socialmovements to come to termswithmul-
tiple, simultaneous domination” (Kurtz 2002, 29). For example, Sojourner
Truth’s 1851 address to the Women’s Convention in Akron, Ohio, famous
forher repeated refrain, “Ain’t I awoman?”pointedout the fact that voting
rights for African American womenwere excluded from the agenda of the
women’s suffragemovement, sacrificed to the fear of alienating conserva-
tives and southernwhites (menandwomen)whoopposedvoting rights for
blacks (Davis 1981; Giddings 1984; Truth [1851] 1976). Until very recently,
many labor unions actively supported anti-immigration policies based
onanarrowlyprotectionist strategy. In the 1960s,NewLeft groups, suchas
Students for a Democratic Society, relegated female participants to tradi-
tionally female roles within their organizations, such as typing notes and
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serving coffee. Second-wave feminist organizations of the 1960s and 1970s
asked lesbians to keep quiet lest they validate a hostile public’s stereotype
that all feminists were lesbians. Accompanying each of these allegations
and exclusions have also been demands frommembers of intersectionally
disadvantagedsubgroups for recognitionof theoverlappingand intersect-
ing nature of discrimination based on race, gender, sexuality, and class.
For example, speaking at the semicentennial of the National American
Woman Suffrage Association in 1898, Mary Church Terrell spoke to the
multiple exclusions faced by black women and told the audience that she
rejoiced “not only in the prospective enfranchisement ofmy sex but in the
emancipation of my race” as well (Terrell [1898] 2003).

Organizations and movements of the nineteenth and first half of the
twentieth century could respond to such demands for recognition by
claiming that, as organizations speaking on behalf of weak, minority,
andmarginalized groups, they were constrained by the need to first gain a
place at the political table. That claim is less persuasive in the face of the
achievements of organizations representing women, racial minorities, and
low-income people during the latter half of the twentieth century that I dis-
cussed in chapter 2. With the lifting of many of the legal barriers to their
political, economic, and social participation, and more elected officials
and organizations representing their interests than ever before, groups
such as low-income people; women; lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgen-
der (LGBT) people; African Americans; and Latinos are now what Anne
Larason Schneider and Helen Ingram call “emergent contenders” in U.S.
politics and policy making. While each of these groups has suffered a his-
torically compromised position in the American polity, the organizations
that currently speak for these populations bear a striking resemblance to
more traditionally powerful lobby groups. Indeed, based only on a list of
addresses, it is impossible to distinguish antipoverty organizations from
business lobbies, civil rights organizations from professional organiza-
tions, or feminist groups from Christian conservative organizations. A
majority (61.4 percent) of the organizations in this study are located in
the greater District of Columbia area (Washington, D.C.; Maryland; and
Virginia), and many are on or near “Gucci Gulch,” the K Street corridor
that is home to some of the most powerful lobbying firms and interest
groups in the country. Organizations such as the National Organization
forWomen (NOW), the National Association for the Advancement of Col-
ored People (NAACP), and the American Federation of Labor–Congress of
Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO) once may have been considered radical
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by mainstream political actors. Their geographic proximity to these lob-
byists signifies the extent to which many of them have become political
“insiders” that lobbymembers of Congress and command the attention of
cabinet members and committee chairs.

While they might look similar on the surface, organizations advocat-
ing on behalf of marginalized groups differ from other interest groups in
fundamental ways. The most important distinction is that the organiza-
tions under considerationhere derive their legitimacy from their claims to
representweakandmarginalizedgroups rather thanbychannelingor aug-
menting the power and influence of already powerful groups. In so doing,
they advance a new conceptualization of representation. In this chapter, I
describe someof the salient features that characterize the contemporary uni-
verse of organizations advocating for women, racial minorities, and low-
incomepeople,emphasizingtheirself-perceptionsascompensatoryrepre-
sentatives for underrepresented groups as well as the responsibilities that
this role entails. Combining a normative discussion about representation
with empirical evidence about the goals and activities of interest groups, I
delineate expectations about representation for intersectionally disadvan-
taged groups by the advocacy organizations that claim to speak for them.

Foremost among these expectations, I argue, is that these organizations
will use the access, influence, andpolitical capital that theyderive fromthe
claim to represent marginalized groups to represent and act as mediators
on behalf of intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups of the populations
for whom they claim to speak. In other words, one way wemight evaluate
theworkof advocacyorganizations is by assessing the extent towhich they
use their status and influence for the benefit of the least well-off among
their constituents. The data show that organization officers believe in and
take seriously this expectation, even if they do not always meet it when it
comes tomediating on behalf of intersectionally disadvantaged groups.

THE COMMUNITY OF ORGANIZATIONS REPRESENTING
MARGINALIZED GROUPS

In spite of their origins in outsider movements, many of the organiza-
tions that advocate for marginalized groups have come to look a lot like
political insiders.Nonetheless,acomparisonwithdatafrompreviousstud-
ies of interest groups shows that the organizations in this study remain
outmoneyed by organizations representing other, more traditional inter-
ests. In addition, they have fewer resources and fewer organizational and
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table 3.1 Political and financial characteristics of organizations in SNESJO

characteristic minimum maximum mean
se
mean

kollman
(1998)
(mean
values)

Importance of
influencing
national public
policya

(1–5 scale) 4.43 0.05
Conservative-Liberalb

(1–10 scale) 6.89 0.13
Budget $0 $10,000,000 $555,406 100,022 $4,029,289
Budget used for

advocacy (%)
0 100 29.4 1.92

Number of members 11 1,000,000 69,631 6341 141,637
Number of paid staff 0 500 39.4 4.90 110
N=286

Sources: SNESJO; Ken Kollman (1998) Outside Lobbying: Public Opinion and Interest Group Strategies.
Princeton: Princeton University Press.
aOrganization officers were asked, “On a scale of 1 to 5, if 1 is ‘not important’ and 5 is ‘very
important,’ how important is influencing national public policy as a part of your organization’s
mandate and activities?”
bOrganization officers were asked, “On a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 is very conservative and 10 is
very liberal, howwould you describe your organization?”

table 3.2 Select characteristics of organizations in SNESJO

selected
characteristics

% with
characteristic
in snesjo

schlozman
and tierney (%)
(1986)

kollman (%)
(1998)

Located inWashington, DC area 61.4
Hold tax-exempt status 89.0
Employ legal staff 31.8 75.0
Registered to Lobby congress 34.1
Employ lobbyists 25.0
Have one or more PACs 19.0 54.0 64.0
N=286

Sources: SNESJO; Kay Schlozman and John Tierney (1986) Organized Interests and American Democracy.
New York: Harper & Row; Ken Kollman (1998) Outside Lobbying: Public Opinion and Interest Group
Strategies. Princeton: Princeton University Press.

political tools than do other interests such as corporate, business, and
professional organizations (see tables 3.1 and 3.2). Fewer than one-third
(31.8 percent) of the organizations surveyed in the SNESJO employ a legal
staff, compared with three-quarters of the organizations in Kay Lehman
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Schlozman and John Tierney’s 1986 study of interest groups.2 Only one-
quarter of theorganizations in theSNESJOemploy lobbyists (although34.1
percent are registered to lobby members of Congress), and only one-fifth
have political action committees (PACs). Schlozman and Tierney, in con-
trast, found that 54 percent of the organizations in their 1986 study had
PACs, and Kollman in his 1998 research noted that 64 percent of organiza-
tions had affiliated PACs.

In addition to these continuing disparities, the growth in the num-
ber of social and economic justice organizations has been outpaced by the
growth in the number of business and professional organizations—the
sameorganizations thatdominated the interestgroupuniverse in theyears
before themassmobilizationsof the 1960sand 1970sand the increase in the
number of organizations representingmarginalized groups (Baumgartner
and Leech 1998; Berry 1989; Schlozman 1984; Schlozman and Burch forth-
coming; Schlozman and Tierney 1986; Walker 1991).

Although they have fewer resources, organizations representing women,
racial minorities, and low-income people are very politically engaged,
devoting, on average, just under one-third of their budgets to advocacy
activities. In addition, influencing national policy is extremely important
to these organizations, and they tend to be quite liberal, scoring an average
of just under 7 on the survey’s ten-point scale of ideology (where 1 is “very
conservative” and 10 is “very liberal”).3

In addition to these differences in resources and characteristics, the
organizations in this study also exhibit a different understanding of their
political roles thandoother typesof interestgroups.Specifically,organiza-
tions representingmarginalized groups claim a distinctivemandatewhen
it comes to advocating for their constituents in politics and policy mak-
ing. Like their corporate and professional analogues, organizations that
speak on behalf of marginalized groups exist to advocate for their mem-
bers and constituents in national politics and policy making. However,
unlike these other groups, they do so in a political universe in which the
constituents for whom they speak, while formally enfranchised, continue
to be marginalized and underrepresented within political institutions. In
spite of the fact that there aremorewomen and racialminorities in elected
offices today than there have been at any point in American history,mem-
bers of these and other marginalized groups continue to make up only a
small percentage of elected and appointed officials (see fig. 3.1). For ex-
ample, while women constitute approximately 51 percent of the American
population, in 2006 they held only 15 percent of the 435 seats in the United
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Fig. 3.1. Percentage of congressional seats held by women and racial minorities in 2006 (data
fromwww.cawp.rutgers.edu/Facts/Officeholders/elective.pdf; www.ethnicmajority.com).

States House of Representatives and only 14 percent of the 100 seats in the
U.S. Senate. Only eight states had women governors in that year, and only
22.5 percent of seats in state legislatures were held by women.4 Similarly,
even though the 1982 reauthorization of the Voting Rights Act contained
“results-oriented” amendments that have led to the creation of majority-
minority districts (intended to increase the number ofmembers ofminor-
ity groups holding elected office), members of racial minority groups also
continue to be underrepresented in Congress. While African Americans
made up approximately 13 percent of theU.S. population in 2006 they held
only 9 percent of House seats and amere 1 percent of Senate seats. Latinos
comprised about 14 percent of the overall population but occupied only 5
percent of House seats and 2 percent of Senate seats.Women of color, who
madeupabout15percentof thepopulation,held justslightlyover4percent
of House seats and no Senate seats. Numbers are similarly low for Asian
PacificAmericans, NativeAmericans, low-incomepeople, and LGBTpeople.

The repercussions resulting from the dearth of elected representatives
for marginalized groups are compounded by other limits to equitable
representation and full democracy in the American electoral system. Geo-
graphically based congressional districts, for example, make difficult the
election of representatives of groups whose members do not live in res-
identially distinct areas (Canon 1999; J. Cohen and Rogers 1992; Guinier
1994; Rehfeld 2005; Mark E. Warren 2001, 2004). Women, for instance,
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sharemany interests (qualified as these interests are by the considerations
about the difficulties of ascribing interests to groups such as these that
I discussed in chapter 2) but rarely are concentrated geographically in
particular congressional districts (though women often do comprise over
half the voters in a district).5 In addition, thewinner-take-all elections that
are used to electmembers of the U.S. Congress are biased against electoral
successes for candidates fromminority parties, which often represent the
interests of racial and ethnic minorities in proportional representation
systems such as those found in many European countries (Guinier 1994;
Young 1992). As a consequence, in spite of record numbers of women and
minorities in Congress and other elected offices, it remains difficult for
these representatives to have a major impact on formulating or passing
legislationthatwouldbenefitthesegroups(Guinier 1994;Swain1993;Swers
2002).The two-partydominanceofnationalpolitics that is encouragedand
reinforced by the American electoral system leads to the “capture” of dis-
advantaged groups by whichever of the two parties is even slightly more
hospitable to them, minimizing their influence within party politics as
well (Frymer 1999; Sanbonmatsu 2002; Swers 2002; Thomas 1994).

Moreover, as the theories of intersectionality that I described in chapter
2 help us understand, salient groupings that help define political interests
andpreferences—suchas thosebasedonrace, ethnicity, class, citizenship,
and gender—are not static, mutually exclusive categories. Instead, these
groups are defined by contingent, dynamic, and intersecting interests.
Because individuals belong tomany intersecting and overlapping groups,
an individual’s “interests” typically exist along more than one dimension.
For example, a predominantly Latino electoral districtmight elect a Latino
member of Congress, but that does not guarantee that this representative
will attend to the specific concerns of Latinas, low-income Latinos, or gay
and lesbian Latinos (Fraga et al. 2005). Geographically based elections are
thus ill equipped to transmit themultifaceted interests and preferences of
groups whose identities and interests are intersectionally constituted.

Advocacy organizations help fill in some of these gaps in electorally
based representation by transcending geographic boundaries and provid-
ing compensatory and surrogate representation for groups of people with
shared interests but inadequate formal territorially based political repre-
sentation (Jenkins 1987;Kersh2001;Rehfeld 2006;MarkE.Warren2004).As
Scott Ainsworth writes, while elected representatives have a geographic
basis for representation, interest groups “focus on functional divisions”
thatareoftenspreadacrosstheentirecountry(2002,69).So,forexample,an
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AfricanAmericanmember of Congress fromNewYork represents African
Americans in his or her district. Although he or she might try to act as a
surrogate or a “virtual” representative for African Americans nationwide,
his or her primary responsibility is to the members in his or her district
(Burke [1792] 1889; Fenno 2003; Gay 2002; Mansbridge 2003; Pitkin 1967).
African American interest groups, on the other hand, represent African
Americans from states and districts all over the country (Ainsworth 2002).

Consequently, as voluntary organizations that seek to influence legisla-
tures, courts, government agencies, and public opinion, national advocacy
organizations speaking for underrepresented groups attempt to persuade
geographically based members of Congress to take action on issues that
might not otherwise be included on the political agenda by mobilizing
voters. To do so, they use a wide range of tactics such as directly lobbying
legislators, engaging in letter-writing campaigns, testifying at committee
hearings, and providing policy makers with information and research. In
addition to influencing legislators, advocacy organizations attempt to in-
fluence the executive branch by lobbying presidents and their advisers re-
garding pending legislation or by providing agencies with comments and
testimony about proposed regulations. When efforts to influence the leg-
islative and executive branches fail, advocacy organizations also use the
courts, filing amicus curiae briefs or bringing test cases and class action
suits to represent their constituents. Although their power to set the agenda,
frame policy debates, and shepherd policy changes is, of course, limited by a
range of important factors that I will address at length in chapters 4 and 5,
advocacyorganizationshelpcompensateforinadequatelevelsofformalpoliti-
cal representation formarginalizedgroups in all of the aforementionedways.

MEMBERS AND CONSTITUENTS

The organizations in this study use the foregoing tactics to provide advo-
cacy and representation for members of marginalized groups. However,
as I explained in chapter 2, this book examines bothmembership and non-
membership organizations. Consequently, evaluating the roles of these
organizations as representatives requires taking into account some of the
differences between the organizations that fall into each of these two
categories. Although the organizations in each classification share many
qualities and have many similar purposes, there are some differences be-
tween themthatbearmention (see table 3.3). For example, themembership
organizations (also called citizen groups) in this study are, on average,more
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table 3.3 Comparison of selected characteristics of membership and
non-membership organizations

characteristic

membership
organizations
(n=178)

non-membership
organizations
(n=108)

% mean % mean

Importance of influencing national
public policya

4.51 4.3

Conservative-Liberalb 6.9 6.8
Located inWashington, DC area 57.8 67.7
Organizations with tax-exempt status 86.9 94.9
Organizations employing legal staff 32.6 30.3
Organizations registered to lobby

Congress
38.1 26.9

Organizations employing lobbyists 30.3 15.3
Organizations with one or more PACs 24.2 7.1
Budget $692,984 $363,222
Budget used for advocacy (%) 29.6 28
Number of paid staff 39.5 31.5

Source: SNESJO.
aOrganization officers were asked, “On a scale of 1 to 5, if 1 is ‘not important’ and 5 is ‘very
important,’ how important is influencing national public policy as a part of your organization’s
mandate and activities?”
bOrganization officers were asked, “On a scale of 1 to 10, where 1 is ‘very conservative’ and 10 is
‘very liberal,’ how would you describe your organization?”

likely to employ lobbyists and to have political action committees than
are nonmembership organizations (referred to by Robert Salisbury as
“institutions” and encompassing the organizations composed of other or-
ganizations asmembers that that he calls “associations”).Membership or-
ganizations are also wealthier than nonmembership organizations and have
larger staffs. Nonmembership organizations, on the other hand, are more
likely thanmembership organizations to be located inWashington, D.C.

One particular set of differences between membership and nonmem-
bership organizations has important implications as we consider the role
of advocacyorganizations as representatives ofmarginalizedgroups.Most
significantly, while membership organizations have, by definition, a con-
stituency that comprises identifiable, dues-payingmembers to whom the
organizations are ostensibly accountable, the same is not true of nonmem-
bership organizations. For example, the NAACP currently claims 400,000
individual members; its sibling organization, the NAACP Legal Defense
Fund (NAACP LDF), has no individual members (although likemany non-
membership organizations, it does have individual donors).
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Consequently, membership organizations arguably have a far more
clearly delineated constituency than nonmembership organizations do.
While true in theory, the NAACP example demonstrates that in practice
this contrast between the constituencies ofmembership andnonmember-
ship organizations is, to some degree, a distinction without a difference,
at least in this regard. In spite of their differing organizational forms, the
missions ofmost of the organizations in this study,membership and non-
membership alike, transcend the boundaries of dues-paying members or
donor lists. For example, the mission statement of the NAACP states that
it exists “to ensure the political, educational, social and economic equality
of rights of all persons and to eliminate racial hatred and racial discrimina-
tion.”TheanalogousstatementbytheNAACPLDFsaysthatat its founding,
its “primary purposewas to provide legal assistance to poorAfricanAmer-
icans,” but that “its work over the years has brought greater justice to
all Americans.” Both organizationsmake broad claims about representing
broad groups that are not limited to members or donors. Unlike business
andprofessional organizations, it is rarely the case that organizations such
as these have narrowmissions that are geared exclusively toward securing
benefits for their members. Instead, the organizations discussed here are
by and large the kinds of interest groups that Jeffrey Berry labels “public
interest groups,” organizations thatmake claims to speak for broad social
and economic groups and that lobby for benefits that do not “selectively
and materially benefit the membership and activists of the organization”
(Berry1977,7).6 Laborunions,whichbargainformaterialbenefitsthatoften
extend exclusively to their members, typically are not classified as pub-
lic interest groups. However, by setting industry standards, the increased
wages and benefits attained by unions for their members also help (and
are intended to help) nonunion workers (Gerber 1999; Mishel and Walters
2003). Moreover, outside of their roles in collective bargaining for wages
andbenefits,unionsclosely resembleBerry’spublic interestgroups in their
political activities and policy goals. In this capacity, unions are connected
to, and indeed have often been in the forefront of, broad movements for
economic and social justice (Novkov 2001; Warren 2005).

Indeed, as I will demonstrate in this chapter, the organizations consid-
ered in this study share a commitment to working for policies that benefit
whole classes of people or broad social groups or for policies that ad-
dress ideological concerns such as the environment or peace. This does not
mean that themembership organizations among themdonot pay particu-
lar attention to the specific interests and preferences of their dues-paying
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members, nordoes itmean that thenonmembershiporganizations among
themdonot attend to the desires of their benefactors. In fact, as Iwill show
in many of the analyses that follow, organizations do just these things
under many circumstances. However, it is nonetheless the case that all
of the organizations under consideration here can be described as having
constituencies that go beyond these formal members or donors. As such,
while I will distinguish between member and nonmember organizations
asnecessary in the analyses anddiscussions that follow, I alsowill consider
them together as a group when appropriate.

While their common traits of having broad constituencies and repre-
senting the interests of broad social and economic groups allow us to treat
these organizations similarly, these samequalities complicatematters some-
whataswell. The fartherwemoveaway fromboundedpopulations, suchas
residents of congressional districts or dues-paying members of member-
based organizations, themore tenuous are our evaluations ofwhether rep-
resentation is taking place. So, while the organizations in this study may
claim to represent broad social and economic groupings and populations
such as “women,” “racial minorities,” “workers,” or “environmentalists,”
there is really no way to verify whether they actually do represent these
populations. Do the members of these broad groups identify with these
organizations? Do they even know of their existence?Would they identify
their own interests as being the same ones as those being pursued by these
organizations?

These are all important and provocative questions about the relation-
ships between advocacy organizations and thepopulations that they claim
to represent. For the purposes of the arguments and analyses in this book,
however, it is less important whether those being spoken for identify with
the organizations that claim to speak for them than it is that these organi-
zations claim to speak for them in the first place. As I began to discuss in
chapter 2, what I am assessing is how well the organizations that claim to
represent these groups fulfill the missions that they claim for themselves
and with which the polity entrusts them. As such, I am to some degree
drawingdirect connections betweenmembership inmarginalizedgroups,
on the one hand, and membership in interest groups, on the other, two
categories that political theorist Melissa Williams (1998) argues are dis-
tinct. Williams categorizes membership in interest groups as voluntary,
shifting,andamatterofdegreeanddescribesmembership inmarginalized
groups as “involuntary, immutable, and dichotomous” (M.Williams 1998,
116).Whilenot allmembers of amarginalizedgroupwill be formalmembers
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of the interest groups that claim to speak for this group (in fact, very small
proportions of potential members ever join these organizations), in my
definition, they are all constituents of these organizations, andwe therefore
can evaluate the claims and actions of these organizations in this light.7

With these considerations in mind, in describing and analyzing these
organizations and the populations they claim to represent, I differenti-
ate among three categories. When referring to the formal dues-paying or
otherwise formally determinedmembers of organizations, I use the terms
members of organizations or organization members. I refer to the members of
thebroad social andeconomicgroups that are representedby theseorgani-
zations asmembers of groups or populations, such as low-incomepeople or
women. To describe the broad constituencies to which both membership
and nonmembership organizations lay claim, I use the term constituents.

REPRESENTATION AND RESPONSIBILITY:
NORMATIVE BENCHMARKS

Although advocacy organizations do much to fill in the gaps in electoral
politics,manyof the same features thatmake these organizations effective
representatives formarginalizedgroups alsomake it difficult to hold these
organizations responsible as representatives. For example, for all of their
inadequacies, elected representatives are formally accountable to their
constituentsthroughelections.Advocacyorganizationsvarywidelyinhow
accountable they are to their constituencies, however;most arenot subject
to the formal and legallybindingaccountability thatderives fromelections
that confer policy-making powers. Organizationsmust, of course, answer
totheirboardsofdirectors.Someorganizations, laborunions inparticular,
have legally binding elections through which they select their officers.
However, neither of these mechanisms provides accountability that is
equivalent to thatwhich is enforced by the imperfect but nonetheless con-
stitutionally mandated and protected elections faced by members of
Congress. Lacking themechanismof elections that gives voters the power,
limited as it is, to “throw the bums out,” it is difficult for constituents to
impose anyobligations and responsibilities on the advocacyorganizations
that claim to speak for them.

Inmembership organizations,members can, in theory, vote “with their
feet” and simply leave organizationswithwhich they aredissatisfied, seek-
ing or forming ones that better serve their interests (Ainsworth 2002,
69). However, as I discussed in chapter 2, intersectionally disadvantaged
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subgroups are, to borrow Paul Frymer’s term, “captured” by the organiza-
tions that claim to represent them and therefore lack this meaningful exit
option. In addition, elected officials are distinct from others who claim to
represent constituents in that they are legally bound towork for every con-
stituent in their district, regardless ofwhether these constituents voted for
themoridentifywiththeirpoliticalparty.8 Interestgroups,bycomparison,
are under no legal obligation to represent or respond to peoplewho are not
members of or donors to their organization (Ainsworth 2002). Difficulties
such as these make it important to delineate expectations about the ways
in which we want advocacy organizations to represent their constituents,
particularly in lightof the faithvested inthembymembersofmarginalized
groups and considering the claims made by these organizations to speak
for these groups.

While it is true thatmost interest groups are not legally bound to act on
behalf of nonmembers, organizations representing marginalized groups
typically claim to speak for the entire population inwhosename theymake
claims.Theyalsoclaimthatthesegroupssharecommonintereststhatthey,
as representatives, are able to identify and represent. Organizations such
as the NAACP, for example, claim very explicitly to speak for “all African
Americans,” while the AFL-CIO states that it works for “working people
in the global economy.”9 Not only do these organizations make claims to
speak for these broad constituencies, but most claim further that they are
advocates for the weak and marginalized and that they are motivated by
a desire to advance social justice and equality (Berry 1977). Indeed, their
political legitimacy and power derive from these claims.

In light of such claims by advocacy organizations and given the legit-
imacy and power that these claims beget (Kersh 2001), whatmight we expect
of organizations that claim to representmarginalized groups? The follow-
ing sections delineate two central sets of expectations of advocacy orga-
nizations to their constituents: (1) the expectation that they will nurture
feelings of intersectionally linked fate among constituents and (2) the ex-
pectationthat theywill engage inprocessesof representationasmediation.

linked fate and collective identity

Organizationsrepresentingmarginalizedgroupstradeintheclaimthatthe
populations forwhich they speakarebound, togreateror lesserdegrees, by
what political scientist Michael Dawson (1994) calls “linked fate.” Dawson
developed this concept to explain the distinctly high levels of cohesiveness
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inthepoliticalattitudesandbehaviorofAfricanAmericans—cohesiveness
that persists in spite of increasing social, economic, and political dispar-
ities that have resulted in what might be characterized as divergent “ob-
jective” interests among members of African American communities. He
argues more generally that when members of a marginalized group have
a shared history of exploitation, discrimination, and political disenfran-
chisement, they come to perceive “that their own self-interests are linked
to the interests” of the groups towhich they belong (Dawson 1994, 77). As a
consequence, theyuse their perceptionsof the interests of thesegroups “as
a proxy for their own interests,” even in cases when these group interests
would not be thought of as being in their objective interests (Dawson 1994,
61). Social movement theorists ascribe a similar role to the emotions asso-
ciated with collective identities, which they argue are both necessary for
and created by mobilization (Melucci 1989). Collective identities generate
solidaristic feelings and perceptions of shared grievances and status, thus
leadingmovementparticipants to “adopt as their own thegoodofothers in
their group” (Mansbridge 1983, 27). 10 Thinking about their ownwell-being
in this way can lead in turn to favoring policies that are perceived to pro-
mote thewelfare of the group evenwhen thesepolicies provide individuals
“with no personal benefits and may involve them in considerable cost”
(Mansbridge 1983, 27). In theseways, both linked fate and collective identi-
ties suggest alternatives to purely rational or individual calculi and lenses
through which members of marginalized groups evaluate policy options,
formulate preferences, and identify interests (Gould 2004; Jenkins 1999;
Kurtz 2002;Mansbridge 1986; Polletta and Jasper 2001; Taylor andWhittier
1999).11

Collective identities and linked fate cohere around shared histories,
status, grievances, and interests (B. Anderson 1991). However, the precise
contentofthesegrievancesisnotself-generating.Rather, it isusuallydeter-
mined by political actors—including advocacy organizations—who help
construct it by framing issues, claims, and interests in particular ways.12

These frames—what Erving Goffman calls “schemata of interpretation”—
aredeployedforarangeofpurposes: toattractmembersanddonors, inspire
andmobilize constituents, attract media and policy-maker attention, and
influencepolicydebates (Goffman1974;Goodwinand Jasper2003, 52; Snow
and Benford 1988, 1992; Tarrow 1992, 2005).13

By drawing boundaries around issues, frames highlight some elements
of a policy issue while they downplay others. For example, in 1995, in the
wake of the vote on California’s anti–affirmative action Proposition 209,
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Jesse Jackson (president of what was then called the National Rainbow
Coalition and is now called the Rainbow/PUSH coalition) and Patricia Ire-
land (then president of NOW) tried to recast the terms of public debate
about affirmative action in order to increase support for it. To do so, they
emphasized the benefits of affirmative action to women while they down-
played its benefits to members of racial minority groups (Skrentny 1996,
229; Strolovitch 1998).

As this example suggests, among the ways in which organizations use
frames is to try to influencewhat scholars includingDeborah Stone, Frank
Baumgartner, and Bryan Jones call the “policy image” of the issues they
pursue, reframing them for the public in ways that are favorable to their
constituents or that increase the chances that theywill attain their desired
policy outcome (Baumgartner and Jones 1993; D. Stone 1989). In similar
fashion, advocacy organizations also use frames to try to influence the
ways in which their constituents think about issues and more broadly to
signal to them which issues are relevant to their interests. However, as
Margaret Levi and Gillian Murphy point out, “the way an issue is framed
inherently includes and excludes some interests” (Levi and Murphy 2006,
656). As such, the ways in which organization leaders decide which issues
are in the interests of their constituents includes the interests of some
subgroupswhiledefining the interests of other subgroupsasbeingoutside
their mandate.

Together, the concepts of linked fate, collective identities, and framing
are helpful in understanding the ways in which advocacy organizations
determinethe issues theywill address.Thereare,however, someimportant
differences between these processes as theymanifest at the organizational
levelandtheways inwhichthesesameprocesseshelpdetermine individual
attitudes. Individual members of marginalized groups may use a linked-
fate heuristic in their political considerations to greater or lesser degrees.
As I began to explain in chapter 2, however, advocacy organizations that
represent these groups rely on the logic of linked fate both as a filtering
mechanism, throughwhich they determine the scope and content of their
policy agendas and the interests of the populations they represent, and as
the basis onwhich they are able to claim that they articulate these interests
(Banaszak 1996; Barakso 2004; Clemens 1997; McFarland 1976).14

As should be clear by now, however, assumptions that the fate of all
members of a community are linked often work to conceal inequalities
within these communities in some of the same ways that appeals to the
public interest (that I discussed in chapter 2) tend to be framed so
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that they favor the interestsofdominant socialgroupswhile theyperpetuate
themarginalityof subordinategroups. Becauseof crosscuttingdifferences
within populations, Cathy Cohen explains, not all members of marginal-
ized communities are considered “equally essential to the survival of the
community” or “equally representative proxies of individual interests”
(C. Cohen 1999, xi). Instead, these common fates and interests more often
are defined as those of advantaged members. As such, the majority and
advantaged-subgroup issues associated with these interests are the ones
that are framed as beingworthy of the community’s political support, and
these issues are the ones most likely to be pursued by the interest groups
that speak for these communities.

Underlyingthisprocessisanimplicitappealbyorganizationstotheirin-
tersectionally disadvantaged constituents that these constituents should
understand their interests as being bound up with those of advantaged
members of their communities. Disadvantaged members are further ex-
pected to identifywith the successes of these advantagedmembers, whose
achievements are understood in someway to trickle down to them—a ver-
sion of what Maureen Scully and Douglas Creed (2005) have called “imag-
inative empathy.” As a consequence, it is also assumed that members of
these disadvantaged subgroups will support efforts to secure policies that
promise to benefit their advantaged cousins, even if members of these
subgroups are unlikely to benefit from these efforts themselves.

While advocacy organizations expect their intersectionally disadvan-
taged constituents to demonstrate collective consciousness and group
solidaritybyidentifying“up”thehierarchy,theanalogousformsof“group-
ness” and solidarity are not demanded of advantagedmembers. For exam-
ple, women’s organizations regularly frame access to birth control and
abortion as being issues that are of concern to all women, and they frame
their advocacy on such issues as consequently benefiting all women as
well. Lesbians, however, are far less likely than heterosexual women to
require birth control or abortion-related services.15 It is nonetheless as-
sumed by feminist organizations that lesbians will see their fates as being
tightly linked to those of heterosexual women, that they will understand
the centrality of these issues to a feminist agenda, that they will support
feminist organizations in their efforts to preserve abortion rights, and
that theywill embrace victories in this policy area as their own victories as
well.

The analogous dynamic is rarely assumed when it comes to issues that
affect lesbians. With a few important exceptions (such as NOW, whose
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Web site prominently features its work to legalize same-sex marriage),
feminist organizations rarely assume that heterosexual women see their
fortunesasbeing linkedto the fortunes thatbefall lesbians.Evenwhenthey
are active on such issues, they do not universalize issues such as same-sex
marriage or protection against workplace discrimination based on sexual
orientation. They rarely take it for granted that the heterosexual women in
their constituency will consider such issues as being central to a feminist
agenda, and they do not expect that these women will throw themselves
wholeheartedly into efforts to mobilize support for them. Neither do the
leaders of these organizations assume that their heterosexual constituents
will revel in the successes and mourn the losses around policy issues that
affect lesbians. They might even worry that they would lose support and
members were they to voice such expectations; because of capture, how-
ever, they are unlikely to have such concerns vis-à-vis the possibility of les-
bian defectors who are asked tomobilize around issues such as abortion.16

My point here is not that lesbians should refrain from supporting and
from taking an active role in defending reproductive rights but rather
to point out that most deployments of linked fate are essentially unidi-
rectional and pointed “up” rather than “down” the hierarchy. Part of the
potential of advocacy organizations, then, is to frame issues in a way that
nurtures a sense of intersectionally linked fate among their differently
situated constituents as well as among the organizations in their interest
communities. That is, advocacy organizations are well positioned to ex-
pand the ways in which they frame issues and deploy their demands for
solidarity and framings of collective identity so that they benefit the least
well-off by including identification not only up the hierarchy but down
and across hierarchies as well (Rawls 1971; see also Bell 1990; Chesler 1996;
Rothenberg and Scully 2002; Thompson 2001).

representation as mediation

Political theorist Melissa Williams’s work on the obligations of elected
legislative representatives to their constituents is suggestive in this re-
gard. Representation, she argues, is in its essence a form of mediation
between constituents’ concerns and interests, on the one hand, and the
state’s policies and actions, on the other hand. How this mediation takes
place depends on the representative’s sense of his or her obligation to
his or her constituents. What, Williams asks, are the responsibilities of a
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representative to those he or she claims to represent and “speak for” (M.
Williams 1998)?

In this section of the chapter, I outline a response to this question
about representation and advocacy, using evidence from the survey and
interviews about the goals and activities of interest groups as the basis
for my answer. Based on this evidence about these practices, I delineate
expectations about interest group representation for intersectionally dis-
advantaged groups, implicit in which is an innovative conceptualization
by advocacy organizations of representation as a form of social justice. A
key component of this formulation is the notion that effective and equi-
table representation by advocacy organizations requires that they act as
mediators on behalf of their constituents in four key ways: (1) between
marginalized groups and the state; (2) between marginalized groups and
members of the general public; (3) among the differently situated sub-
groups that compose their own internally diverse constituencies; and (4)
between their own constituents and organizations representing other
marginalizedgroups.Bymediatingintheseways,officersatadvocacyorga-
nizationscanusetheirorganizationstoreversethemoretypicaldynamicin
which disadvantaged constituents are asked to identify with the interests
and well-being of advantaged ones. Instead, advocacy groups can frame
issues and constituencies in ways that help constituents understand the
intersecting connections between forms of disadvantage in order to nur-
ture a sense of intersectionally linked fate in which advantaged subgroups
identify the interests and well-being of disadvantaged subgroups with
their own.

In her discussion of political theorist Hannah Pitkin’s landmark work
on representation (Pitkin 1967), Iris Young (2000) argues that legitimate
representation “consists in exercising independent judgment but in the
knowledge and anticipation of what constituents want.” The constituents
of organizations representing marginalized groups profess to want social
and economic justice of some sort. Moreover, as I have argued previ-
ously, the moral force of advocacy organizations’ claims to give voice to
marginalized groups is based on the assumption that they will work to
achieve this social justice by compensating for the minimal formal repre-
sentationafforded thesegroups inelectoralpoliticsand institutions.Based
on this claim, advocates formarginalized groups are charged withmediat-
ing between their constituents and the government by giving voice to the
concerns of these constituents, whose perspectives have been historically
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excluded frompolicydebates,when their interests are at stake in thepolicy
process.

MelissaWilliams argues that a central goal of incorporating the inter-
ests ofmarginalized groups into public policy deliberations in these ways
is to foster inclusive debates that might persuade others, particularly
members of privileged social groups, to look beyond their immediate
self-interest (see also Mansbridge 1983). In particular, she hopes that in-
corporating marginalized groups more centrally into policy deliberation
will leadmembers of privileged groups to supplement their self-interested
impulses with a recognition of the interests that they share withmembers
of marginalized groups. Foremost among these shared interests, she ar-
gues, is“asharedinterestinjustice”(M.Williams1998,144;seealsoUrbinati
2000).

Williams emphasizes the ways in which elected representatives can fa-
cilitate this recognition within legislatures and among members of the
general public. Advocacy organizations can and do mediate in these ways
as well, acting as emissaries on behalf of their underrepresented and
marginalized constituencies within government and the broader polity.
These organizations are even more strongly positioned than elected rep-
resentatives to give voice to intersectionally marginalized groups within
their own constituencies as well as within the larger interest communities
of which they are a part. As such, wemight expect advocacy organizations
to mediate among the many members of what an intersectional approach
helps us recognize are internally diverse constituencies in order to help
themachieve the goal of social justice. Inparticular,wemight expect orga-
nizations tomediate betweenweaker and stronger subgroups of their con-
stituencies,making a case for the needs and interests ofweaker subgroups
in the same way that they do for their marginalized constituency vis-à-
vis the dominant general public. Finally, in addition to mediating among
the subgroups within the marginalized populations that they represent,
organizationsmight also use their positionswithin their interest commu-
nities tomediateamong theorganizations representingothermarginalized
groups as well.

By mediating in these ways, advocacy organizations can frame issues
andmandates so that they encourage constituents to drawconnections be-
tween issues and groups that these constituents might not make on their
own. In so doing, organizations canuse their political access and influence
to benefit the least well-off among their constituencies. To do so, they
can nurture collective identities and forms of solidarity that encourage
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privileged members to substitute an understanding of their interests that
encompasses the well-being of disadvantaged subgroups.

speaking for others

Because the organizations in this study advocate for members of groups
whoarepolitically, economically, or sociallymarginalized, considerations
of their responsibilities to their constituents must confront an issue that
complicates their roles as representatives. In many cases, the mere fact
that the representative has access to policy makers removes him or her to
some extent from the forms of marginalization to which he or she is
claiming togive voice (Tom1995;MarkE.Warren2001, 2004). LindaMartı̀n
Alcoff (1991) summarizes this dilemma, asking, “Is it ever valid to speak for
otherswho are unlike us orwho are less privileged than us?” This question
has engendered a great deal of debate, particularly within historically
marginalizedcommunities(GuidryandSawyer2003).Forexample,thepartic-
ipation ofmanywhites in the civil rightsmovement of the 1950s and 1960s
was viewed by many African Americans as perpetuating the paternalistic
notion of noblesse oblige, the idea that privilege brings with it a duty to
help the less fortunate. Themove fromthe civil rights activismof the 1960s
to the embrace of the idea of black powerwas, at least in part, an insistence
by many African Americans that they advocate on their own behalf and
minimize the role ofwhite activistswithin themovement. Similarly, some
contemporary organizationshave as their ultimate goal thehope that their
constituentswill eventually garner the strengthand resourcesnecessary to
represent themselves. The executive director of an economic justice group
told me, for example, that his organization’s goal is to work “with people
living inpoverty so they themselveshave a voice, so that they can represent
themselves rather than [having the] people speaking for them [do it].”17

Recognizing theproblemsandchallenges inherent in the claim to speak
for thosewhoare less advantagedoughtnot to lead to abandoningwhatAl-
coff characterizes as “apolitical responsibility to speakout against oppres-
sion.” Rather, keeping in mind the caution not to do so paternalistically,
“the very fact of ” privilege brings with it the responsibility to advocate
for disadvantaged groups (Alcoff 1991, 99). In the case of the organizations
in this study, part of that privilege derives directly from the legitimacy
that organization officers are accorded based on their claims to speak for
marginalizedgroups.As such, although it is important for officers in these
organizations to recognize the limitations of their abilities to truly speak
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for the members of disadvantaged subgroups of their constituencies, it is
equally important that they acknowledge that there is a need for them to
advocate on behalf of these subgroups because they are uniquely positioned
to do so. “In some cases,” Alcoff reminds us, “certain political effects can
be gained in no other way” (Alcoff 1991, 107; see also Urbinati 2000, 2002).

Conventional approaches to representation and interest groups lead
many observers to ask why we should expect these organizations to act
altruistically rather than strategically. Why should organizations aspire
to speak for marginal subgroups of their constituents rather than for the
majority or for those who, through their abilities to contribute time and
money, commandthemostattention? Indeed,organizationscannot repre-
sent everymember at all times, nor can they focus exclusively ondisadvan-
taged subgroups to the exclusion of majorities. However, by announcing
broad policy agendas and a determination to speak for all members of a
given constituency, advocacy organizations claim implicitly to speak for
less-privilegedmembersof thesegroups (Spalter-RothandSchreiber 1995).
As such, characterizing representation for disadvantaged subgroups as an
act of altruismunderscores one of themain points about intersectionality.
The notion that it is altruistic to work on behalf of disadvantaged sub-
groups of a constituency rests on the assumption that these members are
not a part of the group and that it is an act of selfless charity rather than one
of responsibility and common interests to advocate for them. Unless orga-
nizations qualify their claims and say, for example, “we speak for white,
heterosexual,middleclasswomen,”theirclaimstorepresentbroadlybased
groups suchaswomen,AfricanAmericans, and low-incomepeople include
claims andassumptions that theywill advocate onbehalf of disadvantaged
subgroups of these populations.

CONSTITUENCIES AND ISSUE AGENDAS

While we might feel compelled to absolve organizations of expectations
that they will represent intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups if they
were to make no claims to speak for broadly defined constituencies, few
organizations construe their constituencies as being so narrowly circum-
scribed. Instead, evidence from the survey and interviews demonstrates
that officers at most organizations feel a responsibility to speak on behalf
ofmany subgroupswithin their constituencies. Indeed, an examination of
officers’ ideas about the constituencies forwhomthey speak and thepolicy
areas inwhich they are interested reveals that theseorganizations conceive
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of representation in amanner that embraces social justice as a central goal
and that recognizes the ways in which traditional forms of electoral rep-
resentation underserve the populations for whom they speak. Advocacy
on behalf of these underserved populations, therefore, is a central and
necessary component of this alternative conception of representation.

To assess their own ideas about the scope and content of their represen-
tational obligations, survey respondents were asked a series of questions
about the extent to which their organizations represent the interests of a
range of population groups (see fig. 3.2). All respondents were asked about
thesamegroups,whichbydesignincludedsomepopulationsthatare“core
constituencies” for each organization (for example, women in the case of
women’s organizations, low-incomepeople in the case of economic justice
organizations), as well as groups of people who are almost certainly con-
tainedwithin each organization’s constituency butwhose identities, from
a single-axis perspective, are not likely to be seen as central to themission
of theorganization (for example,AfricanAmericans in thecaseofwomen’s
organizations, or women in the case of economic justice organizations).

Respondents’ answers to these questions demonstrate that most orga-
nizations approach their roles as representatives very broadly. Most of the
organizations in the study try to address the concerns of many groups—
on average, eight of the ten groups about which they were asked in the
survey. Just under half—43 percent—claim to address the public policy
concerns of all ten groups. Further evidence that these organizations feel a
responsibility to represent people beyond theirmembers and constituents
is evident in responses to a question that asked survey respondents about
whether their organizations generally focus on policy issues that affect
their constituents directly or whether they generally focus on issues that
affect people beyond their constituencies. Two-thirds of respondents sur-
veyed claim that they are eager to advocate for public policies that benefit
people beyond their constituencies.18

In similar fashion, in face-to-face interviews, interviewees confirmed
their organizations’ commitments to expansive constituencies that tran-
scendmembers and donors. A public policy specialist at a labor organiza-
tion, for example, made it clear that representing the actual members of
his organization was only the tip of the iceberg in terms of the impact he
hoped his work would have. His organization’s immediate constituency,
he explained, “is the national unions that are affiliates.” However, he went
on, “our interests are the advancement of working people. Not only our
members, but generally.” He continued, “There’s no group in American
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society that wouldn’t be of concern to us, with the possible exception of
thosewho are so rich, they don’t need towork. They don’t need our help.”19

The president of a large industrial labor union echoed these claims. Asked
whetherhisorganizationworksonbehalfof theworkers inhisunionsoron
behalf of working people more generally, he said, “There’s [no difference]
between the two. Our members are the workers in general . . . what we do
and how we do it to advance the interests of our members, we hope has a
spin off for the rest of society and that we raise the floor for everyone. That
makes it easier for us to begin our continuing efforts of bargaining and
organizing.”20

Almost all respondents framed their constituencies and missions in
similarly broadways, claiming that while their organizationsmight focus
on a particular group, their goals for influencing public policy extend far
beyond that particular population. For example, asked on whose behalf her
group is active, the field organizer at a feminist organization said, “Well,
women [is] the obvious answer, but that’s not necessarily the only answer.
Basically thosewho are being discriminated against based on systems of op-
pression, including people of color, people of various sexual orientations,
SES statuses[socioeconomic statuses], marital statuses, you name it—
we work to end discrimination on any basis.”21 Most poignantly, the exec-
utive director of an African American organization explained,

Ourdirect constituency isprobably thedues-payingmembersof the [orga-
nization], but I will also tell you that we don’t have the luxury of thinking
that we only can serve those issues because all members are impacted by
these problems. . . . [So] we also work for the citizens of the communities
inwhichwework. Because if there’s racismwithin the institution . . . when
it comes to people of color, then those same disparities are manifested in
the way the dominant groupworks in the community also. . . . All of these
are our constituents because the issues that wework on ultimately impact
on all of them indirectly or directly.22

This themewas repeated by the executive director of a civil rights orga-
nization that focuses on criminal justice issues. Asked onwhose behalf the
group is active, he replied, “Narrowlywe’reworking for defendants andof-
fenders and their lawyers.” However, he continued, “[we also] like to think
of [the constituency] as pretty large. . . . Ultimately, I argue that our con-
stituency is the general public,” although, he added, smiling, “some of it
wouldn’t agree with us.” As the organization that, he claimed, “identified
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the impact of race or the relationship between race and punishment in
the American criminal justice system,” another important constituency
for this group is “African Americans and other minorities that are over-
represented in the criminal justice system.” But he also argued that part
of the constituency is composed of people who are not affected directly
by the criminal justice system—sympathetic individuals with ideological
commitments who are, as he put it, “concerned about the amount of pun-
ishment there is and the number of people in prison.” That, he said, is
“another broader constituency. . . . People we know support us financially,
who’ve never been in prison or jail.”23

policy mandates

In addition to claiming broad constituencies, organizations representing
marginalized groups also embrace broad policy mandates as a part of their
roles as representatives of these constituencies. In contrast to the policy
specialization and preference for narrow policy niches that increasingly
characterize business and professional organizations (and that I will dis-
cuss at greater length in chapter 4), issue pluralism is the norm for orga-
nizations representing women, racial minorities, and low-income people
(Browne 1990;Gray andLowery 1996). To assess the scopeof their perceived
policymandates, surveyrespondentswereaskedaseriesofquestionsabout
their organizations’ interest innine broadpolicy areas (seefig. 3.3). Aswith
the questions about the populations that they represent, all respondents
were askedabout the samegeneral issue areas,whichdeliberately included
some issues that areclearly central to theirmissions (for example,women’s
issues in the case of women’s organizations and antipoverty policy in the
case of economic justice organizations) as well as issues that almost cer-
tainly affect members of their constituencies but which are less likely to
be seen as central to their missions (for example, immigration policy in
the case of women’s organizations and women’s equality in the case of
economic justice organizations). Respondents’ answers to these questions
demonstrate that most organizations construe their policymandates very
broadly. Organizations are at least minimally interested in an average of
6.8 out of the eight general public policy areas asked about in the survey,
and they are, on average, “very interested” in three.

Many officers I spoke with during face-to-face interviews emphasized
the broad policy agendas of their organizations. For example, the chair of
the board of anAsian PacificAmerican professional organization depicted
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Fig. 3.2. Comparison of organization officers’ assessments of organization responsiveness, con-
stituent responsiveness, and public responsiveness to constituencies. Data in the first column
reflect themeanresponsesoforganizationofficers to thequestion, “Please tellme,onascaleof 1 to
5, with 1 being ‘not at all’ and 5 being ‘a great deal,’ towhat degree does your organization address
the policy concerns of each of the following groups?”Data in the second column reflect themean
responses of organization officers to the question, “Please tellme, on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being
‘not at all’ and 5 being ‘a great deal,’ to what degree would you say that your members [or the]
people your organization serves want your organization to address the policy concerns of each
of the following groups?” Data in the third column reflect the mean responses of organization
officers to the question, “Now, on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being ‘not at all’ and 5 being ‘a great deal,’
to what degree would you say that the general public thinks that the policy concerns of these
same groups deserve to be addressed?” (data from SNESJO).

his organization as being interested in all issues of racial and ethnic dis-
crimination, not just those that affect Asian Pacific Americans. “Many
of the issues that Asian [Pacific] Americans have are very similar to the
issues that African Americans or Hispanic Americans have,” he argued.
“Hispanic Americans, certainly with respect to language rights and with
respecttoimmigrationissues,andAfricanAmericansintermsofprofiling,
stereotyping types of issues.”24

Similarly, the executive director of an African American organization
explained thatheconsidershowactivehisorganizationwill beonpotential
issues in the context of his group’s main policy area, which is “criminal
justice issues’ impact on people of color.” Consequently, issues such as
“the death penalty . . . incarceration . . . police brutality, racial profiling,
discrimination in the workplace” all fall “very neatly within the context
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of how they impact on communities of color within the criminal jus-
tice context.” However, he continued, issues such as these are embedded
within a “broader context” that includes other issues such as “childcare
for children or housing for people or adequate compensation for work.”
Therefore, he said, “we need to also speak to [those issues] because they
impact on our lives and our lives’ quality.”25 As a policy analyst at a large
labor organization put it, “We have positions on an extremely broad range
of issues” because so many issues have implications for his group’s con-
stituents. Consequently, he continued, “there aren’t many that we don’t”
have a position on.26

Position taking on an issue is clearly not coterminous with devoting
high levels of energy and resources to advocacy on that issue. Indeed, as
David Mayhew (1974) explains, position taking may in fact be used for the
purposes of making low-cost or symbolic gestures on an issue with little
intention of real engagement. However, organizational position taking on
an issue indicates that an organization sees a connection between that
issue and its general policy mandate. Consequently, if an organization is
not active on an issue on which it has taken a position, it is reasonable to
ask why not and to investigate whether this is more often the case when
it comes to some types of issues than it is when it comes to others. It is
importantnot to allowrationalist assumptions about theways inwhichwe
expect these organizations to behave to prevent us from recognizing some
of the unique ways in which they actually do behave as they negotiate the
opportunities and constraints of the political environment in their efforts
to pursue justice for marginalized groups.

mediating

The advocacy organizations in this study, then, generally take very broad
views of their missions and constituencies. Evidence from the survey data
and face-to-face interviews also demonstrates that organization officers
recognize and embrace their roles asmediators in a variety of different and
importantways. This recognition can be seen in the responses to another se-
riesofsurveyquestions intheSNESJOthataskedrespondentswhether they
represent variouspopulationgroups. The answers to these questions show
that organization leaders believe that their organizations exist at least in
part tocompensate for thegeneralpublic’sbiasesagainstmarginalizedand
stigmatized groups. Specifically, respondents were asked about the extent
to which the general public thinks the concerns of a range of populations
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Fig. 3.3. The importance of broad policy areas for organizations. Organization officers were
asked, “On a scale of 1 to 5,where 1 is ‘not important’ and 5 is ‘themost important,’ how important
is each of the following issues to the activities and political concerns of your organization?”Data
reflect the percentage of respondents giving answers from 2 through 5 (data from SNESJO).

ought to be addressed in public policy debates. Responses to these ques-
tions differ markedly from responses to questions asking respondents
about thegroups that theirorganizationsactuallydorepresent (seefig. 3.2).
Forexample,whenaskedtorankthegroupstheirconstituentswant themto
represent, surveyed leaders listed low-income people in first place. When
asked to do the same for groups their organizations actually represent,
they also ranked low-income people first. However, when asked to rank
the groupswhose interests the general publicwants to see represented, they
listed elderly people first and low-income people fifth.27 This disparity be-
tween their actions and their sense of the preferences of the general public
reveal a self-perceivedmediator role that takes seriously the responsibility
to advocate on behalf of groups that the public would just as soon ignore.

Although respondents quite clearly embrace this particular public as-
pect of their mediator role, there is less evidence that the organizations
considered here embrace a commitment to mediating among the sub-
groups within their constituencies. Survey respondents also were asked
about the extent to which their constituents think the concerns of the
same populations ought to be addressed. Unlike their responses about the
public’s feeling about these groups, responses to the questions about their
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constituents’ views are nearly identical to their responses to the questions
about the groups that their organizations represent (see fig. 3.3). As such,
these data suggest that officers and professional staff at these organiza-
tions see themselves as being charged with giving voice to, rather than
transforming, the views and preferences of their constituents.

While the survey data do not show a widespread commitment tomedi-
ating on behalf of groups within their constituencies, some interviewees
told a somewhat different story. The statements of these interviewees sug-
gest that at least some officers make efforts to educate their constituents
andcommunities about issuesand try tonurturea senseof intersectionally
linked fate among them, rather than simply acting as delegates charged
with representing their constituents’ stated preferences. For example, the
chair of the board of an African American organization told me that, in
his opinion, “Black people are very conservative on abortion, the death
penalty, on gay rights.” Thus, he said, part of his job is to push his mem-
bers to think about these issues in different ways, and to “pull it apart [for
them]andsaywell ‘whydoyou like [thedeathpenalty]?’ [Eventually] they’ll
say, ‘I don’t.’”28 Along similar lines, the executive director of a women’s
labor organization explained that she certainly takes her members’ stated
preferences into account in deciding which issues the group will address.
However, she said, the organization often supports “things that not all
of our members probably agree with, but we feel are in keeping with a
progressive organization that has the goals that we have.”29

This mediator role comes through particularly clearly in the following
statements by the president of a labor organization, who described the
challengeshe faced in theearly 1990sasheworked topersuadeamajorityof
hismembers to ratify theunion’sofficialopposition to theNorthAmerican
FreeTradeAgreement(NAFTA).Freetrade,heexplained, threatensthejobs
of the union’smembers whowork inmanufacturing industries. However,
his union also represents workers in the air transport industry, and these
members thought that NAFTA actually would create jobs in their sector
of the economy. “Well, those workers,” he said, “think that maybe this
[free] trade idea isn’t such a bad deal.” “We have to educate them,” he
explained, to understand that “while it may be a good deal for you, it’s a
bad deal for thesemembers over here.”30 In the end, themembers from the
air transport industry saw the issue within a broader context and came to
identify their own interests with those of their fellow workers who were
likely to be disadvantaged by the economic changes brought on by free
trade. The union was able to take an official position against the trade
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agreement with a wide margin of support from its members (although of
course NAFTA ultimately became law).

The intention here is not to argue that advocacy groups should take it
upon themselves to “convert” theirmembers’ views onparticular policy is-
suesnor toarguethateveryorganizationshouldorcanrepresenteverysub-
group orwork on every issue. Rather, the point is that advocacy groups are
uniquely positioned tomediate amongmembers of what an intersectional
approach helps us recognize are internally diverse constituencies com-
posed of differently situated subgroups. As such, organizations canmedi-
ate between weaker and stronger subgroups, making a case for the needs
and interests of weaker subgroups in the same way that they are charged
with doing for their marginalized constituencies vis-à-vis the dominant
general public (Urbinati 2000, 2002). Although it is not the norm, by being
nonrepresentative, theseorganizations canand, as the foregoingexamples
suggest, often do foster feelings of intersectionally linked fate among the
many subgroups of their constituencies. In so doing, they advance a form
of representation as advocacy that redistributes resources and energy in
ways that benefit their least well-off constituents.

CONCLUSION

Although similar on the surface, organizations representingmarginalized
groups are different than—and play a different role than—other types
of interest groups. They claim to represent the voiceless, and their state-
ments make it clear that these claims reflect genuine commitments and
desires to do so. So, in addition to normative desires that organizations
might use their access, legitimacy, and political capital to represent all
members of the populations on whose behalf they claim to advocate, the
data show empirically that most organizations sincerely want to do so.
Most organizations lay claim to broad-based constituencies that include
all members of the groups for whom they advocate, and they hope that
their effortswill have a broad policy impact.Moreover, officers at these or-
ganizations understand and accept their roles as mediators between their
constituencies and other constituencies within their interest community,
as well as between their constituencies and the broader polity. Though not
as widespread, there is additional evidence that some of these organiza-
tions act as mediators and that they try to foster intersectionally linked
fate among themany groups that together comprise their constituencies.
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Taken together, this evidence provides an empirical basis for expec-
tations that organizations will represent intersectionally disadvantaged
subgroups of their constituencies. Moreover, the evidence shows that in
their attempts to fulfill these expectations, advocacy organizations advance
a conceptualization of representation that embodies the pursuit of social
justice as a central goal. In the name of social justice, these organizations
call upon themselves to be nonrepresentative by violating norms of propor-
tionality and pure preference-transmittal. Instead, organizations aspire to
advocate in a compensatory way for intersectionally disadvantaged sub-
groups of their constituencies. In these ways, organizations advance a
distinctive concept of redistributive representation inwhich legitimacy is
derivednotmerely fromtheproportionof their constituency that supports
their actions (which is often the yardstick used to assess the representa-
tiveness of elected officials) but also from the extent towhich their actions
advance the goal of justice for marginalized groups (Urbinati 2000, 2002).

Given these goals, concerns about how well these organizations repre-
sent intersectionallydisadvantagedmembersbecomeevenmoregermane.
How can we reconcile these claims with the claims of so much theory and
somany case studies that organizations representingmarginalizedgroups
ignore intersectionally disadvantaged constituents?

A cynical (or, some might contend, a realistic) interpretation of this
discrepancy is that officers and staff at advocacy organizations—even or-
ganizations that are committed to equality and social justice—are rational
political actors who, like elected officials, are simply trying to maintain
their organizations, maximize their credibility, and appeal to as broad a
base as they can. In addition, as appellants to these sameelectedofficials, it
is incumbent upon them to lay claim to being the voice of as many poten-
tial donors and voters as possible. Voters and donors are, after all, their
currency when it comes to trying to influence elected officials. This inter-
pretation is not without validity, but it captures only a very small piece of
a much more complicated story about the disjuncture between the well-
intentioned claims made by the officers depicted in this chapter and the
elitist organizations that are the object of so much derision. It is to this
story that I turn in the next chapter.



four

Trickle-Down Representation?

We met for lunch at a popular Dupont Circle restaurant, on one of those
humid summer days that reminds you that Washington, D.C., was built
on a wetland. My lunch companion, the chair of the board of a civil rights
organization,hadjustreturnedfromhisorganization’sannualconvention.
As we ate, he reflected upon some of the decisionsmade at the convention
about this organization’s public policy agenda. Among them had been a
decision to move away from social service programs—such as SAT prep,
credit counseling, and teen pregnancy prevention—which had come to
dominate much of the group’s efforts, and to focus instead on policy
advocacy, or what he called “justice programs” that focus on public policy
advocacy. “If you can change justice,” he said, “you won’t need as much
service.” How, I asked, does his organization decide which justice-related
issues to pursue and which of the many subgroups of its constituency it
will represent? He replied,

I’m very sensitive to the charge—which I used to make, but which I really
think is unfounded—that we represent middle-class blacks exclusively. I
reject the argument that the civil rights gains of the ’60s benefited only
middle-class Americans. I know that’s not true. . . . We think that what
we do benefits all African Americans up and down the income stream.
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Probably not as much for people at the very, very bottom. We do fight
racial discrimination, at least, for people in the working [world]. . . . And
to some extent, people not in the working world are beneficiaries of what
we do, because we lobby for increased government payments in the whole
social-welfare apparatus. . . . So, even people down at the very bottom are
beneficiaries of what we do.1

Although his answer did not speak directly to the question that I had
posed, it does address the questions that motivated the research for this
book:Who do organizations such as his represent, and howwell? Moreover,
his answer indicates that this question was on his mind and suggests that
he knows that others wonder about this issue as well. His response attests
to the centrality of this question for political actors and for the public—it
is not just political scientists and democratic theorists who wonder about
the biases in the “pluralist heaven.”

Over the course of our lunch, we discussed the specific procedures
his organization uses to define its policy agenda. I asked him about his
organization’s level of involvement in influencing policy related to the
issue of racial profiling. He said that this was a priority for his group and
explained, “Sometime over the last three or more years, this issue became
a real concern for us.” I then asked him about his organization’s efforts to
influencepublic policy onaffirmative action inhigher education.He listed
severalmajor efforts that his group had taken to try to preserve or enhance
current policy in the face of legislative and judicial attempts to roll it back.
His organization had filed amicus curiae briefs in relevant court cases, it
had made efforts to defeat ballot initiatives in California andWashington
State, and it had lobbied against proposed federal legislation as well as
against state legislation in Florida. “It’s a major, major issue,” he said.2

Referring to his statement about lobbying for increases in social spend-
ing, I askedwhether his group had been involved in the debates and events
leading up to the 1996 Personal Responsibility andWorkOpportunity Rec-
onciliation Act (PRWORA), commonly known as theWelfare Reform Act.
“Yes,” he said, “we opposed the Clinton plans.” He paused for a moment,
andthencontinued,“Probablynotasvigorouslyasweshouldhave . . . [and]
wedidn’tpayasmuchattention to theaftereffects asweshouldhavedone.”
Had there been any discussion at the recent convention about action the
organization might take to remedy its low level of involvement with this
issue, I asked? Perhaps they were gearing up to work on influencing the
2001 reauthorization of the law? “I don’t think so,” he said, “it’s not a top
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issue.” Why not? I inquired. “A combination of things. . . . We’re doing so
much else. This is something else shouting for our attention. Even though
it’s important, it’s [gesturing away fromhimself with his hand] over there.
We can’t take it on or the details are complicated, and we’re not quite
sure. . . . So, it’s not a matter of indifference as it is busyness and other
things on our plate and no room for this important issue.”3

Myexchangewith thecivil rights leaderhelpsmake senseof the competing
claims about the extent to which organizations represent and mediate on
behalf of intersectionally disadvantaged constituents. In the case of this
particularcivil rightsorganization,thelogicunderlyingthedifferent levels
of energy it devotes to each issue captures three key characteristics of how
organizations advocating for the underrepresented make decisions about
the representation of their disadvantaged constituents.

First, it is clear that these organizations do not lack interest in advo-
cating on behalf of disadvantaged subgroups within their constituencies.
To the contrary, my lunch companion and his organization have good
intentions and want to do right by people he characterized as being “at
the very bottom.” Moreover, concerns about representing disadvantaged
subgroups are on the minds of organization officers. His response about
representing low-income blacks spoke to the salience of the concern, felt
by the leadership of many organizations, that disadvantaged constituents
arenot being represented adequately.However, this concern is superseded
by a second notable characteristic: This organization does not view issues
affecting disadvantaged constituents as central to its agenda. As the chair
of the board put it, these concerns are seen, quite literally, as being “over
there”—as peripheral rather than central to these organizations’ key con-
cerns. Adding categories “complicates” issues—it is easier to stick with
single categories of analysis. As a consequence, the organization’s lead-
ership downplays the impact of disadvantaged-subgroup issues, which
serves to marginalize them even further.

Third, instead of working on disadvantaged-subgroup issues directly,
officers at these organizations assume either that other organizations will
work on them or that representation for disadvantaged subgroups will
occur as a by-product of their efforts on other issues and that the benefits
of their other efforts will “trickle down” to intersectionally disadvantaged
constituents. As a consequence, when organizations do work on issues af-
fecting intersectionally disadvantaged groups, this work tends to bemore
symbolic and less vigorous than it is when it comes to other issues. In the
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caseof thisparticular civil rightsorganization,officerswantand intendfor
it tospeakformorethanjustmiddle-classAfricanAmericans.Nonetheless,
the organization expends considerably more effort to protect affirmative
action in college admissions than it does to protect public assistance to the
poor. Although it is concerned about welfare and antipoverty policy and
while it recognizes that these issues are important to a disproportionate
numberofAfricanAmericans, it simplydoesnotgivepriority tothosemat-
ters on its public policy agenda. Instead, the officers at this organization
assume that theirwork on affirmative action, an issue that benefitsmainly
a relatively advantaged subgroup of African Americans, will benefit their
entire constituency. They fail to apply the same logic to an antipoverty pol-
icy, suchaswelfare reform, that alsobenefits a subgroupofAfricanAmeri-
cansbut in this case adisadvantagedone.When it comes towelfare reform,
they engage in symbolic activities such as taking a position on it, but they
do not devote substantial time or resources to these efforts (Mayhew 1974).

These three dynamicsmanifest across the community of organizations
advocating for marginalized groups. Data from the Survey of National
Economic and Social Justice Organizations (SNESJO) make it possible to
analyze the level of advocacy on issues affecting disadvantaged subgroups
represented by these organizations. When combined with information
from the face-to-face interviews with organization officers, it is apparent
that while advocacy groups provide some representation for their disad-
vantaged constituents, they are substantially less active when it comes to
issues affecting disadvantaged subgroups than they are when it comes to
issues affecting advantaged subgroups. In spite of sincere desires to rep-
resent disadvantaged constituents, they do not view the issues that affect
these constituents as central to their agendas and view extra axes of disad-
vantage as complicating. As a consequence, officers at these organizations
marginalize and downplay the impact of such issues, framing them as
being outside their niches and as narrow and particularistic in their ef-
fect, while framing issues affecting advantaged groups as if they affect a
majority of their constituents and have a broad and generalized impact.

Although this process depresses activity on issues affecting intersec-
tionally disadvantaged subgroups, it is not entirely decisive. Other factors
andpractices leadmany organizations to advocate extensively on behalf of
intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups of their constituencies. As I be-
gan to demonstrate in chapter 3, the leaders ofmost organizations are gen-
uinely committed to representing the voiceless and to mediating on their
behalf in the policy process. The analyses in this chapter show that, under
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some circumstances, these commitments lead organization officers to re-
sist political forces that conspire against representation for disadvantaged
subgroups. As such, their dedication offsets a significant portion of themo-
bilization of bias against these constituents in politics and public opinion.

RETHINKING THE MOBILIZATION OF BIAS: INTEREST
GROUPS AND THE DISADVANTAGED

Asmy exchangewith the chair of the board of the civil rights groupmakes
clear, concerns about the elitism—or the perceived elitism—of organiza-
tions such as the one he heads are not merely academic. Although such
explicit acknowledgmentof theseconcerns is rare, suchapprehensionsun-
derliemanydiscussions about interest groups among the staffmembers of
these organizations as well as among members of the general public. The
“explosion” in the number of feminist, civil rights, and economic justice
organizations has brought with it unprecedented levels of representation
forwomen, racialminorities, and low-income people. For several decades,
organizationssuchastheNationalAssociationfortheAdvancementofCol-
oredPeople(NAACP)andtheNationalOrganizationforWomen(NOW)and
their associated legal defense funds have played a central role in legal and
legislative efforts to end de jure racial and sex-based discrimination and to
increase resources and opportunities for the underrepresented. However,
as I discussed at greater length in chapter 2, the increase in the number
of these organizations has been accompanied by criticism and concern
about the biases and inequalities within organizations claiming to speak
on behalf of marginalized populations.

Taken together, the theoreticalwork on intersectionality, broad studies
of organizations, sociological literature about socialmovements, and case
studiesofpolicyissuesandsingleorganizationsthatIdiscussedat lengthin
chapter 2 suggestmany reasons toanticipate low levels of activityon issues
affecting intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups, and they also imply
severalpossibleexplanations for these lowlevels.However,noquantitative
study has yet examined advocacy on behalf of marginalized groups in an
explicitly comparative and intersectional framework, across groups and
issues. It is consequently difficult to gauge the nature of the disparities
and the severity of the problem, and it is more difficult still to adjudicate
between the competing explanations of these low levels that are posited by
the various approaches.
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The lackofsystematicevidencealsomakes it impossible torefutedefini-
tively the claimsmade bymany organizations that they do try to represent
disadvantagedmembers of their constituencies—claims that constitute a
robust response to the argument thatwe simply should not expect interest
groupstoadvocateonbehalfof intersectionallymarginalizedconstituents.
As demonstrated by the data presented in chapter 3, officers at most or-
ganizations embrace broad policymandates and claim to represent and to
be mediators for many subgroups within their constituencies. Key to the
mission statements of many organizations, for example, is a claim to rep-
resent all members of the social or economic group on whose behalf they
speak. The NAACP, for instance, claims, “For 90 years, the NAACP . . . has
served as the voice for African Americans” (emphasis added).4 Implicit in
this statement is the claim that this organization is the voice for all African
Americans—male and female, gay and straight, rich and poor—and that
it will attend to issues affecting all of these subgroups. Some organiza-
tions claim explicitly to work on intersectional issues. For example, Kerry
Lobel, former executive director of the National Gay and Lesbian Task
Force (NGLTF), stated that her organization tries “to represent people who
are disadvantaged in a number of ways because they don’t always have a
voice in politics” (Bull 1998). Similarly, NOW states that it is “dedicated to
making legal, political, social and economic change in our society in order
to achieve our goal, which is to eliminate sexism and end all oppression”
(emphasis added). To achieve this extremely broadgoal, it does not restrict
itself topursuinggoalsonlyonwhatare traditionally considered “women’s
issues.” Instead, the organization has five official priorities: “the passing
of an equal rights amendment to the U.S. Constitution, opposing racism,
advocating for abortion and reproductive rights, supporting lesbian and
gay rights and ending violence against women.”5

Ofcourse, thecontradictionsbetweensuchassertionsbyorganizations,
on the one hand, and the theoretical claims of political scientists, on
the other hand, do not in themselves provide a theoretical basis for em-
pirical expectations. A conventional and eminently reasonable interpreta-
tion of the assertions made by advocacy organizations might be that
they are strategic utterances by savvy political actors who, like elected
officials, want tomaximize their credibility and appeal by advertising to a
broad base. However, the incongruities between the two characterizations
cast doubt on the assumption that organizations simply will not be
active when it comes to issues affecting intersectionally disadvantaged
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subgroups, and they also underscorewhy it is important to assesswhether
they are.

Inaddition,whilewecertainlyshouldnottakethestatementsofpolitical
organizations and their leaders at face value and risk overlooking strategic
reasons that might lead them to profess a desire to represent particular
subgroupsor an interest in a specificpolicy issue,neither shouldwe ignore
or dismiss these claims.As I have explainedpreviously, it is important that
rationalist expectations not obscure the actual actions of organizations
that do advocate on behalf of disadvantaged subgroups of their constitu-
encies.

Moreover, it is not only statements by organization officers that chal-
lenge the assumption that interest groups will not represent intersec-
tionally disadvantaged constituencies. Some scholars suggest that impor-
tant incentives encourageorganizations thatadvocate forunderrepresented
populations to address disadvantaged-subgroup issues. Representing dis-
advantaged constituents increases an organization’s legitimacy because
it buttresses claims to speak for the whole group for which it advocates
(C. Cohen 1999; Kurtz 2002; Willis 1998). Reaching out to disadvantaged
constituents and serving asmediators on their behalf also can increase the
size of an organization’s membership, help it build coalitions, and ulti-
mately help it survive (J.Wilson [1974] 1995). There is even some empirical
evidence that various advocacy groups do in fact dedicate themselves to
representing disadvantaged subgroups of their constituencies. For exam-
ple, Michael Katz argues that feminist organizations, accused of being a
movement of and for affluent women, “turned to poverty” in the 1970s
as a way to incorporate working-class women and women of color (1989,
71). Similarly, Donna Cooper Hamilton and Charles V. Hamilton (1992)
find that African American civil rights groups have always been dedicated
to representing their poor constituents and that they are devoted to eco-
nomic justice as well as to racial justice, evidenced by their activities on
both civil rights and antipoverty policies as far back as the New Deal (see
also Baumgartner and Leech 1998; Imig 1996; McCann 1986).

Katz’s and Hamilton and Hamilton’s findings do not demonstrate that
these organizations have been active on behalf of all intersectionally
marginalized subgroups, nor does this evidence provide any indication
that they will continue to do so. Nonetheless, their studies do provide
important empirical reasons to believe that some organizations might be
active on issues affecting some intersectionally marginalized subgroups.
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As such, their findings provide evidence that it is anything but a foregone
conclusion that interest groups will ignore disadvantaged constituents.

ANALYSIS

The four-part policy typology that highlights the power, size, and status of
the constituency affected by a public policy issue (introduced in chapters
1 and 2) helps adjudicate between the various possibilities suggested by
extant research about the levels of advocacy that organizations devote to
issues affecting intersectionally disadvantaged groups. To that end, I use
the survey data to test the hypothesis that the level of activity that orga-
nizations devote to an issue depends more on the relative advantage of the
subgroup affected by the issue than it does on the relative size of the af-
fectedgroup. If true,we shouldfind that organizations are less activewhen
it comes to issues affecting intersectionallydisadvantaged subgroups than
they are when it comes to majority and advantaged-subgroup issues. If,
however, it is the size of the affected subgroup that ismost important, lev-
els of activity should rise and fall based on the proportion of constituents
affected, resultinginhighlevelsofactivityonmajorityanduniversal issues
and inrelativelyequal levelsof advocacy foradvantagedanddisadvantaged
subgroup issues.

In order to compare their levels of activity on public policy issues, each
survey respondentwas askedhowactive, on a scale of 1 to 5, their organiza-
tion had been on each of four designated policy issues. Recall fromchapter
2 that I selected each issue to represent one of the four categories within
the issue typology: majority, advantaged-subgroup, disadvantaged-sub-
group, and universal. For example, for Asian Pacific American organiza-
tions, hate crimes were categorized as a majority issue because, theoreti-
cally, all Asian Pacific Americans are relatively equally likely to be victims
of a hate crime. Affirmative action in government contractingwas catego-
rizedasanadvantaged-subgroupissuefor thisgroup,as itaffectsprimarily
Asian Pacific American business owners, a relatively privileged subgroup
of all Asian Pacific Americans. Violence against women was selected as a
disadvantaged-subgroup issue, as it affects Asian Pacific American women,
asubgroupthatis intersectionallydisadvantagedbyraceandgender.While
the majority, advantaged-subgroup, and disadvantaged-subgroup issues
varybyorganization type, the sameuniversal issue—Social Security—was
used for all groups.
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Fig. 4.1. Percentage of organizations that are “very active” or “not active,” by issue type. Organi-
zation officers were asked, “Please tell me, on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is ‘not active’ and 5 is ‘very
active,’ how active has your organization been on each of the following policy issues in the past
ten years?” The four columns on the left reflect the percentage of respondents giving the answer
“5.” The four columns on the right reflect the percentage of respondents giving the answer “1”
(data from SNESJO).

Examining themean levels of activity by issue type, as well the propor-
tion of organizations that are “very active” and “not active” on each one,
provides somepreliminary informationabout the extentof advocacywhen
itcomestoissuesthataffect intersectionallydisadvantagedsubgroups(See
figs. 4.1 and 4.2). Measured in terms of both the percentage and the mean,
organizations are most active on the majority issue (81 percent of organi-
zations are active) and nextmost active on the advantaged-subgroup issue
(76 percent are active), followed by the disadvantaged-subgroup issue (57
percentareactive).Theuniversal issuecomesinlast (37percentareactive).6

Although thefigures showquite clearly that activity levels vary by issue
typeand thatorganizationsarenotveryactiveondisadvantaged-subgroup
issues, percentages and means alone do not allow us to test directly the
various explanations about why this is the case. A multivariate analysis,
however, can isolate the effects of issue type on an organization’s level of
advocacyoneach typeof issuebycontrolling forother variables thatmight
influence their policy activities, such as organizational characteristics and
resources. To conduct such an analysis, the dependent variablemeasuring
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Fig.4.2. Meanlevelsoforganizationactivity,byissuetype.Datareflectthemeanresponsetotheques-
tion, “Please tellme, ona scale of 1 to 5,where 1 is ‘not active’ and5 is ‘very active,’ howactivehas your
organizationbeenon eachof the followingpolicy issues in thepast ten years?” (data fromSNESJO).

levelsofactivityoneachofthefourpolicyissues(minuseachorganization’s
average level of activity on the other three issues) is regressed on a range
of independent and control variables that operationalize several internal
organizational and external political explanations for variations in orga-
nizations’ level of policy activity.7

In order to first examine directly at the macro level whether levels of
policy activity do indeed vary by policy type in the ways that intersec-
tional theories suggest that they will, I created four dummy variables to
capture each type of policy issue (labeled Universal issue, Majority issue,
Advantaged-subgroup issue, and Disadvantaged-subgroup issue), designating
universal issues as the excluded category.8 To test Downsian claims that
groups try to focus on issues that will have the broadest impact on their
constituents, I include ameasure of theproportionof constituents that are
affected by each issue (Constituents affected). One implication of theories
of intersectionality is that activity on an issue will vary based on both the
power of the subgroup affected by it and the proportion of constituents
affected by it. To account for this possibility, I created dummy vari-
ables for the interaction between Constituents affected and each policy type
(ConstituentsaffectedXMajority,ConstituentsaffectedXAdvantaged-subgroup,
Constituents affected X Disadvantaged-subgroup).9
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Of course, organizational maintenance-related concerns about re-
sources, funding, legitimacy, and public attitudes, among other factors, also
likely affect activity on a policy issue. Fears of losing members or contri-
butors might make organization leaders reticent about taking action on
issues if large portions of their constituents disagree with their groups’
positions on the issues or if organization officers do not believe that their
constituents are concerned about the issues (Kingdon 1995; Kollman 1998;
Rothenberg 1992; J.Wilson [1974] 1995). To test for such organizationalmain-
tenance effects, I included variables that measure the proportion of consti-
tuents that agree with an organization’s position on each issue (Constituents
agree) and that are concerned about each issue (Constituents concerned).

Advocacy organizations do not make decisions in a vacuum, and their
activity levelsmight also be affected by political opportunities and threats
such as how much attention an issue is receiving in Congress, from the
administration, in thecourts,oramongtheirpolitical alliesmoregenerally
(Jenkins and Perrow 1977; Kingdon 1995; McAdam 1982; M. Smith 2000).
Reputational concerns stemming from the desire to be associated with
policy successes might lead organizations to be particularly attentive to
political threatsandopportunitiesonpotentially“winnable” issues (Chong
1991; M. Smith 2000; J. Wilson [1974] 1995). To ensure that inactivity is not
merely a function of a lack of political threats or opportunities, the survey
design includes only issues on the political agenda (see appendix B). In
addition, to control for the effect of the variation in the salience of issues
on the political agenda on levels of attention fromadvocacy organizations,
I also have included a measure (Agenda salience) of the number of entries
for the issue (in hundreds) in Congressional Quarterly, the “Supreme Court
Roundup” feature of theNew York Times, and the Federal Registerduring the
period covered by the study.10

Other factors in the external political and social environment that are
related to political opportunities and constraints are also likely to affect
activity on policy issues. Perceived levels of the public’s support for, or
opposition to, an organization’s stand on an issue might also affect its ac-
tivity levels, asmight the level of controversy surrounding an issue (Bauer,
Pool, and Dexter 1963; Kollman 1998; M. Smith 2000; J. Wilson [1974] 1995).
Thus, based on estimates by the surveyed leaders, themodel also includes
a variable that measures how controversial an issue is in the public’s eyes
(Controversial) andwhat proportion of the public agreeswith the organiza-
tion’s position on the issue (Public agrees).11
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The niche theories advanced by Virginia Gray and David Lowery (1996)
and by William Browne (1990, 1998) suggest that organizations choose to
work on particular policies based on the opportunities available to them
in relation to the issue coverage of other organizations. I included two
measures to examine whether the desire to develop and maintain niches
influences organizations’ decisions about policy advocacy. The first is a
count of the total number of organizations in the advocacy sector ofwhich
the group is a part (Primary niche). The second variable is a count of the
number of organizations in the advocacy sector that intersectswith that of
the organization in question regarding the disadvantaged-subgroup issue
about which they were asked (Secondary niche). So, in the case of women’s
organizations, the first variable is the total number of women’s organiza-
tions, while the second is the number of economic justice organizations,
which is the organization type that they are likely to consider in thinking
about a welfare “niche.”

The analysis also includes several controls for organizational features
andcapacities suchas size and resources. Becauseorganizationswithmore
resources might have the capacity for activity on more issues than would
groupswith fewer resources, I included controls for organizational capac-
ity, operationalized using two measures: the percentage of an organiza-
tion’s budget that is devoted to advocacy and the number of paid staff.12

Finally, organizations with individual members are likely to respond dif-
ferently to constituents and to the public than are those organizations that
do not have individual members. To capture these differences, I ran sepa-
ratemodels formember (Model 1) andnonmember (Model 2) organizations
and controlled for the number of members (in thousands) in the case of
member organizations.13

The regressionmodels arepresented in table 4.1.Overall, the results bol-
ster andhelpexplain thefindings suggestedby themeansandpercentages,
revealing that organizations are active at low levels on issues affecting dis-
advantaged subgroupsof their constituencies.14 The low levels of attention
to these issues cannot be accounted for by the fact that they affect or are of
interest to a subgroup of constituents. Instead, an intersectional approach
helps a great deal in explaining variations in levels of advocacy across pol-
icy issues, showing that it is crucial to take into account the combined
effects of the size, advantage, and status of the constituents affected by
these issues to understand why issues affecting disadvantaged subgroups
are given short shrift. While many other factors in the model—such as
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concerns for organizational maintenance, the need to respond to political
opportunities and threats, and the desire to carve out niches—also affect
levels of advocacy, in most cases they exacerbate the biases against issues
affecting intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups. These results apply to
both membership and nonmembership organizations, although slightly
different factors are at play for each case.15

small bang, big bucks: issue type, level of impact,
and the dynamics of representation

The most striking finding in this analysis is that organizations do not
allocate their advocacy activity in ways that benefit the greatest numbers
of constituents. In fact, under some circumstances, quite the opposite is
true. When we examine the variables that test the relationships that are at
theheart of this book—how the size, status, andpower of the constituency
affectedby an issue influences the level of advocacydevoted to that issue—
we find that activity does not necessarily increase as the proportion of
constituents affected by an issue increases. In fact, in some cases the
broader the potential impact, the less attention an issue receives.

Membership Organizations | The implications of the regression results
for membership organization are more clearly illustrated if we con-
vert the coefficient estimates into probabilities (see fig. 4.3).16 Transform-
ing the estimates in this way allows us to predict the chances of activity
and inactivity as these vary by issue type. Figure 4.3 shows that, hold-
ing all other variables in the model at their means, there is a 2 percent
chance that an organization will be active at the highest level (a response
of “5” on the 1-to-5 scale of activity) in the case of universal issues and that
these chances increase slightly, to 3 percent, in the case of disadvantaged-
subgroup issues. The probability that an organization will devote such a
high level of activity to an issue rises to6percent if the issue inquestion is a
majority issue and increases again to 12 percent for advantaged-subgroup
issues. Indeed, organizations are twice as likely to devote their greatest ef-
forts to advantaged-subgroup issueswhencomparedwithmajority issues.
Comparingtheprobabilities foradvantaged-anddisadvantaged-subgroup
issues showsthat, at average levelsof impact,organizationsare three times
more likely todevote their highest levels of advocacy to issues affecting ad-
vantaged subgroups of their constituency than they are to issues affecting
disadvantaged ones.
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Fig. 4.3. Predicted probability of activity and inactivity, by issue type. Organization officers (of
membership organizations only) were asked, “Please tell me, on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is ‘not
active’ and 5 is ‘very active,’ howactive has your organizationbeenon eachof the followingpolicy
issues in the past ten years?” The four columns on the left reflect the probability of giving the
answer “5” (holding the other variables in the model constant). The four columns on the right
reflect the probability of giving the answer “1” (holding the other variables in themodel constant)
(data from SNESJO).

The implications of this disparity, and the value of combining strategic
and intersectional approaches, are illustrated further by calculating prob-
abilities that show the contingent effects of Constituents affected as they
vary by policy type. Consider a majority issue with a low level of impact
on an organization’s constituents (“1” on the 1–5 scale of impact). Under
these circumstances (and holding all other variables at theirmeans), there
is a 23.3 percent chance that an organization will be very active on this
issue (4 or 5 on the 1–5 scale of activity). This probability increases to 78.8
percent in the case of a majority issue with a high level of impact (“5” on
the 1–5 scale of impact). In the case of disadvantaged-subgroup issues, the
chances of activity at these levels increase from 14.6 percent to 45.6 percent
as we move from low to high levels of impact. In the case of advantaged-
subgroup issues, however, levels of activity are likely to be very high
(62.8 percent chance of a high level of activity), even when impact is at
its lowest level. Moreover, the probability of a high level of activity on
an issue that affects an advantaged subgroup increases much less starkly
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(to 78 percent) as we move from low to high levels of impact. In fact, the
probability that an organization will be active at a high level is greater
in the case of an advantaged-subgroup issue with almost no impact on
its constituents than it is for a disadvantaged-subgroup issue that affects
“almost all” of its constituents.

Together, these results reveal a double standard applied by member-
ship organizations in determining the level of advocacy that they devote
to policy issues—a double standard that benefits privileged subgroups at
the expense of othermembers. Specifically, the interaction effects demon-
strate that breadth of impact is crucial for increasing levels of advocacy
when it comes tomajority and disadvantaged-subgroup issues but has far
lessof aneffect in the caseof issues affectingadvantaged subgroups.When
it comes to issues that affect advantaged subpopulations, advocacy is high
even at very low levels of impact. However, when it comes to the other
two issue types—majority issues and disadvantaged-subgroup issues—
organizations are active at high levels only when they perceive that more
constituents are affected.

These findings suggest that a Downsian approach is a necessary but
insufficient component of an explanation for levels of policy advocacy. On
itsown,suchanapproachobscurestheinteractiveeffectsofbreadthofimpact
and subgroup power and status. That is, if the drivingmotivation were sim-
ply a strategic concern to have “broad” impact, we should see low levels of
activityonissuesaffectingbothdisadvantagedandadvantagedsubgroups.
Instead, regardless of their breadth of impact, advantaged-subgroup is-
sues receive much more attention than disadvantaged-subgroup issues.
As such, an intersectional explanation is crucial to fully understanding
variations in levels of policy advocacy: organizations do not increase their
efforts simply in response to an increase in the proportion of constituents
affected. Instead, this maxim holds only for majority issues and issues
affecting disadvantaged subgroups; issues affecting privileged subgroups
receive high levels of attention regardless of whether the proportion of
an organization’s constituents that is affected is low or high. Indeed, un-
dermany conditions, issues affecting advantaged subgroups receivemore
attention thanmajority issues as well.

Nonmembership Organizations | The situation is somewhat different when
we examine the results for nonmembership organizations. In this case,
noneof the interaction effects is significant.Anoninteractivemodel, then,
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seemsmore appropriate for nonmembership organizations. Nonetheless,
the underlying message of the pattern for membership organizations re-
mains: organizations apply a double standard that benefits privileged sub-
groups at the expense of disadvantaged ones.

policy images and framing

The face-to-face interviews provide even more support for combining in-
tersectional and strategic understandings of policy advocacy and for the
hypothesis that the level of activity an organization devotes to subgroup
issues is due more to the power of the subgroup affected than to the pro-
portion of constituents that it affects. In addition, juxtaposing the survey
data with information from the interviews allows us to see the dynamics
that produce the uneven levels of activity. Taken together, these two types
ofdata suggest further that a substantial portionof the variation in thedis-
tribution of activity across issues and constituencies is due to the ways in
whichadvocacygroups frameissues (CollierandBrady2004).Whereassur-
vey respondentsgenerally recognized thatmajority issues affectmore con-
stituents than do advantaged-subgroup issues, in face-to-face interviews,
respondents framed advantaged-subgroup issues as if they were majority
issues that affect many more constituents than they actually do. In con-
trast, the respondents framed issues affecting disadvantaged subgroups
as having an impact on an extremely narrow portion of the constituency.

For example, among the women’s organizations in the SNESJO, 38 per-
centof the interviewedleaderssaidthat themajority issue,violenceagainst
women, affects “almost all” of their constituents. Far fewer, 13.6 percent,
said that thedisadvantaged-subgroup issue,welfare reform,affects almost
all constituents,andonly9.8percentsaid that theadvantaged-subgroupis-
sue, affirmative action inhigher education, affects almost all constituents.
Levels of activity, however, do not reflect these assessments. Advantaged
subgroups benefit disproportionately while disadvantaged subgroups are
disproportionately neglected. Whereas 86 percent of women’s organiza-
tions are active on violence against women, the majority issue, almost
as many—79.5 percent—are active on affirmative action in higher edu-
cation, even though respondents recognize that this issue affects fewer
constituents. A far smaller proportion of women’s organizations—only
60.5 percent (strikingly, still a majority)—are active on welfare reform,
although they recognize that this issue has almost the same impact on
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their constituencies as affirmative action inhigher education.However, as
I will show in the following section, respondents in the interviews framed
bothviolence againstwomenandaffirmative action inhigher education as
affecting allwomenand therefore as being inwomen’s “common interest.”
In contrast, they framed welfare reform as a “special interest” that has a
very narrow impact even though, like affirmative action in higher educa-
tion, it affects a subgroup of all women. Notably, welfare reform affects
a stigmatized and marginalized subgroup of women defined by a second
axis of disadvantage. Affirmative action in higher education, on the other
hand, affects a relatively advantaged subgroup defined by a second axis of
relative privilege. In reality, the proportion of women affected by each of
these issues is relatively similar. For example, according to the 2002 Cur-
rent Population Survey, approximately 17.5 percent of women over the age
of twenty-five have college degrees, while approximately 12.6 percent of
all women live below the poverty line, as do 26.5 percent of female-headed
households and 22.9 percent of women living alone.17

Consider this typical judgment by the field organizer at a women’s or-
ganization. Asked why her organization is so active on the majority issue
of violence against women, she framed the issue as one that affects most
women: “It’s so prevalent, and it’s so dire, it affects so many women,”
she said, “It really prevents so many women’s freedom and success and
equality.”18 When asked about the advantaged-subgroup issue of affirma-
tive action in higher education, however, the vice president of another
women’s group also framed the issue as a common interest that affects all
women, not just the relatively advantaged subset of women who attend
college, graduate school, or professional school. She said, “I think it’s a pri-
ority because . . . affirmative action is one of the reasons that women and
minorities havemade somuchprogress. . . . It has a huge impact and . . . [it
affects] all women who are in the workforce or go to college or start their
own business and are competing for government contracts—that’s a lot
of women.” She went on to say that women on public assistance “don’t go
to college, but that’s a smaller and smaller set of people.”19 Her statement
downplays the number of women who are too disadvantaged to take ad-
vantage of affirmative action, and it maintains the framing of the issue as
one of concern to “all women.”

Finally,whenaskedaboutherorganization’s activity onwelfare reform,
adisadvantaged-subgroup issue, thisfieldorganizer’s comments captured
the tenor ofmany comments andwas particularly revealing. “[We are] not
as active [on that as we are on] some of the other projects,” she said. “We
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work in coalition with organizations that do work on welfare reform, but
it’s really just not our cup of tea. . . . We definitely see welfare reform as
[a] gendered issue. It’s definitely something that we’re concernedwith and
havebeen involved inbut justnoton thesame level.”20 This evocative state-
ment about welfare not being her organization’s “cup of tea” is probably
unintentionally honest, conjuring as it does images of respectable wom-
anhood that marginalize intersectionally disadvantaged women.21

These statements about welfare reform, affirmative action, and vio-
lenceagainstwomenarecharacteristicofgeneral trends in theconnections
drawnby respondents between the impact of various policy issues on their
levels of advocacy on those issues. As such, these statements help explain
the patterns of involvement in policy issues reflected in the data from the
SNESJO. The qualitative and quantitative data taken together illuminate
how the respondents frame and justify their reasons for being involved
in some issues and not others. Specifically, they play up the impact of
majority and advantaged-subgroup issues and play down the impact or
relevance of disadvantaged-subgroup issues. Essentially, there is little re-
turn for increases in the impact of advantaged-subgroup issues because
organization leaders strategically conflate power and impact. In effect, or-
ganization leaders substitute the higher status of advantaged groups for the
relatively narrow impact of the issues that affect them.As such, the leader-
ship can justify giving priority to bothmajority and advantaged-subgroup
issues by framing them both as interests common to all women that have
a broad impact. Issues affecting disadvantaged-subgroups, on the other
hand, are framed as special interests that are both narrow and particular-
istic, justifying their low levels of activity. Because, as I showed earlier,
the survey data reveal that advocacy on a disadvantaged-subgroup issue
depends in part on the proportion of constituents affected by it, framing
these issuesnarrowly exacerbates thebiases against activity on them.Such
framings mirror the juxtapositioning of special interests against those of
the common good that, as I discussed in chapter 2, often are used by the
larger polity to justify a lack of attention to issues affecting marginalized
groups.

Though important, advocacy organizations play only a limited role in
the overall political system and therefore have limited power to set the
agenda or to initiate or frame debates on their own (Bauer, Pool, and Dex-
ter 1963; Heclo 1978; Kingdon 1995; M. Smith 2000; Snow and Benford 1992;
Tarrow 1992, 1994; J. Wilson [1974] 1995). It is therefore not surprising
that the women’s organizations cited earlier frame welfare, affirmative
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action, andviolence againstwomen inways that echopolitically dominant
constructions of these issues (Kingdon 1995; Tarrow 1994). Certainly the
practice of adopting moderate frames that echo those of dominant social
and political tropes can be rhetorically powerful, and such framings have,
not surprisingly, been an important part of the strategies and successes
of many social movements (Frymer, Strolovitch, and Warren 2006). Such
framescanbeparticularly importantduring inhospitablepoliticalperiods.
Roberta Spalter-Roth and Ronnee Schreiber found, for example, that dur-
ing the 1980s, women’s organizations felt that they had to adapt to the an-
tifeminist backlash of the era by avoiding “radical” language. Instead, they
presented their goals in moderate, universalistic, and even “pro-family”
terms. In spite of their commitments to understanding gender inequality
as a structural rather thanan individualproblem, theypresented their con-
cerns in what Spalter-Roth and Schreiber characterize as “the dominant
language of liberal individualism” (1995, 115–16).

Echoing the frames and constructions that circulate more broadly in
national debates is a strategic move that can help organizations fend off
threatsor takeadvantageofpoliticalopportunities, attachingtheir favored
policyalternatives toagendaitems“thatothersmayhavemadeprominent”
(Kingdon 1995, 50). As I discussed in chapter 3, however, scholars such as
Deborah Stone, Sidney Tarrow, and Frank Baumgartner and Bryan Jones
remind us that this is not the only way in which organizations engage
in framing. Another common strategy used by advocacy organizations to
advance their goals is to endeavor to reframe debates and to reconstruct
“policy images” in ways that refute or disarm the dominant discourses
thatmarginalize their constituents (Baumgartner and Jones 1993; D. Stone
1989; Tarrow 2005). The director of legal and public policy at a women’s
organization said, for example, “Ifwedon’t” frame issues, “thenother peo-
plewill frame them for us.” Anticipating that possibility, her organization
tries very hard to preemptively frame issues, and to do so “in a way that
doesn’t reinforce old stereotypes.”22 Women’s organizations have worked
hard to frame abortion as an issue of agency and “choice,” for example, to
combat the framing of abortion as an act of immoral selfishness and irre-
sponsibility (Luker 1984). The field organizer quoted earlier who portrayed
violence against women as a concern that has a broad impact engaged in
a similar attempt to destigmatize this issue. In light of the efforts that
organizations often devote to reframing issues for the benefit of their con-
stituents andpolicyagendas, thenarrowframingofwelfare is conspicuous
for its congruence with politically dominant framings.
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EXACERBATING THE BIAS?

It is clear that low levels of advocacy on disadvantaged-subgroup issues
are strongly related to the power of those affected and to the tendency on
the part of organizations to downplay the effects that these issues have
on their constituent groups. Nevertheless, other factors also exacerbate
the biases against disadvantaged subpopulations. Some of these factors
manifest differently in membership organizations than they do in non-
membership groups, but the net result is the same: disproportionately
low levels of advocacy on behalf of intersectionally disadvantaged groups
anddisproportionately high levels of attention to the issues affecting their
advantaged counterparts.

constituent concern

First, inmembershipandnonmembershiporganizationsalike,constituent
concern about an issue leads to increased advocacy on that issue. The
interviews support this finding and confirm that organizations conform
to traditional notions of representation in this way. That is, they are more
activeon issues that theyperceiveasbeing important to their constituents,
something that they gauge either by means of constituent surveys or by
evaluating the number of constituents who call or write with opinions on
a given issue. The executive director of anAfricanAmerican organization,
for example, told me that his group took a proactive approach to trying
to determine its constituents’ attitudes and policy priorities, conducting
regular polls to identify issues that are important to them. Several other
respondents said,however, that theymake thedecision tomobilize around
an issuewhen they begin “getting lots of phone calls” about it. The executive
director of an Asian Pacific American organization explained that her
group became involved in advocacy to change the regulations governing
H-1Bworkvisas (for skilledworkers)because “ourcommunitywantedus to
leadon[it] . . . that’skindofwhatsparkedour interest to . . . get involved.”23

In contrast, the executive director of an economic justice organization told
methathisorganizationhasneverdoneanythingregardingpublic funding
for abortion or reproductive health more generally because it is not an
issue that they “particularly get a lot of pressure from our constituencies
to work on and it’s not high on our list.”24

Pegging levels of activity to constituent concerns is understandable and
congruent with traditional notions of representation and concerns about
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organizational maintenance. However, this practice has problematic
implications for advocacy on disadvantaged-subgroup issues because
concern about these issues is, on average, lower than it is for majority and
advantaged-subgroupissues.Forexample,while58percentof respondents
reported that “almost all” of their members are concerned about the ma-
jority issues aboutwhich theywere asked, and 45 percent gave this answer
regarding the advantaged-subgroup issues, only 30 percent believed that
almost all of their members are concerned about their designated dis-
advantaged-subgroup issues. The effect of these uneven levels is further
compounded by the fact that interest groups, like members of Congress,
are more likely to address issues that are important to those “passionate
minorities” of their constituencies who have the motivation and the re-
sources to make themselves heard (Kollman 1998). Because advantaged
subgroups are likely tohave the resourcesnecessary tomakeorganizations
aware of their concerns, organizations perceive more constituent interest
in issues that are of concern to those subgroups (Verba, Schlozman, and
Brady 1995).Thisperception, in turn, contributes to thedisproportionately
high levels of attention devoted to advantaged-subgroup issues.

constituent agreement

Both membership and nonmembership organizations respond to con-
stituent concerns about policy issues, but the former also pay particular
attentiontowhethertheirconstituents support theorganization’spositions
on these issues. The higher the proportion of constituents in agreement
withamembershiporganization’spositiononan issue, themoreactive the
organization is likely to be on that issue. Constituent agreement does not,
however, have a significant effect on the activity levels of nonmembership
organizations. This discrepancy between membership and nonmember-
ship organizations makes sense: organizations that depend on member
support fear alienating their constituents, a concern that does not have the
same urgency for nonmembership organizations.

In the interviews, many respondents from membership-based organi-
zations affirmed this relationship and explained that they are unlikely to
take action on an issue unless their constituents agree with the organiza-
tion’s position on it. For example, a policy analyst at a labor organization
told me, “Anything that is going to be internally divisive for us tends to
be something that we’re less likely to take a strong position on.” For this
organization, the aversion to divisive issues manifests itself as a focus on
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“issues affecting working people and their families” and an avoidance of
what the respondent called “social and civil rights issues.”25 Likewise, the
executive director of an Asian Pacific American organization commented,
“We have to be very careful. We don’t want to turn off or upset our com-
munity. . . . What’s the point of having an advocacy organization if you’re
turning them off?” In particular, she said, violence against women is an
issue “that we steer away from” because, in her opinion, it is “not a topic
that is openly discussed . . . in our community.”26

It is part of an organization’s mandate to reflect and respond to its
constituents’ attitudes and policy preferences, and, once again, such re-
sponsiveness is in keeping with traditional notions of representation and
the exigencies of organizationalmaintenance. However, the foregoing ex-
amplessuggestthatconstituents’dissent ismorelikelytopreventadvocacy
when it comes to issues affecting disadvantaged-subgroups—in the cases
justmentioned,AsianPacificAmericanwomenwithinAsianPacificAmer-
icanorganizationsandlow-incomewomenandpeopleofcolorwithinlabor
organizations.Consequently, organizations’ patternsof responseandnon-
response to constituent preferences suggest that they pass up important
opportunities to supplement their responsiveness withmore activemedi-
ationonbehalf of disadvantaged subgroupsof their constituencies. Rather
than nurturing the understanding among more-advantaged constituents
that their fortunes and interests are linked to less-advantaged members
of their communities, they reinforce the marginalization of intersection-
ally disadvantaged groups by validating the idea that these issues, and the
people they affect, are not worthy of the organization’s attention.

Although the foregoing statements reflect and reinforce the statistical
finding that activity rises and falls with constituent support, these trends
arebynomeansubiquitous. Instead, thecommentsofseveralotherofficers
remindusof the importantfindings that Idiscussed inchapter 3, regarding
organization leaders’ beliefs that their organizations should compensate
for biases against marginalized groups by acting as mediators on their
behalf. Many officers, for example, expressed a commitment to taking the
lead on issues rather than following the leads of their constituents. For
example, the executive director of anAfricanAmerican organization com-
mented that in his view, leadership entails a responsibility “to promote
[an] issue regardless of whether it’s popular or not.”27 In a more specific
example, the president of a large union explained that his organization
decided to address affirmative action and gender discrimination in hiring,
salaries, promotion, and job classification even though, at the time, “that
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wasn’t always a popular issuewith some of themalemembers” who domi-
nated theunion’smembership. “Ultimately,” he continued, these resistant
members “came to understand that it was the right thing to do” because
his organization “told the truth” about the issue. Now, he said, “we get
participation and great acceptance from our members” about gender is-
sues in the workplace. In his view, this kind of constituent education is an
important part of his role. “You can’t run from issues," he said. “A good
union will never run from the issues.”28

While the responses of many organizations to constituent opinion ex-
acerbate biases against intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups, this ex-
ample demonstrates that there are also important instances of leaderswho
workinsteadtoresistandevenreversetheseattitudesbyframingissuesand
educating advantaged constituents about theways inwhich their interests
are tied to those of disadvantaged subgroups. In the case of the aforemen-
tioned union leader, for example, he refused to defer to the unsympathetic
attitudes of male members who were unreceptive to addressing gender-
related workplace issues. By insisting that the union work on these issues
and by educating his members about the issues in the process, this officer
demarginalized women and the workplace issues that affect them. Fram-
ing these issues as central to the concerns of the organization as he did, he
signaled tomembers that women are worthy of the organization’s energy.

THE POLITICAL ENVIRONMENT

Although constituents’ opinions on an issue affectmembership organiza-
tions’ levels of policy advocacy, public opinion does not have a significant
effect on either membership or nonmembership organizations (though
the slope is positive in both cases). This finding suggests that low levels of
activity on disadvantaged-subgroup issues are not a function of the fact
that public support is, on average, lowerwhen it comes to such issues than
it is for majority and advantaged-subgroup issues. By refusing to curtail
their activities in response to unsupportive public attitudes, organiza-
tions mediate on behalf of intersectionally disadvantaged groups within
the broader polity.

In linewithnotbendingtopublicopinion,anotherresultof thisanalysis
shows that heightened levels of controversy significantly augment levels
of activity, at least in the case of nonmembership organizations (the effect
is positive but insignificant formembership organizations). This unantic-
ipated effect is likely the result of the double-edged nature of controversy,
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which canhelp create political opportunities that are simultaneously risky
and potentially productive. On the one hand, advocacy on a controversial
issue can risk arousing the public’s ire about an issue to which it might
otherwise pay little attention. On the other hand, the work of Mark Smith
(2000) suggests that controversy can help increase the salience of an issue,
openingupopportunitiestoaddress itbystimulatingattentionanddebate.

The interviews echo these contrasting possibilities—disagreement and
controversy seemtodriveorganizations to avoid some issues,while stimu-
latingactiononothers.Forexample,askedwhetherconcernsaboutcontro-
versy affect their organizations’ involvement in public policy issues,many
respondents made statements such as, “I would say that this is not an or-
ganization that shies away from controversy.”29 The executive director of
an economic justice organization told me that his organization in fact is
“looking for controversy, usually” so that the organization can arouse and
harness public interest in an issue and “lead a debate on it.”30 While many
respondents claimed that controversy was inevitable and often a boon,
others expressed quite the opposite sentiment. “I doubt we’d ever take on
something that controversial,” the executive director of another economic
justice organization confided.31

In general, however, the officers with whom I spoke seemed far less
hesitant to take on controversial issues when such issues are understood
to relate directly to their organizations’ raisons d’être. For example, the
chair of the board at an Asian Pacific American organization said that in a
controversialcasesuchasthatofWenHoLee (theTaiwanese-AmericanLos
Alamosphysicistwhowasaccusedofespionage), itwas“verycontroversial,
[but]we felt likewehad tobeout in front [on it] . . . because . . . it’s affecting
an Asian American, has a disparate impact on Asian American scientists,
andso itwouldbeodd, almost, ifwedidn’thave [a] voice in it."However,he
said, other issues are “so controversial thatwedon’t [even] take aposition.”
“For example,” he said, “we would never take a position on abortion. Two
reasons—one is [that] it’s politically very, very sensitive. Two, and more
importantly, it doesn’t have a special impact on the APA [Asian Pacific
American] community.”32

Although in general, respondents were not reluctant to take on contro-
versial issues,as is thecasewithconcernsaboutconstituentagreement, the
foregoing example demonstrates that controversy ismore likely todepress
activityon issues thataffect an intersectionallydisadvantagedsubgroup—
in this case, Asian Pacific American women. Moreover, as the foregoing
statement from the chair of the board suggests, in order to justify a lack
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of involvement leaders often frame controversial issues affecting intersec-
tionally disadvantaged subgroups as either having a very narrow impact
or lacking a specific impact on the organization’s primary constituency.

This particular case, however, underscores how subjective and mal-
leable such criteria can be. The Wen Ho Lee racial-profiling case has a
disparate impact on the Asian Pacific American population and is highly
symbolic given the history of the ways in which allegations of disloy-
alty have been deployed to discriminate against Asian Pacific Americans.
However, this particular formof racial profiling isprimarily likely to affect
relatively advantagedmembers of that community—defense industry em-
ployees, academics, and research scientists. In addition, this chair of the
board’s assertions notwithstanding, many Asian Pacific American femi-
nists andwomen’s health activists claim that the abortion issue doeshave a
particular impact onwomen in theAsianPacificAmerican community be-
cause they face considerable constraints, structured by limited access and
community norms against abortion (Nowrojee and Silliman 1997). More-
over, in spite of being framed as a special interest that affects fewer Asian
PacificAmericans than theWenHoLee case, reproductive rights arguably
affect a largerportion of the community, as there are farmoreAsianPacific
Americanwomen than there are Asian Pacific American scientists and de-
fense industry workers. Although the broader issue underlying the firing
and investigation ofWenHoLee is racial discrimination in theworkplace,
the impact of this issue is universalized, while the impact of abortion is
downplayed and particularized.

Once again, because the level of advocacy depends so heavily on the
proportion of constituents perceived to be affected by a disadvantaged-
subgroup issue, downplaying the effects of such issues further depresses
levels of activity on such issues by exacerbating the biases against the af-
fected subgroup that are already present in the broader political environ-
ment. Moreover, rather than taking the occasion to insist upon conveying
an understanding that links the fate of Asian Pacific Americans women
to the more general fate of the Asian American community, this officer
passed up an opportunity to mediate on behalf of this intersectionally
disadvantaged subgroup of his constituency.

In general, then, advocacy onbehalf of disadvantaged subgroups is low,
and strategic considerations such as attentiveness to constituent attitudes
suppress it further. However, because membership and nonmembership
organizations each respond to slightly different pressures, these biases
offset each other and reduce, at least to some degree, the mobilization of
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bias among elites, among the mass public, and within the advocacy uni-
verse. Membership organizations are much more responsive to the atti-
tudes of their constituents than are nonmembership organizations, while
nonmembership organizations seem almost to thrive on controversy in
ways thatmembership organizations do not. In addition, because levels of
activity are not based on public agreement with their position on an issue,
advocacy organizations mitigate the negative effects of public opinion on
politically unpopular groups and issues. Together, these results illustrate
someof theways inwhich thepracticesof advocacyorganizationsdefyma-
joritarian and rationalist incentives, providing a window into innovative
conceptions of representation on behalf of marginalized groups.

political threats, political opportunities,
and the importance of taking a stand

The foregoing findings suggest that levels of activity are not a function of
officers’ perceptions that issues are popular among members of the mass
public. In the case of membership organizations, however, the salience
of an issue on the political agenda has a slightly but significantly positive
effect, suggesting that the popularity of an issue among policy makers
can be an important determinant of activity (the effect is positive but not
significant for nonmembership organizations). This result indicates that
membership organizations respond strategically to political threats and try
to exploit political opportunities that open “policy windows” for their goals
(Kingdon 1995;McAdam 1982;Meyer 1990, 1993; Tarrow 1996; C. Tilly 1978).

Infact,manyinterviewrespondentstoldmethattheyweremorelikelyto
pursue issues thatwerepolitically salient, particularly if their involvement
in these issueswas likely to have an impact and lead to success. Answering
questions about why they addressed particular policy issues, respondents
repeatedlymadestatementssuchas,“Wedon’tgenerallytakeonthingsthat
we think there’s no hope of accomplishing anything on;” “You always have
to think about whether you’ll be successful . . . Can we win this one? . . . Is
it worth it?” and “Where we think we can make a real difference . . . there
is a greater likelihood that we’ll get in there and that we’ll devote more re-
sources to it.”

Whilemost respondents said that they responded to threats and oppor-
tunities in the hope of achieving successes, many also made it clear that
short-termsuccesswasnot theironlygoal.Thefieldorganizerat awomen’s
organization, for example, laughed as she said, “We really don’t have a
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good track record for picking things based on”whether theywill be “easily
attained.”33 In fact, many respondents made comments suggesting that
they were very likely to “lead with [the] heart more than with [the] head,”
taking action on issues that one respondent characterized as “nonstarters”
out of a desire to take a stand or with an eye toward pushing for changes
over the longer term. The executive director of a Latino organization said,
for example, that his organization often gets involved in issues “just for
symbolic purposes, because . . . it’s important to lay a marker and say this
is where we stand even thoughwemay lose.”34 An economist in the public
policy department at an economic justice group told me that in his expe-
rience, organizations very often take action on issues “for long-term and
educational purposes” even in cases in which “the immediate likelihood
of prevailing isn’t great.”35 The legislative director of a reproductive rights
organization explained that her organizationwill sometimes go as far as to
fileamotiononan issue“knowing fullwellwemightnotwin”butonwhich
the organization feels strongly that it has “tomake the political point, that
this is something that’s unconstitutional or illegal.”36

Issues affecting intersectionally disadvantaged groups are often ones
that might be labeled, in the terminology of one of the respondents
quoted previously, “nonstarters.” Failing to devote attention to these
hard issues, however, relegates them to this status ad infinitum. As such,
the commitments to pursuing difficult issues that are articulated by the
aforementioned organization officers are evidence of their dedication
to working for and representing disadvantaged subgroups of their
constituents over the long term and demonstrate their dedication to
these subgroups in hard times. In this light, these efforts are qualitatively
different from the symbolic and low-level efforts that organizations
often devote to disadvantaged-subgroup issues. Rather than engaging in
symbolic gestures such as position taking or petition signing in lieu of real
commitment, the engagement described here prioritizes advocacy for the
least well-off. While this advocacy might yield few policy victories in the
short term, it serves to redistribute representational resources to themost
difficult issues and least advantaged constituents, which is necessary for
progress on these issues in the longer term. Organizations must respond
to their political environments, and therefore they focus a great deal of
energy on pursuing winnable issues and fending off impending threats.
Nonetheless, many organizations supplement these strategic aims with
the goal of using representation as a means to social justice, thereby
increasing the attention they devote to disadvantaged-subgroup issues.
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It is important to note as well that organizations do not always react
to political opportunities or threats to existing programs when their con-
stituents are affected. Moreover, the chances that organizations will react
vigorously to threats and opportunities are often lower when it comes to
issues affecting intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups. In the case of
the 1996 welfare reform legislation discussed earlier, for example, many
women’s and civil rights organizations claimed to have been caught off
guard by President Clinton’s efforts to dismantle this entitlement, and
they did not jump into the fray until after the law had passed and the
program had devolved to the states. Some analysts claim that feminist
organizations soft-pedaled their opposition to the PRWORA out of grati-
tude to President Clinton for having signed the Family and Medical Leave
Act (FMLA) of 1993, which provides employees with twelve weeks of un-
paid leave following a birth or adoption or to care for a spouse, child, or
parent who is ill. The implications of their silence on welfare reform are
compounded by the fact that while the FMLA is a crucial piece of feminist
legislation, it provides only for unpaid leave. Consequently, it is unlikely
that the low-income women most likely to be affected by welfare reform
would be in a position to take advantage of the benefits provided by the
FMLA.

policy niches

Threats and opportunities within political institutions can increase the
attention paid by organizations to particular policy issues. In addition
to these conditions in the macro-level political environment, conditions
within advocacy communities are related to levels of advocacy as well.
Niche theories suggest that organizations might abstain from high levels
of activity on an issue if they believe thatmany otherswithin their interest
communityareattendingto it.Suchanaversiontoreplicatingtheeffortsof
other groupsmight lead organizations to choose to allocate their advocacy
activities and resources in ways that do not replicate the issue coverage of
other organizations.

Niche-related decision making could have particularly important im-
plicationswhen it comes to issuesaffecting intersectionallydisadvantaged
subgroups of an organization’s constituency because the “ownership” of
such issues is often ambiguous (C. Cohen 1999). Consequently, officers of-
tenbelievethatthattheseissuesfallwithinthejurisdictionandnichesofor-
ganizations other than their own. For example, the officers at thewomen’s
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organizationswhowerequestionedabouttheiradvocacyregardingwelfare
reformpolicy seemed to think that this issue “belongs” to economic justice
organizations, reducing the chances that they will address this issue.

Many of the officers I spoke to were indeed concerned not to squander
scarceresourcesbyreplicatingtheworkbeingdonebyotherorganizations.
The vice president at a women’s organization said quite bluntly, “If there
is an issue that some other women’s group is front and center on and very
expert inandhas itcovered, itdoesn’tmakesenseforanotherwomen’s legal
group to do that.”37 Similarly, the field organizer at anotherwomen’s orga-
nization explained that in order for her group to get involved in an issue,
“there has to be a demonstrated need. If we know of other organizations
that are taking on the issue, we try to do it from a totally different angle.”38

The vice president of a women’s legal organization expressed much the
same sentiment, explaining, “There are a lot of factors that go into decid-
ing what we focus our resources on at any given moment. But one where
we’ve developed expertise andwhere outsiders look to us for that expertise
is not something that we’re usually going to diminish our focus on.”39

Asked whether her organization is involved in efforts to restore public
funding for reproductive health services (a disadvantaged-subgroup issue
for this organization), the senior program adviser of an economic justice
group explained that her organization did nothing on the issue. “It isn’t
like there aren’t a lot of organizations who are very capable of doing this,”
she noted. “Youmake your choices. . . . It’s not an issue of controversy. It’s
just [that] it’s not clear what the value added would be.”40

Several respondents explained that this desire to maintain or create a
niche often drives decisions about which issues they will avoid or devote
little time to.The executivedirectorof a civil rights coalition explained, for
example, thaton theday that I interviewedhim,hehadhad todecidewhich
of two possible meetings he would attend a few hours earlier. The first, he
said, was a meeting with Senate staffers about racial profiling. The other
meeting that he was scheduled to attend was at the White House, to talk
abouttheBushadministration’s lackofsupport forAmericanparticipation
in the United Nations Conference against Racism that was to be held in
Durban,SouthAfrica, that summer. “I chose todo the latter,”heexplained,
“not because I don’t think that profiling is important, but . . . [because] I
recognized that racial profiling has many good strong staffers who are
working on this.” The United Nations conference, however, “had a very
limited number of people who were available. So it became important for
me to contribute my voice there.”41
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The results of the analysis of the surveydata corroborate these interview
statements about the importance of policy niches—but with some illumi-
nating wrinkles that vary by issue type and by whether the organizations
in question aremembership or nonmembership organizations. In the case
ofmembership organizations, the coefficient associated with the primary
policy niche (the number of organizations in the advocacy sector with
which the group is most centrally associated) is positive but not signifi-
cant, while the coefficient associated with the secondary policy niche (the
number of organizations in the advocacy sector that intersects with that
of the organization in question regarding its designated disadvantaged-
subgroup issue) is negative and significant. These results suggest that it is
sometimes the case that membership organizations refrain from activity on
an issue based on the perception that other organizations are likely to take it
on, but that this is truemainly in the case of disadvantaged-subgroup issues.

The pattern is somewhat different in the case of nonmembership organi-
zations.Amongthesegroups, theeffectof theprimaryniche ispositiveand
significant, suggesting that these organizationsmight be prone to “band-
wagon effects” that lead them to increase their activity on some issues if
there aremany other potential advocates for it in their primary policy sec-
tor. This finding echoes John Kingdon’s assertion that political actors look
to one another for signs aboutwhat is important (Kingdon 1995, 150).42 Al-
though this effect might augment activity on majority issues, the lack of
a significant effect for Secondary niche in this analysis suggests that niche
considerations do not depress nonmembership organizations’ activity on
disadvantaged subgroup issues in theway that theydo formembership or-
ganizations.Among these latter groups, the role ofnichesprovides further
evidence of a double standard in the way that some organizations employ
otherwise understandable strategies in response to their political environ-
ments. It is undoubtedly inefficient for every group in the community of
social and economic justice organizations to devote their resources to the
same set of policy issues. However, for membership organizations, such
concerns about issue coverage by others in a policy sector seem to apply
only to issues affectingdisadvantaged subgroups.When it comes to taking
into account the possibility that other groups will be active on issues in
their primary sector, membership organizations seem to abide instead by
the adage “themore, the merrier.”

The survey measures of policy niches are rather blunt instruments,
but evidence of the double standard that they suggest is apparent in the
interviews as well. In a particularly illustrative case, the political director
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of a large membership organization advocating for lesbian, gay, bisexual,
and transgender (LGBT) people explained that some issues are so central to
themissionand identityofherorganization that there isnoquestionabout
whether theywill become involvedwith them. “No one had to take a vote,”
she said, “to say we ought to work on employment discrimination issues.
Rightnow, it’s perfectly legal in 39 states in this country tofire someone for
being gay or lesbian. It’s amatter of putting food on your table.” Similarly,
she continued, noone “took a vote” todecide that her organization “should
be a leader on HIV/AIDS issues. It just happened.”

Since HIV/AIDS is a central concern for her constituents, I asked her
whether her organization had been involved in efforts to make free or
low-cost AIDS medications available to low-income people who are HIV-
positive (anintersectionallydisadvantagedsubgroupofthisconstituency).
She replied that her organization is involved in this issue “tangentially”
but that it is “certainly not a leader on those issues.” “There are other
organizations out there who are far . . . better suited to get involved in
the patent issue than we are,” she explained, “organizations . . . that have
a deeper understanding of the federal relationship with pharmaceutical
companies and others to helpmake the case.”43

It is undoubtedly true that there are other groups that have more ex-
pertise when it comes to pharmaceutical issues, but it is equally true that
there were other organizations that might have been better suited to take
on a medical issue such as HIV/AIDS (although as we now know, few did
[C. Cohen 1999; Shilts 1987]). The contrast between this respondent’s invo-
cation of niches and techincal expertise as justifications in the case of the
disadvantaged-subgroup issue reminds us that there is no objectively de-
termined set of issues that are central to agroup’smissionorniche.Rather,
it is respondents’ perceptions about and constructions of their missions and
niches that are key, perceptions and constructions that are influenced a
greatdealby thesamefactors that suppress levelsofactivityonsomeissues
while boosting activity on other issues.

Creating niches and taking on issues that do not replicate the efforts
of other organizations in the interest community are reasonable decision
rules under some circumstances. The criteria that inform these standards,
however, often are based upon subjective assessments that are themselves
connected to the same biases that suppress levels of advocacy on issues
affecting disadvantaged subgroups. In this case, HIV/AIDS is a central
issue for the organization because of its effect on gay men. However,
the organization is not active on the issue of low-costHIV/AIDSdrugs—an
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issuethat ismost likelytoaffect low-incomeHIV-positivepeople—because
it is not similarly framed as being central to itsmission. Instead, it is framed
asbeing a techical pharmaceutical issue rather than a social justice issue, and
henceoutsideof theorganization’sniche, andorganization leaders assume
that other organizations can and will address this issue. They therefore feel
justifiedinbeingonlytangentiallyinvolvedineffortstomakeHIVandAIDS
medications accessible to low-income people, a category that includes
many of the gaymenwho are ostensibly constituents of this organization.

Niches as Opportunities for Disadvantaged-Subgroup Issues | Although the
survey data suggest that the aggregate effect of niche behavior in the case
of membership organizations is to suppress advocacy on disadvantaged-
subgroup issues, under some circumstances the desire to find a policy
nichecanhave theopposite effectonpolicyactivity. Because intersectional
issues are less likely than other types of issues to be addressed by advocacy
groups, theyareoften“wideopen”andavailableasnichesfororganizations
in search of one (Heaney 2004). This finding presents particularly ripe
opportunities for organizations that are dedicated to filling in the gaps in
representation for disadvantaged groups.

Examples of such a strategy are evident among several of the organi-
zations whose officers I interviewed. For instance, the director of public
policy at a women’s organization explained that, in deciding how to focus
its efforts, her organization asks, “What are the niches . . . where no one
is doing anywork andwherewemay bring something unique?”44 It was this
lineof reasoning that led themto focusonaddressing theparticular effects
of violence againstwomen onwomenwith disabilities and onwomenwho
areHIV-positive, twointersectionallydisadvantagedsubgroupsofwomen.
Similarly, the chair of the board of a civil rights organization explained
that he “jumped” at the opportunity to get involved in efforts to address
the implications of privatizing Social Security for African Americans “be-
cause that was the first time . . . I’d seen this put in a racial way.” Though
Social Security is an inherently important issue, he explained that this
niche allowed him to throw his and his organization’s “weight behind it,”
and provided himwith an opportunity to fill what he saw as an important
gap in the discussion about this issue. Had it been framed “entirely race
neutral,” he made clear, it would have been difficult to justify “a position
for or against” privatization.45

In a related vein, the executive director of one of the fewwomen’s health
organizations in the sample that had been very vigorously working to
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restore public funding for reproductive rights said that her group priori-
tizes work on this issue because “when you look within the reproductive
health community . . . that [issue] tends to be lower down on the list of
what people are asking for.” Because most “pro-choice advocates tend not
to make funding as high a priority as some other issues,” she explained,
this gives her organization “an added reason for us to be advocates” on
this issue.46 The legislative director at another reproductive rights orga-
nization also referenced the importance for her organization of carving
out a specialty in addressing issues of reproductive rights as they affect
low-income women and women of color. This focus, she argued, frames
the issue of abortiondifferently than it is framedby the other reproductive
rights groups with which her organization sometimes works.

Low-income women and women of color have been active in reproduc-
tiverightsmovementsandsharemanyofthesameconcernsasmiddle-class
and white women in majority issues such as maintaining access to legal
and late-term abortions. Indeed, in light of data that show that abortion
rates are higher among black women and Latinas, it might even be ar-
gued that low-income women and women of color have a greater interest
than middle-class and white women in these issues.47 Having also been
subject to sterilization abuse and other efforts to curtail their reproduc-
tive choices, however, low-income women and women of color also face
reproductive-related concerns that have been less fully addressed by the
mainstream reproductive rightsmovement (Bass 1998; J. Nelson 2003). “In
themainstream cultural frame,” the previously quoted legislative director
explained, abortion is presented as “a white woman’s issue” that is prin-
cipally understood as “the right to not have children.” This emphasis, she
said, ignores“theminority implicationsof ” reproductiverights, including
issues such as sterilization and, as she put it, “the right to have children,”
which has often been denied to low-income women and women of color.

Based on this focus, this organization concentrates its advocacy efforts
on “reproductive equity projects” that address issues such as the dispro-
portionate impact on low-income women and women of color of policies
that block public funding for abortion. They also work with welfare rights
groups on issues such as the family cap provisions that deny or reduce
cash assistance to recipients of public assistancewhohave additional chil-
dren while they are receiving benefits. “We’re one of the few [reproductive
rights] groups that do look at that,” she said.48 While niches lead some
organizations away from activity on issues affecting intersectionally dis-
advantaged subgroups of their constituencies, then, some organizations
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instead exploit the overall lack of attention to issues affecting these sub-
groups, fostering activity in these areas as a way to develop a unique
identity and a policy niche.49

Niches and Universal Issues: The Paradox of Social Security | Although an
intersectional approach to understanding power and marginalization is
extremely helpful in understanding patterns in levels of advocacy when
it comes to majority, advantaged-subgroup and disadvantaged-subgroup
issues, levelsofactivityfortheuniversal issue—SocialSecurity—aresome-
what paradoxical. As a universal issue that respondents said benefitsmore
of their constituents than any of the others, both Downsian and inter-
sectional approaches predict high levels of advocacy and attention to it.
However, a smaller proportion of organizations are active and levels of
activity are lower on this issue than is the case for any other issue type.
While we might explain these low levels of involvement as the result of
inattention to economic justice policy on the part of organizations con-
cerned with issues such as race and gender, activity on Social Security is
relatively lowevenamongorganizations forwhich it has traditionallybeen
a core issue, such as economic justice organizations ( just over 30 percent
are active; see tables 4.2 and 4.3). Labor organizations are more active on
Social Security than any other type of organization (55 percent are active),
but they are less active on this issue than on the others about which they
were asked. Activity is also low among organizations that regard Social Se-
curity as particularly important for their constituents, as is the case with
women and racial minorities. Women of all races and men of color rely
more heavily on Social Security than white men do, in large part because
they are far less likely than white men to have private pension accounts.50

The executive director of a large Latino organization toldme, for example,
that “Social Security represents a much larger percentage of retirement
income for Hispanics than it does for other groups in the population” but
that his organization is nonetheless not active on this policy issue.51 Re-
spondents frommanywomen’s andAfricanAmericanorganizationsmade
similar comments about the disproportionate reliance on Social Security
among their constituents, but few of them address this policy either.

Statements from the face-to-face interviews help illuminate the dy-
namics that work to generate such unexpectedly low levels of activity on a
universal issue such as this. The interviews suggest that this inattention is
the result of a niche-related free rider problem that has particular implica-
tions for intersectionally disadvantaged groups. In a typicalmanifestation
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of free riding, an actor tries to avail himself or herself of a public good
while trying to avoid contributing to the collective action necessary to ob-
tain ormaintain that good. In this case, however, officers concerned about
organizational maintenance believe that it would be wasteful to expend
scarce resources on this issue because they believe that others in their in-
terest community have it “covered.” Although these leaders believe that
Social Security is an important issue that affects “everyone,” they assume
(wrongly, it turns out) that they ought not to expend scarce resources on
it because “someone else” will work to resolve the issue.

For example, askedwhyher groupwas not active on Social Security, the
executive director of a women’s health organization said, “It’s a combina-
tion of feeling like it was just a little too far afield from our health agenda
and hoping the other groups would be taking care of it.”52 Similarly, the
executive director of an economic justice organization said that Social
Security was simply not on his radar screen because “it’s an issue that I
wouldn’t have any expertise [about]. There are a lotmore powerful players
in town than [us] involvedwith it.”53 The executivedirector of an economic
justice organization acknowledged, “It affects [our constituents]. A lot of
them only have Social Security to look forward to.” In spite of what he
acknowledged was the disproportionate importance of Social Security for
his constituents’ retirement, his organization is not active on the issue
because, as he put it, “there are issues that you’ve got to let pass you by.”54

We should not construe the low levels of Social Security–related advo-
cacy on the part of the organizations in this survey as evidence that this
issue is not being addressed by other organizations. Indeed, organizations
that advocate on behalf of elderly and retired people such as the large,
prominent, andpowerfulAmericanAssociation forRetiredPeople (AARP)
haveadvocatedvociferouslyandsuccessfully toprotectandenhanceSocial
Security (Campbell 2003). However, as some of the interviewed officers ex-
plained earlier, issues exist within the broader question of Social Security
reform that have particular anddisproportionate effects ondisadvantaged
subgroups of retired people, such aswomen and racialminorities. Organi-
zations such as AARP, however, have tended not to prioritize advocacy on
policies that address the particular ways in which the timing and quality
of retirement are structured by issues such as race, gender, and sexual-
ity. Although these organizations have increased their efforts to address
such issues, they have tended to focus more on public education and out-
reach than on lobbying and policy advocacy. And to the extent that such
efforts exist, they seem to be fairly recent, evidenced by the chair of the
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board quoted earlier who suggested that he was excited about becoming
involved in a campaign to oppose privatization of Social Security but that
thiswas the first timehe had seen efforts to address the racial implications
of this issue. Indeed, advocacy on the universal issue of Social Security
seems to manifest many of the same biases observed when it comes to the
other issue types.

ECONOMIC VERSUS SOCIAL ISSUES

Differentiating among universal, majority, advantaged-subgroup, and
disadvantaged-subgroup issues helps a great deal in understanding the
varying levels of attention that advocacy groups devote to certain policy
issues. As I suggested in chapter 2, however, other scholars suggest that
a somewhat different policy typology explains low levels of advocacy ac-
tivity on some policy issues. In their view, the ascent of the identity-based
and quality-of-life-oriented movements of the 1960s has shifted the fo-
cus of progressive organizations away from economic issues (Aronowitz
1992; Berry 1999; Edsall 1991; Fraser 1997; Gitlin 1995; Reed 2000; Skocpol
2003). Instead of focusing on traditional liberal issues such as wages, ben-
efits, pensions, job training, improvedworking conditions, incomemain-
tenance, and basic health coverage, these organizations have, in Jeffrey
Berry’s words, created a “new liberalism,” one that is focused on postmate-
rialist issues having to do with race, gender, sexuality, and the environ-
ment (Berry 1999, 55).

To examine directly whether levels of activity vary depending on
whether issues are economic or social in nature, I coded the policy is-
sues in the SNESJO to indicate whether each one is primarily economic or
primarily social (Economic issue and Social issue,with social issues coded “o”
and economic issues coded “1”).55 I then reran the ordered logit regression
model (for membership organizations only) with this additional measure
(see model 3 in table 4.1).

Theresultsofthisanalysisprovideevidencethatthevariationinlevelsof
activity is indeed aproduct of intersecting formsofmarginalization rather
than the consequence of a shift in attention from economic issues to so-
cial issues. Adding the new variable has almost no effect on the direction,
magnitude, or significance of any of the other measures, including the
measures of the categories in my policy typology (the only real differ-
ence is a loss of significance for the measure of constituent agreement).
The coefficient for the newmeasure is negative, indicating that economic
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issuesmightreceiveslightly lessattentionthansocial issues.However, this
coefficient does not reach a conventional level of statistical significance,
showingthat thevariation inorganizations’ levelofpolicyadvocacycannot
be attributed entirely to a surfeit of attention to social issues.

These results are in no way at odds with the argument that identity-
based andquality-of-life-oriented organizationspay insufficient attention
to issues of economic justice for low-income people. Indeed, the relatively
low levels of activity on welfare reform on the part of organizations repre-
senting women that I discussed earlier can be seen as an example of that
very phenomenon. However, the intersectional framework operational-
ized by the four-part policy typology suggests that the trends identified
by scholars who are concerned about low levels of attention to economic
issues are capturing one side of a multifaceted problem that goes beyond
a lack of attention to economic issues by organizations that are concerned
about race, gender, sexuality, or the environment.

From an intersectional perspective, the lack of attention to economic
issues isdue to the fact that economicdisadvantage isoneofmanypossible
manifestations of intersectional marginalization. As Sharon Kurtz writes,
“critics who take issue with identity politics wouldmore accurately be de-
scribed as contesting single-identity politics: fragmented politics that don’t
capture complicated, overlapping, fluid identities” (emphasis in original;
Kurtz 2002, xxix). As such, an intersectional approach suggests that we
will see the analogous problem among economic justice organizations
as well and that these groups will sideline issues that affect subgroups
of their economically disadvantaged constituencies who are intersection-
ally marginalized based on other axes such as race, gender, or sexuality.
Moreover, intersectionality also suggests not only that the problems will
manifest along economic and social lines but also that economic justice
organizations give short shrift to economic issues that affect intersection-
ally disadvantaged subgroups and that identity-based groups will do the
samewhen it comes todisadvantaged-subgroup issues that aremore social
in nature.

Each of these hypothetical scenarios is borne out by the data (see tables
4.2 and 4.3). In addition to the low levels of activity on welfare reform on
the part of women’s and African American organizations discussed pre-
viously, we also see low average levels of activity on identity-based issues
on the part of economically oriented organizations. Labor organizations,
for example, are less active when it comes to job discrimination against
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women and racialminorities, an issue affecting intersectionally disadvan-
taged workers, and economic justice organizations show extremely low
levels of activism when it comes to public funding for abortion—an issue
that affects mainly intersectionally disadvantaged low-income women.
However, the problem is not merely one of a trade-off between social and
economic issues but rather one that concerns intersectional disadvantage
more generally. For example,AsianPacificAmerican andNativeAmerican
organizations are bothmuch less active when it comes to violence against
women, and civil rights organizations are much less active when it comes
to discrimination against LGBT people than they are on their designated
majority and advantagedminority issues. In each of these cases, both axes
of the intersecting inequalities are identity-based, and the result is low lev-
els of policy advocacy on issues affecting intersectionally disadvantaged
subgroups of their constituencies.

It is important not to overstate themeaning of these findings, given the
bluntness of themeasure I use to distinguish between social and economic
issues, as well as in light of the differences between this study and related
studies by scholars such as Berry and Skocpol. Berry’s study, for example,
which finds that policy making is increasingly focused on quality-of-life
issues such as the environment, approaches this question from the “sup-
ply side,” focusing on congressional priorities rather than on the agendas
of interest groups themselves. In addition, each of our studies examines
somewhat different pools of organizations. Most relevant is that the sample
of organizations that I examine here includes many groups that are inter-
ested in economic policy, such as labor unions, while it excludes many
organizations, such as those environmental, animal rights, and consumer
groups, that are not terribly likely to be interested in economic issues that
affect low-income people. The differences between our studies make the
implications of our combined results all the more striking, however. That
is, while my data show that many groups are active on economic issues,
in spite of all this activity, Berry finds that congressional policy making is
increasingly focused on quality-of-life issues.

Moreover, the point here is not that economic issues affecting low-
income people are adequately covered by advocacy groups. Indeed, the re-
sults showquite clearly that they are not.However, the evidence presented
here suggests rather strongly that the issue is amore general problemhav-
ing to do with the ways in which power and advantage shape the agendas
and activities of advocacy groups. Because low-income people are, by def-
inition, less advantaged than middle-class people (along the specific axis
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of class), one major manifestation of intersectional disadvantage is a lack
of attention to policy issues that affect low-income people in favor of ones
that are of interest to middle-class constituents. However, the data also
show that this is not the only manifestation of the problem. Instead, it is
all issues affecting intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups of all kinds
that are given short shrift.

Once again, the interviews help reveal the ways in which intersectional
marginalization is manifested in the differences between the issues ad-
dressed by organizations that are primarily economically oriented and
those addressed by organizations focused on civil rights. In particular,my
conversations with organization officers provide evidence that, indeed,
the underlying problem does not stem from themutually exclusive nature
of economic and social issues. Instead, the interviewsmake clear that each
of these issue types represents an axis of disadvantage for organizations
that focus on either economic or social issues. Officers at these organiza-
tions rarely draw connections between the economic and social issues that
affect their constituents, and in some cases, they actively avoid drawing
such connections. As a consequence, they do not appreciate that many of
the issues that intersect social and economic policies and disadvantages
are ones that affect disadvantaged subgroups of their constituencies. This,
in turn, suppresses their organizations’ levels of attention to such issues.

An interview that I conducted with the executive director of an eco-
nomic justice organizationwas particularly revealing on this point. Asked
about his organization’s activities addressing the issue of public funding
forabortionandother reproductivehealthservices (an issue that intersects
social and economic concerns and affectsmainly women, an intersection-
ally disadvantaged subgroup of all low-income people), this respondent
answered that there had actually been “none.” “Our focus,” he explained,
“has been on economic questions.” Contextualizing this within increas-
ingly common arguments about strategies to build a “Democratic major-
ity” by shifting the focus of the party away from issues such as abortion,
affirmative action, and LGBT rights, he explained that “the only way to
defend cultural liberalism is with a strong populist economics” that per-
suades white men to “vote their pocketbook.”56 His response makes clear
that becauseof thegendered connotationsof the issue, hedoesnot thinkof
public funding for abortion as an economic issue. The problem is not that
this organization fails to address social issues, however, but rather that it
fails to recognize the ways in which the issue of reproductive rights is in
fact an economic issue for the low-income women this group purports to
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represent. In addition, the organization’s broader strategy of staying away
from what this respondent characterizes as social issues explicitly rejects
the idea that advocacy group officers should cultivate feelings of inter-
sectionally linked fate among differently situated constituencies. Rather
than approaching an issue such as public funding for abortion in amanner
that draws connections betweenwhat are commonly thought of as separate
realms of economic and social policy, the logic embodied in this strategy
and in this officer’s statements instead buttresses the boundaries between
issues and groups.

The interviews are also suggestive regarding the potential trade-offs for
intersectionally disadvantaged groups when organizations do draw con-
nections between social and economic issues. For example, the executive
director of a large civil rights organization told me that while his organi-
zation does not “go out of [its] way to hunt down economic justice issues,”
neither does it actively avoid them. Rather, he explained, the organiza-
tion’s work on such issues is more often “a consequence of the work that
we’re pursuing in other areas.” As an example, he referenced his organiza-
tion’s work on legislation that makes it more difficult to declare personal
bankruptcy. He said that while this issue might seem like a purely eco-
nomic one, his organization considers it a “civil rights issue” as well. The
organization approaches it this way because, he explained, many credit
card companies “prey on . . . the poorest elements of the communities that
we represent . . . poor people, women, people of color.” He added, “eco-
nomic rights issues are coming to the fore . . . as a substitute for some of
the race-based activity that continues to be needed but that you have to
handle in a different way than we did a few years ago.”57

In light of political shifts in which efforts to address many issues of race,
gender, and sexuality have become increasingly difficult, this “substitu-
tion”ofclass-basedissuesforracialonesrepresentsanimportantroute—in
some cases the only route—throughwhich issues affecting disadvantaged
subgroups are addressed in national politics. However, it is important to
reflectuponwhat is lost andgained for intersectionallydisadvantagedsub-
groupswhen organizations elect to take this course (L.Williams 1998). The
findings that I have presented suggest that the risk of this approach is that
it might fail to address those elements of economic issues that are related
to racial and other forms of inequality and that issues affecting disadvan-
taged subgroups of the low-income population will be given short shrift.
Ontheotherhand, the foregoingexamplesalsodemonstrate thatorganiza-
tions that try to address issues that have economic and social implications
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recognize that in order to represent all of their constituents, they must
attend to issues at the intersection of several axes of marginalization—
issues affecting disadvantaged subgroups of their broader constituency.
Organizations that do not unite issues in this way are far less likely to
address issues that affect disadvantaged subgroups of their constituencies
because they are less likely to address these intersections.

BREAKDOWN BY ORGANIZATION TYPES

The multivariate analysis and the information from the interviews pro-
vide very strong evidence that issues affecting intersectionally disad-
vantaged groups receive disproportionately low levels of attention from
advocacy organizations when compared with their attention to majority
andadvantaged-subgroup issues.Nonetheless, there arepossible concerns
about the selectivity of the policy issues in the survey and about whether
the results of this analysis are robust depending on how many items or
which combination of them are used or whether they might change if we
substituted different policy issues for ones that were selected. Although
there is no definitive way to test this possibility without replicating the
survey using different policy issues, the comparisons across many differ-
ent types of organizations and policy issues provide an implicit test of this
possibility that is built into the study design.

Tables 4.2 and4.3 present the levels of activity on each issue typeby each
typeoforganization inthestudy.Table4.2 showsthemean levelsofactivity
foreach issue type,andtable4.3 showsthepercentageoforganizations that
are active on each one. In general, the patterns in levels of activity for the
aggregate of organizations holdwhenwedisaggregate the various types of
organizations. Across organization types, disadvantaged-subgroup issues
receiveconsistently lessattentionthanmajorityandadvantaged-subgroup
issues. The few exceptions to the general trends disappear when we dis-
tinguish between the percentage of organizations that are active on each
issue type (table 4.3) and the mean levels of activity by issue type (table
4.2). For example, whereas a greater proportion of public interest groups
organizations are active on environmental racism (an issue that affects a
disadvantaged subgroup of their broader constituency) than they are on
Internetprivacy (an issue that affects anadvantagedsubgroupof their con-
stituency),mean levels of activity are in linewith thefindings for thewhole
sample. That is, the level of advocacy activity on the advantaged-subgroup
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issue is significantly higher than the level of such activity when it comes
to the disadvantaged-subgroup issue.

Similarly, almost as many civil rights organizations are active on af-
firmative action in higher education (an issue that affects an advantaged
subgroup) as are active on workplace discrimination against LGBT people
(an issue that affects a disadvantaged subgroup). However, in this case
as well, the mean levels of activity are more in keeping with the findings
for the whole sample, reinforcing the idea that even when there is broad
involvement by many organizations on disadvantaged-subgroup issues,
this involvement is relatively superficial comparedwith activity onmajor-
ity and advantaged-subgroup issues. Finally, although a slightly greater
proportion of African American organizations are active on the two types
of subgroup issues (affirmative action in higher education and welfare
reform) than on the majority issue (racial profiling), the mean levels of
activity are in linewith thefindings for thewhole sample. By thismeasure,
the disadvantaged-subgroup issue receives slightly less attention than the
majority issue and far less attention than the advantaged-subgroup issue.

It is worth noting that the organizations representing women of color
in the study also devote their highest levels of attention to advantaged-
subgroup issues. With only eight such groups in the sample, it is clearly
not possible to generalize from these results. However, this finding does
suggest that even organizations that are dedicated to representing inter-
sectionally marginalized groups tend to underrepresent disadvantaged
constituents (in this case, low-income women of color).58

The fact that the patterns of policy activity are similar across orga-
nization types shows that selecting different issues is unlikely to signif-
icantly alter the results.59 However, although each type of organization
focusesmore attention onmajority and advantaged-subgroup issues than
on disadvantaged-subgroup issues, it is notable that African American
organizations are still an outlier in this regard. Although their mean level
of activity on the disadvantaged-subgroup issue (welfare reform) is still
quite a bit lower than it is for their activity on the other issue types,
African American organizations exhibit the highest mean level of activity
on the designated disadvantaged-subgroup issue of all organization types.
African American organizations are also the only type of organization for
which a greater proportion is active on both the advantaged-subgroup and
disadvantaged-subgroup issues than they are when it comes to themajor-
ity issue. The large number of African American organizations active on
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welfare reform underscores the findings of previous research that these
organizations traditionally have pursued economic justice issues as a part
of their civil rights agenda (Hamilton and Hamilton 1992).

The high levels of engagement of these organizations on a disad-
vantaged-subgroup issue are a noteworthy departure from more general
trends. The disproportionately large percentage of low-income and poor
members of African American communities, however, also suggests that
this finding about welfare-reform-related activity is not quite as much at
odds with the more general results as it might first appear. Recall that
the results show that organizations increase their levels of activity on
disadvantaged-subgroup issues as the number of constituents affected by
these issues increases; with a higher proportion of disadvantaged con-
stituents who are likely to be affected, we would expect higher-than-
average levels of attention to this issue. In addition, the mean level of
AfricanAmerican organizations’ activity onwelfare reform remains lower
than it is for the issues of affirmative action and racial profiling. This dis-
crepancy suggests that much of their activism on welfare reform is more
symbolic or superficial than their activism on other types of issues. So,
while African American organizations seem more compelled than other
organizations to pay at least some attention to welfare reform, they still,
in themain, do not make it their priority (L. Williams 1998).

Indeed, as I began to explain earlier, in each case inwhich a larger-than-
expected proportion of organizations is active on disadvantaged-subgroup
issues, this “lead” vanishes when we examine the mean level of activity
on that issue. This consistent disparity between percentages and means
indicates that when organizations are active on issues affecting intersec-
tionally disadvantaged subgroups of their constituencies, their levels of
engagement are relatively low and their commitments quite shallow. The
discrepancy is captured well by the executive director of a broad-based
civil rights group who described affirmative action in higher education
(an advantaged-subgroup issue) as a “highpriority” for his organization.60

Comparing his organization’s activity on this issue to its involvement in
the Employment Non-Discrimination Act (ENDA), legislation that would
protect LGBT people from job discrimination (a disadvantaged-subgroup
issue), he explained that his group had been much less involved with the
latter issue. In fact, he toldme, his organization hadmade no independent
efforts on this policy issue. He said, “We support ENDA . . . [but] apart
from coalitional [efforts], not so much.”61 Although his organization was
somewhat involved in the issue, little effort had been devoted to this
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disadvantaged-subgroup issue, even though antidiscrimination protections
are arguably as basic a civil right for LGBT people as affirmative action is
for women and racial minorities. Instead, any efforts that this organization
had devoted to this issue had been channeled through coalitions with other
groups, a topic that will be addressed at greater length in chapter 6.

CONCLUSION

Myconversationwith thechairof theboardof thecivil rightsorganization,
recounted at the beginning of this chapter, capturedmany of the nuances
andambiguities associatedwithassessing theefficacyof interestgroupsas
representatives for politicallymarginalized groups. The evidence suggests
that in reality, the situation lies somewhere between the claims of organi-
zations such as his that they speak for all members of their constituencies
and the claims of those who argue that national advocacy organizations
represent only the interests of theirmoreprivilegedmembers.As such, the
data illustrate the challenges faced by organizations that are charged with
representingmarginalizedgroups innationalpolitics, a responsibility that
entails maintaining the resources and insider access that they require to
press their claims with policy makers while simultaneously trying to use
this access to speak on behalf of “outsider” constituents.

On the one hand, the data reveal that, across organization types, much
less advocacy is devoted to issues affecting disadvantaged subgroups than
is devoted to either majority or advantaged-subgroup issues. Moreover,
controlling for other effects, issues affecting advantaged subgroups fre-
quently receive more attention than majority issues. As an intersectional
approach helps us understand, levels of advocacy are closely related to
the relative status of the subgroup that is affected. Consequently, the ev-
idence underscores concerns of scholars such as Robert Michels, Theda
Skocpol, Frances Piven, and Richard Cloward that formal and profession-
ally run advocacy organizations are imperfect replacements for grassroots
movements andmass-membership associations.

The results of the analyses also strongly suggest that the alleged trade-
offs between advocacy on social issues and advocacy on economic issues
are, in fact, manifestations of the ways in which intersectional marginal-
izationleadsorganizationsofall typestogiveshortshrift to issuesaffecting
disadvantaged subgroups of their constituencies. In the case of organiza-
tions that represent constituencies such as women, racial minorities, and
LGBT people, intersectional marginalizationmanifests as a lack of attention
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to issues affecting low-income people. In the case of economic justice or-
ganizations, the problem tends to manifest as a lack of attention to issues
of race, gender, and sexuality.

While thepatternofdisproportionately low levels of advocacyonbehalf
of disadvantaged subgroups is clear, however, it does not tell the entire
story. Rather, some facets of the survey and interview data reflect an advo-
cacy community that echoesmy lunch companion’s commitment to using
his role as a representative as ameans to achieve social justice for hismost
disadvantaged constituents. Indeed, most of the organization leaders I in-
terviewed see representation asmuchmore than a process ofmajoritarian
interest aggregation. Rather, many claim as part of their organizations’
mandates the responsibility to provide compensatory representation for
disadvantaged members of their constituencies. Moreover, many of these
officers recognize that fulfilling this role demands proactive efforts on
their part in order to counter what they understand as biases against these
groups in American politics and public policy.

As a result of such efforts and commitments, many of these organi-
zations are less oligarchic than they might appear at first glance. Many
organizations are, in fact, quite active on policy issues that affect intersec-
tionally disadvantaged subgroups of their constituencies. In these ways,
advocacy organizations continue the work of the mass movements out of
which they have grown (movements that also tend to be organized around
single-axis issues; Staggenborg 1988). They also go some distance toward
offsetting themobilization of bias in politics and public opinion by trying
to take advantage of the opportunities of interest group politics at the
same time as they try to transform the opportunity structure associated
with them. Someorganizations, for example, exploit policy niches inways
that lead to increased attention to disadvantaged-subgroup issues. Others
make the most of opportunities for short-term victories but balance this
approach with a commitment to fighting longer-term battles for disad-
vantaged subgroups. Still others mediate on behalf of disadvantaged sub-
groups by taking up issues even when they are unpopular or controversial
amongmembers of thepublic or, in the case of nonmember organizations,
among their own constituents. For these reasons, advocacy organizations
are an indispensable form of political representation for women, racial
minorities, and low-income people within an electoral system in which
they are underrepresented. By emphasizing advocacy, redistributing rep-
resentational resources, and prioritizing social justice, they also advance
an innovative conception of representation that provides an alternative to
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adversarial, utilitarian, majoritarian, and rationalist approaches to repre-
sentation and interest group politics.

However, while many organization leaders profess a commitment to
representation for intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups, and some
even operate this way in practice, levels of advocacy on issues affecting
these subgroups are nonetheless disproportionately low. The analyses in
this chapter point to several interrelated sources for the discrepancies
between the mandates articulated by advocacy officers and the low levels
of representation actually afforded disadvantaged subgroups.

First, while the law of oligarchy is not ironclad, the data suggest that
the formalization of advocacy organizations does have implications for the
representation of intersectionally disadvantagedgroups. In particular, the
weight placed on constituents’ interests in and support for organization
positions on policy issues are likely the products of leaders’ strategic con-
cernsabout resourcesandorganizationalmaintenance.Whileunderstand-
able, these concerns compel organization leaders to attend to potential
contributors and volunteers, who tend to be relatively advantaged. These
constituents are unlikely to be concerned about or sympathetic to the de-
mands and needs of disadvantaged subgroups, for whose support there
is little competition (Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995). The replication
of these socioeconomic biases among the members of organization staffs
and boards further decreases the chances that organizations will feel pres-
sure to address disadvantaged-subgroup issues (Berry 1977; DiMaggio and
Anheier 1990; Michels 1911).

In addition to these internal factors, the evidence also suggests that at-
tention todisadvantaged-subgroup issues isdampened furtherby external
pressures that emanate from the political environment. For example, the
need to respond to political threats and the desire to exploit opportunities
associatedwithpotential successesoften leadsorganizationsaway fromis-
suesaffectingdisadvantagedsubgroupsbecausesuchissuesare likely tobe
political “losers.”Moreover,much evidence shows that the effects of these
internal and external factors are exacerbated by the fact they are applied
selectively in ways that reinforce the biases against activity on issues af-
fecting intersectionally disadvantaged groups.

Finally, the sincere commitments of organization leaders to represent
intersectionally disadvantaged constituents are superseded by the fact
that many organizations do not regard the issues that affect these con-
stituents as central to their agendas. Leaders find that adding categories
“complicates” issues when the additional categories are associated with
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axes of disadvantage but not when the additional axes confer advantages.
They also frame concerns in ways that tend to overestimate the breadth
of the impact of advantaged-subgroup issues while underestimating the
impact of disadvantaged-subgroup issues. This framing allows officers to
construct advantaged-subgroup issues as issues in the common interests
of their constituents that are broadly related to organizational agendas
while constructing disadvantaged-subgroup issues as narrower, compli-
cated, and “special” interests that are, in the words of the civil rights
organization officer I quoted at the beginning of this chapter, “over there.”
Consequently, officers at these organizations marginalize and downplay
the impact of such issues while magnifying the impact of issues affecting
advantaged subgroups.

It may be strategic for organizations to concentrate their energies on
“uncomplicated” issues that they perceive have a broad impact on their
constituency. It is certainly critical that organization leaders do what is
necessary tomaintain their organizations, minimize strain, andmaintain
their legitimacy with the policy makers they hope to influence. As such,
it makes sense that organizations frame issues in ways that resonate with
political elites and that they concentrate on issues that are likely to appeal
to dues-paying members and contributors who have the most resources,
hoping that the effects of such efforts will trickle down to disadvantaged
constituents. However, when it comes to issues affecting subgroups of
their broader constituencies, organizations employ a double standard.
Issues affecting advantaged subgroups are given considerable attention
regardless of their breadth of impact, whereas issues affecting disadvan-
taged subgroups, with some important exceptions, are not. Moreover,
these discrepancies persist even once we take into account the relative
salience of issues on the agendas of political institutions. Organizations
not surprisingly devote a great deal of energy and resources to politically
salient issues or to those that they perceive as having the broadest impact,
as Downs might predict, but also to those that they frame as being broad,
regardless of whether they really are. The resulting mobilization of bias
within the social and economic justice advocacyuniversemirrors and rein-
forces themarginalization of disadvantaged groups within interest group
politics, electoral politics, and the broader polity.

These outcomes are not intentional, nor are they inevitable. An alterna-
tive that I have begun to sketch out and that I will elaborate in the coming
chapters is for organizations to follow the lead of those groups that ad-
vocate effectively on behalf of intersectionally disadvantaged constituents
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and adopt the set of practices that I call affirmative advocacy. Together
these practices provide a framework within which organizations can bal-
ance strategic concerns about organizational maintenance and political
opportunities with their mandates to represent and mediate on behalf of
disadvantaged subgroups in ways that nurture a sense of intersectionally
linked fate among their constituencies. This framework encourages or-
ganizations to frame issues affecting disadvantaged subgroups of their
constituencies broadly in order tomake clear their importance to the con-
stituency as awhole, and it also encourages them to devote extra resources
and energies to these issues. In order to fulfill their mandate to equalize
the representation of allwomen, racialminorities, and low-incomepeople
within political institutions and policy making, they can work to reverse
the assumption that the benefits of their advocacy on issues affecting
advantaged subgroups will trickle down to disadvantaged ones. Instead,
they might allocate their resources as if the reverse were true—that time,
energy, and money devoted to protecting the rights of, and to expand-
ing resources for, the least well-off will trickle up to all sectors of their
constituencies.

Although the attention and resources devoted to issues affecting inter-
sectionally disadvantaged groups are importantmeasures of the represen-
tation afforded to them by advocacy organizations, these are not the only
relevant components of representation. Also important are criteria such
as the kinds of activities used and institutions targeted by organizations as
they pursue the interests of their constituents. I turn to this component of
representation in chapter 5, which evaluates the quality of representation
that results from the variation in thepolitical institutions that are targeted
by organizations as they pursue their policy goals, focusing in particular
on the extent to which and conditions under which advocacy groups turn
to the courts in their policy advocacy.
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Tyranny of the Minority?
Institutional Targets
and Advocacy Strategies

May 17, 2004,marked thefiftieth anniversary of theUnited States Supreme
Court decision in Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka. The ruling in that
case declared unconstitutional the doctrine of “separate but equal” that
had provided the legal underpinnings for American racial segregation.
In his address that day at the grand opening of the Brown v. Board of
Education National Historic Site in Topeka, Kansas, President George W.
Bush hailed the 1954 decision as one that “changed America for the better,
and forever. Fifty years ago today, nine judges announced that they had
looked at the Constitution and sawno justification for the segregation and
humiliationof an entire race . . . thatwas adayof justice—and itwas a long
time coming.”1

That samedate inmid-May 2004 alsomarked thefirst day that same-sex
couples could be legally married in the state of Massachusetts, following
theDecember 2003Massachusetts SupremeCourt ruling inGoodridgev.De-
partment of Public Health that held that it is against theMassachusetts con-
stitution to deny marriage rights to same-sex couples. As a consequence,
Massachusetts became the first state in the United States to legalize “gay
marriage,” andMay 17 was the first day that same-sex couples were legally
wed in this country. Later that day, President Bush issued a statement that
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criticized the Massachusetts Supreme Court for its actions on this issue.
“The sacred institution of marriage should not be redefined by a few ac-
tivist judges,” he declared. Insisting that “all Americans have a right to
be heard in this debate,” President Bush repeated his call to the United
States Congress to pass “an amendment to our Constitution defining and
protecting marriage as a union of a man and a woman as husband and
wife.”2

Juxtaposing President Bush’s two statements—the first hailing the court
as a crucial vehicle for protecting and advancing minority rights, the sec-
ond vilifying “judicial activism” for, in his estimation, trampling on the
majority’s “right to be heard”—highlights a central tension within Amer-
ican politics and constitutional design that has serious implications for
the representation of intersectionally disadvantaged groups. In particu-
lar, it underscores long-standing questions and lively debates about the
proper role of the nonmajoritarian court within American majoritarian
democratic politics and policy making, particularly as this role relates to
the rights of unpopular and disadvantaged groups in this country.

The judiciary is the branch of the federal government that is most explic-
itly (though by no means exclusively) charged with protecting rights and
withchecking thepowers andactionsof themajoritarian, electorallybased
legislative and executive branches. As a consequence, the courts often are
called upon to protect unpopular minorities from the tyranny of majority
rule.Somehaveargued(mostnotablyCharlesBeard) thattheminoritiesthe
framers likely had in mind were wealthy landowners who, they thought,
needed protection from the masses that might wield their populist power
against them in thenewdemocracy (Beard 1913;Dahl 1957).However, as the
Brown and Goodridge decisions highlighted here demonstrate, questions
about the policy-making activities of the courts, while of broad concern,
have particular implications for the protection and representation of dis-
advantaged groups as well as for the organizations that advocate for and
represent themand that are the subject of this book. Proponents of a “legal
mobilization” paradigm, such asMichael McCann, argue that legal strate-
gies are crucial for outsider groups because they “helpmovement activists
to win voice, position, and influence” in the policy process and give them
away to “formalize” their roles in policy formulation and implementation
processes (McCann 1998, 212). Sally Kenney argues similarly that courts
are essential conduits for pursuing women’s grievances because the ju-
dicial branch plays an important constitutive role in framing issues for
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policymakers (Kenney 2005). Paul Frymer explains that the courts play an
important role when it comes to marginalized groups because Congress
often delegates responsibility for their representation and for redressing
their grievances to the courts (Frymer 2006). In these and other ways, the
courts provide outsider groups with unique opportunities tomake claims
and to shape the discourses about the policy issues that concern them
(Frymer 2006; see also Burstein 1991; Casper 1976; Epp 1998; Handler 1978;
O’Connor 1980; O’Connor and Epstein 1983b).

Indeed, although the record of the courts in protecting disadvantaged
groups has been inconsistent, advocacy organizations have targeted the
judicial branch when other political opportunities have been absent, par-
ticularlywhen theyhave beenunsuccessful in the legislative and executive
branches, or in conjunction with these other branches (Barker 1967; Bickel
1986; Cortner 1968; Dworkin 1977, 1986; Handler 1978; Manwaring 1962;
McCann 1986, 1998; O’Connor and Epstein 1983b; Sorauf 1976; Vose 1958,
1959;Wasby 1984). Brown, for example, was part of an ongoing strategy
by the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People Legal
Defense Fund (NAACP LDF; under the leadership of Thurgood Marshall)
to bring test cases to the Supreme Court that would lead the justices
to overturn the 1896 Plessy v. Ferguson decision and make real the equal
protection guarantees of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution
(Tushnet 1987; Wasby 1984). Goodridge was part of a similar strategy by
the Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD) to use the
(mostly state) courts to establishmarriage rights for same-sex couples and
to undermine the impact of the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA) that was
passed by Congress and signed into law by President Bill Clinton in 1996.3

Encouraged by Supreme Court victories during what many regard as the
unusually receptiveWarrenCourt eraof the 1950s and 1960s, organizations
representing marginalized groups made increasing use of judicial strate-
gies to pursue their goals, a practice that has persisted through the eras
of the more conservative Burger, Rehnquist, and Roberts Courts (Baum
2001; Casper 1976; Epstein 1993; Kuersten and Jagemann 2000; O’Connor
and Epstein 1981–82). As legal scholar Jeffrey Rosen argues, “In the 50 years
since Brown v. Board of Education, Americans have imagined that the jus-
tices could protect vulnerable minorities from the excesses of democratic
politics. From affirmative action to school prayer and presidential elec-
tions, the court has enthusiastically accepted the invitation to answer the
divisive political questions that politicians are unable to resolve” (Rosen
2004, 29).
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While advocacy groups might invite the courts to decide such questions,
and while the courts might accept the invitation to do so, many critics ar-
gue that this virtue of the courts is also its vice. EchoingAlexander Bickel’s
concern about “counter-majoritarian difficulty” of judicial review (Bickel
1986), they worry that the same insulation from the will of the majority
that allows judges to rule on behalf of unpopular minorities also lays the
basis for portrayals of their decisions in such cases as undemocratic, anti-
majoritarian, and therefore illegitimate (see also Ely 1980, Waldron 2001).
Many such critiques of judicial activism—such as the one articulated by
George W. Bush at the beginning of this chapter—are lodged by oppo-
nents of reproductive rights, LGBT rights, and affirmative action, most of
whom would object to these policies from whatever institution they were
to emanate (Bork 2003; Scalia 1998). However, ambivalence also emanates
from somewho support these policies andwho sympathize with the goals
of the marginalized groups. Many liberal legal scholars have taken issue
with what they perceive as an overreliance on court-based strategies by
the organizations that represent marginalized groups (D. Bell 1976; Free-
man 1978; Scheingold 1974; Tushnet 1991). The ranks of such critics have
grownmarkedly in recent years, at least in part in response to “the conser-
vative entrenchment of federal courts” since the late 1960s (Frymer 2006,
125).

Critical legal scholars such as Scott Cummings, Ingrid Eagly, Richard
Abel, and Lucie White argue, for example, that courts inevitably embody
and represent the interests of the powerful and that litigation consequently
risks co-opting social mobilization and potential community leaders, dis-
couraging client initiatives and leaving “larger social change undone”
(Cummings and Eagly 2001; see also Abel 1985; White 1988). Pointing to
the high financial costs of lawsuits, these critics argue that when orga-
nizations focus their advocacy efforts on the courts, they take resources
away from other goals such as mass mobilization. Given the increasing
conservatism of the Supreme Court, others simply wonder whether court
strategies will lead to favorable rulings on issues that affect marginalized
groups (Frymer 2006).

In a vein similar to themore conservative critiques of judicial activism,
other progressive skeptics also point to what they perceive as the political
costs of court strategies. Some argue that the courts are elitist and over-
whelmingly favordominantgroups in society (Hirschl 2004).Othersworry
that court rulings onbehalf of disadvantaged groups that are not in linewith
public sentiment are elitist and stimulate backlash that ultimately leads
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to setbacks in the very policy areas they are seeking to advance (Rosenberg
1991).4 As a consequence, they argue, these victories are Pyrrhic at best,
powerful symbolically but not in practice. For example, in a January 2005
op-ed piece in the New York Times, sociologist and former senior adviser
to Bill Clinton Paul Starr wrote, “The great thing about legal victories like
Roe v. Wade is that you don’t have to compromise with your opponents, or
even win over majority opinion.” But that, he continues, “is also the trou-
ble.” “An unreconciled losing side and unconvinced public,” he argues,
create the conditions that mobilize opponents to these victories and “may
eventually change the judges,” therebyundermining these andmanyother
gains (Starr 2005).

In addition to these concerns about the trade-offs involved in using
judicial strategies to further the rights of marginalized groups broadly
construed, skepticism has also been directed at the particular implica-
tions of judicial strategies for intersectionally disadvantaged subgroupsof
marginalized groups. Critical race legal theorists such as Kimberlé Cren-
shawandElizabeth Iglesias have shown, for example, the limitations of lit-
igation in addressing the intersectionally constituted grievances of women
of color in employment discrimination cases (Crenshaw 1989; Iglesias 1996).
To prove racial discrimination, Ange-Marie Hancock explains, claimants
“cannot argue that a particular policy targets women of color disparately”
but must instead demonstrate that it has a “disparate impact on men and
women of the racial group.” Evidence of gender discrimination similarly
entails demonstrating a policy’s disparate impact on women across racial
groups (Hancock 2007, 71). Rather than recognizing the multiple forms
of discrimination at play and taking into account their varying effects on
differently situated subgroups, courts have more often ruled that if the
discrimination in question cannot be ascribed to either race or to gender,
there is no actionable grievance.

MAJORITARIANISM

As the debates outlined in the previous section suggest, among the many
issues at stake in questions about the use of the court on behalf of marginal-
ized groups are concerns and assertions about the relative majoritarianism
of each branch of the federal government and about the associated degree of
legitimacy of the policies emanating from each one (Bickel 1986). Indeed,
one of the distinguishing characteristics of American political institu-
tions is that each branch is marked by its level of majoritarianism relative
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to the other branches. The judicial, executive, and legislative branches
of the federal government therefore can be arrayed on a scale according
to their levels of majoritarianism: The legislative branch—with its pop-
ularly elected officials serving two-year or six-year terms—is at the high
end, and the judicial branch—whose judges hold life-long appointments
made by the president—is at the low end. The executive branch falls in
themiddle of thismajoritarianism scale. Although the president is elected
by the voters (through their electors), most of the day-to-day activities of
executive policy making and implementation are carried out by agencies
whose members are appointed by the president rather than being elected
by voters.While Senate confirmationhearings for cabinet-level secretaries
subject these positions to initial scrutiny by elected officials who are ac-
countable to voters, in general, executive decision makers are not subject
to the approval of an electorate.

Thinking about the majoritarianism of the courts as one point on a
continuum suggests that questions about judicial tactics might be pro-
ductively considered within a comparative framework that addresses the
relativemajoritarianismof each branch. Bymaking explicit the usually im-
plicit comparisons between the majoritarianism of the courts with that
of the legislative and executive branches, we can examine broad concerns
about representation and legitimacy in organizational tactics aimed at
each of the three branches (Frymer 2006). A comparative framework also
makes possible assessments of the opportunities afforded to organiza-
tions by each branch and allows us to evaluate the implications of these
opportunities for the capacity of organizations to act as mediators and
representatives on behalf of their constituents.

In addition to allowing such broad assessments of representation, ap-
praising court use by advocacy organizations by comparing it to their
targeting of the legislative and executive branches also provides a valuable
lens through which to assess representation for intersectionally disad-
vantaged subgroups in particular. Critics argue that the nonmajoritarian
character of the courts entails political costs that make judicial strategies
a poor means of representing marginalized groups. Because of these high
costs, however, when an organization uses judicial tactics to pursue an is-
sue, it sends strong signals about the issue’s importance and about its own
willingness to go to bat for the constituents affected by it (Johnson 2003;
Kollman 1998; Solberg and Waltenberg 2006). As a consequence, judicial
strategies might be thought of as “big guns” that are kept in reserve and
brought in when other approaches have failed or are futile.
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Considered in this light, judicial strategies provide organizations with
opportunities tomediate on behalf of their intersectionally disadvantaged
constituents in several significant ways. To the public, such action signals
that an organization is in solidarity with an unpopular group. To other
members of the constituency, it signals that these issues are central to
the concerns of the organization and to its constituency as a whole. To
the members of the affected subgroup itself, it signals an organizational
commitment of time, resources, and political capital to them and to the
issues that affect them (Kollman 1998).

As a consequence, it is important to determine under what circum-
stances and on whose behalf organizations are willing to incur the costs
associated with legal strategies. How willingly do advocacy organizations
expend these scarce resources on behalf of intersectionally disadvantaged
groups?

In this chapter, I bring these questions about majoritarianism and or-
ganizations’ targeting of each branch of the federal government to the
concerns about political representation and policy advocacy for intersec-
tionally disadvantaged groups that animate this book. To this end, the
chapter examines two sets of closely related issues. First, I explore the ex-
tent to which and the circumstances under which organizations that speak
for marginalized groups target the court relative to their targeting of other
political institutions. I then examine whether the political institutions
that are targeted by advocacy organizations vary by issue type, and I assess
the consequences of this variation as another lens through which to eval-
uate the political representation afforded intersectionally disadvantaged
subgroups. In particular, do organizations’ choices about which political
branch to target—the legislative, the judicial, or the executive branch—
vary based on the power of the affected group, and if they do, do they vary
inways that cannot be explained asmatters of jurisdiction, organizational
maintenance, or variations in the receptivity or political opportunities as-
sociated with each branch? (For further discussion of these questions, see
Baumgartner and Jones 1993; Hansford 2004; Kingdon 1995;McAdam 1982;
Meyer andMinkoff 2004; Solberg andWaltenberg 2006.) In light of the low
levels of activity on behalf of intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups
depicted in chapter 4, what are the implications of theways inwhich orga-
nizations distribute their activity among institutions for the kind of rep-
resentation that these subgroups receive from advocacy organizations?5

Given the popular and political attention that court tactics garner, it
might seem that organizations that represent marginalized groups rely
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heavily on litigation and that they use the courts more often than do
business and professional organizations. However, based on data from
the interviews and the Survey of National Economic and Social Justice
Organizations (SNESJO), this appears not to be the case. Instead, Congress
is by far the most frequent target of organizations’ advocacy activities,
while the courts are targeted least often. Popular perceptions and political
hand-wringing notwithstanding, organizations representing weak groups
do not actually use the courts at distinctively high rates—in fact, as scholars
such as ThomasHansford, Kim Lane Scheppele, JackWalker, Kay Lehman
Schlozman, and John Tierney also have found, these organizations target
courts less frequently than do business andprofessional groups (Hansford
2004; Scheppele andWalker 1991; Schlozman and Tierney 1986).

While organizations representing marginalized groups do not target the
judiciary as frequently as they do other branches, they do use court tactics
at significantly higher rateswhen it comes to issues affecting subgroups—
both advantaged and disadvantaged—than they do when it comes to ma-
jorityanduniversal issues.Moststriking is that ratesofcourtusearehighest
when it comes to issues affecting advantaged subgroups. Taken together,
these findings suggest that popular characterizations of capricious court
use by advocacy organizations that wish to steamrollmajority preferences
in their pursuit of social change are exaggerated andmisdirected. Instead,
court use by advocacy organizations is markedly infrequent (compared
to other tactics), and it is usually reserved for circumstances in which
other routes do not work or for occasions when organizations are drawn
into lawsuits instigated by opponents of policies that they feel compelled
to defend. When there is a chance to pursue their goals legislatively or
administratively, advocacy organizations usually choose to follow those
routes.

As such, while the use of court tactics by organizations representing
marginalized groups has generated reactions ranging from ambivalence
to ire (Hilbink 2006), it turns out that it is not the extent of court use by
these organizations that is atypical but rather the circumstances under
which these organizations target the courts that is distinctive and worthy
of scrutiny. This point has been obscured, however, because examinations
of these issues rarely differentiate among policy types, thereby conceal-
ing the variation in court use and diverting attention from understanding
how well organizations represent intersectionally disadvantaged groups.
By employing my four-part policy typology and focusing on the representa-
tion of intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups, this chapter illuminates
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the fact that organizations representing these groups do not play fast and
loose with court strategies. Nonetheless, while organizations need to use
the courts when they cannot succeed via legislative or executive routes,
court resources are scarce, and court use often comeswith aprice.As such,
the concentration of judicial and other nonmajoritarian resources on ad-
vocacy for advantaged subgroups that I uncover is troubling, exacerbating
as it does the inequalities in levels of advocacy that I found, as detailed in
chapter 4.

INTEREST GROUPS AND AMERICAN POLITICAL
INSTITUTIONS

American constitutional design—with its checks and balances, separate
institutions sharing powers, and guarantees of free assembly—creates
multiple points of access and political opportunity for groups and indi-
viduals seeking to petition the government to redress their grievances.
Interest groups exploit the opportunities afforded by the legislative, ju-
dicial, and executive branches, and they participate in the processes of
and try to influence the outcomes of each one in myriad ways (Kingdon
1995; Shipan 1997). Interest groups not only try to influence each branch
separately but also “initiate action in one arena as a means of stimulat-
ing action in another, and when they lose in one institutional arena, they
typically pursue their cause in another” (Wright 2003, 49). For example, in
the 1940s and 1950s, faced with a hostile Congress, African American civil
rights organizations concentrated instead on the federal courts (Frymer
2006; Schlozman and Tierney 1986, 160; Tushnet 1987; Wasby 1984). In the
1960s and 1970s, abortion rights activistspursueda strategy that combined
pursuing state-level legislation and referenda with litigation tactics. Such
“balancing” is evident when interest groups turn to the courts as a way to
overturn unfriendly legislation or regulations or to offset legislative and ex-
ecutive defeats (Cortner 1968). Organizations also target the legislative and
executive branches when the judicial branch is hostile to their claims. In
the 1970s, women’s organizations and labor unions turned to Congress
and to the Equal Employment Opportunity Commission (EEOC) when the
SupremeCourt proved unwelcoming to their arguments about the need to
protect women against pregnancy discrimination in the workplace in its
decisions in cases such as General Electric Co. v. Gilbert (1976) and Nashville
Gas Co. v. Nora Satty (1977). This approach led eventually to the passage by
Congress of the Pregnancy Discrimination Act of 1978 (Wright 2003, 55).
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Indeed,as Iwilldiscuss inthenextsection, inmanycases,nosinglestrategy
suffices, and most organizations recognize that they must pursue change
through many avenues, exploiting the political opportunities and advan-
tages of each branch or working to change the policy venue in which an
issue is addressed (Baumgartner and Jones 1993; Hansford 2004; Kingdon
1995; Meyer andMinkoff 2004).

the legislative branch

The legislative branch affords advocacy organizations with many opportu-
nities to represent their constituents, some of which they can initiate them-
selves while others require invitations from members of Congress. Interest
groups try to place policy issues not yet being considered by Congress onto
its agenda, and they try to influence legislation at each stage of the legisla-
tive process. They lobby members of both the House of Representatives
and the Senate andprovide information about the policy impact andpolit-
ical consequences of legislation in members’ districts (Austen-Smith and
Wright 1994, 1996). Advocacy groups try to influence the framing of legis-
lation before bills are introduced, while they are in committee, and when
they are being consideredby the chamber as awhole. If they are invited, or-
ganizations can testify at hearings, andoncebills havebeenpassedbyboth
chambers, they can lobby members of conference committees (Esterling
2004; Hojnacki and Kimball 1998, 1999; Schlozman and Tierney 1986).

Many proceedings within the House and Senate can be attended by
the public or the media or have easily accessible transcripts. As a conse-
quence, representational activities aimed at Congress are generally quite
public and, at least ideally, are subject to more accountability than ac-
tivities aimed at the other two branches. Legislative tactics often entail
relatively large-scale mobilization efforts and present many opportunities
for organizations to act as mediators on behalf of their constituents. When
organizations lobby Congress, they are, in essence, taking a public stand
onbehalf of the constituency affected by apolicy issue, and they are asking
members of Congress to do the same (Kollman 1998).

Because of these attributes, critics who are ambivalent about judicial
strategies argue that advocacy groups should focus their activities on the
legislative branchbecause it is themostmajoritarian branch, the onemost
accountable to the public, and its outputs are therefore the most likely to
be perceived as legitimate (Rosenberg 1991). In addition, because Congress
has the power to implement programs, legislative action is, according to
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scholars such as Gerald Rosenberg, also more effective. However, while
there are certainly some important benefits associated with attempts by
advocacy groups to represent their constituents by targeting Congress,
legislative tactics are not without their own limitations. Targeting the
legislative branch poses particular challenges when it comes to issues
affecting intersectionallydisadvantagedsubgroupsbecause, as I explained
at length in chapter 3, legislative districts are rarely drawn to represent
intersecting demographics. Members of Congress therefore prefer issues
with broad appeal that unify their constituents, not issues that highlight
the divisions and differences among them. Consequently, organizations
are most likely to target Congress when it comes to issues that affect a
majority and least likely when the affected group is small, unpopular,
weak, or stigmatized.

In addition, because the majority parties in the House and Senate have
thepower to set andcontrol the agendasof these two institutions, themost
salient limit to targeting Congress has to do with which party is in control
of each chamber. Moreover, because of the many steps in the legislative
process, Congressional policy making is also often slow, piecemeal, and
incremental. Perhapsmost centrally, although being subject to the will of
themajority canbring increased legitimacy if organizations are successful
in their policy goals, the samemajoritarianism that creates this legitimacy
also can make it difficult for organizations representing unpopular groups
to achieve their goals in the first place. Finally, whilemost concerns about
backlash tend to focus on judicial rulings, legislative action is subject
to backlash as well—witness the use of the courts by conservatives to
undermine legislatively based labor rights since the 1930s (K. Stone 1992;
Lovell 2003) andtheViolenceAgainstWomenAct in the 1990s (UnitedStates
v. Morrison 2000).

the executive branch

Like the legislative branch, the executive branch provides many oppor-
tunities through which organizations can represent their constituents.
While there are limitations to the policy-making capacities of the execu-
tive branch, the powers of its many departments, bureaus, agencies, and
commissions toexecuteandenforce legislationhaveexpandedover timeas
Congress has delegatedmore andmore responsibilities and authority to it.
BecauseCongress sooftenpasses legislation that is vagueandshortonsub-
stantivedirection,bureaucraticofficials oftenhavede factopolicy-making
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capacities.Congress adds further to these capacitiesbygiving rule-making
authoritytobureaucraticagencies,whoseregulationshavetheforceof law.
In addition, the president has important agenda-setting power as well as
thepower to issue executiveorders, to veto legislation, and to issue signing
statements that effectively “nullify a wide range of statutory provisions”
(Cooper 2005, 516).

As is the casewith Congress, somepoints of executive access can be ini-
tiated by organizations themselves, while others can be accessed only by
invitation. Organizations can, for example, initiate activities such as lob-
bying agencies, submitting comments on pending regulations, and even
trying to lobby the president and members of the chief executive’s cabi-
net and staff (through, for example, donations to presidential campaigns).
In addition, agencies must provide a thirty-day commenting period for
all proposed regulations, and organizations can submit comments and
attend related rule-making hearings. Agencies often invite organizations
with relevant policy expertise to participate in the hearings that they hold
about proposed rules, and the agencies also solicitwritten comments from
these organizations (Wright 2003, 52). Officers at organizations also can
be invited to serve as members of advisory committees and to take part
in procedures for adjudicating agency rules. Most of these activities asso-
ciated with lobbying the executive branch are not ones that are subjected
to high levels of scrutiny. Although many agency proceedings are theo-
retically open to the public, they get little media attention except in rare
cases.

As themainvenue for trying to influence implementation, targeting the
executive branchhas clear benefits. Thewide swings in enforcement ofOc-
cupationalSafetyandHealthAdministration (OSHA)workplace standards
and of prosecution of EEOC discrimination casesmake clear, for example,
that the effects of decisions about enforcement can yield very direct costs
or benefits for affected groups (A. Freeman 1998; Melnick 1994). Moreover,
scholars such as John Skrentny have shown that executive branch poli-
cies and decisions have been crucial in extending rights to marginalized
groups such as African Americans, Latinos, women, Asian Pacific Ameri-
cans, and people with disabilities (Skrentny 2004). Access to the president
is particularly useful when the time comes to sign or veto legislation.

However, like representation in the legislative branch, the executive
branchhas limitsaswell.Foremostamongthese limits is thatactivities that
are aimedat theexecutivebranchrequire agreatdeal of access andpolitical
capital,muchofwhichdependsonwhichparty is inpower. Formost of the
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organizations in this study, lobbying the executive is a much more viable
option when there is a Democrat in theWhite House (true for eight of the
ten years covered by my data). Moreover, even during periods in which
Democrats control the executive branch, the processes of formal comment
on rules and participation in hearings remain dominated by business and
professional organizations. Although the “cozy iron triangles” comprised
of alliances among interest groups, congressional committees, and bu-
reaucratic agencies have been mitigated somewhat by sunshine laws and
public comment requirements, organizations representing the disadvan-
taged rarely confront the business and professional organizations that
dominate executive lobbying, even in policy areas where regulatory agen-
cies and the bureaucracy in general play a large role (Furlong 1997; Golden
1998; Heclo 1978; Wright 2003). Even when Congress is controlled by a
hostile majority party, there are still usually some sympathetic members.
This is less true of the executive branch, and as a consequence, lobbying
the executive exacerbates many of the problems of legislative politics re-
garding intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups. Presidents have even
more reason thanmembers of Congress to prefer broad issues, issues that
are important to their base, or issues that appeal to groups withmoney or
withmanylikelyvotes.Consequently, theextent towhichexecutivebranch
lobbying is amenable to advocacy on behalf of disadvantaged subgroups
varies, often based on the party in control of this branch.

the judicial branch

Opportunities to lobby and influence the courts are far fewer and, in vari-
ous ways, more constrained than they are in the legislative and executive
branches, limited mainly to filing suits, providing legal or financial assis-
tance to parties in a case, or filing amicus curiae (friendof the court) briefs.
These opportunities are further curtailed because parties to a lawsuitmust
have an actionable case and standing to sue. The rules governing standing
were relaxed in the 1960s and 1970s, providing advocacy groupswithmore
extensive opportunities to bring suits on behalf of plaintiffs and in class
actions. However, these rules were tightened up again recently, and it is
consequently increasingly difficult for organizations to attain standing to
sue. Lawsuits, therefore, are a less viable option today than they have been
in the past (Wright 2003, 51). In addition, since 1996, restrictions have in-
creased on the use of legal aid funds for advocacy: no lobbying is allowed
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(although funds may still be used to “educate” legislators), nor can legal
aid funds be used for class action suits (Cummings and Eagly 2001). Orga-
nizations without standing can instead file amicus curiae briefs in which
they express their views on a lawsuit; however, to do so, they need permis-
sion from the parties in the case or from the court itself.6 In addition to
briefs that attempt to influence the decision in a case, organizations also
can file briefs encouraging the court to review a case (or not to review it;
see Krislov 1963; Caldeira andWright 1988, 1989, 1990; Songer and Sheehan
1993). However, both litigation and amicus curiae briefs are expensive—
one brief alone can cost $50,000 (Caldeira and Wright 1989; Galanter
1974).

What the courts lack in opportunities, however, they make up for in
other forms of access and in potential payoff (Schultz 1998; Shipan 1997;
Gonen 2003). Organizations that find their access to the executive and
legislative branches curtailedwhen the political party that ismost sympa-
thetic to their policy goals is not in control still can turn to the less overtly
partisan courts to pursue their goals. Unlike the case with many of the
activities in the other two branches, organizations need not have access to
officials to try to get an issue on the agenda; if organizations find appro-
priate plaintiffs, they can file lawsuits on their own.

Opportunities to participate in court also present themselves when
challenges are lodged by opponents of policies that advocacy groups wish
to defend. This is increasingly true since, as Karen O’Connor and Lee Ep-
stein point out (1983a), conservative advocacy groups have escalated their
use of the courts to achieve their own goals in recent decades (see also
Baumgartner and Leech 1998, 242–47; Epstein 1985). Moreover, the power
of judicial review means not only that the courts can act to protect mi-
nority rights but also that they can overturn legislation and regulations
that harm disadvantaged groups and can impose higher bars to clear for
subsequent legislation and regulation that might impose harms (Cortner
1968; Sorauf 1976; Tushnet 1987; Vose 1958;Wasby 1984). Indeed, in spite of
the increasingconservatismof theSupremeCourt, thecasesdecidedby the
Burger andRehnquistCourts yielded significant victories formarginalized
groups (Baum 2001). Some recent successes have included Romer v. Evans
(1995), which held that Amendment 2 to the Colorado State Constitution
violated the equal protection rights of gaymen and lesbians; and Lawrence
and Garner v. Texas (2003), which overturned the Texas sodomy law that
criminalized sexual conduct betweenmembers of the same sex.
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In addition to providing marginalized groups with access, rights, and
protections that have not been attainable through legislation, legal tactics
have other benefits as well. Court strategies make use of nonfungible re-
sources such as lawyers, whose pro bono services are chronically in short
supply (Cummings and Eagly 2001). Capitalizing on legal expertise was
particularly attractive during the uncharacteristically receptive Warren
Court era of the 1960s, when foundation money and legal aid funds were
plentiful and could not be used for other purposes (Bussiere 1997;M. Davis
1993; Lawrence 1990; Mink 1990). Court tactics also provide rather unique
opportunities for tailored arguments on important issues and can be used
tomake extremely strong and direct statements about fundamental issues
and rights (McCann 1994). Because of their political and monetary costs,
court tactics also show a real commitment by organizations to issues and
the groups they affect (Johnson 2003).

Although the courts can and often do protect minority rights, they are
no panacea, and their record in terms of protecting the interests of un-
popular groups from the tyranny of the majority has been uneven. For
example, the SupremeCourt upheld the constitutionality of JimCrow seg-
regation in its 1896 decision Plessy v. Ferguson. Doug McAdam argues that
the Court continued to provide “only a weak safeguard against discrimi-
nation,” deciding cases in ways that limited the civil rights of blacks and
gave official sanction to racial discrimination until well into the twenti-
eth century (McAdam 1982, 71). Like members of Congress, justices are
products of their time and of their environments, embedded in the same
political cultureas legislators, andsotheirdecisionsoftenreflect thedomi-
nant thinkingof theday (Dahl 1957; Johnson2004).Asaconsequence, in the
Plessy decision andmany other cases—including Korematsu v. United States
(1944),whichcurtailedthecitizenshiprightsof JapaneseAmericansduring
the Second World War, and Bowers v. Hardwick (1986), which upheld state
sodomy laws—the federal courts have reflected, rather than challenged,
popular sentiment thatwas alignedagainst the rights ofunpopular groups
(Mishler and Sheehan 1993).

In addition, when the courts do flout prevailing public preferences, the
sources of their ability to do so—the secrecy of court proceedings, their
isolation from public scrutiny, their lack of responsiveness to the pres-
sures of majoritarianism—leave them open to the charges articulated by
PresidentBushregardingtheGoodridgedecisionthat“activist judges”tram-
pleon thepublicwill.As such, theyareeasilydiscreditedasantidemocratic
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and as lacking legitimacy (Bickel 1986; Rosenberg 1991). Organizations that
pursue their goals through court action are therefore similarly vulnerable
to charges that they use the courts as a stealth tactic in order to circumvent
democratic channels as theypursue their “special interests.” Furthermore,
while court proceedings can be quite stealthy, judicial rulings themselves
are often very high-profile, but without the tempering influence of ma-
joritarian considerations and with little need for public or political dia-
logue about the issues that are at stake. Critics argue that policy changes
achieved through the courts therefore are liable to stimulate a backlash
that mobilizes the opposition and actually leads to more regressive action
and legislation. As Rosen writes, “on the rare occasions that the courts
have tried to impose an outcome that is intensely unpopular, it has tended
to provoke a strong political response. After the Massachusetts Supreme
Court decreed a right to gay marriage . . . , eleven states passed constitu-
tionalamendments thispastElectionDaythatbangaymarriage. . . . That is
hardly consistent with a vision of judicial heroics” (Rosen 2004, 30). More-
over, many court rulings require enforcement by elected officials who are
subject to the pressures of majoritarianism. As a consequence, many de-
cisions that look good on paper remain unenforced and ineffective. Thus,
critics claim that court victories often are empty successes that havemore
symbolic than practical value (Bartley 1969; Horowitz 1977; Peltason 1971;
Rosenberg 1991).

Other sources of ambivalence about court-based advocacy tactics have
particular implications for intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups.
Critical legal scholars, as I began to explain earlier, argue that legal re-
form strategies are an impediment to social change because the law is, in
thewords of Cummings and Eagly, “circumscribedwithin the existing po-
litical order” (Cummings andEagly 2001, 453; see alsoD. Bell 1976; Freeman
1978; Tushnet 1991). Litigation, they contend, requires “the repackaging
of . . . grievances” as rights that can be found in the Constitution (Cum-
mings andEagly 2001, 456; see alsoWhite 1987–88, 1988). Constitutional ar-
guments donot alwaysmeshwith thebroaderpolitical strategies or claims
ofmovements and have proven difficult formany issues. As scholars such
as Crenshaw (1989) and Iglesias (1996) have shown, this is especially true
of issues and inequalities that intersect categories such as race and gender
because courts generally find that discrimination must be attributed to
only one of these categories (see alsoWing 1997).
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TACTICAL PLURALISM

As a consequence of the many opportunities and hurdles associated with
advocacyaimedateachbranch,organizationsrepresentingweakandpolit-
icallymarginalizedgroupsuse awide rangeof tactics to advocate onbehalf
of their constituents, including directly lobbying members of Congress,
filing amicus curiae briefs in Supreme Court cases, and submitting com-
ments to agencies. Indeed,most of the gainsmade bymarginalized groups
have been brought about through the efforts of organizations that fought
for them using a combination of judicial interventions, congressional
legislation, and executive action and implementation by a wide range of
agencies.Movements and organizations historically have taken advantage
of political opportunities and policy windows as they presented them-
selves, while also working to expand or shift the jurisdiction over issues
to new andmore sympathetic policy venues (Baumgartner and Jones 1993;
Kingdon 1995; Schattschneider [1960] 1975).

This catholic and dynamic approach is certainly true of the organiza-
tions in the SNESJO. To assess the range of tactics that they employ, survey
respondents were asked to rate on a 1-to-5 scale how often they use each
of sixteen tactics. Examining the answers to this series of questions shows
that tactical pluralism is the rule for the organizations in this study,which
use a very wide range of activities in pursuing their policy goals. On aver-
age, these organizations use eleven of the sixteen tactics.Well over half (58
percent) of all organizations make use of at least twelve of these methods
(see table 5.1 for list of methods).

Of the tactics aimed directly at a political institution, themost popular
activities are almost all ones targeting the legislative branch, while the
least popular ones are those targeting the judicial branch. For example,
about 75 percent of organizations lobby members of Congress directly,
and over 80 percent present testimony at congressional hearings. How-
ever, just under 40 percent pursue issues through litigation, and just over
half (54 percent) file amicus curiae briefs. Organizations with lawyers on
staff more often responded that they “frequently” file both lawsuits and
amicus curiae briefs (17.6 percent and 15.6 percent, respectively) than did
organizations that donot have a legal staff (1 percent and 2percent, respec-
tively), but even these rates are fairly low. As such, the organizations in
this study report lower rates of litigation than those found in most other
studies. For example, 73 percent of the organizations in Kollman’s (1998)
survey reported filing lawsuits at least occasionally, as did 72 percent of
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table 5.1 Organizations’ use of tactics

tactic

percentage of
organizations
using tactic

percentage of
organizations
using tactic
“frequently”
(%) mean

Lobbymembers of Congress
directly

75.1 23.5 2.9

Lobbymembers of executive
agencies or theWhite House
directly

73.0 18.6 2.9

Lobby by grassroots of members of
Congress

80.4 28.8 3.17

Work with agencies to draft,
enforce and administer
regulations, rules or guidelines

76.1 15.8 2.84

Work withmembers of Congress to
formulate legislation

79.7 18.9 2.96

Litigate in court 39.8 6.3 1.82
File amicus curiae briefs in

lawsuits brought by others
54.0 6.3 2.04

Organize demonstrations,
marches, protests, boycotts,
strikes, or pickets

51.6 12.3 2.19

Participate in public
demonstrations, marches, or
protests organized by others

67.8 13.6 2.5

Issue press releases, talk with the
media, or advertise to influence
public opinion

93.3 39.3 3.82

Enter into coalitions or working
with other organizations

97.9 67.1 4.4

Testify at congressional hearings 81.4 12.3 2.89
Testify at agency hearings 74.3 7.7 2.49
Present research results/technical

information
89.8 25.3 3.4

Work to appoint or elect public
officials

41.3 15.4 2.1

Serve on governmental advisory
commissions/boards

66.0 10.5 2.45

Average Number of Tactics Used 11.4

Source: SNESJO.
Organization officers were asked, “On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is never and 5 is frequently, how
often does your organization use each of the following influencingmethods?”
Note: Numbers in the first column reflect the percentage of respondents giving answers of 2–5.
Numbers in the second column reflect the percentage of respondents giving an answer of 5.
Numbers in the third column reflect themean response on the 1–5 scale.
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the organizations in Schlozman and Tierney’s (1986) study, and 56 percent
of the organizations surveyed byWalker (1991). Together, these data begin
to suggest that concerns about an overreliance on court tactics on the part
of organizations representingmarginalized groups are overblown.

Comparing data from the SNESJO with information from previous
studies demonstrates that the organizations that represent marginalized
groups alsomakemuch less extensiveuseof executive tactics thandobusi-
ness and professional lobbies, even in policy areas where regulatory agen-
cies and the bureaucracy in general play a large role (Furlong 1997; Golden
1998; Wright 2003). Low levels of executive targeting are particularly evi-
dent when it comes to activities that require an invitation, illustrating the
lower levels of access that they have to this branch. For example, in the
SNESJO,only three-quartersoforganizations (74.3percent)gave testimony
at agency hearings, an activity which was employed by almost all of the
organizations in other studies (99 percent of organizations in Schlozman
and Tierney’s [1986] study, and 88 percent of those surveyed by Berry
[1977]).7 These relatively low levels of tactics targeting the executivebranch
are all the more striking given that there had been a Democratic adminis-
tration for nearly eight years at the time that the SNESJO was conducted,
which likely increased the extent of executive branch activity on the part
of the organizations in the study.8

These results concerningspecific tacticsareechoed inanswers to survey
questions about institutional targets (see fig. 5.1). Respondents were asked
to rate on a 1-to-5 scale how important each branch is as a target of their
organization’s activity. In this set of responses, the judicial branch is once
again the least popular target of advocacy activity, while the legislative
branch is again themostpopular target (Berry 1977; ScholzmanandTierney
1986; Walker 1991). The legislative branch was ranked “very important” by
48.6 percent of the respondents; the executive branch, by 37.5 percent.
However, the federal courts were identified as “very important” by a mere
20 percent of the respondents.9

These data paint a picture that departs quite strikingly from the image
of profligate litigation by liberal organizations conjured by critics. My
interviews with organization officers corroborate and help explain these
findings and are in keeping with work by William Haltom and Michael
McCann (2004) that shows that concerns about a litigation explosion or
crisis are vastly overblown. In a statement that was typical of the senti-
ments of many officers I interviewed, the executive director of a women’s
labor organization emphasized the centrality of her organization’s work
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Fig. 5.1. Importance of each branch as a target of organizations’ activity. Organization officers
were asked, “On a scale of 1 to 5, if 1 is ’not important’ and 5 is ’very important,’ how important is
each of the following as a target of your organization’s activity?” Data in the columns reflect the
percentage of respondents giving the answer “5” (data from SNESJO).

targeting Congress and made clear that her group targets the courts only
as a last resort. “On a day-to-day basis,” she explained, her organization
spends much more time lobbying Congress than it does on any other ac-
tivity. Explaining that her group does not shy away completely from the
courts but rather reserves this option for occasions when it seems most
important, she continued, “We do get involved when it looks like it’s im-
portant tous to get involved in court action too.” But the organizationdoes
so, she added, “to a lesser extent.”10

In similar fashion, the executive director of a civil rights organization
stated quite bluntly, “We don’t litigate.” Instead, he said, his organization
engages in advocacy “primarily through federal legislation” as well as
“administration policies of the executive branch.”11 Most explicitly, the
president of a large labor organization explained that his organization
prefers “tostayoutofcourt”because thecourts “arepacked”withmembers
who are unfriendly to labor and are therefore unfair. As a consequence, he
explained, his organizationpursues “the legislative solutionfirst.”Only “if
allelsefails,”hecontinued,willhisorganizationtakewhathecharacterized
as its “fight” to court.Hewent on to explain that he thought that the courts
were not the great protectors of minority rights that they are portrayed
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to be in the public imagination. Instead, he claimed, they are actually a
source of injustice. “Labor unions,” he argued, “do not receive the same
considerations from courts as corporations. It’s funnywhen the courts say
that they’re the last stand of justice for the people.”12

These sentiments about the preferences for legislative and, to a lesser
degree, executive tactics are emblematic of the ways in which most inter-
viewees characterized their use of the courts. Numerous respondents cer-
tainly emphasized that many Supreme Court rulings represent extremely
important turning points in establishing rights for their constituencies.
However, almost everyone also emphasized that judicial strategies are not
a panacea and stressed that the courts can be just as hostile to their argu-
ments and goals as the other branches, depending on the policy at issue
and the partisan and ideological composition of the institution in ques-
tion. In somecases,manyof themargued,otherbranchesareactuallymore
amenable than the courts are to their claims.

The comments of the executive director of a civil rights organization
are illustrative of this point. “Given the importance of what the courts
have meant to the modern civil rights movement,” he began, “we have to
fight or at least ensure that our views are known and are respected” in the
judicial branch. However, he continued, “sometimes legal challenges to
existing civil rights legislation require legislative action to rectify them.”
For example, he explained, “The Supreme Court came down in 1989 with a
seriesof sevendecisions that,when taken together,madeahugehole in the
fabric of civil rights enforcement. The civil rights community’s response
was to develop the Civil Rights Act of 1991, ultimately, to reverse those
decisions.” The bill passed, he said, and itmade “a dramatic change in civil
rights law”byoverriding thedetrimental SupremeCourt decisionsof 1989.
“Thatwas a priority,” he said, “thatwas dictated by [the unfriendly actions
of] the Supreme Court.”13

The vice president of awomen’s organization referenced a similar chain
of events. Specifically, she argued that the Supreme Court had issued a
seriesofdecisionsthatbetrayedwhatshecharacterizedasavery“cramped”
reading of Title VII, the section of the 1964 Civil Rights Act that prohibits
employment discrimination on the basis of race, color, sex, religion, and
national origin. To strengthen workplace antidiscrimination protections,
organizations lobbied hard to include the provisions in the 1987 Civil Rights
Restoration Act and the 1991 Civil Rights Act that “fixed” the results of the
Supreme Court’s rulings, restoring the protections against employment
discrimination that had been decimated by a series of Supreme Court
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decisions in the 1980s.Most notably, this respondent characterized this set
of circumstances as one inwhich theCourt andCongress reversed the roles
commonly associatedwith each one, with Congress playing the role of the
institution of last recourse and protector of minority rights in the face of
Supreme Court decisions that undermined antidiscrimination laws.14

The foregoing statements suggest that ambivalence about court tar-
geting might be time-bound and tied to the political opportunities and
ideological makeup of each branch, as well as to the related receptivity of
each branch to the claims of the marginalized groups. Indeed, the period
coveredby this study (1990–2000)wasoneduringwhich therewas aDemo-
cratic administration for eight of ten years (1992–2000), as well as a Demo-
cratically controlled House of Representatives and Senate for four years
(1990–1994). In spite of President Clinton’s two appointments, the period
of the study also was marked by an increasingly conservative Supreme
Court, especially when compared to that of theWarren Court era (1953–69;
see Baum 2001; Spriggs andWahlbeck 1997).15 This political contextmight
have dampened the propensity of organizations to pursue judicial strate-
gies while boosting their targeting of the administrative and legislative
branches.16

Political opportunity and ideology are not the only factors affecting or-
ganizations’ choices of targets, however. In addition to comments related
to political opportunities and about feeling unwelcome by the courts or
aboutthe limitationsof targetingthe judiciary,manyintervieweesclaimed
that they quite consciously restrained their use of litigation for a range of
reasons particular to organizations that have limited resources. For exam-
ple, the chair of the board of an African American organization explained
that while his group used to have seventeen lawyers on staff, at the time of
our interview it had only four. As a consequence, the organization has had
to roll back its use of litigation as an advocacy strategy—to the detriment,
he felt, of the needs of its constituents. The organization, he said, “must
get five letters a week from people who want legal help . . . we can’t file a
lawsuit every time we think a lawsuit needs to be had. Sometimes we can
find a firm that will do it pro bono and if we can, we’ll do it. If we can’t, we
just have to go begging or we can’t do it.”17

Manyother respondents’ statements resonatedwith the idea that court-
related activities are simply too expensive touse capriciously or very often.
In an extreme example, the executive director of an economic justice or-
ganization said that his group never targets the judiciary because “the
cost of getting involved in judicial review is ridiculous. We would have
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standing on some issues, but we don’t have a battery of lawyers to do this
stuff.”18 This sentiment was echoed by the field organizer at a women’s
organization who said that “the thing about litigation is that it costs a
lot of money in a way that using other tactics don’t, so we’re limited in
that respect.”19 Her organization has only one lawyer on its staff, and the
services of this attorney are reserved primarily for an ongoing litigation
project that focuses on keepingwomen’s health clinics openwhen they are
the objects of antiabortion protests and blockades.

Respondents also referenced costs beyond monetary ones that are as-
sociated with court strategies (J. Wilson [1974] 1995). In particular, a num-
ber of interviewees expressed discomfort with the adversarial character
of litigation, emphasizing the consequent political costs of lawsuits. For
example, speaking to me in the spring of 2001, in the wake of the 2000
election of George W. Bush, the executive director of an economic justice
organization explained that “thefirst issue isnotfinancial cost.”Rather, he
said, his main concern is that “lawsuits also entail political cost. . . . Some
of those lawsuits might be against the federal government or Secretary
Thompson [Tommy Thompson, who was secretary of Health and Human
Services during President George W. Bush’s first term].20 He is someone
who is going to be a superstar in this administration. . . . I don’t want to
start a relationship with Thompson on lawsuits.”21

TRADE-OFFS AMONG INSTITUTIONS

The survey data and the interview statementsmake clear that advocacy or-
ganizations representing women, racial minorities, and low-income peo-
ple are anything but dependent on the courts or promiscuous in their tar-
geting of the judicial branch and that their officers do not take litigation
lightly. Instead, organizations are ambivalent about targeting the judicial
branch and do so at lower rates than they do the legislative and adminis-
trative branches—and at lower rates than do other types of organizations
(Kollman 1998; Schlozman and Tierney 1986; Walker 1991). In addition, of-
ficers at organizations take into account a range of considerations about
political opportunities, resources, and political issues and demonstrate
that, all else being equal, they have a strong preference for legislative tac-
tics. While they do litigate when Congress and the administration prove
hostile to or uninterested in their policy goals, they also recognize the not
infrequent hostility of the courts to their concerns as well as the political
costs of such nonmajoritarian strategies. Consequently, they also make
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ample use of legislative and administrative strategies when faced with a
hostile or uninterested judiciary, targeting Congress and the executive
branch when the judicial branch undermines the rights and resources of
their constituents.

Although the findings presented in the preceding sections make clear
that each branch of government presents advocacy organizations with
many opportunities to represent their constituents as well as an equal
number of limitations on their ability to advocate successfully on their
behalf, critics have concentrated mainly on pointing out the limitations
of judicial strategies, particularly when these strategies are used on behalf
of marginalized groups. While all of these criticisms capture important
caveats regarding theuse of judicial strategies, it is important to contextu-
alize these ambivalences by assessing the shortcomings of court strategies
in comparison with the strengths and weaknesses of strategies aimed at
other branches.

To that end, it is illuminating toweigh someof the trade-offs associated
with strategies aimed at each branch. For example, the corollary to con-
cerns that litigation is expensive is that lobbying Congress and agencies
is inexpensive; the corollary to concerns about the risks of court decisions
that opposemajority opinion is that legislative policy outcomes inevitably
reflectmajority opinion; the corollary to concerns that suchdecisions stim-
ulate backlash is that legislation and regulation avoid backlash; and the
corollary to concerns that judicial victories are symbolic ones because they
must be enforced by Congress and the administration is the suggestion that
policies emanating from these latter two branches are always effectively
implementedandenforced.Most centrally, thecorollary toarguments that
disadvantaged and unpopular groups end upworse off when advocacy or-
ganizations use judicial strategies to protect or advance their rights is that
they would be better off if advocacy organizations refrained from using
such tactics on their behalf.

Each of these assertions might be true under some limited circum-
stances. Some strategies for targeting the legislative branch are indeed
relatively inexpensive in comparison to the costs of lawsuits and ami-
cus curiae briefs. Individuals can “lobby”members of Congress, agencies,
and even the president, at costs no greater than a phone call or a postage
stamp. Organizations can and do mobilize their members and the public
to engage in outside lobbying in the formof grassroots letter-writing cam-
paigns, “lobby days,” and rallies (Kollman 1998; Wright 2003). However,
none of these activities is without its own financial burdens, requiring
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staff time aswell as expenditures for publicity and coordination.Many ac-
tivities that advocacy groups use to try to influence legislative outcomes,
such as campaign contributions to members of Congress, are extremely
expensive.

Similarly, whilemembers of Congress are formally accountable to their
constituents, we know that there are many ways in which the legislation
that they produce often fails to reflect majority opinion (bracketing the
difficulty of actually measuring what “majority opinion” is on any given
issue). The public does not simply get what it wants from Congress. For
example, in spite of the fact that amajority of Americans have for decades
favoreduniversal health insurance, legislation thatwouldmake this possi-
ble has never even approached successful passage in Congress (Jacobs and
Shapiro 2000; Skocpol 1997). Even when Congress does produce legisla-
tion that coincideswith thepolicy preferences of popularmajorities, these
laws, like many court rulings, are often more symbolic than substantive
(Mayhew 1974). As such, they allow legislators “to make broad appeals to
an only half-interested national public while providing loopholes to elec-
torally important interests that pay close attention to legislation and often
resist the public policy” (Frymer 2006, 131).

In addition to failing topassmeaningfulpolicies that thepublicdesires,
when legislators suspect that their constituents will object to legislation
that they themselves support, bills often are introduced and passed without
much formal consideration or public discussion. In such cases, legislators
try to keep pending legislation out of the public eye to the extent possible
by, for instance, attaching unpopular initiatives to other legislation. For
example, members of Congress routinely attach riders about nongermane
policy issues to spending bills. These riders would be likely to fail if they
were brought to a vote as stand-alone bills, but they often succeed when
they are attached to bills thatmembers are eager to pass or that the president
is reluctant to veto (Sinclair 2000). In recent years, such riders have been
used to impose new restrictions on abortion and to waive environmental
regulations.

Members of Congress also can avoid addressing issues by crafting leg-
islation that is vague and then delegating interpretation and enforcement
of this legislation to administrative agencies. Even more relevant to the
discussion here, Frymer (2006) argues that rather than passing civil rights
legislation directly, Congress often has responded to pressure for such
legislation by instead passing laws that explicitly authorize suits by pri-
vate parties to enforce regulations, that allow greater court oversight of
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the administrative process, and that provide attorneys’ fees and damage
awards “for potential plaintiffs.” In so doing, members of Congress dis-
tance themselves from these policies and essentially delegate “the primary
role in [civil rights] enforcement” to less-majoritarian lawyers and courts
(Frymer 2006, 135).

Members of Congress also can reduce attention to pending legislation
by minimizing the number of hearings related to a bill (M. Smith 2000).
The TelecommunicationsAct of 1996, for example, was themost extensive
overhaul of the regulationsgoverningmediaownership since 1934.Among
themany things it did was to increase the number of television stations that
can be owned by one group, loosen restrictions on foreign ownership of
radio stations, and eliminate the ownership limits on the number of radio
stations (although there are still some limits on the number that can be
ownedwithin onemarket). The act alsomade it more difficult for citizens’
groups to challenge the licenses of radio and television stations, and, by
embeddingwithin it the Communications Decency Act of 1996,mandated
that the industry “develop a ratings system to identify violent, sexual and
indecent or otherwise objectionable programming” (Messere n.d.). The
provision of the act that eventually generated the most controversy was
what became known as the “digital spectrum giveaway.” As its nickname
suggests, this provision allowed the Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) to allocate extra spectrum for the creation of advanced television
free of charge to existing broadcasters. In spite of these major changes,
the law was passed by both chambers of Congress and signed into law
by President Clinton with almost no media coverage or public hearings
(Rich 2005). Executive actions are equally susceptible to accusations of
stealthiness, exemplified by President Bill Clinton’s Presidential Task Force
onHealth Care Reform,whichmany observers argued suffered froma lack
of transparency (Skocpol 1997). More recently, the Bush administration’s
National Energy PolicyDevelopmentGroup (NEPDG, commonly known as
theEnergyTask Force)was accusedof backroomdealingwhen it refused to
reveal the names of the advisers to the group.22 Evidence of the frequency
withwhich President GeorgeW. Bush has used “signing statements” (esti-
mated at more than 750 by the middle of his second term) has drawn new
attention to the ways in which such statements can be used by presidents
as a line-item veto that quietly but effectively nullifies portions of many
laws without having to veto them.23

Arguments about the lack of democratic legitimacy of court action are
challenged further by data indicating that, generally speaking, the public
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actually has less trust in Congress than it does in the courts. According
to the May 23–25, 2005, Gallup Poll for example, 8 percent of respondents
said that they had “a great deal of trust and confidence” in the “Legislative
branch, consisting of theU.S. Senate andHouse of Representatives,”while
twice asmany (16 percent) said that they had a great deal of trust and confi-
dence in “the Judicial branch, headed by the U.S. Supreme Court.”24 When
considered alongside low rates of voter turnout in congressional elections,
it is hard to characterize legislative politics as a model of majoritarian
legitimacy.

Assumptions that backlash can be prevented by pursuing policy goals
through legislative rather than judicial channels are similarly tenuous. For
example, the NewDeal legislation that created Aid to Dependent Children
and a wide rage of regulations of the financial industry have been the
objects of public and legislative opposition almost since their inception.
Public ire was similarly piqued in 1989 by congressional legislation that
imposed a surtax for Medicare’s catastrophic health insurance (Kollman
1998). More recently, in 2005, there was widespread public opposition to
legislation aimed at preventing the removal of a gastric feeding tube from
Terri Schiavo, a Florida woman who collapsed in her home in 1990. The
interventionofRepublicanmembers ofCongress andFloridaGovernor Jeb
Bush in a dispute among family members over discontinuing life support
for Schiavo, diagnosed in 1993 as being in a persistent vegetative state, was
widely criticized as the partisan political exploitation of a family tragedy
more appropriately resolved in the courts. Backlash against executive reg-
ulations and initiatives is similarly common.

As these examples demonstrate, problems of financial costs, nonma-
joritarianism, and backlash are not confined to the products of the judicial
branch but are instead endemic to the policies and practices of all branches.
These problems are particularly evident when the policies in question
are intended tobenefit or protect disadvantaged andunpopular groups.As
such, these concerns should informourevaluationsofalladvocacyactivity
onbehalf of these groups—not just advocacy through the courts.Whilewe
should not dismiss anxieties about costs, legitimacy, democracy, and back-
lash connected to the nonmajoritarian character of the court, it is equally
important not to idealize the representativeness or legitimacy of policies
that emanate from the other two branches of the federal government. Cas-
tigating court tactics as uniquely costly and antidemocratic presupposes
that theprocesses andoutputs of otherpolitical institutions are inherently
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and inevitably inexpensive, representative, democratic, and legitimate.As
Frymer reminds us, however, such presuppositions are premised on what
he characterizes as a “formalistic” logic of legislative accountability. In
this formulation, the fact that “people can vote for legislators” but “cannot
vote for federal judges” is taken to mean that “legislators more directly
represent the will of the people” (2006, 129). While acknowledging that
legislators are not perfect, this logic nonetheless assumes that they are re-
liably accountable and ignores “themyriadways inwhich electedbranches
are themselves far from representative, both for the well-organized and the
disadvantaged.” Even when acting “democratically,” he argues, “legislators
do not ‘represent’ all sides equally” (Frymer 2005, 4).

This last point about the limits of representative democracy is partic-
ularly relevant for disadvantaged groups. Majority rule constitutes one
important element of a democratic polity and a legitimate government,
but it is not the only element (Frymer 2006). As Lani Guinier reminds us
about the limits of majoritarianism, “The majority should enjoy a ma-
jority of power, but the minority should also enjoy some power too”
(1994, 152). Though far from perfect, the relative isolation of the courts
from electoral pressures does allow them to play a distinctive role in pro-
tecting and representing unpopular groups in the United States in ways
that have allowed populations such as women, racial minorities, religious
minorities, and most recently sexual minorities to “enjoy some power”
and to more fully participate in and benefit from democratic institutions
and outcomes (Frymer 2006; Guinier 1994; Huber and Gordon 2004). As
a consequence, for generations, marginalized groups and their advocates
in organizations such as the NAACP LDF, the National Organization for
Women Legal Defense Fund (NOW LDEF), the American Civil Liberties
Union (ACLU), and, in the case described at the outset of this chapter,
GLAAD, have turned to the courts for protectionwhen public opinion and
electedofficials,whoare subject tomajoritarianpreferences, have failed to
protect themor act in their interests.Moreover, elected officials themselves
have relied on the countermajoritarian courts to protect and enhance the
rights of marginalized groups when they did not have the ability or the
will to do so themselves (Frymer 2006). And indeed, certain legal victories
have marked major turning points in the advancement of the rights of
underrepresented groups. Those victories have played an extremely im-
portant role in the improved social, political, and economic positions of
these groups, achievingmany advances that would not have been possible
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through legislative or executive channels. As legal scholar Burt Neuborne
argues,

Over thepastfiftyyears, progressives, in closepartnershipwith thecourts,
have helped to reinvent this nation, moving from the deeply racist and
homophobic 1950s characterized by widespread misogyny, frequent erup-
tions of police violence, ongoing acts of religious intolerance and recur-
ring spasms of political repression to a contemporary America that, while
far from perfect, is at least a place where toleration—racial, political,
religious, gender and sexual—has become amainstreamvalue. (Neuborne
2005, 23)

In this light, judicial activism enhances rather than compromises de-
mocracy, and organizations have a responsibility to make their case in
court for disadvantaged groups when other channels are unresponsive.
Rather than chiding advocacy organizations for undemocratically rely-
ing on courts, for squandering their scarce resources, and for stimulating
backlashagainst themselves and their constituents, and rather thanasking
whether it is right or wrong in general to risk backlash or expend resources
on court actions, we should consider the conditions under which organiza-
tions pursue a less-majoritarian route and target the courts, rather than
how much they do so. Considered in conjunction with the finding that
organizations target the judicial branch at rates far lower than the ones
at which they target the legislative and executive branches, the question
becomes: Do organizations use the courts in the “right” way—to protect
the most vulnerable and unpopular groups when other branches fail to
do so, saving the associated resources and political and social capital for
the constituencies that need them themost? In other words, what propor-
tion of their court-related resources and energy do organizations devote to
addressing issues that affect intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups of
their constituencies?

INSTITUTIONAL TARGETS AND INTERSECTIONAL
DISADVANTAGE

To answer this question, I examine the variation in institutional targets of
advocacy using a set of questions in the SNESJO that asks respondents to
select the federal-level political institution (legislative, executive, or judi-
cial branch) that is the most frequent target of their efforts on each of the
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Fig. 5.2. Institution targeted, by policy type. Organization officers were asked, “Which of the
following political institutions is themost important target of your efforts in trying to influence
policyon[thepolicyissueinquestion]?”Datainthecolumnsreflectthepercentageofrespondents
selecting that branch for thepolicy issue inquestion. Thequestionwasposed so that respondents
had to select only one of the institutions (data from SNESJO).

four policy issues designated for their organization.25 As is the case with
the general levels of institutional targeting that were presented earlier,
the answers to the policy-specific questions reveal that the percentage of
organizations targeting the courts is quite low regardless of the issue type
in question (see fig. 5.2). However, looking at these results more closely
reveals greater complexity. In particular, the data show that rates of court
use vary markedly by issue type: while the legislative branch is the most
frequent target of activity for all issues, organizations target the courts
approximately twice as often when it comes to issues affecting advan-
taged or disadvantaged subgroups than they do when comes to majority
issues. Indeed, there is a clear progression in the extent of this activity
that increases steadily as wemove from universal issues on the low end to
advantaged-subgroup issues on the high end.

Specifically, while only 1 percent of organizations reported that the
courts aremost importantwhen pursuing the universal issue, 6 percent of
organizations claim that the courts are the most important target of their
activities when it comes tomajority issues, 10 percent target the courts for
the disadvantaged-subgroup issue, and almost 12 percent claim that the
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Fig. 5.3. Tendency to target themostmajoritarian institution. Organization officers were asked,
“Which of the following political institutions is the most important target of your efforts in
trying to influence policy on [the policy issue in question]?” Answers are coded “1” for the least
majoritarian judicial branch, “2” for the executive branch, and “3” for the most majoritarian
legislative branch. The majoritarianism scale is calculated based on the average scores for each
issue type (data from SNESJO).

courts are themost important target of their activities on the advantaged-
subgroup issue. As such, court tactics are most prevalent when it comes
to advantaged-subgroup issues. Even though organizations still direct the
bulk of their efforts at Congress when it comes to these issues, legislative
activity constitutes a far smaller proportion of their activity and judicial
activity a far greater proportion of their activity for advantaged-subgroup
issues than for any of the other issue types.

Thinking about these results in the context of concerns about the ma-
joritarianism of the channels used to pursue policy goals, a pattern be-
comes evident: On a scale of 1 to 3, where 1 is the least majoritarian judi-
ciary and 3 is the most majoritarian legislature, the universal issue scores
the highest, followed by the majority issue, then by the disadvantaged-
subgroup issue, with a slight lead over the advantaged-subgroup issue,
which comes in last (see fig. 5.3).26 Although there are some exceptions,
the patterns of targeting andmajoritarianism scores generally hold across
the various organization types.
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The pattern evident in these results is notable because it shows that
organizations reserve less-majoritarian tactics for policy issues that affect
a subgroup of their constituents, providing further evidence that they do
not play fast and loose with such strategies. Instead, officers at organiza-
tions reserve such tactics for issues that will be more difficult to pursue
were they subjected tomajority preferences.

MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS

In order to examine whether this same pattern in targeting obtains if we
take into account other possible influences on organizations’ choices of
targets, I used ordered logit regression analysis.27 The dependent variable
in thismodel (Target) is themeasure (described previously) of which of the
three branches—judicial, executive, or legislative—organizations target
in pursuing particular public policy issues.

I regressed thisvariableona rangeof independentvariables that tapsev-
eral concepts that are likely at play in determiningwhich institution advo-
cacy organizations target in their advocacy activities. To examine the rela-
tionship between targeting institutions andpolicy type, I used the dummy
variables (described in chapter 2) that measure the type of policy issue
under consideration (Universal issue, Majority issue, Advantaged-subgroup
issue, andDisadvantaged-subgroup issue).28 Factors other thanmajoritarian-
ism and policy type are, of course, also likely to influence the choices that
organizations make about which institution they will target on a given
issue.29 They include, for example, organizations’ general preferences for
one institutionoveranother, the levelof controversy surroundingan issue,
the political party in control of each branch, and whether there are preex-
isting opportunities to address an issue in a given branch. For example,
organizations likely will target more-majoritarian institutions when they
perceive public and constituent support, while they will be more likely to
target less-majoritarian branches if an issue is unpopular or controversial.
To account for this possibility, themodel includesmeasures of thepropor-
tion of their constituents that is concerned about the issue (Constituents
concerned) and the proportion that that agrees with an organization’s po-
sition on the issue (Constituents agree), as well measures of the level of
controversy surrounding the issue (Controversial) and of the proportion of
the public that agrees with the organization’s position on the issue (Public
agrees).
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Another likely influence on choices of target is an organization’s sensi-
tivity to the political opportunity structure, in particular to the partisan
and ideological makeup of each possible target and to its consequent re-
ceptivity to the claims of marginalized groups (Hansford 2004; Kingdon
1995;McAdam 1982; Solberg andWaltenberg 2006;Walker 1991). I included
two sets of variables to measure these aspects of political opportunity
when it comes to activity on a particular issue. First, to examine the ef-
fects of sensitivity to partisan shifts within each institution, I included
a measure of “partisan sensitivity” based on survey questions that ask
respondents whether shifts in party control have altered their targeting
of each branch (Sensitivity to partisan shifts). By selecting only issues that
are already on the political agenda of each institution, the survey design
itself controls to some degree for the effects of the political opportuni-
ties within each branch. However, to examine whether the variation in
the opportunities resulting from the salience of issues on the political
agenda of each institution has an effect on organizations’ choice of target,
I also included measures of the salience of each issue within each branch
( Judicial salience, Legislative salience and Executive salience). As I explained in
chapter 4, these measures control for the number of entries for the issue
in Congressional Quarterly, the “Supreme Court Roundup” feature of the
New York Times, and the Federal Register during the period covered by the
study.30

Themodel also includes several controls for organizational features and
resources that are likely to affect the choice of target. Jack Walker (1991),
for example, found that organizations that rely on a few major patrons
are less likely to make use of court tactics than organizations with more
varied funding sources, so I also included a scale that tallies organizations’
total number of reported sources of financial support (Number of sources of
support).31 Walker also found that organizations with large staffs are more
likely to use the courts, so I included a measure of how many staff mem-
bers are employed by the organization. In order to account for the fact that
organizational resources help determine the institutions that organiza-
tions elect to target, I included controls forwhether the organizationshave
lawyers on staff (which could make themmore likely to target the courts;
Legal staff ), andwhether theyare registered to lobbyCongress (whichcould
make themmore likely to target this institution;Registered to lobby;Solberg
and Waltenberg 2006). To take into account the effects of organizations’
general institution-targeting proclivities, I included variables based on re-
spondents’ answers to questions that asked them to rate, on a 1-to-5 scale,
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how important each institution is to their organization’s overall advocacy
activities (Congress, Administration, Courts).32

Finally, the period of the study coincides with a series of important
and high-profile federal cases dealing with affirmative action in higher
education, most notably Hopwood v. Texas, a case decided in the United
States Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit in 1996, in which a white
female applicant to the University of Texas Law School sued the univer-
sity, claiming that she was denied admission to the law school because it
gave preferential treatment to black and Mexican American applicants in
its admissions process.33 Because affirmative action in higher education
is the designated advantaged-subgroup issue for many organizations in
the sample, I ran the analysis a second time, excluding cases inwhich affir-
mative actionwas the policy issue in question. The results are presented in
thenext section, andthey remainsubstantivelyunchanged (except that the
measure of the importance of the courts to organizations’ overall advocacy
activities does not reach statistical significance in the alternativemodel).34

findings

Table 5.2 presents the results of the multivariate analysis. A negative sign
on a coefficient indicates a less-majoritarian effect and a greater chance
of targeting the courts. A positive sign on a coefficient indicates a more-
majoritarian effect andagreater chanceof targeting the legislativebranch.

These results reinforce the findings indicated by the means and per-
centages and reveal that even once we take into account other influences,
organizations’ choices of target do indeed vary by issue type, and they do
so in ways that underserve intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups.35 In
addition, the results show that this variation cannot be explained by fac-
tors such as political opportunity, partisan sensitivity, or organizational
resources.While someof these other factors certainly affect organizations’
propensities to target each branch, controlling for all other effects, the
measures of issue type are all strongly significant, showing that targeting
is strongly influenced by the relationship between the majoritarianism of
the institution and the issue type in question.

The negative signs on the coefficients for the three issue types indicate
that each one is less likely to be pursued through the legislative branch
(and more likely to be pursued judicially) than the universal issue, which
is the reference category. The largest of these three coefficients is for the
advantaged-subgroup issues, showing that even once we control for other
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effects, organizations aremore likely to target the court in the case of such
issues than they are for any other issue type. The disadvantaged-subgroup
issue is the secondmost likely issue type to be pursued judicially. Thema-
jority issue has the smallest slope effect of the three measures, indicating
that it is themost likely tobepursued legislatively (other than theuniversal
issue). These results hold for bothmembership andnonmembership orga-
nizations.

That organizations target the courtsmore often topursue their goals on
both types of subgroup issues confirms the finding that advocacy groups
do indeed put the judiciary to the use for which it was intended, reserving
their use of this branch for issues that are less amenable to majoritarian
legislative strategies. The most remarkable finding, however, is that even
oncewe account for a range of other influences onorganizations’ targeting
of each branch, they are most likely to use the courts when it comes to
advantaged-subgroup issues—even more likely than they are in cases of
issues affecting disadvantaged-subgroups.36

predicted probabilities

Themeanings of the regression results come through evenmore clearly if
we convert these coefficient estimates into more decipherable probabili-
ties. This conversion allows us to predict the chances that an organization
will target each branch and to examine these chances as they vary by issue
type (see fig. 5.4).37 These predicted probabilities confirm that Congress is,
overwhelmingly, themost likely target of advocacy activity for each of the
four types of public policy issues. However, when issues affect subgroups,
weak or strong, organizations are more likely to use the courts to pursue
their goals than theyarewhen issues affect amajorityof their constituents.
Specifically, there is a 44 percent chance that an organization will target
the legislative branchwhen it isworking on amajority issue.38 This chance
decreases to 43 percent if the issue in question affects an intersectionally
disadvantaged subgroup of their constituency and decreases even further
to 39 percent if the issue in question affects an advantaged subgroup of
the constituency. Conversely, there is about a 23 percent chance that the
judicial branch will be the focus of attention in the case of an issue that
affects an advantaged subgroup. The probability of focusing on the courts
in cases when an issue affects a disadvantaged subgroup is only about
19 percent, which further decreases to 18 percent in the case of a majority
issue.
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Fig. 5.4. Predicted probability of targeting each branch, by issue type. Organization officers
were asked, “Which of the following political institutions is the most important target of your
efforts in trying to influence policy on [the policy issue in question]?” The columns represent
the probability of targeting each branch while holding the other variables in themodel constant
(data from SNESJO).

Although the differences between these percentages might appear small,
they are statistically significant and, more importantly, have substan-
tive implications.Most crucially, the disparities between the probabilities
of targeting the courts in the case of advantaged-subgroup issues and
disadvantaged-subgroup issues make a bigger difference than we might
appreciate at first glance. As I showed in chapter 4, a great deal of attention
is devoted to advantaged-subgroup issues, while very little attention is
devoted to disadvantaged-subgroup issues, in the first place. As a conse-
quence, the 23 percent chance of court activity in the case of advantaged-
subgroup issues is 23 percent of a very high level of activity, while the 19
percent chance of court activity in the case of disadvantaged-subgroup
issues is 19 percent of a very low level of activity. As such, the substan-
tive implications of these probabilities are quite striking: organizations
are more likely to target the courts when issues affect subgroups within
their constituencies, but even so, they expend a far greater proportion
of their court-oriented resources on behalf of advantaged subgroups of
their constituencies. That organizations save their use of court tactics for
subgroups is understandable andmight be considered congruentwith the
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constitutional role of the courts as protectors of minority rights within
a majoritarian democracy. However, it is the fact that organizations are
most likely to target both the courts and the executive branch on behalf
of advantaged subgroups of their constituencies than they are when it
comes to disadvantaged subgroups that is most remarkable. In fact, once
we take other factors into account, disadvantaged-subgroup andmajority
issues are almost equally likely to be pursued through the courts. As such,
this finding has important implications for the quality of representation
afforded to intersectionally disadvantaged groups.

Specifically, this imbalance in the use of judicial strategies is alarming
because it shows thatmany of the same factors that lead to low levels of ad-
vocacy on behalf of intersectionally marginalized subgroups also depress
the use of the tactics that are necessary to help these groups overcomema-
joritarian biases against them. Aswe saw in chapter 4, officers at advocacy
organizations underestimate the impact of issues affecting intersection-
ally disadvantaged subgroups of their constituencies andoverestimate the
impact of issues that affect advantaged subgroups. The analysis here sug-
gests that these erroneous estimates increase their willingness to bear the
financial costs and political risks of court tactics on behalf of advantaged
subgroups because they assume that the potential benefits of these costs
will have a broad impact. As such, the concentration of judicial targeting
on behalf advantaged subgroups reinforces, rather than alleviates, the low
levels of representation for intersectionally disadvantaged groups.

OTHER FACTORS AT WORK

The regression analysis and predicted probabilities demonstrate clearly
thatvariations inorganizations’ institutional targetingarestronglyrelated
to the relationship between the majoritarianism of each branch and the
issue type under consideration. The analysis also shows that other factors
help determine the targets of organizations’ advocacy activities. I discuss
the roles of these other factors in the following section.

institutional proclivities

First, the three variables rating organizations’ general use of each insti-
tution show that overall inclinations to target a particular branch also
influence the chances that they will target that branch when it comes to
a particular policy issue. For example, if organizations tend to focus their
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advocacy efforts onmembers of Congress, they also are more likely to tar-
get Congress for each individual public policy issue, regardless of whether
the issue is a majority issue or an advantaged-subgroup issue. Organi-
zations that tend to focus on either the administrationor the courts, on the
other hand, are less likely to target their policy advocacy on the four issues
in question at Congress.39 The fact that other variables remain significant
even after controlling for these general preferences for targeting each
branch shows that although organizations do have preferences when it
comes to choosing institutional targets for their advocacy activities on
policy issues, this is only one of many influences on their tactical choices
for individual policies.

internal pressures, external opportunities

The effects of the variables that measure key aspects of the political en-
vironment and opportunities reinforce the importance of issue type as
a determinant of institutional target. For example, while we might ex-
pect that organizations will pursuemore controversial issues through the
courts rather than subject such issues to more-majoritarian venues, the
variable measuring the level of controversy surrounding an issue is not
significant (though the slope is negative, as wewould expect). In addition,
though positive, the measures of both the proportion of an organiza-
tion’s constituents that is concerned about an issue and the proportion
that is affected by an issue do not reach conventional levels of statistical
significance. The measure of partisan sensitivity is not significant either,
although it is negative and therefore in thedirection thatWalker’sfindings
imply that it shouldbe.40 Thecontrols for the salienceof issueswithin each
institutionyieldmixedresults.Themeasureof issuesalience in the judicial
branchhasnosignificanteffect, reflecting the fact thatanorganizationcan
file suits regardless ofwhether the courts have expressed prior interest in a
particular issue. The effect of themeasure of saliencewithin the legislative
branch is positive and significant, indicating that when an issue is being
addressedwithin theCongress, organizations are indeedmore likely to tar-
get their advocacy at that more-majoritarian branch. Similarly, the effect
of themeasure of salience within the administrative branch is slightly but
significantly negative, demonstrating an increased likelihood of targeting
that less-majoritarian branch when opportunities arise there.41

Takentogether, theresults for thesevariablessuggest that factors inside
an organization as well as in its external political environment matter a
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great deal in determining the targets of organizations’ advocacy efforts.
However, the results also indicate that when all of the issues in question
are on the political agenda and being dealt with at relatively similar points
in time, the type of policy issue at stakematters a great deal in determining
the target for particular policy issues (Hansford 2004).

institutional resources

The variables controlling for institutional resources yield mixed results.
First, the number of sources of funding on which an organization relies is
positive and significantly related to themajoritarian scale. In other words,
the more sources of funding to which an organization has access, the
more likely it is to target the legislative branch, suggesting that reliance
on one large donor increases the likelihood of court action, as Walker
(1991) found. In addition, the number of staff members has a significantly
negative relationship with the dependent variable, showing that even at the
level of individual public policy issues, having a larger staff increases the
use of court strategies. Being registered to lobbyCongress is positively and
significantly related to the dependent variable, indicating that having the
capacity to lobby formally increases the likelihood that organizations will
target Congress on a given issue. In a surprising result, however, having
lawyers on staff is not significantly related to increased use of court tactics
(though the slope is negative and also significantly related at the bivariate
level, indicating that there may be some relationship; see Solberg and
Waltenberg 2006). This result holds even if primarily legal organizations
(for example, legal defense funds for whom litigation is a central activity)
are excluded from the analysis.

The interviews suggest that the lack of a significant effect of having
lawyers on staff is due to the fact thatmany organizations employ lawyers
to do policy work rather than strictly legal work. That even organizations
that employ many lawyers make infrequent use of the courts provides
further evidence that these organizations are not excessively litigious. For
example, thevicepresident at awomen’sorganizationexplained thatwhile
most of the staffmembers at her organization have legal training, “a lot of
the work that we do is policy analysis and is relevant to . . . legislation in
Congress or in the states.We do a lot of public speaking and public educa-
tionwork . . . on public policy issues whichmay ormay not be from a legal
point of view.”42 Similarly, the chair of the board of a racial minority bar
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associationsaid that in spiteofbeingcomprisedalmost entirelyof lawyers,
his organizationwas notwell positioned to get involved in lawsuits. “Most
often,” he explained, “our organization is involved in . . . pre-rulemaking
meetings, in the process of formulating bills, regulations, et cetera with
executive branch people or congressional people.”43 In spite of being an
organization of and for lawyers, this organization still focuses on the leg-
islative and executive branches.

CONCLUSION

Together with the results of the examination of organizations’ general
targeting of each branch and the findings in previous work, this analysis
demonstrates that compared to their targetingofotherbranches, advocacy
organizations representingmarginalized groups do not rely heavily on the
courts to advocate for social change or to protect minority rights. It is the
circumstances under which organizations target the courts, rather than
particularly high levels of judicial targeting, that are remarkable. Organi-
zationsaremore likely to target the legislativeandadministrativebranches
and to invest their court-related energy and resources in issues affecting
subgroups of their constituencies, but a disproportionately large share of
this activity goes to advantaged rather than disadvantaged subgroups. As
such, these findings reveal that the disproportionately high levels of activ-
ity onbehalf of advantagedgroups that I found in chapter 4 arematchedby
a disproportionately heavy use of nonmajoritarian activity on their behalf
as well. Although the differences are not immense, they are unmistakable,
and they show clearly that organizations devote a disproportionately large
share of their time, money, energy, and political capital to issues that
benefit those constituents who are already the best off. Thus, patterns of
institutional targeting often exacerbate rather than alleviate the inequities
in representation for intersectionally disadvantaged groups.

CODA: BEYOND VICTIM BLAMING

Inhis 2005New York Times op-ed piece cited earlier, Paul Starr (2005)wrote
that gay organizations, “dissatisfied with compromise legislation on civil
unions and partner benefits . . . thought they could get from judges . . .
what the electorate was not yet ready to give.” The results of this strat-
egy, he claimed, were “bans on same-sexmarriage passing in eleven states
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and an energized conservative voting base” in the 2004 election. Starr’s
comments capture the widely held view that targeting courts is a strate-
gically stealthy and antidemocratic tactic that produces backlash against
marginalized groups and the politicians who advocate on their behalf.
While the findings in this chapter cannot refute this characterization or
addressdirectly thequestionofwhether litigationproducesmorebacklash
than other advocacy tactics do, the evidence that I have presented compli-
cates the story in some significantways. Bymaking clear that organization
officers are extremely circumspect in their targeting of the courts, the
foregoing results suggest that concern about the use of litigation should
be directed at the circumstances under which it is used rather than at the
fact of its deployment, paying particular attention to the implications of
these circumstances for intersectionally marginalized groups.

From this perspective, if there is a reason to be ambivalent about pur-
suing same-sex marriage rights judicially, it is that in doing so, LGBT ad-
vocacy organizations pour high levels of material and political resources
into litigating an issue thatmany observers contend is likely to dispropor-
tionatelybenefitadvantagedLGBTpeople.Theharmssufferedbysame-sex
couples bydenying themthebenefits ofmarriage aremanyand important,
as are the harms suffered by all LGBT people resulting from the policies
that codify such exclusions and from the vitriolic rhetoric that meets ef-
forts to change these laws. However, as scholars such as Cathy Cohen, Lisa
Duggen, andDeanSpadehaveargued, thebenefitsofmarriagewouldmost
likely accrue mainly to conventionally coupled, normative gay men and
lesbians and to those with financial means (C. Cohen 1997, 2001; Duggan
2005; Spade 2004). Same-sex marriage does less to address the compounded
inequalities faced by intersectionally marginalized LGBT people, who are
consequently less likely to benefit from associated victories. Moreover, if
any backlash is stimulated by efforts to pursue same-sex marriage, inter-
sectionally marginalized LGBT people are likely to bear a disproportion-
ately high share of the negative effects because they aremore vulnerable to
social, political, and economic forces. Nonetheless, while intersectionally
marginalized LGBT people are less likely to benefit from same-sex marriage
and are more vulnerable to backlash, they are vulnerable whether this
backlash is stimulated by activity targeted at the courts or at Congress.

What is troubling about using the courts to pursue same-sex marriage
is not that this issue caused an electoral backlash against the Democrats.
Any number of LGBT rights issues pursued through any political venue
would have been equally objectionable to a large segment of the Amer-
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ican electorate. It is neither fair nor feasible to ask that organizations
representing disadvantaged groups abstain from litigation and amicus
curiae activity, toiling away to turn the tide of public opinion in their
favor so that it becomes possible to achieve their objectives legislatively.
To hold advocates for disadvantaged groups responsible for the fact that
nonmajoritarian tactics stimulate backlash against their goals is tanta-
mount toblaming the victim.Organizationshave a responsibility to repre-
sent their constituents vigorously, pursuing all possible avenues on their
behalf.

Though imperfect and increasingly tenuous in light of increasing Su-
preme Court conservatism, legal tactics are nonetheless a key bulwark
againstmajority tyranny.Court strategiesprovide access forgroupswhose
concernsmay be of no interest to, or even offensive to, the broader public,
concerns that therefore will be unlikely to receive sympathetic attention
from legislators. Legal strategies are therefore one important piece of the
tactical arsenal necessary to protect and advance the rights and resources
of disadvantaged groups whose needs are not heeded by elected repre-
sentatives. Court tactics do have costs, but so do tactics associated with
targeting the other two branches of the government.When legislative and
executive channels do not work, or when adversaries attack important
policies through litigation, advocacy groups cannot wave a white flag or
wait it out until a legislative approach is feasible. A strategy that aims to
change hearts andminds andwin the support of a sympatheticmajority is
important as a long-term goal but not one that should be privileged at the
expense of solidarity with and protection of marginalized groups in the
present.

It is nonetheless important to reflect on the costs associated with the
use of nonmajoritarian tactics, particularly if their use is concentrated on
advocacy on behalf of advantaged subgroups. While we should not blame
the victim or abandon unpopular groups and issues, neither shouldwe ig-
nore the fact that there are potential pitfalls associated with litigation as
a form of advocacy. Relying as they do on less explicitlymajoritarianpro-
cesses than most legislative and executive approaches, judicial strategies
can feed the perception that organizations are trying to contravene ma-
jority preferences by pursuing public policy changes for some subgroups
of their constituencies “below the radar.” In fact, in some cases, that is
precisely what they are trying to do, and under many circumstances, this
strategy is entirely appropriate—indeed, as I have just argued, it might
even be mandated. That said, legal resources are scarce, politically costly,
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and financially expensive. One study estimates, for example, that there
are only six thousand full-time legal services staff lawyers in the United
States, enough to meet the needs of only 1.3 percent of the four million
people who are eligible for free legal services (Cummings and Eagly 2001).
The disproportionate use of judicial and other nonmajoritarian tactics for
issues affecting advantaged subgroups concentrates the use of these scarce
resources and the sacrifices of political capital for the benefit of groups
that are already the best off.

As such, current practices reinforce the marginalization and inade-
quate representation of intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups and run
counter to the spirit of affirmative advocacy (to be elaborated in chapter 7),
which recommends that resources and activities be devoted at dispropor-
tionatelyhighratestothemostdisadvantagedgroups.Appliedtoquestions
about institutional targeting, affirmative advocacy entails overallocating
court tactics to issues affecting intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups.
This does not mean that organizations should eschew court tactics on
behalf of advantaged subgroups of their constituencies, that members of
these subgroups should themselves abstain from pursuing litigation pri-
vately, or that organizations should ignore assaults on important policies
such as affirmative action in higher education that provide disproportion-
ate benefits to advantaged subgroups. As the political director of an LGBT
organization explained to me, her organization did not make a proactive
decision to pursue litigation to allow same-sexmarriage. Instead, she said,
they had to get involved because “the Republicans in Congress handed us
the Defense of Marriage Act [DOMA] and then that spread like wildfire
around the country.” This action left her organization with what she saw
as little choice but to pursue lawsuits that, they hoped, would lead to a
ruling thatDOMA is unconstitutional (as of thiswriting, this has yet to oc-
cur; see also E. Anderson 2004).44 A similar predicament has been faced re-
peatedlyby feminist andcivil rightsorganizationswhenaffirmative action
programs in colleges and universities have been challenged. Nonetheless,
adopting a framework within which “big guns” such as judicial strategies
are allocated at higher rates to cases benefiting intersectionally disadvan-
taged subgroups might enhance organizations’ mediation on behalf of
these constituents by sending strong signals that they are willing to stand
up for and expend their political capital on behalf of these subgroups
(Kollman 1998).

The ways in which organizations allocate their use of judicial, legis-
lative, and executive strategies constitute one important measure of the
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quality of representation that is afforded to intersectionally disadvantaged
subgroups. Based on thismeasure, it seems that the low levels of advocacy
on behalf of these subgroups are matched by less-vigorous representa-
tion as well. Examining institutional targets is not the only way to assess
the vigor of representation, however. One of the many other criteria we
mightexamine is theextent towhichorganizationsdevote their coalitional
efforts to issues affecting intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups of
their constituencies. Because coalitions defy the boundaries around issues
and interests that usually define the policy terrain of individual organiza-
tions, such alliances offer fitting conditions for organizations to advocate
on behalf of intersectionally disadvantaged groups. Chapter 6 addresses
this issue, examining coalitions as another lens through which to evalu-
ate the quality of representation afforded intersectionally disadvantaged
groups.



six

Coalition and Collaboration among
Advocacy Organizations

The history of the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights (LCCR) is a case
study in the promises and challenges of intersectional politics. Founded in
1950, by 2006 theorganizationwasa coalitionof 192memberorganizations
ranging from the A. Philip Randolph Institute (APRI) and the American
AssociationofRetiredPeople (AARP) to theWomen’s InternationalLeague
for Peace and Freedom (WILPF) and the Zeta Phi Beta Sorority (ZBPS).1

EstablishedbyA. PhilipRandolph, founder of the Brotherhoodof Sleeping
Car Porters (BSCP), Roy Wilkins, who was then executive secretary of the
National Association for the Advancement of Colored People (NAACP),
andArnoldAronson, a leader of theNational JewishCommunityRelations
Advisory Council (NJCRAC), the organizationhas been concerned since its
inception with bringing together a wide range of communities to work on
an ever wider range of political issues.

In spite of the LCCR’s admirable ambitions, its trajectory has not al-
ways been smooth, and the unity of the coalition has been threatened at
several junctures by internal conflicts. In 1990, for example, the coalition’s
annual dinner was boycotted and picketed by many of its own member
organizations, the result of a dispute over whether to support legislation
that would repeal policies imposing sanctions on employers who hire un-
documented immigrants. The LCCR had refused to take a position on the
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issue,but someof itsmembergroups, including theNAACPand theAmer-
ican Federation of Labor–Congress of Industrial Organizations (AFL-CIO),
supported employer sanctions (Quiroz-Martı́nez 2001). Other member or-
ganizations, including the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) and
severalAsian PacificAmerican andLatino organizations, objected to these
policies. Boycotting the awards dinner was part of their strategy to pres-
sure the LCCR to formally acknowledge the racially discriminatory effects
of employer sanctions, to take a public stand recognizing the rights of
immigrant workers as a fundamental issue of civil rights, and to convey
these understandings to its constituent organizations.

The strategywas a success. In the years following the boycott, the LCCR
coalition adopted a proactively progressive position on immigration and
immigrants’ rights, and many of its member organizations followed suit.
In 2000, the executive council of the AFL-CIO reversed its long-standing
position supporting restrictions on immigration and voted to support
amnesty for undocumented immigrant workers. In 2006, the LCCR re-
sponded vocally to the efforts of President George W. Bush and members
of the House of Representatives and the United States Senate to impose
new restrictions on undocumented immigrants. The LCCR and its mem-
ber organizations vigorously and publicly urged members of Congress to
jettison proposed legislation such as H.R. 4437, the House bill that would
criminalize undocumented immigrants by considering “unlawful pres-
ence” a crime and a felony. OnMarch 22, 2006, the National Day of Action
on Immigrant Rights, LCCR executive director Wade Henderson spoke
at a press conference and encouraged lawmakers to support measures
that would facilitate legalizing the status of undocumented immigrants.
Verbalizing the grievances that the Asian Pacific American and Latino
organizations had lodged sixteen years earlier against the LCCR’s own po-
sition on this issue, Henderson castigated punitive immigration laws as
creating a “two-tier society” and perpetuating “racial and ethnic discrimi-
nation.”2

In spite of—or perhaps more accurately because of—conflicts over is-
sues such as immigration, the LCCR has continued to draw together an
increasing number of organizations from all corners of the social and eco-
nomic justice universe. As it has grown, its agenda has expanded to reflect
new understandings of the interconnectedness of an impressive array of
issues ranging from affirmative action to voting rights for ex-felons, from
same-sexmarriage rights to Social Security, and from immigration rights
to fair housing for low-income people and people of color.
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As an organization comprised of other organizations, the LCCR har-
nesses the energy and resources of all its constituent groups, helping to
coordinate their efforts in order to maximize their collective impact and
political influence on issues of common concern. Moreover, as the exam-
ple of its evolving position on immigration policy illustrates, the LCCR’s
status as a coalition gives it an exceptional capacity to mediate among its
member organizations, thereby making these organizations aware of and
active on issues of common interest. Under some conditions, the LCCR
also is able to stimulate activity on issues that some of these organizations
might not ordinarily tackle or to which they might even have been hostile
were they operating entirely on their own. In these ways, the LCCR epito-
mizes not only the promises and possibilities but also the challenges and
complications of coalitions as a source of activity and representation for
intersectionally disadvantaged groups.

Coalition politics can take many forms, from sharing information
to policy networking to creating formal organizational structures that en-
dure over time (Levi andMurphy 2006; Staggenborg 1986). Somecoalitions
(like the LCCR) are ongoing and enduring formal alliances, while others
are transient or ad hoc, focused for a short period on a particular issue
or event.3 Regardless of the specific form that they take, coalitions are
“collaborative, means-oriented arrangements that permit distinct orga-
nizational entities to pool resources in order to effect change” (Levi
and Murphy 2006, 654). Unlike more loosely connected networks of
organizations, coalitions typically have “rules for resolving conflict and
defining membership” and unite organizations in cooperative advocacy
efforts, pooling their resources in solidarity with other movement sectors
against common threats or to take advantage of political opportunities
(Levi and Murphy 2006, 654; see also Meyer and Corrigall-Brown
2005; Van Dyke 2003). By settling internal conflicts and creating a united
front, coalitions allow their member organizations to amplify their voices
through cooperative efforts that address shared political interests and
policygoals (Berry 1977; Esterling 1999; Evans 1991; Gamson 1975;Hathaway
and Meyer 1997; Heaney 2004; Lipsky 1970; Loomis 1986; Salisbury 1983;
Salisbury et al. 1987; Spalter-Roth and Schreiber 1995; Staggenborg 1986;
Wilson [1974] 1995).4 In all of these ways, coalitions allow organizations to
increase their power, political influence, and, ultimately, their chances of
success.

By flouting the usual boundaries around issues and interests and by
bringing together organizations andmovements with differing priorities,
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constituencies, and agendas, coalitional politics are, by definition, inter-
sectional politics. As such, they offer a potential laboratory inwhich to ob-
serve theways inwhich intersectionally linked fate canbenurtured among
the constituents of a wide range of organizations. In their status as what
one respondent went so far as to characterize as “a form of interethnic
diplomacy,” coalitions, by their very nature and purpose, would seem to
be perfectly suited to engage in advocacy on behalf of intersectionally dis-
advantaged groups.5

Previous chapters have demonstrated that the levels and type of advo-
cacy activity on the part of organizations representing marginalized
groups combine to create a situation in which these organizations signif-
icantly underrepresent multiply marginalized subgroups and overrepre-
sentadvantagedsubgroups.Organizationsare far lessactivewhen it comes
to issues that affect disadvantaged subgroups, and the patterns in their
institutional targeting reinforce this neglect by concentrating dispropor-
tionately high levels of their expensive and politically costly court activity
on overserved, relatively advantaged groups. As illustrated by the case of
theLCCR, coalitions inwhichorganizations agree towork together toward
acommongoal representapossible remedyto this situation.Becausecoali-
tions have the capacity, and indeed the objective, to work on issues that
intersect the interests and goals of many organizations and movements,
they often alleviate the inequities that favor advantaged subgroups at the
expense of disadvantaged ones by giving organizations the opportunity
to work on issues and to service constituencies that they might otherwise
overlook. Coalitions also provide organizations with the opportunity to
serve as mediators among their constituents as well as between their con-
stituents and the constituents of their coalition partners, harnessing these
relationships to build trust and solidarity among these overlapping and
intersecting constituencies (Levi andMurphy 2006).

As I will show in this chapter, alliances with other organizations re-
present one of the most promising avenues for meaningful attention to
and energetic advocacy on intersectional issues. However, coalitions of
organizations are somewhat of a double-edged sword when it comes to
advocacy on such issues. On the one hand, coalitions are a key conduit for
activity on issues affecting disadvantaged subgroups, creating connec-
tions among organizations and the oftentimes narrowly focused single-
axis issues on which they concentrate. On the other hand, however, many
of the challenges that coalitions typically face—how to balance organiza-
tions’ individual concerns about organizational maintenance with their
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contributions to collective efforts; how to address issues such as unequal
resources among coalition members, lack of trust among participating
organizations, ideological differences among the groups, and disagree-
ments about how to frame policy issues—have particularly knotty ram-
ifications when we examine coalitions as potential sites of advocacy for
disadvantaged subgroups (K. Cook, Hardin, and Levi 2005; Levi and Mur-
phy 2006; Rose 2000; Staggenborg 1986). The responses to such challenges
often lead to themarginalizationofdisadvantaged-subgroup issueswithin
coalitions, thereby replicating many of the very dynamics that produce
the low levels of activity on these issues within individual organizations
that were observed in chapter 4. Coalitions therefore bring into sharper
resolution interorganizationally the intraorganizational challenges of in-
tersectionality that that I have discussed in previous chapters. An exam-
ination of coalitions, then, offers another vantage point from which to
assess the quality of representation afforded intersectionally marginal-
ized constituents as well as a window into how the organizations them-
selves understand and approach intersectionally disadvantaged issues.

THE BENEFITS OF COALITIONS FOR ORGANIZATIONS
REPRESENTING MARGINALIZED GROUPS

Coalitions offer an array of benefits to organizations that participate in
such alliances. Among these advantages, coalitions allow advocacy orga-
nizations to combine and compound the strength of their numbers so that
their cooperation increases their jointpolitical influence,which isparticu-
larly helpfulwhen they are facedwith strong, organized opposition (Hath-
away and Meyer 1997; McCammon and Campbell 2002; Meyer 1990, 1993,
Reagon 1983; Staggenborg 1986; Van Dyke 2003; Van Dyke and Soule 2002).
They also allow organizations to share scarce material resources such as
funds and staff and to share political resources, such as access to pol-
icy makers and membership bases (Browne 1998; Levi and Murphy 2006;
Staggenborg 1986). These alliances are also a way to support friends and
allies, and they offer organizations a low-cost way to attend to pressure
from their memberships for greater involvement on specific issues (Jenk-
ins and Perrow 1977). In addition, coalitions allow organizations to access
selective benefits, such as training, technical assistance, and informa-
tion, that are available only to coalition members (C. Cook 1998, 109; Hula
1995; Levi and Murphy 2006). Groups involved in coalitions can play an
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important role in the early stages of shaping the agenda and framing the
issues around which the coalitions form, and these organizations might
also be able to lay claim to some of the spoils resulting from these efforts
(Hula 1995; Snow and Benford 1992).

Coalitionsoffer thesebenefits tomost typesof interest groups.Business
organizations, conservative organizations, and nonideological organiza-
tions all stand to gain when they work together to advance their common
interests.While it is true that just about any type of organization can ben-
efit form working in coalition with other groups, historically, coalitions
have been especially attractive and beneficial to public interest groups and
organizations representingmarginalizedgroups (Browne 1998; Bykerk and
Maney 1995; Delgado 1986; Hojnacki 1997, 1998; Sawyers and Meyer 1999;
Schlozman 1990; Staggenborg 1986; Tarrow 2005; Van Dyke 2003).6 For
organizations such as these, coalitions hold particularly strong norma-
tive, ideological, and strategic benefits. As I will elaborate in this chapter,
for organizations that by themselves represent small populations, work-
ing within a coalition helps aggregate their collective strength in order to
achieveastrongervoice innationalpolitics. Inaddition,organizations that
representmarginalized groups gain increased credibilitywith policymak-
erswhen they allywith other organizations (Woliver 1998). Coalitions sim-
ilarly can increase the legitimacy of “insider” organizationswith a broader
array of grassroots constituents. Working in coalitions also advances sol-
idaristic and ideological goals held by many organizations, such as the
belief that “no one is free until we all are free.”

strategic benefits: strength in numbers

Coalitions have considerable strategic value for organizations that repre-
sentweak,minority,ormarginalizedgroups.Bycombiningtheir resources
and efforts, groups such aswomen, racialminorities, lesbian, gay, bisexual,
and transgender (LGBT) people, and low-income people canwork together
to promote shared goals or to thwart a common enemy, allowing them to
participate in issues that they might not otherwise have the resources to
address (Gamson1961, 1975;Lipsky1970;C.Tilly 1978;VanDyke2003).While
coalitionsincreasethenumbersofsupportersforall typesoforganizations,
this benefit has particular significance when it comes to marginalized
groups for whom the premium on deriving strength fromnumbers is par-
ticularly high. Asminority or otherwiseweak groups, their constituencies
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comprise only small portions of the general public, but their numbers
increase tremendously when they work with others who have similar
interests. For example, in 2004, African Americans, Latinos, Asian Pacific
Americans, andNativeAmericans accounted for approximately 12.8 percent,
14.1 percent, 4.4 percent, and 1.0 percent, respectively, of the total popu-
lation of the United States. Together, however, these groups comprised
approximately a third of the U.S. population (U.S. Census Bureau 2004).

This benefit was cited repeatedly by interviewees as an advantage of
working in coalition with other organizations. The political director at a
major LGBT organization said, for example, that her organization works
in coalition withmany civil rights and women’s organizations because, as
she put it, “we recognized early on that we would be nowhere if we tried
to do this alone.”7 In other words, organizations like hers must coalesce
with like-minded groups if their agendas are to have any hope of success.
Similarly, discussing the benefits and drawbacks of coalition work, the
chair of the board of an African American civil rights group characterized
the best thing about working in coalitions as being “that your forces and
your members increase.” “Instead of it being just you,” he explained, “it’s
you and somebody else working towards a common goal and new ideas,
methods, and strengths.”8

The comments of the executive director of a large social justice organi-
zationunderscored thebenefits of the largenumbers that come frombeing
part of a coalition. He said that no single organization is large enough or
strong enough to “achieve an agenda” on its own. However, he continued,
his organization is involved in a coalition of thirty-four national environ-
mental groups whose total membership approaches ten million people.
Once members of the coalition come to an agreement on an issue, he ex-
plained, “we can then talk to Bill Clinton or Bush . . . andwe can say, ‘We’re
here for all the environmentalists.’ If I just called to say, ‘This is [organi-
zation name]. Could you talk to me?’ they would say, ‘I don’t think so.’”
Politiciansaremoreresponsive tocoalitionsnotonlybecauseof theirnum-
bers but also because of the diversity of constituencies that coalitions sig-
nify. Consequently, this respondent continued, when this environmental
coalition approaches policymakers, “it’s not just elitist environmentalists
wanting to go backpacking in fancy national parks. It’s people worried
about the lungs of asthmatic kids in the black section of Atlanta.”9 This
statement suggests that coalitions that gather organizations and move-
ments that donot often ally—such as the “turtles andTeamsters” coalition
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that brought together environmentalists and labor activists to protest the
World Trade Organization Ministerial in Seattle, Washington, in 1999—
have great symbolic value that can be particularly effective (Levi andMur-
phy 2006, 656).

credibility and legitimacy

This last statement also illuminates another reason why coalitions are pop-
ular with advocacy organizations that represent weak groups: coalitions
can increase credibility for these organizations, both among politicians
andamongtheirownconstituents.Thepolicydirectorofawomen’sorgani-
zation alluded to the credibility that can comewith a large base of support
as a reason that coalitions are so useful. Coalitions “always help,” she said,
and working with others is really the “only way you get any real change”
because “you’ve got to bring more than just one organizational voice, and
you need to bring folks who have grassroots constituency together with
folks who are working the state legislatures with the folks who have some
academic credentials.” “You can’t do anything in this town without a
coalition,” she explained, “I mean, the first question [from policy makers]
is, ‘Who supports this?’”10 Such structural features of national politics
make coalitions a necessity for all types of interest groups, but they bear
particular weight for organizations that have fewer resources and whose
constituents are marginalized and often dismissed by political actors.

These statements from organization leaders also highlight two related,
though somewhat contradictory, facets of coalitions that make them par-
ticularly important to the organizations in this study. To accomplish their
policy goals, organizations representing women, racial minorities, and
low-income people must negotiate the difficult task of using insider tac-
tics to fight for outsider groups in national politics. To do so, they need the
legitimacy that comes from associating with powerful and credentialed
individuals and groups. At the same time, these organizations also need
to demonstrate that the causes they are pursuing are not narrow and self-
interested, and therefore they depend upon the legitimacy of the “grass
roots” and the support of theirmarginalized constituents. Coalitions offer
the possibility of both forms of legitimacy—with powerful groups and
withmoremarginalized groups. For relativelymainstreamgroups, allying
with grassroots or “outsider” organizations can increase their credibility
amongmoremarginal constituencies whomight ordinarily dismiss them
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as “insiders.” For these organizations, joining coalitions that are working
onissuesthattheyhavenotpreviouslythoughtofascentraltotheirmission
also allows them to reach out to new constituencies, thereby broadening
their base. Although such outreach is also possible when an organization
gets involved in a new public policy issue by itself, allying with other
groups can give a newcomer to an issue access to its allies’ members while
also imparting to the novice organization a level of credibility it would
have had a hard time achieving on its own. For example, labor unions
seeking to expand theirmembership base by organizingMexican and Chi-
nese immigrants have beenmore successful since joining with Latino and
Asian PacificAmerican organizations in opposing anti-immigrant legisla-
tion (D.Warren 2005; J.Wong 2006). Like coalitions among atypical allies,
the symbolic value of coalitions between what Margaret Levi and Gillian
Murphy characterize as “the great and the small” poses implicit threats
to authorities and gives organizations ways to negotiate the often tenu-
ous line between insider and outsider tactics and status (Levi andMurphy
2006, 656).

economies of scale

In addition to expanding their numbers and increasing their credibility,
coalitions also allow groups to expand the range of resources available to
them, particularly when they are under threat (Meyer 1990, 1993; Staggen-
borg 1986; Van Dyke 2003; Van Dyke and Soule 2002). Although shared re-
sources and economies of scale are beneficial to all types of organizations,
these benefits are particularly important for advocacy organizations rep-
resenting marginalized groups, which, as I showed in chapter 3, are, on
average,more resource-poor than business, corporate, andprofessional
organizations. The executive director of an African American organiza-
tion commented, for example, “We spend a lot of our time [working in
coalitions] because . . . our resources aren’t as plentiful as we would like.
It really calls for us to work in coalitions and organizations that have
similar focus as ours.”11 The executive director of a women’s labor group
spoke in similar terms about a tax-related coalition that “encompasses
women’s organizations, civil rightsorganizations, labor, andenvironmen-
talgroups.”“It’saverybroadcoalition,”sheobserved,“[which] increasesits
possibility of success . . . just because of the resources that are available.”12

With smaller budgets than business and professional organizations, and
with fewer lawyers and lobbyists on their smaller staffs, organizations
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representingmarginalized groups benefit a great deal when they can pool
these scarce resources within coalitions.

ideological commitments and prefigurative politics

Many scholars have found that basic agreement on ideological princi-
ples amongmember organizations is an important condition for coalition
work (Gerhards and Rucht 1992; Levi and Murphy 2006; Van Dyke 2003).
Ideological commitments that emphasize solidarity and giving voice to
the voiceless also encourage coalition work among organizations that pri-
oritize values such as these (G. Arnold 1995; Staggenborg 1986; Van Dyke
2003; see alsoMansbridge 1983).Organizationsoftenare compelledby such
commitments to transcend their own immediate self-interest in service to
broader ideological goals in ways that complement the effects of feelings
of linked fate and collective identity thatwere discussed in chapter 3 (Bawn
1999; Browne 1998; Coles 1996; VanDyke 2003). For example, the director of
civil rights at a labor organization explained that many labor unions have
been very active in coalition efforts against vouchers for public schools,
even though many of their members would appreciate the vouchers be-
cause they “want to put their kids in private school.” The labor unions
nonetheless participate in the antivoucher coalition, she claimed, because
they share an understanding that “public education is a right” that is un-
dermined by vouchers. “So,” she explained, “they will go with us on that
issue” because their ideological commitment to public education trumps
whatmight seemtobe their self-interest inpolicies allowingvouchers that
would help them pay for their own children’s private schooling.13

In addition to joining coalitions that further specific ideological goals,
many of the ideologies embraced by organizations representingmarginal-
ized groups emphasize alliances and solidarity as goals in themselves (G.
Arnold 1995; Bunch 1987;Coles 1996; Flammang 1997;Giddings 1984;Gomes
and Williams 1995a; Staggenborg 1986; Van Dyke 2003). As a result, for
many progressive groups, allying with other organizations in coalitions
provides opportunities to engage in what sociologist Wini Breines (1989)
andother have called “prefigurative politics” by embodying in their tactics
the changes and ideals that theywant to see in theworld (see alsoG.Arnold
1995; Freeman 1972–73).14 In this way, coalitions are accomplishments in
themselves, offering a way to put theory into practice by enacting ideo-
logically salient tropes and frames that emphasize unity, solidarity, and
equality—themes such as “sisterhood,” “one big union,” “no one is free
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until we all are free,” and “the people united” (Taylor 1995). As such, coali-
tions capture and advance the moral as well as the numerical strengths of
social justice work for organizations that advocate on behalf of marginal-
ized populations.

COALITIONS AND INTERSECTIONALLY DISADVANTAGED
SUBGROUPS

For organizations representingmarginalizedgroups, then, coalitionshold
particular benefits that make them extremely popular forms of mobiliza-
tion within this interest community. Given this range of benefits, it not
surprising that 98 percent of the organizations in the SNESJOhaveworked
in coalitions at some point, with approximately two-thirds reporting that
they have done so “frequently” (see fig. 6.1).15 Within some categories of
organizations, such as Asian Pacific American, African American, and
Latino organizations, all organizations reported at least some participa-
tion in coalitions. For example, when asked how often her women’s or-
ganization forms coalitions with other organizations, one field organizer
said, “100 percent. . . . All the time. We go out of our way to coalition with
other organizations.”16 In fact, almost all the respondents affirmed that
coalitions are a key part of their work—even “too much,” as one execu-
tive director commented wryly, suggesting that perhaps her organization
ought to bemore selective in its attempts to work with other groups.17

In addition to the general attractiveness of coalitions for the organi-
zations in this study, evidence from the survey and interviews suggests
that some features of coalitionsmake them a particularly popularmethod
for addressing intersectional issues. Specifically, although organizations
make extensive use of coalitions when it comes to other issue types, coali-
tions are the most frequently reported activity for issues affecting inter-
sectionally disadvantaged subgroups (see fig. 6.2). Coalitions are therefore
the source of a very high percentage of the activity that is devoted to
disadvantaged-subgroup issues and are consequently a fertile source of
representation for intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups.

Thepopularityofcoalitionsasawaytoaddressdisadvantaged-subgroup
issues is understandable because such partnerships with other organiza-
tions offer a low-cost, low-profileway toget involved in an issue. By allying
with others, organizations can take part in policy activity on issues about
which they would otherwise likely be inactive, and they can do so with-
out expending extensive resources or calling too much attention to their
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Fig. 6.1. Coalition use, by organization type. Organization officers were asked, “On a scale of 1
to 5, where 1 is ‘never’ and 5 is ‘frequently,’ how often does your organization use each of the
following influencingmethods . . . Entering into coalitions orworkingwithother organizations.”
Data in the columns reflect the percentage of respondents giving answers from “2” through “5”
(data from SNESJO).

Fig. 6.2. Tactics used to pursue disadvantaged-subgroup issues. Organization officers were
asked, “Ona scale of 1 to 5,where 1 is ‘never’ and5 is ‘frequently,’ howoftendoes yourorganization
engage in the following activities in pursuing its policy goals on the issue of [the policy issue in
question]?” Bars represent themean response for each tactic (data from SNESJO).
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efforts (Staggenborg 1986). Alliances can be particularly useful when it
comes to disadvantaged-subgroup issues that, as I showed in chapter 4,
tend not to be popular among constituents. In fact, many of the officers I
interviewed made repeated references to channeling activity on such
issues into coalition work. For example, the executive director of an eco-
nomic justice organization toldme thatwhenhermembers are ambivalent
about an issue or when the organization does not want to take the lead on
it is “exactly whywe enter into coalitions. Our namemight be on a sign-on
letter, or we might be doing some visits on a particular issue, but . . . we
aren’t seen as the one out in front on it.”18

Similarly, the executive director of anAsianPacificAmerican organiza-
tion explained that her organization often restricts its work on issues that
are controversial among its constituents to coalition efforts. Doing so, she
said, is oneway to show support for an issue and for the organizations that
areworking on it, but in a low-profileway. For example, she explained that
violence againstwomen (an issue that affects an intersectionally disadvan-
taged subset of her group’s constituency) is a “touchy” subject within the
community she represents. As a consequence, she told me, “rather than
being out there as an organization”when it comes to addressing this issue,
her organization “sign[s] on with some other groups.”19

facilitating mediation, promoting intersectionally
linked fate, and expanding agendas

In addition to constituting a key source of activity when it comes to issues
affecting intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups, coalitions promote
trusting relationships among organizations. These relationships in turn
can encourage the use of representation as a form of mediation and can
nurture a sense of intersectionally linked fate (Gerhards and Rucht 1992;
Levi and Murphy 2006; Van Dyke 2003). This sense of connectedness is
possible because coalitions foster conditions that highlight connections
among issues and constituencies, thereby providing organizations with
an opportunity to expand their analysis of the policy issues at hand and
to take into account the interests of the overlapping and intersecting con-
stituencies that comprise the coalition (Van Dyke 2003). Coalitions thus
can persuade their constituent organizations to take into account issues
affecting intersectionally disadvantaged groups that they might not ordi-
narily consider.
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An instance of this process is evident in the case of the LCCR’s position
on immigration policy described at the beginning of this chapter. Labor
groupsandAfricanAmericanorganizations thataremembersof this coali-
tion had previously cited fears of worker displacement by immigrants as
justification for supporting strategies such as employer sanctions. Immi-
gration rights and civil liberties organizations within the LCCR argued
that such measures led to discrimination against workers who “appeared
foreign,” and a report from the Government Accounting Office found that
this was indeed the case (Quiroz-Martı́nez 2001). The relationships that
had been developed among the LCCR’s member organizations fostered
conditions under which the labor and African American organizations
could not avoid confronting the claims and demands of the civil liber-
ties, immigration, Asian Pacific American, and Latino organizations. The
claims made by these latter groups addressed, at their core, the impor-
tance of recognizing the intersectional disadvantages faced by a subset
of workers who are simultaneously marginalized by their status as low-
income workers, people of color, and immigrants. Understanding the ef-
fects of these intersecting forms of discrimination led to the recognition
that employer sanctions reliedonraciallydiscriminatorypractices that ran
counter to the actual objectives of African American organizations. As a
consequence, taking intoaccount theclaimsofAsianPacificAmericanand
Latino organizations broadened understandings of racial discrimination
among the other constituent organizations of the LCCR as well as their
understandings of what it means to protect workers.

The kind of mediation made possible by coalitions, then, leads to rela-
tionships ofmutuality and trust thatmake it more likely that participants
will feel responsible, and at times indebted, to othermembers of the coali-
tion (Levi and Murphy 2006). As a consequence, coalition partners often
are able to solicit more involvement from other participating organiza-
tions than these groups might choose to contribute to an effort were they
working on their own. Although an organization might prefer to partici-
pate only nominally in a coalition on a disadvantaged-subgroup issue that
falls outside its main areas of interest, its ability to limit its participation
under such conditions depends in part upon what the other members of
the coalition demand and expect.20

Forexample,whenaskediftheir levelof involvementinacoalitionvaries
based on how central to their mission is the issue around which the coali-
tion formed, the executive director of an African American organization
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answered in the negative, saying, “our coalition partners don’t let us
[choose our level of participation]. . . . They don’t let us take a ‘sit-back’ po-
sitionon the issues. They reallydrawusup front.”21 As anexample, he cited
his organization’s work onwelfare reform. At first, he explained, his orga-
nization had not even considered getting involved in efforts surrounding
the 1996PersonalResponsibilityandWorkOpportunityReconciliationAct
(PRWORA) that reformed the system of public assistance to low-income
people. After being approached by another organization with which his
group had worked in coalition on several issues in the past, he agreed to
sign his organization onto this group’s efforts to influence the pending
welfare legislation. Intending mainly to lend his organization’s name and
passive support to the effort, his organization instead was convinced to
take abigger role in the coalition andendedup, in thewordsof this respon-
dent, “a part of the main coalition in the whole development process.”22

connecting issues

The foregoing example is significant not only because that organization
was compelled to participatemore fully than it had originally planned but
also because its increased involvement helped the group make connections
between its core policy interests and other policy issues. In particular, the
organization was able to connect issues of criminal justice that form the
core of its agenda to broad issues of poverty, unemployment, and income
inequality. These new commitments broadened the organization’s agenda
and, in the words of the executive director, “really opened up our eyes . . .
It just really made me see that in the broader context, . . . we are a central
part of these issues.”23

In another example, the executive director of an antipoverty organiza-
tion toldme that when his organization began organizing with antihome-
lessness advocates, “We went to some of their meetings, we had some of
our peoplewhowent to testify at theirmeetings. It was very good” because
the members of his organization had the opportunity to meet “other peo-
ple in similar situations [who were] taking a step to become advocates for
their own issues.”24 Most important was that working in coalition with
other organizations allowed these members to draw connections between
poverty andhomelessness and to explore issues at the intersection of these
two issues that they had previously thought of as separate.

Similarly, the executive director of a reproductive rights organization
explained thathergroupconsciously formedas a coalitionof representatives
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from an array of communities that felt that they had been ill served by
reproductive health politics and technologies. In particular, the coalition
intended to bring together women’s health activists and researchers with
low-income women and women of color—groups that often have made
it clear that they frequently have felt ignored, abused, and exploited by
proponents of birth control and sterilization (J. Nelson 2003). Working in
coalition, this executivedirector argued, themovement is stronger, speaks
with a more unified voice, and commands a broad appeal and increased
credibility. The broad coalition infuses its work on reproductive rights
with considerations about issues of race and class that many argue have
tended tohavebeengiven short shrift bymanypro-choiceorganizations (J.
Nelson 2003; Silliman et al. 2004). In these ways, this coalition has worked
to rectify themissteps that have been takenwithin the reproductive rights
community and to build trust amongmany communities of women, and,
crucially, it has tried to ensure that these concerns will continue to be
addressed in the future.25

connecting organizations

As the foregoing examples demonstrate, the cross-fertilization of issues
and constituencies born of coalition work stimulates understanding about,
and sometimes promotes activity dealing with, issues affecting disadvan-
taged subgroups that otherwise likely would not be cultivated. In these
ways, the relationships nurtured by coalitions can lead to a broader vision,
to understandings about how issues are connected, and, ultimately, to
more comprehensive solutions to the multifaceted issues that face margin-
alized groups.

In addition to drawing connections among issues, participants in a
coalition often develop connections to one another that in turn foster
commitments to the survival and success of the coalition itself (G. Arnold
1995; Levi andMurphy forthcoming). The executive director of a large civil
rights organization emphasized to me, for example, “No one wants the
death of the coalition on their hands.”As a consequence of this concern, he
continued, “thosewhoapproach thiswork ingood faith reallydo recognize
almost a sacred obligation to be thoughtful about how they pursue their
institutional interests so that they don’t jeopardize the great value that
that coalition brings to many.”26 Allegiances such as these can help foster
advocacyandrepresentationfor intersectionallydisadvantagedsubgroups
because,asonerespondentput it,where thereareconflicts, theyencourage
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members of coalitions to “step back from their own peripheral interests
and to lookmore broadly at the interest of the coalition.”27

Several respondents referenced their commitments to coalitionsashav-
ing broadening effects on their policy issue participation. The executive
director of a women’s health organization said, for example, that her or-
ganization generally tries “to keep to our niche where it’s possible.” The
group ismoreflexible, however,when itworks in coalitions, particularly if
it is clear the coalitionwill benefitmore if the organization reaches outside
its niche anddoes “somethingbeyondwhatwewouldhave done just based
on our own strengths.”28

When organizations are encouraged to identify with the interests and
fatesofothergroups, theycanbeencouragedtoovercomethenarrowfram-
ings that, as I have shown in previous chapters, characterize the typical
approach to issues affecting disadvantaged subgroups of their constituen-
cies and that suppress activity on these issues.

first, do no harm

The relationships fostered by coalitions, then, stimulate organizations
to broaden their agendas and to join efforts on disadvantaged-subgroup
issues that they might otherwise ignore. These relationships also pro-
mote connections between organizations that foster loyalty among them,
thereby cultivating investments in the success of the coalitions themselves
that also can encourage increased attention to issues affecting disad-
vantaged subgroups. In addition to these proactive effects, the trust and
commitments promoted by coalitions also can have a preemptive effect
that prevents groups from pursuing policy goals that might be detrimental
to the intersectionally disadvantaged subgroupsof their coalitionpartners
(Levi and Murphy 2006). The executive director of a large civil rights
coalition explained, “In some instances, you ask forbearance from organi-
zations that would otherwise want to block you from taking positions.”29

Coalitions, he argued, often compel participants to “gauge the issue and
its importance to” the overall legislative program of their organizations,
reflectingonhowimportant it is that theyweigh inonan issue if theirposi-
tion on it does not accordwith that of othermembers of the coalition. This
process can allow “the rest of the coalition to move forward” even if some
member organizations do not support involvement in a particular issue.30

This respondent recounted several policy issues on which opposition
from constituent organizations had posed challenges to the coalition.
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Becausethiscoalitionoperatesviaconsensus,suchoppositionoftenthreat-
ens to stymieadvocacyonan issue. Inoneparticularlypertinent case, some
of the religious organizations in the coalition opposed its advocacy of fed-
eralanti–hatecrimelegislationandworkplaceprotectionsforLGBTpeople.
However, after many conversations and meetings, not only did these
organizationsrefrainfromvetoingthecoalition’sadvocacyof theseprotec-
tions, they also refrained from doing anything on their own to oppose the
legislation. “Sometimes,” the executive director of this coalition argued,
“the best that you could hope to do is get them [participating organiza-
tions] to do no harm.”31 Participating in coalitions improves the odds that
groups will abide by this maxim by fostering commitments of trust, sol-
idarity, and linked fate among a wide range of organizations representing
many different groups.

INTERSECTIONALITY AND THE LIMITS
OF COALITION POLITICS

Coalitions promote intersectional understandings about issues and con-
stituencies and are a key source of advocacy on issues affecting intersec-
tionally disadvantaged subgroups. However, coalitions present their own
challenges to effective advocacy and representation. Much evidence from
theSNESJOand the interviews suggests thatwhile theycorrectmanyof the
inequities in representation for intersectionallydisadvantagedsubgroups,
coalitions also reproduce and bring into sharper resolution many of the
sameproblemsassociatedwith advocacyonbehalf of these subgroups that
have been on display in previous chapters.

Indeed, struggles over intersectionally disadvantaged-subgroup issues
are at the heart of the challenges facing coalitions of organizations repre-
sentingwomen, racialminorities, and low-incomepeople. Even coalitions
that ostensibly are pursuing common goals have to reconcile the inter-
ests and objectives of a wide range of organizations that have different
constituencies and varying ideologies; use different tactics; have access
to varying levels of resources; may not trust one another; and may dis-
agree about everything from issue framing to choice of tactics (K. Cook,
Hardin, and Levi 2005; Levi andMurphy 2006; Rose 2000).32 These and other
common hurdles, such as organizations’ concerns about their individual
organizational maintenance, pose particular challenges when it comes to
the efficacy of advocacy for disadvantaged subgroups on the part of coali-
tions. As a consequence, decisions about how to allocate their scarce time,
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energy, and resources have implications for precisely the questions that
are at issue when it comes to representing intersectionally disadvantaged
subgroups within the organizations that comprise the coalition.

In coalitions, these challenges of intersectionality are manifested in-
terorganizationally rather than intraorganizationally.Whenorganizations
work together on policy issues,many of the challenges and dynamicswithin
individual organizations that engender low levels of activity on intersec-
tionally disadvantaged issues are replicated within the broader coalition.
Consequently, coalitions often are strained by or disband over the same
kinds of issues that suppress the activity of individual organizations on
issues affecting intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups of their con-
stituencies (G. Arnold 1995; Levi and Murphy 2006; Spalter-Roth and Sch-
reiber 1995).

As outlined in the previous section, the potential benefits of coalition
work are numerous and profound; however, where intersectionally disad-
vantaged interests are concerned, organizations do not always realize the
full benefits of coalitions. Overall, organizations’ commitment to coali-
tions addressing disadvantaged-subgroup issues tends to be weaker and
more symbolic than it is when it comes to other issue types. In addition,
as is the case in individual organizations, the impact of issues affecting
intersectionally disadvantaged member groups of coalitions often is par-
ticularized and played down, and the concerns of the organizations speak-
ing for these weaker groups frequently are marginalized by advantaged
member organizations. So, while coalitions are a key source of activity
on such issues, they do not prevent the more general tendency of organi-
zations to give short shrift to the issues that affect their intersectionally
disadvantaged constituents. Instead, as I will show subsequently, coali-
tions perpetuatemany of the inequalities in representation atworkwithin
individual organizations.

symbolic efforts

Theorganizations that join together in coalitions rarelymake equal contri-
butions to the overall effort but rather commit varying levels of energy and
resources thatdependonorganizationalmaintenance-relatedcriteria such
as how much they expect to benefit from a coalition and how central the
goals of the coalition are seen as being to theirmain policy objectives (Levi
andMurphy forthcoming). Based on such factors, organizations choose to
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play either a coreor aperipheral role in thealliance’s efforts (Hojnacki 1998;
Hula 1999; Staggenborg 1986).As a consequence, onedefining limitationof
coalitions when it comes to advocacy on disadvantaged-subgroup issues
is that organizations often devote only symbolic efforts to issues affecting
these groups, reserving their “best efforts” in coalition work for the issues
that they see as central to their main policy goals. Because, as we saw in
chapter 4, disadvantaged-subgroup issues are far less likely thanmajority
or advantaged-subgroup issues to be seen in this way, this tendency has
a suppressive effect on levels of effort within coalitions addressing issues
affecting intersectionally disadvantaged groups.

These unequal efforts are evident in respondents’ answers to survey
questions about their participation in coalitions when it comes to partic-
ular policy issues. The proportion of organizations engaging in coalition
work is relatively equal over each of the four types of public policy issues,
ranging from 90 percent in the case of advantaged-subgroup issues to 95
percent in the case of majority issues (see fig. 6.3). However, while the
percentage of organizations working in coalitions does not vary much by
issue type, the average level of participation in coalitions varies a fair bit,
and participation levels are lower where disadvantaged-subgroup issues
are concerned than they are for either majority or advantaged-subgroup
issues. The disparity between the two measures also demonstrates that
although organizations are somewhat less likely to join coalitions when it
comes to advantaged-subgroup issues than they are for other issues, when
they do join coalitions on such issues, they are very active. On the other
hand, while a higher proportion of organizations join coalitions as part
of their advocacy on disadvantaged-subgroup issues, the resources and
energy that they devote to coalition work on such issues is lower than it is
whentheywork incoalitiononother issues.Asaconsequence, theirpartic-
ipation in coalitions on disadvantaged-subgroup issues is often relatively
shallow andmore symbolic than it is substantive.

Interviews support and illuminate this evidence from the survey and
illustrate that advocacy organization officers often frame disadvantaged-
subgroup issues as narrow, particularistic, and outside their niches. The
interviewsalsoaresuggestiveregardingtheways inwhichthis framingcan
lead them to devote largely symbolic levels of energy to coalitions around
these issues. I asked the executive director of an economic justice orga-
nization about his organization’s activity on the issue of public funding
for reproductive health services. Although these services are particularly
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Fig. 6.3. Participation in coalitions, by issue type. Organization officers were asked, “On a scale
of 1 to 5, where 1 is ‘never’ and 5 is ‘frequently,’ how often does your organization engage in the
following activities in pursuing its policy goals on the issue of [the policy issue in question]?”
Data in thecolumnsreflect thepercentageof respondentsgivinganswers from“2” through“5” for
each issue type. The trend line shows themean response for each issue type (data from SNESJO).

important to low-incomewomen, he said that he does not see this issue as
being central to his organization’s policy concerns. Consequently, when
the organization participates in coalitions addressing this issue, it simply
signs on to what he characterized as “other people’s stuff.” As such, he
tends not to devote a great deal of time or energy in such cases. Instead, he
said, “we’reusuallyprettyclearaboutareaswherewecandevotesignificant
amounts of time and where we can’t.”33

capture

The foregoing respondent’s use of the phrase “other people’s stuff ” is
instructive and emblematic, illustrating that organizations often view the
coalition work that they devote to disadvantaged-subgroup issues as a
form of altruism rather than as part of their mandates as representatives
of broad and diverse constituencies. As we saw in chapter 4, when officers
at advocacy organizations think about and frame issues as “belonging” to
someone else, they rarely take the ownership of them that is necessary to
prioritize them.Because framings suchas thesearemuchmorecommonin
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thecaseofdisadvantaged-subgroupissues,officersfeel justifiedinlimiting
their participation in the coalitions that are formed to address these issues
in much the same way they justify low levels of activity on these issues
more generally. In addition, organizations with fewer resources within
coalitions are often more dependent on, and therefore often more active
participants in, these joint efforts than are other organizations. As Susan
Staggenborg explains, organizations with fewer resources “may be more
likely to put time into a coalition because they can engage in activities
in coalition that they cannot do alone” (Staggenborg 1986, 386). These
lower-resourced organizations consequently are subject to “capture” by
coalitions inmuch the sameway thatdisadvantaged subgroups are subject
to“capture”byorganizations (Frymer 1999).Assuch,weakerorganizations
have little alternative but to participate in coalitions even if these alliances
fail to devote energy and resources to the issues that interest themmost.

For example, the executive director of a civil rights organization told
me that he often has worked with organizations that are much wealthier
and thathavemuchmorepolitical access thanhisownorganization.While
he and his organization are typically very activemembers of the coalitions
initiated by these other organizations, he said that it is less common for
these same organizations to participate at high levels in the coalitional
efforts that are initiated by his group unless they happen to involve issues
that are central to their agendas. He tolerates the unevenness of their con-
tributions because he appreciates that his organization and the coalition
benefit from their associationwith thesemore powerful organizations. “It
is better tohave themin thannot,”he explained, “even if their involvement
is relatively marginal” because “their name enriches the diversity of the
group seeking change.”34

Staggenborg (1986) describes a related instance in her examination of a
pro-choice coalition in Chicago. Coalition members were frustrated, she
found, by what they perceived as limited contributions to the coalition
by the Chicago chapter of the National Organization for Women (NOW).
Although Chicago NOW was one of the more highly resourced members
of the coalition, it participated primarily by “sending a representative to
Alliance meetings.” In addition, “while other organizations in the coali-
tion contributed voluntary dues to the Alliance, NOW declined to do so”
(Staggenborg 1986, 384–85).

Uneven contributions of time and resources to coalitional efforts are
an inevitable element of such alliances. It is understandable that concerns
about organizational maintenance and reputation will lead organizations
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to hesitate about diverting a significant portionof their scarce resources to
activities for which they will have to share credit with other groups. Simi-
larly, it is reasonable to expect that these same concerns will lead organi-
zations to devote greater levels of resources and activity to coalitions that
address issues that are most central to their agendas (Staggenborg 1986).
However logical these decisions are, however, the aforementioned respon-
dent’s statements aswell as the pro-choice coalition examined by Staggen-
borg illustrate that such choices often lead to disparities that exacerbate
the inequalitiesbetweenweaker andstrongerorganizations.Whenorgani-
zationswithmore resourceswithhold them froma coalition ofwhich they
are a part, they impose unequal burdens on weaker organizations, which
are likely to participatemore energetically and to devote a greater share of
their scarcer resources to the efforts.

taking the lead

How central the goals of a coalition are to the main policy objectives of
an organization clearly influences its level of engagement in the alliance.
How germane an issue is seen as being to an organization’s central con-
cerns is an even more salient criterion when it comes to taking the lead
in coalitions. Interviewees made repeated references to the fact that their
organizations are most likely to head or organize coalitions on the issues
that they view as being closest to their core mission. For example, when
asked under what circumstances her organization gets involved in coali-
tions, the executive director of a women’s health organization explicitly
contrasted two approaches to coalition work. “Sometimes,” she said, “it
is just, ‘all right, we’ll lend our name to the coalition.’” In cases when the
issue being addressed by the coalition is central to her organization’s own
agenda, however, “it really is an effort tomultiply our strength byworking
with like-minded allies.” In the latter case, coalitions are “a high prior-
ity,” and her organization gets together “with other groups for whom it
is a high-priority area and really put together strategic plans of action.”35

Most significantly, it is in these latter coalitions that this organization’s
participation is themost likely to endure over the long term. The executive
director of a large civil rights organization affirmed the same set of possi-
ble approaches to coalitionwork, summing themup by saying, “Not every
organization brings the full weight of their institutional capability to the
table on every issue. It varies.Whatwefind is that some organizations take
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the lead on issues of particular concern for them, and [they] may join in
other areas in name only.”36

Theevidenceinpreviouschaptersdemonstratesthattheissuesaffecting
disadvantaged subgroups almost invariably are perceived as less central to
organizations’ mandates than majority and advantaged-subgroup issues.
Because the exigencies of organizational maintenance make organiza-
tionsmuchmore likely to put forth a great deal of effort in coalitionswhen
they address issues that they consider part of their “core concerns,” they
aremuch less likely to take the lead on disadvantaged-subgroup issues be-
cause these issuesare seenasperipheral to theorganization’s centralpolicy
concerns and goals. In otherwords, although coalitions provide a low-cost
route to addressing issues affecting disadvantaged subgroups of their
broaderconstituencies,organizationsoftenfail tomakeuseofcoalitions in
ways that attend to such issues in a thorough fashion. Instead, coalitions of-
ten reproduce the same biases towardmajority and advantaged-subgroup
issues that are evident in other types of public policy advocacy.

fragility

Becauseorganizations are free tomodulate their levels of dedication, coali-
tions have little power to compel organizations to make credible commit-
ments to issues that they do not consider central to their missions or that
they regard as “belonging” to someone else (Levi and Murphy 2006). As
a consequence, if an issue is not central to the agendas of many organi-
zations, coalitional efforts to pursue it can fall apart very easily (Sawyers
andMeyer 1999).

Such fragility is illustrated by the comments of the executive director
of a large environmentally oriented social justice organization. I asked this
officer about his organization’s involvement in policy efforts to address
environmental racism (such as the disproportionate locating of environ-
mental hazards in neighborhoods with high concentrations of minority
residents). He told me that this issue was peripheral to his organization’s
main activities but that his grouphad participated in some environmental
justice coalitions. However, he continued, the organization was no longer
involved in the issue because the coalitions that addressed it had all fallen
apart over time.When I asked himwhether his organization usually stops
workingon an issue if the coalitionworkingon it falls apart, he responded,
“No,wekeepgoingnomatterwhat.Weworkwithorwithout coalitions.”37
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When an issue is not at the center of an organization’s agenda, it seems,
its commitment to the coalition addressing the issue is often weak. Thus,
coalition-based efforts can prove fragile if a major player pulls out or if
the key players do not have the resources to keep the effort going or the
coalition together. This is particularly troubling because issues affecting
disadvantaged subgroups are least likely to be central to an organization’s
mission.

marginalizing outsiders

As I discussed earlier, ideological commitments often can facilitate coali-
tion formation and longevity and can even encourage activity on disad-
vantaged-subgroup issues. In addition to these benefits, scholars also have
documented many challenges posed by ideology, particularly by ideolog-
ical differences among coalition member organizations (G. Arnold 1995;
Bernstein 1997; Levi andMurphy 2006; Sawyers andMeyers 1999; Staggen-
borg 1986; Van Dyke 2003). Disagreements about ideological principles
can lead to distrust. Distrust in turn can lead organizations to avoid col-
laborative efforts, viewing them as too difficult or as potentially under-
mining their organization’s collective identity and solidarity (G. Arnold
1995; Gerhards and Rucht 1992; Levi andMurphy 2006; Zald andMcCarthy
1987).

Ideological differences are the source of a more specific impediment
to the use of coalitions as a vehicle for representing intersectionally dis-
advantaged subgroups, one that provides another illustration of the pre-
dicament faced by advocacy organizations as they try to maintain their
credibility with both political elites and marginalized constituents. Con-
cerned about the harmful effects of ideological differences on the ability
of organizations to work together, coalitions often exclude organizations
that are understood to be political outsiders or “radicals” in spite of the
grassroots credibility that they can derive from such organizations that I
have discussed previously. Both outsider status and perceived radicalism
are likely to characterize many of the organizations that represent inter-
sectionally marginalized groups. For example, the organizations that
represent intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups such as low-income
women are almost by definitionmorefirmly outsiders than thosewomen’s
organizations that do not focus on income inequality. These latter organi-
zations also are likely to support extensive and fundamental changes in the
policy areas in question and therefore also aremore likely to be considered
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radical by insider groups.38 Aversions to allying with outsiders and radi-
cals, then, can reduce the probability that such organizationswill have the
opportunity to influence the agendas of the coalitions that form around
the issues that affect many of their constituents. In their examination of
the 1999 “Battle in Seattle,” for example, Levi andMurphy found that “an-
archist groupswhose ideological positionsmade themunable to pledge to
abide by the rules of the engagementwere unwelcome to participate in the
otherwise inclusive” coalitional efforts coordinated by the Direct Action
Network (DAN; Levi and Murphy 2006, 663). When purportedly radical
organizations are included in coalitions, the other members of the effort
often compel themore radical groups tomoderate or otherwise alter their
positions in ways that forfeit issues affecting disadvantaged subgroups.

Some respondents expressed worries that allying with groups that
seem too radical risked undermining their credibility with policy makers.
While I have shown that many organizations are eager to enter broad
coalitions with a wide array of organizations and that many see benefits
associated with the expanded grassroots constituencies such eclecticism
canbring,othersmentioned that theywere typicallyquitehesitant to enter
coalitions with organizations that might threaten their respectability or
standing with elected officials or the public. For example, the executive
director of an antihunger organization explained that his organization
is “very careful” about his group’s choices of allies because it is worried
about inadvertently associating with “extremists.” These extremists, he
explained, “are very dishonest. . . . They don’t say that they have a [specific]
agenda.”39 Inotherwords,while thisorganizationwelcomes the supportof
other organizations that want to end hunger, it avoids organizations that
it considers ideologically extreme, preferring to ally with organizations
whose agendas and beliefs are similar to its own.40

When advocacy organizations do ally with groups that they consider
ideologically radical, they frequently hold these other organizations to
strict rules or explicitly restrict their own level of involvement as well
as the extent to which they will allow the coalition to influence their
actions and positions on issues (Levi and Murphy 2006). For example, the
political director of awell-connected education-oriented economic justice
organization toldme that her organization allies quite oftenwith teachers’
unions around issues of educational policy. However, she explained, it is
important that her organizationmaintain its image of political neutrality,
andsowhile it iscommittedtoitscoalitionwithteachers’unions,hergroup
does not allow its involvement with these organizations to influence its
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positions on unions more generally. Her organization is not explicitly
opposed to working with unions, and “they’ve certainly supported us on
somethingsandwe’vesupportedthemonotherthings.”However,shesaid,
theywillnot takeapositiononunion-related issues. Instead,sheexplained,
the organization stays “hands off” on these questions, evenwhen its union
allies have asked it to support them on labor-relatedmatters.41

Advocacy organizations rely heavily on their credibilitywith and access
to policymakers in order to effectively press their agendas. They are there-
foreunderstandably loath tocompromise this legitimacybybeingpublicly
associatedwith“disreputable”orcontroversialorganizations.Likethecap-
ture of intersectionally marginalized subgroups by the advocacy groups
that claim to represent them in national politics, however, weaker organi-
zations are similarly dependent upon themoremainstream organizations
in their interest community for access and resources (Frymer 1999). As a
consequence, the concerns of more mainstream organizations that their
credibility and ability to attract members and resources will be tainted
by association with more radical groups weighs heavily on organizations
with fewer resources and on groups that are trying to represent inter-
sectionally disadvantaged populations. Such concerns can lead captured
organizations to accommodate the demands of their mainstream allies by
moderating or otherwise altering their positions, usually in favor of issues
andgoals that appeal tomore powerful coalitionmembers (G.Arnold 1995;
Bernstein 1997; Gomes and Williams 1995a).42 For example, in response
to a question I asked about whether she ever finds that she has to adjust
her goals in doing coalition work, the political director of an LGBT group
said, “Do you tone it down because you’re jumping into a coalition fight?
Have I shifted the strategies because we’re playing with a broader group
of people? Yes, I suppose so.” Such adjustment, she argued, is part of the
“very nature” of working in coalition with other organizations. “You’re in
it together,” she said, and so “you’re not necessarily going to get your way
all the time. You hope that in making those compromises and in deciding
to take a secondary role in this case that you’re building a better product
or a better strategy to get your end result.”43

Similarly, the federal legislative counsel of a reproductive rights orga-
nization explained that coalition work sometimes forced her organization
to choose betweenmoderating its goals and rhetoric or pursuing issues on
its own. Speaking about efforts to overturn the “global gag rule” (restric-
tions that bar foreign nongovernmental organizations from receiving any
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moneyfromtheAmericangovernmentfromprovidingarangeofabortion-
related services), she said that her organization had been a member of a
coalition that included groups that “do not want to even use the A-word
[abortion] at all” in addressing the issue, preferring to focus on the policy’s
silencing effect on counseling about family planning and sexually trans-
mitted diseases.44 Her organization, however, insists that this policymust
be addressedwithin the context of abortion and reproductive rights. “So,”
she said, “whenwe can’t do it in coalition,we’ve done it onour own . . . once
we’d agreed that we couldn’t agree, we all moved in our own directions on
it.”45 In this case, the organization did not moderate its own position but
instead pulled out of the coalition.46

the lowest common denominator

Another way in which coalitions can reproduce impediments to advocacy
on disadvantaged-subgroup issues stems from the fact that coalitions get
much of their strength from their ability to settle disputes among organi-
zations, determine their common interests, and therefore present a clear
message and a united front to policy makers, the media, and the pub-
lic (Levi and Murphy 2006; Tarrow 2005). As a consequence, coalitions
often are organized to address the “lowest commondenominator” aspects of
issues—that is, to assemble “minimum winning coalitions” that address
a small piece of a broader issue in which all participating organizations
perceive a common interest (Levi andMurphy 2006; Riker 1962).

While it might seem neutral and perhaps even logical that coalitions
will come together over issues that are of common interest and concern,
statements from the face-to-face interviews illustrate the ways in which
something so seemingly benign can detract from coalition work addressing
disadvantaged-subgroup issues. The vice president of a feminist group
explained, for example, that when her organization works in coalitions, it
tries to achieve a consensus among all participating organizations and to
framethe issuewitha“messagethatworks [from]allofourperspectives.”47

While trying to achieve consensus is an understandable goal, doing so
often is achieved at the expense of those aspects of issues that affect in-
tersectionally disadvantaged subgroups since, as I showed in chapter 4,
these issues are characterized by lower levels of support among members
of their constituencies. In addition, as I have discussed in previous chap-
ters, it is majority and advantaged-subgroup issues that are most often
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framed as being the ones in which all members of a constituency have
a “common interest.” Such framings regularly are applied to issues that
may have little chance of affecting members of disadvantaged subgroups
of the constituency in question. Nonetheless, it is assumed that feelings of
linked fatewill leadmembers of disadvantaged subgroups to identify their
interests with those ofmore advantaged subgroups of their communities.
Even in cases inwhich linked fate does not leadmembers of disadvantaged
subgroups to identify with these interests, as captured constituencies,
they likely will feel compelled to support them. Disadvantaged-subgroup
issues, on the other hand,more often are framed by officers particularisti-
cally, as having a narrow impact, and as being outside of an organization’s
niche. These issues consequently are consideredmore expendable, and or-
ganization officers are less worried if they feel compelled to jettison them
in order tomaintain the coalition. As a result, focusing on lowest common
denominator issues often means that coalitions exclude those aspects of
an issue that affect intersectionally marginalized subgroups while at the
sametimerelyingonthesupportofandclaimingtorepresent themembers
of these subgroups.

The comments of the executive director of a civil rights group that
focuses on criminal justice issues illustrate this point. His organization
frequently works in coalition with traditional civil rights organizations
on criminal justice–related civil rights issues. However, these coalition
efforts tend to shortchange many aspects of the criminal justice issues
that his organization addresses, particularly those affecting low-income
people, because other organizations within the coalition are uncomfortable
with the kinds of issues that affect this intersectionally disadvantaged
group.Heobserved,“Withthecivilrightsgroups,they’remostcomfortable
with issues like racial profiling. That’s a mainline issue. It affects fliers
and drivers. Not the people you see when you come to criminal court.
They take the bus to the courthouse and don’t fly [in] an airplane.”48 As a
consequence, theweight and resources of the coalition are brought to bear
only on the aspects of criminal justice issues that thesemore “traditional”
organizations have in common with his group. The coalition’s access and
resources, then, are not made available for advocacy on issues such as
access to public housing and Temporary Assistance to Needy Families (or
TANF, the current name for financial assistance to low-income people
that previously had been called Assistance to Families with Dependent
Children) for people with felony convictions—issues that have a disparate
impacton low-incomecriminaldefendants.Whencoalitions fail to takeon
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such issues, they neglect the groups that are affected by them and, in this
case, also pass up crucial opportunities to address theways inwhich racial
discrimination intersects with economic disadvantage as manifested in
criminal justice–related issues.

Emphasizing the lowest common denominator among participating
organizations, then, functions within coalitions in much the same way
that concerns for “common interests” functionwithin organizations. That
is, emphasizing the lowest common denominator suppresses activity on
disadvantaged-subgroup issues and intensifies activity on majority and
advantaged-subgroup issues. Becausemajority and advantaged-subgroup
issues are most likely to be universalized while disadvantaged-subgroup
issues are likely to be particularized, a focus on lowest common denomi-
nator issues often leads coalitions to exclude those aspects of an issue that
affect intersectionally marginalized groups. The negative implications of
such a framing are highlighted by the following remarks by the executive
directorof aneconomic justiceorganization.Commentingon the strategic
benefits of coalescing around a narrow, common issue, he said that doing
so often comes at the expense of addressing issues in his organization’s
“broader context andwith other areas.” This is unfortunate, he argued, be-
cause “the whole movement benefits” when issues are addressed in broad
contexts and in ways that illuminate the connections among them.49

CONCLUSION

Coalitions allow organizations that represent small and marginalized
groups to consolidate their strength and resources, increase their credi-
bility with both political elites and grassroots constituents, and engage
in prefigurative political activities that advance their ideological goals.
The evidence presented in this chapter also reinforces the contention that
coalition politics are, at their core, about intersectional politics. Indeed,
coalitions hold a great deal of potential as a form of advocacy for intersec-
tionally disadvantaged subgroups, and they account for a disproportion-
ately large share of the activity devoted to disadvantaged-subgroup issues
by advocacy organizations.Moreover, coalitions among organizations can
encourage advocacy on behalf of disadvantaged subgroups by highlight-
ingconnectionsamongissuesandconstituencies;bypromotingfeelingsof
trust, solidarity, and intersectionally linked fate; and by advancing more
comprehensive solutions to the complex issues that face marginalized
groups.
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However, rather than simply alleviating or rectifying the biases that
conspire to suppress activity on issues affecting disadvantaged subgroups,
coalitions often mirror and perpetuate the very problems associated with
advocacy on such issues that permeate the broader political universe.
When organizations are involved in coalitions devoted to disadvantaged-
subgroup issues—issues that they rarely consider central to their public
policy areas—their commitments are weaker, their participation tends to
bemore symbolic than it is onmajority issues, and they areunlikely to take
the lead in advocacy activities. Organizations instead initiate coalition
effortsmainlywhen it comes to issues that they perceive as central to their
advocacy goals—issues that, as we have seen in previous chapters, are
likely to be majority or advantaged-subgroup issues. Coalitions often
marginalize or ignore issues that affect disadvantaged subgroups or allow
efforts to address them to fall apart.

Consequently, it is frequently left to the weakest, most resource-poor
organizations to lead the difficult work of building andmaintaining those
coalitions whose missions it is to work on disadvantaged-subgroup is-
sues. Larger, stronger groups habitually avail themselves of what Albert
Hirschman(1970) labelsan“exitoption,”withdrawingsupport fromcauses
to which they object. This option is not available to weaker organizations,
whicharemoredependentupon,andthereforecapturedwithin,coalitions.
They therefore often are compelled to temper their policy goals in order
to retain the support of stronger, oftenmoremoderate organizations that
have greater resources, political legitimacy, and clout. Many of these dis-
parities originate in reasonable considerations about maintaining access
to policymakers, organizational maintenance, reputation, and scarcity of
resources.Nonetheless, theircumulativeeffect is thatcoalitionsfrequently
marginalize issues affecting intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups,
thereby reinforcing themobilization of bias in representation observed in
other aspects of the work of interest groups and reproducing many of the
biases in politics and policy makingmore generally.

Inspiteof thesechallenges, theevidenceshowsthatmanyorganizations
do exploit the opportunities presentedby coalitions tomore effectively ad-
vocateonbehalf of intersectionallydisadvantagedgroups.Under somecir-
cumstances, for example, coalitions compel organizations to expand their
agendas by taking part in advocacy on issues that they might otherwise
ignore. In addition, the relationships that are fostered by coalitions allow
organizations to act asmediators for their constituents within their interest
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community. These relationships help cultivate intersectional understand-
ings of issues and constituencies, and, as a consequence, coalitions can
help nurture feelings of intersectionally linked fate among the organiza-
tions that are working together. Both of these practices aremanifestations
of the principle of affirmative advocacy for intersectionally disadvantaged
subgroups. In the next chapter, I conclude by bringing these practices to-
gether with those suggested by the findings presented in other chapters to
develop the affirmative advocacy framework.



seven

Conclusion: Affirmative Advocacy

With themobilization of new interests and the formation of new advocacy
organizations since the 1960s, much has changed in the interest group
universe since E. E. Schattschneider ([1960] 1975) proffered his gloomy cri-
tique of the “pluralist heaven.” As James Q. Wilson observes in the in-
troduction to the revised version of his 1974 classic Political Organizations,
“Since roughly 1970 we have entered a new era. Groups once excluded are
now included. Pluralism that once was a distant promise is now a baffling
reality.” However, he continues, “we are all represented by groups, and yet
we all feel unrepresented. A thousand voices are heard inWashington, but
none sounds like our own” (J. Wilson [1974] 1995, xxii).

This book has sought to address some key elements of that bafflement.
It is, in fact, less and less the case that once excluded groups such as wo-
men, racialminorities, and low-incomepeople simply have no representa-
tion in national politics andpolicymaking. Indeed, there aremany organi-
zations (and increasing numbers of elected representatives) that advocate
on their behalf in thepolicyprocess.However, thenature andextent of this
advocacy is extremely uneven, and its net result is to privilege advantaged
subgroups of those constituencies and to marginalize the interests of dis-
advantaged ones. Organizations are simply far less active when it comes
to issues affecting intersectionallymarginalizedgroups. They compensate
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somewhat for these low levels of activity by engaging in coalitions that ad-
dress disadvantaged-subgroup issues and by making relatively generous
use of court tactics when it comes to such issues (at least when compared
with majority issues). Nonetheless, activities in these two realms more
often reinforce rather rectify the biases against intersectionally disadvan-
taged subgroups that are present in the broader political environment
in which the relative power of organizations that speak for marginalized
groups remains far less that that of the multitude of other organizations
that represent advantaged constituencies.

Although these findings might seem logical from a strategic point of
view, especially in lightof concernsaboutorganizationalmaintenanceand
in the context of a hostile political climate and limited resources, they are
cause for concern. It may indeed be reasonable for organizations to focus
their energies on the issues that they believe hold the greatest interest or
have the broadest impact on their constituency or on issues that demand
immediate attention, but I have shown that neither of these logics governs
how organizations actually allocate their time and resources or explains
their low levels of attention to disadvantaged constituents. Instead, orga-
nizations employ a double standard that determines the level of energy
they devote to issues affecting subgroups of their broader constituency, a
double standard based on the status of the subgroup affected rather than
on the breadth or depth of the impact of the policy issue in question. As
a consequence, the issues affecting advantaged subgroups receive dispro-
portionately high levels of attention and resources, while issues affecting
marginalized and disadvantaged subgroups, with some important excep-
tions, receive disproportionately low levels. This imbalance persists even
in caseswhere the disadvantaged-subgroup issues affect a substantial por-
tion of a constituency andwhen they are on the legislative, administrative,
or judicial agenda.

Evenif itweretruethat lowlevelsofactivityondisadvantaged-subgroup
issueswere the result of calculated decisions to focus on salient issues that
have a broad impact, it would nonetheless be neither logical nor fair to
sacrifice the interests of intersectionally disadvantaged groups to those
of the majority. Asking weak constituencies to subsume their interests to
those of privileged subgroups is evenmore troubling. Moreover, it is clear
fromthe surveyand interviewdata that thededicatedandwell-intentioned
officers at these organizations do not want to underserve intersectionally
marginalizedsubgroupsoftheirconstituencies. Infact, theevidenceshows
just theopposite: Theadvocacygroups in this studyposition themselves as
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advocates for the weak and voiceless and lay claim to the egalitarian goals
of the social movements with which they are affiliated. With the political
legitimacy and power that derive from these claims comes the expectation
that they will represent all members of their constituencies, using their
positions to mediate among these constituencies as well as between their
constituents and the constituents of other marginalized groups.

Not every organization can represent every constituent or potential
constituent at all times, nor can organizations flout the exigencies of orga-
nizational maintenance or focus exclusively on disadvantaged subgroups
to the exclusionofmajorities andadvantaged subgroups.Advocacyorgan-
izations must walk a fine line as they negotiate the task of using insider
tactics to fight for outsider groups in national politics, balancing the need
for legitimacy with both grassroots constituencies and affluent donors
and policy-making elites. However, an intersectional approach helps us
appreciate that neglecting the inequalities within marginalized groups
widens the gaps among differently situated members of these groups and
privileges those subgroupswithin their constituencies that are already the
most advantaged. For organizations that charge themselves with narrow-
ing the gaps among racial, gender, and economic groups within politics
and society, the expectation that they will represent multiply marginal-
ized constituents becomes increasingly important under conditions of
advanced marginalization, as levels of political access rise and the status
and living conditions of relatively privileged members of once excluded
groups improve (C. Cohen 1999; see also W. Wilson 1987). Even, and per-
hapsespecially,whentheseimprovementsareundersiege,defendingthem
ought tobe accompaniedbyattempts topursue changes that benefitmem-
bers ofmarginalized groups who have benefited least from those previous
victories.

In this context, many of the findings presented throughout this book
raise red flags about the quality of representation afforded intersection-
ally disadvantaged subgroups by the organizations on which they rely to
compensate for their relative lackofpoliticalpowerand formal representa-
tion. As such, the results reinforce the claims of scholars reaching back to
RobertMichels (1911) as well asmore recent work by scholars such as Fran-
ces Fox Piven and Richard Cloward (1977), Iris Young (1990, 2000), Jeffrey
Berry (1999), and Theda Skocpol (2004), who have drawn our attention
to a wide range of significant limitations to interest groups and other
national-level staff-led organizations when it comes to improving condi-
tions fordisadvantagedpopulations (seealsoVanTil 2000;Gutmann1998b;
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Rosenblum2000). Thepatterns Ihavedescribed reveal that theoverall level
and tenor of advocacy on issues affecting intersectionally disadvantaged
subgroups is lower and less rigorous than it is when it comes to other
issue types. In addition, organizations pass up crucial opportunities to act
as mediators for disadvantaged subgroups among the differently situated
groups that make up their constituencies and between these constituen-
cies and the larger polity. Instead,muchof themediating that they do com-
pounds the problems faced by intersectionally disadvantaged groups.
Rather thaninspiringfeelingsof intersectionally linkedfatebyaskingtheir
more-advantaged constituents to help their less-advantaged ones, they
are more likely to ask less-advantaged constituents to make do with those
benefits that eventually trickle down to them. Failing to make the case for
these multiply marginalized subgroups within their constituencies and
within the broader community of organizations representing marginal-
izedgroups limits thepossibility that theywilldosoeffectively tothe larger
polity.This limitationreinforces rather thanalleviates themarginalization
of intersectionally disadvantaged constituents. In spite of sincere ambi-
tions toadvocateonbehalf of their least advantagedconstituents, then, the
organizations that claim to speak for intersectionally disadvantaged sub-
groups are not effectively representing them in national politics. Instead,
the voices and concerns of these groups are drowned out andmarginalized
bythemajorityandespeciallybyadvantagedsubgroups.Asaconsequence,
for intersectionally marginalized groups, the quality of representation is
inferior to that received by advantaged subgroups.

The implications of this state of affairs are even more profound when
considered in light of the modest proportion of the larger interest group
universe that continues to be constituted by organizations that represent
marginalized groups. Using data collected by Kay Lehman Schlozman,
Sidney Verba, and Henry Brady as part of the Project on Political Equality,
Scholzman and Traci Burch show that of the nearly 12,000 organizations
listed in the 2001 edition of Washington Representatives, 35 percent rep-
resent corporations, 13 percent represent trade and other business asso-
ciations, and 7 percent represent occupational groups (Schlozman and
Burch forthcoming). Less than 5 percent are public interest groups, less
than 4 percent are identity-based organizations representing groups such
as women, racial minorities, and LGBT people, and only 1 percent are
labor unions (Schlozman and Burch forthcoming). Only a fraction of
1 percent of the organizations are social welfare organizations or organi-
zations that represent poor and low-income people (Schlozman and Burch
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forthcoming),aproportionthat remainsalmost identical to theproportion
that Schlozman and Tierney (1986) found almost twenty years earlier.

Considered together, the small proportion of social and economic jus-
tice organizations within the overall interest group system and the bi-
ases within these organizations themselves powerfully demonstrate the
tremendous hurdles and disadvantages faced by groups such as women,
racial minorities, and low-income people in their quest for representation
in national politics.

STORY OF POSSIBILITY

Despite this rather dreary picture, the data also reveal that advocacy orga-
nizations play a crucial role in combating a broader mobilization of bias
in politics and public opinion. Consequently, these organizations offer an
alternative conception of representation that foregrounds the importance
of advocacy, redistribution, and the pursuit of social justice as some of its
central goals. A wide array of evidence demonstrates that advocacy orga-
nizations want to represent intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups of
their constituencies, and there are circumstances and conditions under
which they do so. Consequently, in spite of the current shortcomings,
such organizations serve as some of the best possibilities that marginal
groups have for gaining an institutionalized voice in American politics
(Berry and Arons 2003; Boris and Mosher-Williams 1998; Boris 1999; Mark
E. Warren 2001, 2004; Weldon 2002, 2004). Conceived in this way, interest
groups are anunderused andundervalueddemocratic formof the sort that
Young (1992) suggests we look to in order to improve representation for
marginalized groups, building on and working within the structure and
strictures of the American electoral systemwhile simultaneously working
to transform it.

Indeed, for examples ofmeasures they can take tomake themeaningful
and structural changes necessary to fulfill this potential, organizations
need look no further than their own advocacy communities. Organiza-
tions wishing to remedy extant disparities in representation and wanting
to truly speak for all of their constituents can follow the lead of those or-
ganizations that already provide vigorous representation for intersec-
tionally marginalized groups by making concerted efforts to amplify the
voices of disadvantaged subgroups of their constituencies and to de-
marginalize anddrawattention to the issues that affect them. In this chap-
ter, I describe some of the remedial efforts that organizationsmightmake
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in order to better represent intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups of
their constituencies.Using information and examples fromthe survey and
interviews, Idescribe the“bestpractices”of theorganizations inthisstudy,
specifying conditions that increase the likelihood that anorganizationwill
be active on disadvantaged-subgroup issues.

Implicit in these practices is an underlying principle that I call affir-
mative advocacy. Applied to organizations that represent disadvantaged
groups, affirmative advocacy provides a framework for proactively ad-
dressing thedifficulties of achieving equitable representation for intersec-
tionallymarginalized groups. Although, as I began to articulate in chapter
1, the measures within the affirmative advocacy framework are derived
inductively from the particular practices of the organizations in the study,
their animating ideas echo and are inspired by calls for redistribution such
as those put forth by John Rawls, who argues that distributive schemes
should be designed to benefit the least well-off (Rawls 1971). The evidence
from my examination suggests further that those organizations that go
to the greatest lengths to represent intersectionally marginalized groups
reflect the spirit of Iris Young’s argument that oppressed groups should
receive extra representation within policy debates and arenas of represen-
tation in order to counteract the privilege of well-represented interests
(Young 1992, 530; 2000).1 This commitment to extra representation for dis-
advantaged groups also reflects and draws on Lani Guinier’s notion that
democratic representation should provide a mechanism through which
groups are able to “take turns” so thatmajorities do not consistently quash
the abilities ofmarginalized groups to achieve their goals. By emphasizing
the interests of disadvantaged constituents and framing disadvantaged-
subgroup issues broadly and in ways that emphasize their connections to
advantaged ones, organizations also reflect the expectation that they will
act asmediators andnurture intersectionally linked fateonbehalf ofdisad-
vantaged subgroups (Dawson 1994; M.Williams 1998; see alsoMansbridge
1983; Schwartz 1988; Urbinati 2000, 2002).

Reflectingas it does the ideasof scholars suchas JohnRawls, IrisYoung,
Lani Guinier, Melissa Williams, Michael Dawson, Nancy Schwartz, and
NadiaUrbinati, the framework that Idescribepresupposes that inorder for
interest groups that speak for marginalized populations to perform their
compensatory role in an effective and equitablemanner, it does not suffice
to dedicate resources in proportion to the subgroups that are affected, nor
is it effective to devote disproportionately high levels of advocacy to is-
sues that benefit advantaged subgroups (as is currently the case). To avoid
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reinforcing the weak and marginalized positions of disadvantaged sub-
groups,advocacyorganizations (and, ideally,otherpolitical institutionsas
well) should insteadprivilegearedistributiveconceptionof representation
that treats representation itself as a way to further social justice. Concep-
tualizing representation in this way entails devoting extra resources and
energies to issues affecting disadvantaged subgroups. Organizations can-
not flout the dictates of organizational maintenance, nor can they ignore
thepreferences of their currentmembers and supporters in favor of poten-
tial ones. However, keeping inmind the Rawlsian notion that inequalities
are acceptable only if they work to the benefit of the least advantaged,
these “extras” are aimed at offsetting the power of the advantaged sub-
groups that usually are privileged by advocacy groups or through formal
representation in legislatures in order to equalize representation and pol-
icy outcomes for all groups. As Young points out, extra representation for
disadvantaged subgroups also helps encourage participation bymembers
of these groups, brings their perspectives to bear on discussions about
the causes of and solutions to issues of public policy, and decenters the
members of advantaged groups whose perspectives have been “taken as
neutral and universal” and who traditionally have dominated the terms of
debate (Young 2000, 144).

The idea of “extra” representation for disadvantaged groups, though it
mayseemantidemocratic atfirstblush,hasdeeproots inmuchdemocratic
thought aswell as inAmerican political traditions and institutions.2 Many
American representative institutions already employ mechanisms that
overrepresent select subgroups of the population. For example, theUnited
States Senate was structured specifically to overrepresent the voices of
small states, as was the electoral college that is used to aggregate votes in
presidential elections. In spite of conventions such as these, neither the
public nor the broader constituency of an organization will be likely to
voluntarily adopt extra representation for disadvantaged subgroups. Such
resistance, however, underscores one of the main points of affirmative
advocacy.Thatis,theveryfactofinsufficientpoliticalsupportformeasures
designedtoamplifythevoicesofintersectionallydisadvantagedsubgroups
demonstrates that there remain major barriers to the representation of
their interests and therefore that extra effortsmust bemade to rectify their
marginalization.

Moreover, just as the idea of extra representation is not new, neither
is resistance to suggestions such as these. Most reforms for egalitarian
changes that would improve the position of marginalized groups have
been regarded as unrealistic when they were initially proposed. To say
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that measures to improve representation for intersectionally disadvan-
taged groups will simply never be possible is to relegate the members of
these groups to the fate of chronic underrepresentation. As many of the
activists I interviewed reinforced, everything from an eight-hourworkday
to women’s suffrage to racial equality in public accommodations had, at
some point, been dismissed as radical and unattainable before it was insti-
tuted. It has only been through the tireless advocacy of interest groups and
social movements like the ones in this study that such reforms have been
achieved. In the words of political scientists Margaret Keck and Kathryn
Sikkink, one of the main tasks of social movements and advocacy organi-
zations “is to make possible the previously unimaginable by framing the
problems in such a way that their solution comes to appear inevitable”
(1998, 40; see also Guidry and Sawyer 2003).

Finally, the fact that I derive these proposals from the practices of or-
ganizations demonstrates that the value of recognizing the intersectional
approach that underlies affirmative advocacy is itself gaining traction in
many corners of the advocacy world—in the U.S. and internationally. In
1995, for example, the United Nations Beijing Platform for Action decried
themultiple forms of discrimination that converge to disadvantage wom-
en, callingongovernments to “ensure equal enjoyment of all human rights
and fundamental freedoms for all women and girls who face multiple
barriers to their empowerment and advancement because of such factors
as their race, age, language, ethnicity, culture, religion, or disability, or
because they are indigenous people” (Center for Women’s Global Leader-
ship 2001, 3). Similarly, in 2001, the United Nations Commission on the
Status of Women called on governments, the United Nations, and civil
society to “develop methodologies to identify the ways in which various
forms of discrimination,” including racism, xenophobia, and related
intolerance, “converge and affect women and girls” (Center for Women’s
Global Leadership 2001, 5). Together with the evidence from my study,
efforts such as these demonstrate that intersectional approaches to un-
derstanding inequality and marginalization resonate with organizations
in very pragmatic ways and that many are making efforts to implement
measures that enact the implications of such analyses.

BEST PRACTICES

Indeed, despite overwhelming evidence of the marginalization of dis-
advantaged-subgroup issues by the organizations in this study, some
advocacy organizations, under some circumstances, address such issues
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in meaningful and effective ways. In this section, I detail the practices of
theseorganizationsthat leadtoincreasedrepresentationfordisadvantaged
subgroups. These “best practices” include the following: using organiza-
tional mandates to reframe and address disadvantaged-subgroup issues;
using information-collection processes and decision rules to elevate such
issues on organizational agendas; using internal processes and practices
to improve the status of intersectionally disadvantaged groups; promot-
ing descriptive representation and staff interest and initiative; fostering
relationships with state and local organizations; being willing to evolve;
making effective use of coalitions; and embracing a concern to balance
self-interest with ideological and solidaristic commitments.

By adopting practices such as these, the organizations that employ
them transcend traditional majoritarian and rationalist notions of repre-
sentation, demonstrating that speaking for intersectionally marginalized
subgroups entails conceptualizing representation as part and parcel of the
pursuit of social justice. These organizations use their roles as represen-
tatives to mediate on behalf of disadvantaged subgroups and to nurture
intersectionally linked fate among the subgroups that make up their con-
stituencies by redistributing representational resources and energies to
their least well-off constituents.

organizational mandates

Although the results of the SNESJO demonstrate a clear pattern of greater
andmore vigorous activity on advantaged-subgroup issues,many officers
expressed concern for disadvantaged subpopulations, and certain organi-
zations try to pay special attention to issues that affect these groups. An
explicit mandate to represent intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups
of a constituency is one practice that makes it much more likely that an
organization will be active on issues that affect those groups. Although
self-evident to some degree, this practice bears mention because, while
declarations of desires to represent disadvantaged subgroups are quite
common, explicit commitments to do so are less widespread. Such man-
dates often can make the difference between good intentions and actual
engagement, between inactivity and activity. Many of the organizations
that are most active on disadvantaged-subgroup issues are also the ones
that explicitly recognize that those issuesare inadequatelyaddressed.They
therefore make advocacy on these issues central to their goals and or-
ganizational missions in order to offset what they perceive as a lack of
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energy on important issues and neglected groups (see Spalter-Roth and
Schreiber 1995).

Officers at those organizations thatweremost active on disadvantaged-
subgroup issues repeatedly emphasized their groups’ particular concerns
formultiplymarginalizedsubgroupsoftheirconstituencies.Theexecutive
director of a Latino organization that, unlikemany of the Latino organiza-
tions in the study, has been very involved in advocacy concerning welfare
reform captured the effects of this orientation in some of his comments
to me. He explained that while his organization tries to “represent all of
the Hispanic community,” it is “particularly concerned about poor people
and moderate-income folks.” In addition, in deciding whether to pursue
a policy issue, the leaders in his organization do take into account “the
number of people [an issue]will affect” but alsoplace a great deal ofweight
on how important an issue is to the lives of the constituents that it affects.
As a consequence of these considerations, his group is very involved in
welfare reform because, while it “doesn’t impact themajority of folks,” he
explained, “for thosewho it does, it impacts them ina verydramaticway.”3

The associate director of an economic justice organization echoed this log-
ic, explaining that her organization focuses on issues that affect what she
labeled the “most disadvantaged” groups of welfare recipients. As such,
one central criterion that the organization uses “for choosing some work
over other work” is an evaluation that, she said, asks, “How dire is the
situation of a particular population? How poor are they, relative to other
people who are also low-income or disadvantaged?” Consequently, hers
has been one of the feworganizations to advocate explicitly for policies ad-
dressing the needs ofwelfare recipientswho have disabilities, which it has
done because “that’s a population that will tend to bemost disadvantaged
or tend to find it harder to get off the rolls.”4

Similarly, the director of public policy at a women’s organization that
has been active on welfare reform and on HIV/AIDS—two disadvantaged-
subgroup issues that have not been high on the agendas of most women’s
organizations—said that the focus of her organization’s work “is always
on low-incomewomenand the intersectionof race and class . . . andgender
issues.” Because of its focus on such intersectional issues, she said, her
organization began to work on HIV/AIDS at a time when it “[wasn’t] on a
lot of women’s agendas because it was an issue that affected low-income
women and,” she added, “sadly, often women of color.”5

These examples emphasize that organizations that make special ef-
forts to prioritize an explicit concern for representing the disadvantaged
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subgroups of their broader constituency are the ones that are most likely
tobe active on issues affecting intersectionallymarginalizedgroups.What
is most striking about these illustrations and the approaches to advocacy
they exemplify is that each one takes into account the vulnerability of sub-
groups of their constituencies to changes in public policy and recognizes
thatbecauseof their relative size, status, andpower, theneedsofdisadvan-
taged subgroups are likely to be overlooked unless special care is taken to
foreground them. As a consequence, such an orientation helps reverse the
more typical tendencies to yield to the will of the majority, to listen to the
most vocal constituents, and to frame issues affecting disadvantaged sub-
groups narrowly and particularistically. Moreover, by emphasizing the
ways in which the issues that affect the most vulnerable members also
affect the broader community, officers at organizations that frame dis-
advantaged-subgroup issues in this fashion are implicitly asking more-
advantaged members of these constituencies to identify their needs with
the needs of less-advantagedmembers rather than the reverse. Bymediat-
ing among their constituencies in this way, officers nurture and validate
a sense of intersectionally linked fate—a belief among constituents that
their own interests are linked to the interests of disadvantaged members
of the groups with which they identify (Dawson 1994, 77).

information collection and decision rules

The examples of these organizations also demonstrate that another im-
portant step toward increasing activity on issues affecting intersectionally
marginalized groups is to prioritize them in explicit and systematic ways
at the agenda-setting stage. While somewhat tautological, this is an im-
portant practice because one recurring theme throughout this book has
been that there is an enormous disjuncture between the professed desires
of the majority of organizations to represent disadvantaged subgroups of
their constituencies and the actual low levels of advocacyonbehalf of these
subgroups by these same organizations. Some of this disjuncture stems
from a “hollow core” in the community of organizations representing dis-
advantagedgroups. That is, there is no single organization in themiddle of
the community that is in a position to coordinate activity and information
sharing about the activities of its many members (Heinz et al. 1993; for an
earlier version of a similar argument, see McIver 1951 and J. Wilson [1974]
1995).6 Asaconsequence, two typesofmisinformationafflict this advocacy
community.
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The first type ofmisinformation involves a lack of knowledge about the
activities and policy priorities of other organizations in the community.
Organization officers often misapprehend and overestimate the levels of
energy and resources that other advocacy organizations are devoting to an
issue, leading them to assume that additional efforts on the issue are re-
dundant, unnecessary, and possibly wasteful (Pease and Associates 2003).
We saw that this was especially true in the case of Social Security, an issue
that officers repeatedly referenced as being adequately covered by other
groups, when in fact even labor and antipoverty organizations displayed
relatively low levels of engagement with it. We saw in the discussion of
niches in chapter 4 that a similar lack of information also contributed to
low levels of activity on welfare reform and public funding for abortion.
One key step toward prioritizing disadvantaged-subgroup issues, then,
involves collecting information about the policy activities and priorities
ofotherorganizations intheir interestcommunitiesandsharingthesedata
with allies. Armed with this information, organizations can coordinate
with other groups working in related and overlapping policy areas. This
coordination can help ensure that every issue is being adequately dealt
withwhile allowing organizations to carve out niches that do not replicate
one another’s efforts or unnecessarily concentrate resources on certain
issues.

Indeed, several of the organizations in this study that take the most
action on issues affecting intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups of
their constituencies do so based on information that they collect about the
activities and priorities of other groups in their interest communities. The
director of a women’s organization, for example, explained tome that her
organization regularly conducts what she called “environmental scans”
to assess the priorities of the organizations that her group “considers to
be [its] allies.” Based on these scans, the organization decides which of
the efforts of other groups it should join, and it also is able to determine
whether there are issues that arenotbeingaddressedbyanyof its allies that
might create niches for her own group. Through this process, she said, her
organization is able to exploit “opportunities that [it] would have missed
otherwise,” partnering with other organizations when it seems necessary
and taking on issues that are being overlooked.7

In addition to a lack of knowledge about the activities of their allies,
organizations also habitually misapprehend the proportion of their con-
stituency that is affected by an issue. In particular, as illustrated by the
examples about welfare reform and affirmative action in chapter 4, the
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scope of the impact of disadvantaged-subgroup issues tends to be drasti-
cally underestimated, whereas the effects of advantaged-subgroup issues
more often are overestimated. These poor estimates contribute to the dou-
ble standard that determines so much about the levels of energy that will
be devoted to an issue. When organizations make themselves aware of
the actual impact of policy issues, they are better able to calibrate their
advocacy and resources accordingly.

With data about the priorities of their allies and about the impact of pol-
icy issues on their constituents as an informational arsenal, organizations
can rationally anddeliberately ensure that their ownpolicy agendas attend
to the interests of disadvantaged subgroups. One way in which organiza-
tions can formalize this process is to create a protocol for selecting issues
that maps out the subgroups of their constituency along one axis and
the policy issues that affect them along the other axis. Along the vertical
axis, a women’s organization might list subgroups including low-income
women; bisexual, lesbian, and transgender women; Asian Pacific Ameri-
canwomen; AfricanAmericanwomen; women in nontraditional jobs; and
so forth. They could then estimate the relative power or advantages of each
of these subgroups.Along thehorizontal axis, theywould list policy issues
that affect each subgroup, particularly those areas that fall at the inter-
section of two or more identities or forms of disadvantage and those that
affect weak or underserved subgroups. Issues can then be coded and even-
tuallyweighted according to a variety of relevant criteria: Howmany other
allies are working on each issue? How extensive are their efforts? Are
there any immediate threats or opportunities looming in any branch of
government that require an immediate or forceful response? What is the
breadth of each issue’s impact? Organizations also can use agenda setting
as an opportunity to, in the words of legal scholar Mari Matsuda, “ask
the other questions,” exposing the intersectional implications of policy
issues by looking for the ways in which policies that harm or benefit one
subgroup might affect other groups as well so that advocacy efforts can
address all of these dimensions (Matsuda 1991). For example, policies de-
signed to address the gender-based wage disparities that I discussed in
chapter 2 could be analyzed in terms of their particular benefits for inter-
sectionally disadvantaged subgroups of women, such as women of color,
gender-nonnormative men and women, and low-income women. Asking
such questions provides a process throughwhich organizations can frame
intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups and the issues that affect them
into rather than out of their mandates and constituencies.
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As with affirmative action in admissions or employment, issues then
can be ranked on a point system. Although issues certainly should receive
points for strategic considerations, such as immediate threats or politi-
cal opportunities and concerns about organizational maintenance, extra
points also can be given to issues that affect disadvantaged subgroups.
Based on this point system, organizations then can prioritize the issues on
their agendas. Disadvantaged-subgroup issues will be high on the list of
priorities, and organizations can accordingly designate the extra energy
and resources that these issueswill be afforded. This point system also can
be used tomore fairly allocate the use of scarce political resources such as
judicial strategies to ensure that they are not deployed disproportionately
on behalf of advantaged subgroups of their constituencies.

Although it may sound cumbersome, versions of this type of issue
protocol and selection process frequently are employed by organizations
in this study as a way to rationalize their agenda-setting procedures. For
example, the executive director of a Latino organization explained to me
that his group uses what he called a “decision tree” to rank issues on its
agenda. The formula that his organization employs tries to balance three
specific criteria: the importance of the issue; the immediacy of the issue;
andwhether the organization’s actions on the issue are likely tomake adif-
ference.8 Theexecutivedirectorofawomen’shealthorganizationexplained
a similar process that her organization had begun to use to determine its
level of advocacy on potential policy issues. While its process of issue
selection had been somewhat ad hoc in the past, when I spoke to her, the
organization staffmembers had just finished implementing a newprocess
whereby they assess their strategic priorities on an annual basis using
decision rules that balance three considerations: the extent to which a
policy is in an area that exploits their organizational strengths; the extent
to which other organizations are working on the issue; and the extent of
the impact they are likely to have on the issue.9

On their own, theparticular criteria usedby eachof the aforementioned
organizations do not prioritize issues affecting intersectionally disadvan-
taged subgroups of their constituencies. However, there are organizations
that do use these processes for precisely this purpose. For example, in
its brochure, “Intersectionality: A Tool for Gender and Economic Justice,”
theAssociation forWomen’s Rights inDevelopment, a Canadianwomen’s
organization, suggests that “when setting priorities for projects,” orga-
nizations should allocate resources to those who are most marginalized,
as revealed by analyzing intersecting discriminations” (Association for
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Women’s Rights inDevelopment 2004). To do so, they suggest that organi-
zations initiate their work by asking questions such as, “Who are themost
marginalized women, girls, men, and boys in the community and why?
Which groups have the lowest and the highest levels of public represen-
tation and why? What laws, policies, and organizational practices limit
opportunities of different groups? What opportunities facilitate the ad-
vancement of different groups? What initiatives would address the needs
of themost marginalized or discriminated groups in society?”

It is clear that many organizations already engage in forms of planning
and agenda setting that are amenable to explicitly intersectional analyses
and selection criteria. If such criteria are not already being deployed, they
canbeadded to the list ofdecision rules that are inuse inorder to retrofit an
organization’s processes for the purpose of prioritizing issues that affect
intersectionally disadvantaged groups. Not every organization can work
on every issue; all groups must pick and choose among a huge array of
pressing concerns. Selecting these issues in a manner that highlights and
elevates disadvantaged-subgroup issues is one way to make certain that
intersectionally disadvantaged groups do not bear more than their share
of the practical limitations of the time, energy, and resources faced by all
organizations.

internal processes and practices

All of the foregoing suggestions can increase the chances that organiza-
tions will represent the policy interests of intersectionally disadvantaged
subgroups of their constituencies in politics and public policy processes
by giving a mandate to do so to organizations that are so disposed. Some-
times, however, the political climate is so hostile to the claims of these
groups that simply having such amandate will not suffice. At these times,
organizations need not discontinue their attempts to represent intersec-
tionally disadvantaged groups. Instead, they can increase their attention
to intersectional disadvantage by addressing these issues prefiguratively
within their own organizations through internal processes and practices
(D. Warren 2005; see also Barakso 2004; Gabin 1991; Kurtz 2002; McCann
1994; Zald, Morrill, and Rao 2005). These practices can take many forms, a
few of which I will sketch out.

One illustrationof suchapractice isapparent in thecaseof laborunions.
Contracts provide unions with a clear route to take on issues affecting dis-
advantaged members of their broader constituencies—issues that might
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otherwise be ignored. As the executive director of a women’s labor organi-
zation toldme, “You can negotiate anything. That’s our position.”10 Based
on this logic, her organization lobbies unions to address issues such as
abortion and domestic partner benefits in their contracts, even if these
same unions do not do so at the level of public policy. Many unions that
hadnot been vocal supporters of the 1998Violence againstWomenAct had
been very receptive to her organization’s suggestion that the labor move-
ment address violence against women as a workplace issue by integrating
into contracts provisions for addressing the effects of such violence on
women’s work life.

As another example of addressing issues within an organization when
it is not possible to engage them politically, consider the case of one large
industrial union. The president of this union explained to me that his
organization officially supports reproductive rights. However, because
many of this union’s members oppose abortion, the organization is not
involved inpublicpolicydebatesabout the issue.Theuniondoes,however,
includeabortioncoverageincontractsandnegotiations.Heputit thisway:

Themen in our union . . . don’twant to see us become actively engagedpro
or con. But the union has a policy . . . that the women members have the
right tomakethatchoice. . . . Idon’tknowifweshouldevenget [politically]
involved in the issue because it’s not a trade union issue. But it becomes
one when we go to the bargaining table and we try to get benefits for our
members . . . we have to fight to have birth control pills covered under
the medical insurance, but men don’t have to fight to get certain things
covered for them. . . . That’s where we come in on it.11

Contracts, in this case, provide his organization with an opportunity
to represent the interests of female union members by addressing gender
issues as part of “regular ‘union business,’” without spending political
capital or contravening members’ policy preferences (Kurtz 2002, 87; see
McCann 1994 for a discussion of a similar phenomenon in the case of
comparable worth and pay equity).

Similarly, lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) issues often
make their way onto the agendas of labor organizations initially as con-
tract issues rather than as policy advocacy, allowing unions to support
these intersectionally disadvantagedmembers of their larger constituency
and to demonstrate this support to other union members (Sweeney
1999; D. Warren 2005). Asked about his organization’s activities on the
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Employment Non-Discrimination Act (which would protect LGBT people
against workplace discrimination), for example, the president of a union
pointed instead to a contract he had negotiated that included benefits for
same-sex domestic partners. “We broke themold for the airline industry,”
he boasted, by insisting that “if a heterosexual couple can have coverage,
what about a homosexual couple? . . . We got it and now it’s standard in
our contracts.”12

Unions are somewhat unique in their capacity to use internal prac-
tices as a prefigurative formof politics and advocacy for their constituents
through themechanism of negotiating binding contracts that affect hun-
dreds and sometimes thousands of people. Other organizations can, how-
ever, take a page fromunions’ use of these contracts to incorporate activity
on disadvantaged-subgroup issues and apply this model in ways that are
appropriate to their ownorganizations. Professional organizations, for ex-
ample, do not normally negotiate contracts for their members, but many
do issue guidelines for professional standards or ethical conduct. Profes-
sional organizations can organize to use these guidelines as a way to press
employers to, for example, provide domestic partner benefits even if there
is no hope of passing legislation that would do so or if their membership
does not endorse official organizational opposition to the Defense of Mar-
riageAct. In addition, all organizations can promote these same standards
within their own organizations.

There is, of course, no guarantee that labor contracts or professional
guidelines will benefit disadvantaged subgroups, and inclusion in such
fora will not necessarily translate into policy advocacy, even in the long
term. Moreover, this and other “below the radar screen” strategies—what
Sharon Kurtz characterizes as a “do it but don’t talk too much about it”
approach—runs the risk of perpetuating the often stigmatized positions
of disadvantaged-subgroup issues if efforts are not made to supplement
these stealth forms of representation with more public methods as well
(Kurtz 2002, 87).Nonetheless, contracts, professional standards, and inter-
nal policies represent a few ways in which issues that might otherwise be
ignored are sometimes addressed by organizations. Such an approach can
be particularly useful during periods of an inhospitable political climate.
During these periods, organizations can focusmore of their efforts on em-
bodying changes that they hope will eventually take root in public policy
by mediating within their constituencies, fostering intersectional under-
standings among them about the various policy issues that affect them,
and making efforts to illuminate the connections among these issues. By
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practicing prefigurative politics during the “doldrums,” they will be in
better shape to make the demands for these changes when the political
winds begin to blow in their favor.

descriptive representation

Descriptive representation—the idea that if representatives resemble those
they represent, they will provide better “substantive” representation be-
causeamemberofagivengroupbetterunderstandsthe interestsandneeds
of that group—has been, as I discussed in chapter 2, roundly and rightly
criticized as an essentialist and impractical criterion for selecting repre-
sentatives andconferring legitimacy (Dovi 2002;Kenney 2005;Mansbridge
1999; Phillips 1995, 1998a; Pitkin 1967).Whilenopanacea, anorganizational
commitment to descriptive representation often stimulates activity on
policy issues affecting disadvantaged subgroups.Moreover, justifying de-
scriptive representation need not rely on essentialist notions that women
have different “ways of knowing” or that members of racial minorities are
the only “authentic” political voices of these groups (Belenky et al. 1996;
Gilligan 1993). Without accepting that there are inherent and essential
differences among groups or clearly delineated boundaries dividing them,
wecanappreciate thatmarginalizationanddiscrimination fosterdifferent
life experiences—what Young refers to as different “perspectives”—for
members of marginalized groups (Young 2000; see also Kenney 2005; M.
Williams 1998).

As a consequence of these different perspectives and experiences, ele-
vating women, low-income people, LGBT people, and members of racial
minoritygroupstopositionsofpowerandauthoritybringsdifferentvoices
toconversationsaboutpublicpolicyandfosterstheirparticipationandem-
powerment. These voices report different experiences, ask different ques-
tions, and present, in Young’s terminology, different “starting points for
discussion,”while fostering the legitimacyof these representatives among
the represented (Young 2000, 140; see also Kenney 2005; Mansbridge 1999;
Mueller 1995; M. Williams 1998). Jane Mansbridge argues further that de-
scriptive representation can also help crystallize interests and build trust
among constituents, providing them with evidence that there is some-
one “fighting for them” (Mansbridge 1999). Descriptive representatives,
SuzanneDovi argues, are particularly helpful when they have strong “mu-
tual relationships with dispossesed groups” (Dovi 2002, 730). As Young
writes, one of the things that makes us “feel represented” is “when at least
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someofthosediscussingandvotingonpoliciesunderstandandexpress the
kind of social experience” that we have had because of our group positions
“and the history of social group relations” (Young 2000, 134).

In organizations such as the National Women’s Studies Association
(NWSA), for example, the oversampling of marginalized groups within
representational structures has aided the building and maintenance of
coalitions among women with different identities, perspectives, and in-
terests (Sirianni 1993, 307). Carol Mueller (1995) gives a similar account of
the ways in which the National Women’s Political Caucus (NWPC) coun-
tered factionalism and charges of elitism by implementing formal rules
andmechanisms that ensure representation along lines of race, ethnicity,
sexuality, age, and partisanship among organization members, activists,
and high-level officers. Maryann Barakso argues that the requirement of
the National Organization for Women (NOW) that a certain minimum
number of seats on their board be occupied by people of color brought
similar benefits to that organization (Barakso 2004).

Although it is neither anecessarynor a sufficient condition, descriptive
representation in leadership and on boards features prominently in the
interviews as one way to encourage activity on disadvantaged-subgroup
issues—and in ways that echo many of the foregoing arguments. For
example, respondents from organizations that are especially concerned
with intersectionally disadvantaged populations often assert that descrip-
tive representation helps achieve diversity amongmembers of their staffs
and boards and that diversification and having members of these groups
“in the room” changes the public policy agendas of the organizations
themselves (Kenney 2005). As Jeffrey Berry (1977) has noted, staff mem-
bers tend to dominate decision making about policy involvement, and
so it is not surprising that many respondents reported that a diverse
staff with diverse interests and experiences has a significant impact on
the policy agendas of the organizations at which they work (see also J.
Wilson [1974] 1995). Thus, the value of descriptive representation is en-
hanced when organizations have a diverse staff and board and when the
interests and initiatives of these staff and board members are taken seri-
ously.

As one director of public policy at a women’s organization explained to
me,whenshejoinedthestaffof thisorganizationafewyearsback,shecame
with strong interests in LGBT rights and drug policy reform. Aftermaking
her case to the other staff and officers, the organization began to focus
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a great deal of energy and resources on these two issues—both of which
affect intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups of women (low-income
women and women in prison for drug-related offenses). Because “the in-
terests of the particular individualswho are employed” at her organization
are extremely important in determining what issues the organization will
pursue, these issuesmoved to the center of theorganization’s agenda.13 Or-
ganization leaders, too, can similarly lead the organization to increase its
attention to disadvantaged-subgroup issues. Several respondents credited
their organization’s presidents or executive directors with expanding the
agendas of their organizations beyond a single-axis set of issues.14 Thepre-
viouslyquotedrespondentexplainedthatherorganization iscommittedto
issues affecting low-incomewomenandwomenof colorbecause,when the
current president arrived, “she reinvigorated that as the niche or mission
at the [organization] in a more explicit and focused way. . . . She came on
board and . . . redirected the [organization toward] picking . . . issues that
exemplified the intersection of race, gender, and class.”15

Unions seem particularly amenable to this type of change in policy
advocacy. Though neither descriptive representation nor changing la-
bor force composition inevitably translate into changes in policy activ-
ity, many scholars argue that these factors, at least under some circum-
stances, make it more likely that unions will be attentive to the concerns
of women and members of racial minorities (Kurtz 2002; D. Warren 2005;
J. Wong 2006). That is, as women and members of racial minorities have
come to make up increasingly large portions of the labor force, partic-
ularly in service-sector industries where unionization is more possible,
some unions have begun to work more extensively on issues that affect
these constituents. For example, the president of a large labor union ex-
plained that at its founding, his union had been comprised of “nineteen
whitemen,members of aMasonic organization.”While the organization’s
early practices and constitution focused “heavily on men,” today, he ex-
plained “25 percent of the . . . union is female, about 10 percent is African
American, 8percent isHispanic.”Thenewdiversityof theunionmembers,
he said, means that doing “a good job for all those members” and keeping
“the purpose for which we were founded intact and operational, vibrant
and alive,” entails demonstrating “that there’s room for everybody. . . . To
make it work requires constant change. You have to keep molding and
shaping to make it work for you.”16 Consequently, his organization has
gone to great lengths to make sure that there are women, immigrants,
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andmembers of racial minority groups on its staff and board and also has
become much more active on issues that affect women, immigrants, and
racial minorities.

The beneficial effects of descriptive representation also can be illus-
tratedbyconsideringcases inwhich it is absent. Forexample, theexecutive
director of a Latino organization explained that inhis experience,many la-
bor and Latino organizationswant verymuch to do “goodwork” on behalf
ofmigrant laborers or undocumented immigrants. However, without “di-
verse enough representation” in leadershippositions or onboards, he said,
most of the organizations become complacent because there is often no-
body“intheroom”pushingthemtoprioritize the issues thatactuallyaffect
these intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups of workers and Latinos.17

Thedirectoroflegalservicesandpublicpolicyatawomen’sorganization
was even more emphatic about the importance of descriptive representa-
tion. In the case of welfare reform, she argued, the policy debates and
agendas have been and remain severely limited because “the people having
the debate are not like the people who are experiencing the issues. It’s not
a diverse group of people.” Echoing Young, Mansbridge, and Dovi, she
noted that “it is rare that you see people who have been welfare recipients
participating in the discussions . . . [so] it’s not as diverse as it should be,
and that has an enormous impact on the type of debate” that is conducted
about this issue. In particular, she argued that negative stereotypes about
welfare recipients as promiscuous and lazy are easily perpetuated under
such conditions, while policy initiatives do not respond to the lived expe-
riences of peoplewhoare trying to raise childrenwhileworking longhours
at low-wage jobs.18

Inasimilarvein, theexecutivedirectorofawomen’shealthorganization
attributed “some of what was done badly or done wrong in past decades”
when it came to issues such as sterilization to the fact that women’s orga-
nizations did not listen to leaders among women of color who “screamed
about how [sterilization] was being inappropriately marketed or pushed
ontopoorwomen.”Thesewomen, she said, “wereveryvocal aboutpossible
coercive use” but were largely ignored by white feminists. Had they been
brought “to the table very early on, [white feminists] would have known
that thesewerepotential problems, they couldhavedealtwith themearlier
on, and perhaps avoided all the problems that happened down the road.”
In contrast, her organization now addresses the racialized implications of
sterilizationhead-on, adevelopment that she attributed to the fact thather
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group has an advisory board that “brings to the table” groups of represen-
tatives fromorganizations ofwomenof color to help set the organization’s
agenda. She explained, “Group after group said, ‘This is really important.
This is an issue that my community should know about.’”19 Based on the
recommendations of the advisory board, hers is one of the few women’s
health organizations that addresses issues such as sterilization as a central
component of their reproductive rights agenda.

Thus, although descriptive representation may not be a cure-all, its
absence can limit the policy agenda, hamper effective engagement with
disadvantaged-subgroup issues, and perpetuate problematic paradigms
within public policy debates.20 To avoid the tokenism that so often ac-
companiesdescriptive representation,however, organizationsalso should
make efforts not to take a “one of each” approach to diversity within their
organizations. Instead, in keeping with the idea of affirmative advocacy,
the goal should be to achieve overrepresentation of members of disadvan-
taged subgroups. To maximize the benefits of descriptive representation,
organizations should make sure to promote meaningful descriptive rep-
resentation among their staff and board members by adopting formal
procedures that facilitate participation by members of underrepresented
and intersectionally disadvantaged groups. For example, to compensate
for the typical, if unintentional, tendency to dismiss ideas that are put
forward by members of marginalized groups, a point system similar to
the one described earlier for agenda setting should be employed to eval-
uate and implement their agenda and strategy suggestions. In addition,
organizations should provide space and resources for members of these
subgroups to meet and organize (by, for example, facilitating the forma-
tion of caucuses).

relationships with state and local organizations

Some observers suggest that state and local organizations such as civic
organizations, service providers, and state and local chapters of national
groups are more likely to address issues affecting disadvantaged groups
than are national-level organizations (Brecher and Costello 1990). The
members of and populations served by state and local groups are less
likely to be affluent professionals than are the members of national or-
ganizations, and these organizations therefore tend to emphasize pol-
icy priorities that differ from those of national groups (Berry and Arons
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2003; Skocpol 2004; Verba, Schlozman, and Brady 1995). National organi-
zations with strong ties to state and local groups are therefore likely to
respond to a wider range of constituencies and to be active on a broader
range of issues than organizations without such connections (Almeida
and Stearns 1998; Brecher and Costello 1990; Fung 2004; Gelb and Palley
1987; McCarthy 2005; Putnam 2001; Skocpol 2004; Mark R. Warren 2001;
Young 1992; for an alternate view, see Scipes 1991; D. Warren and C. Co-
hen 2000). Indeed, the survey data indicate that at the bivariate level, the
more that organizations are influenced by state or local organizations (in-
cluding chapters of their own organization), the more active they are on
disadvantaged-subgroup issues.21 That is, the more important their re-
lationships with state and local organizations, the more active national
organizations are on behalf of intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups
of their constituencies.

The interviews confirm that relationships with state and local orga-
nizations are one key route through which issues can “trickle up” to
Washington-based organizations and make their way onto the national
advocacy agenda.22 Having ties to state and local groups increases organi-
zations’ activity on disadvantaged-subgroup issues in part by serving as
a democratic “check” on national organizations, making them more re-
sponsive and accountable to their constituents. For example, the executive
director of an economic justice group that focuses onmigrant farmwork-
ers and that has close ties to migrant worker groups around the country
explained thatwhenheworkswith these groups, he is “very conscious that
we’re outsiders coming in fromD.C.”23 As a consequence, hedoesnot try to
setanagendaforthelocalgroupsbutinsteadsolicitstheirinsightsonissues
and incorporates them into his group’s agenda. Similarly, the executive
directorof aneconomic justiceorganization that representsmore thanone
thousand local organizations said that he turns quite deliberately to local
groups to help him “identify needs” and “to point out shortcomings . . . in
law or policies.” As an example, he said, “the guys at community agencies
were talking about . . . homelessness two years before I heard about it in
Washington.”24 The executive director of another economic justice orga-
nization told me that his group became active on the issue of restoring
public benefits such as welfare and Medicaid for immigrants—an issue
that affects primarily an intersectionally disadvantaged subgroup of all
immigrants—in largepart becausehis national organization is in a “pretty
deep relationship” with many state and local organizations for which this
issue was important.25
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Some organizations have formalized the kinds of mechanisms that fa-
cilitate the transmission of state and local issues to the national level.
The chair of the board of a civil rights organization explained that many
“cutting-edge” issues make their way onto his group’s agenda at its an-
nual conference, at which the executive directors from state and local
chapters bring issues that are of concern to their communities to the floor.
Recounting an example from a recent convention, he said, “While wewere
[at the annual convention] . . . a kid in Baltimore was discoveredwith lead-
paint damage. . . . So [the executive director from Baltimore] announced
that we were considering a lawsuit against the industry to make them do
more. So an issue comes up in that direction.”26

Not only do such relationships help put issues on the agenda, but they
also help national organizations maintain a grassroots base, which can be
mobilized when organizations need mass support for their policy advo-
cacy. The political director at a large LGBT group explained, for example,
that in order tomaintain a “field presence,” her organizationpartnerswith
“state and local organizations that areout thereon the front linesfighting.”
This grassroots base helps her organization when it needs to get “letters,
calls, e-mails and faxes to members of Congress in support of a federal
issue.”27

In all of these ways, robust ties to state and local organizations provide
routesthroughwhichnationalorganizationsundertakeadvocacyonissues
affecting disadvantaged subgroups of their constituencies. Organizations
wishing to enhance their representation of intersectionally marginalized
groups can foster such ties, including ties to groups with mandates that
are not explicitly political (Berry and Arons 2003; J. Cohen and Rogers
1992; Mansbridge 1999; Schmitter 1992; Skocpol 2004; Young 1990, 1992).
Byworkingon the issues that concern the leaders and constituents of these
organizations, national groups can foster accountability to the differently
situated subgroups of their broadly defined constituencies.28

willingness to evolve

Another factor that stimulatesgreateradvocacyactivityon issuesaffecting
intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups derives from organizations’ ac-
tivededicationtoevolving,changing,andembracingnew,proactive issues
on their agendas. Many respondents whose organizations are particularly
active on disadvantaged-subgroup issues attributed this activity to their
organizations’ ability and desire to learn from and rectify past mistakes,
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especiallywith regard to issues such as immigration, criminal justice, and
sterilization (Murakawa 2005).

For example, the executive director of a civil rights organization dis-
tinguished between what he labeled the first and second “generations”
of civil rights issues. He argued that the United States has dealt rela-
tively well with “the first generation of civil rights problems,” such as
“ending legal segregation and . . . establishing a statutory framework for
the consideration of fundamental civil rights.” However, he continued,
while the United States has quite successfully dismantled the most egre-
gious and obvious de jure discrimination, “we’ve been less successful in
achieving meaningful equality in opportunity in public education . . . [or]
dealingwith endingand resolving theproblemsofhousingdiscrimination
and segregation.” These issues—ones that he labeled “the second gener-
ation of civil rights issues”—are at the intersection of racial and other
forms of inequality such as class, gender, or sexuality, and as such affect
intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups of women, people of color, and
low-incomepeople. Issues such as these dealwithwhat he characterized as
“closing the equality gap” anddetermininghow to “address the disparities
that continue to exist in a democratic society in which race is supposed to
have had a declining significance.”29

As a particular instance of this evolution, this executive director cited
his organization’s work on immigration. Until 1965, American immigra-
tion policy contained many race-based and ethnicity-based restrictions,
and it almost entirely prohibited immigration from Asian countries (R. M.
Smith 1999). The 1965 Immigration and Nationality Act finally abolished
these explicitly racist quotas and exclusions that had discriminated against
people of particular nationalities. Although the immigration quotas were
undeniably racist in their intent and effect and removing them repre-
sented, in thewords of this executive director, “a dramatic change” in civil
rights law, he explained that changing immigration policy in this way had
not been “of particular concern to the civil rights community.” Because, he
argued, thenumber of Latinos andAsianPacificAmericanswas “relatively
small on the national scene,” they were not major “factors in the policy
debates [within the civil rights community] at that time.” He compar-
ed themovement’s lack of engagementwith immigration in the 1960swith
the engagement of civil rights organizations with immigration policy in
the current era. These days, he argued, “immigration is now recognized
as a four-square component of the national civil rights debate, and there
is absolutely no debate . . . about whether we should be working on this.”
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This change, he argued, “reflects the evolution of thinking and not just a
self-interest. Things do change, and the civil rights movement is a living
entity” that changes with them.30

In some cases, attention to disadvantaged-subgroup issues grows di-
rectly out of an organization’s recognition of past failures and a desire to
ameliorate them. An instance of this process was illustrated by the earlier
comments of the executive director of the women’s health organization
who explained that her group focuses on issues connected to the reproduc-
tive rights of women of color. The organization’s interest in these issues
grew out of its desire to “try to undo some of what was done . . . wrong in
past decades” on issues such as forced sterilization of poor women and
women of color.31 To address these problems, her organization does not
simply recognize and apologize for the mistakes of the past; it makes sure
that this recognitionexplicitly informsandinfluences itscurrentapproach
to contemporary issues. Consequently, this organization has proactively
addressed its constituents’ concerns that the long-acting and surgically
implanted contraceptive Norplant is being deployed against low-income
women and women of color in ways that are reminiscent of the forced
sterilization of earlier eras.

Evolution, of course, does not always move in a direction that benefits
disadvantaged groups. In conservative political climates, organizations
might instead be driven to evolve in ways that move away from the issues
that affect intersectionally disadvantaged groups. Rather than suggesting
an inevitable progression toward more inclusiveness, however, all of the
examples in this chapter clearly show the importance of a proactive and
explicit commitment to engage in affirmative advocacy in all political cli-
mates, taking seriously critiques of past omissions andmistakes andmak-
ing a commitment to take the necessary measures to correct them. Orga-
nizations might further these goals by engaging in regular self-studies in
order to learn from the past, by remaining open to change, and by using
their recognition of problematic histories to try to avoid similar mishaps
and oversights in the present.

coalitions

Coalitions, as I discussed in chapter 6, are a double-edged sword when it
comes to advocacy on disadvantaged-subgroup issues. On the one hand,
coalitions often marginalize the concerns of intersectionally disadvan-
taged subgroups in ways that depress activity on issues affecting these
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groups. When organizations engage in coalition work on issues affecting
intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups of their constituencies, their
level of participation is usually weaker andmore symbolic than it is when
it comes to other issues types. As a consequence, coalitions can easily re-
produce the mobilization of bias against intersectionally disadvantaged
issues that we see in individual organizations.

While these limitations are persistent, coalition work is nonetheless
an extremely important conduit for activity on disadvantaged-subgroup
issues.Bybringing togetherorganizations inways that transcendtheusual
boundaries around issues and constituencies, coalitions help advocacy
groups draw connections among issues and illuminate aspects of these is-
sues that remain in the shadowswhenorganizationswork alone. In spite of
their potential pitfalls, then, coalitions provide organizationswith unpar-
alleled opportunities to improve their representation of intersectionally
disadvantaged groups. Organizations should therefore give priority to
coalition work, but they should do so in tandemwith explicit measures to
avoid using coalitions in ways that give disadvantaged-subgroup issues
short shrift.

The rich potential of coalitions to represent intersectionally disadvan-
tagedsubgroupscanbemaximized,andmanyof their commonpitfalls can
beavoided,by incorporating into thestructuresandprocessesofcoalitions
many of the recommendations that I have discussed thus far regarding or-
ganizations more generally. For example, when organizations join forces
with one another, they can engage in the processes of information col-
lection and policy selection that I described earlier to ensure that they
recognize and prioritize issues that affect disadvantaged subgroups of the
constituencies they represent. By taking proactive measures such as these
tonurtureintersectionalunderstandingsofpolicyissuesandapproachesto
advocacy, organizations also canmake themost of theunparalleled oppor-
tunities for mediation that are offered by coalitions amongmany groups.

In addition to measures such as these, partners in coalitions can make
explicit agreementswith one another to pursue common and clearly artic-
ulatedgoals and topool their relevant resources, asRalphGomesandLinda
Williams suggest with regard to electoral coalitions (Gomes andWilliams
1995a). Moreover, in the process of articulating their goals, they canmake
self-conscious efforts to ensure that inequities in power, resources, and
social standing do not lead to taking disadvantaged-subgroup issues “off
the table.” Instead, coalitionmembers canmake explicit attempts to place
such issues high on their agendas. In addition, when organizations pool
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their resources, stronger and wealthier organizations might be expected
toprovide extra resources to the coalitions. Those organizations that bring
more resources to the tablemight be asked explicitly to agree that theywill
not wield these resources over less well-resourced organizations and that
they will refrain from using the threat of pulling their resources as an exit
strategy if they disapprove of decisions that aremade or directions that are
taken by the alliance.32

ideological and solidaristic commitments

Another factor associated with higher levels of activity on disadvantaged-
subgroup issues is an organizational commitment to an overall vision of
social justice, especially one that emphasizes the interconnectedness of
issues and inequalities. The way in which this approach leads to activism
on intersectionally disadvantaged issues is exemplified by the following
exchange that I had with an economist in the public policy department
of a labor organization. I asked him why he believes that his organization
should be active on a policy issue such as workfare (policies which require
recipients of public assistance to fulfill a certain number of hours of labor
in exchange for their benefits), even though this policy issue does not di-
rectly affect the unionmembers who comprise his membership, since they,
by definition, are employed and not receiving public assistance. Without
hesitating, he responded that the organization’s investment in this issue is
basedonacombinationofwhathe termed“social justiceandself-interest.”
He explained, “People who’ve been forced into workfare [are] being pitted
against unionworkers, so it’s natural self-interest thatwe shouldn’twant a
superexploited group of workers . . . competing with our members’ jobs.”
Just as important, however, is what he labeled “the social justice side.”
He continued, “People can’t survive on the wages that many of these jobs
pay, creating a lot of social misery.”33 From this perspective, even though
workfare does not affect union members directly, it is connected to the
mission of the labor movement because it is an issue of social justice,
something their overarching ideology allows them to see. Moreover, as
this respondent’s statements reveal so clearly, an ideological commitment
to social justice neednot be completely divorced fromself-interest. In fact,
self-interest, or at least enlightened self-interest (the idea that we can best
achieve what is in our own self-interest by taking into account shared in-
terests and the interests of others), can help reveal the interconnectedness
of issues and forms of marginalization (Mansbridge 1983).
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The role of an overarching ideology and set of commitments in encour-
aging activity on disadvantaged-subgroup issues is perhaps best articu-
lated by the executive director of the civil rights organization that was
referenced earlier as having embraced immigration as a central issue on
its agenda. This respondent attributed his group’s adoption of this issue
to the fact that the organization is “guided a by a core set of fundamental
principles that allow you to take new facts [and] situations and apply those
principles anddeterminewhether the issue that emerges shouldbeconsid-
ered as a part of the portfolio.”34 In similar fashion, the executive director
of a large African American organization affirmed the centrality of ideo-
logical frameworks in prompting his group to work on issues that might
not seem, at first glance, to be “black issues.” He explained, for example,
that even though raciallymotivated crimes are already covered by existing
anti–hate crime legislation, African American organizations have been at
the forefront of recent efforts to expand this legislation so that it would
cover crime motivated by gender, sexuality, or disability. He attributed
this commitment to both solidaristic and ideological sources, explaining
that the organization’s activity on this issue stemmed from a “desire to
support and be in solidarity with other groups [in particular LGBT people]
thatwould benefit” from it, aswell as fromadesire “to be includedbecause
to be [on the] left says something.”35 As this example demonstrates, ide-
ological commitments and solidaristic impulses can lead organizations
that might not seem to have a direct interest in the outcome of a cam-
paign to contribute to the effort. Although we might not expect such
efforts in the absence of these ideological commitments, self-consciously
emphasizing these commitments andmaking themexplicit is an important
component of effective representation for intersectionally marginalized
groups.

One way that organizations can emphasize ideological commitments
is to maintain a utopian vision—an overarching set of ideals that en-
compasses both critical ideas about the problems with the world as it is
and constructive ideas about what the “good life” would be. Although a
pragmatic, incrementalist approach is certainly important for short-term
gains and successes, a broader vision fosters motivation during difficult
periods and also provides a set of long-term goals against which current
actions and demands can be compared. While this might, at first glance,
seemamorphousandnaivelyutopian, it canbe“operationalized” inat least
two ways: by taking a long-term view and by having a proactive agenda.
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Long-Term View | First, as I discussed in chapter 4, the interviews suggest
thatoneway thatorganizationsoperationalizeautopianvision isby taking
a long-term view of social change. Egalitarian agendas take a very long
time to realize, but over these long periods of time, ideas once considered
radical often become commonsensical—votes forwomen seemed asmuch
of a pie-in-the-sky idea at one point in history as voting rights for felons
might seem now (Baumgartner and Jones 1993; Guidry and Sawyer 2003;
Keck and Sikkink 1998).36 It is only by putting seemingly “radical” ideas
out for policymakers and the public to debate over years and even decades
that they will eventually be integrated into a practical political and public
policy agenda.

While all such changes require long and difficult struggles before they
are attained and integrated into thepolitical landscape, policies benefiting
advantagedmembersof formerlyexcludedgroupshaveproveneasier toat-
tain than ones that might benefit multiply marginalized people (Klinkner
and Smith 1999). For example, recall the executive director of the civil
rights coalition who was quoted earlier, speaking about economic justice
and criminal justice issues as “second-generation” civil rights issues. His
statement does not mean that the economic and criminal justice issues
that he referenced were absent in the 1950s and 1960s. Instead, his point is
that the issues that we now think of as “basic” civil rights issues—consen-
sus issues such as the rights to vote and to be served in public accommo-
dations, for example (C. Cohen 1999)—were more readily (though not by
any means easily) attained than these other issues that intersect race and
class disadvantages or affect stigmatized subgroups. As issues affecting dis-
advantaged subgroups of African Americans, they are more difficult to ad-
dress andhave taken longer even tobecomeagenda items,much less to solve.

Many respondents referenced the importance of taking a long-term
view and working on issues that might seem to be futile at themoment.
The executivedirector of a large civil rights organization said, for example,
thatwhilehecertainly likes toworkonissues thathavehighprobabilityofa
victory, he also argued that “on some issues of principle, it is important
that the organization be counted—even though you know going in that
it’s going to be a tough fight and may be a fight that you can’t win.”37

The executive director of an antipoverty organizationmade a similar point.
He said that while advocacy organizations certainly have to account for
immediate needs andfigure out how toprioritize battles, “the opportunity
for immediate success shouldnot dictate your policy. Sometimes the same
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issue has to come in front of the Congress every year for a bunch of years
before they get the message. . . . So you don’t look at [the] short term.”38

It also is important not to be discouraged by short-term losses. As the
president of an economic justice group said, organizations have to “deal
with all the little things that pop up, obstacles and stones in the road” and
“be fluid enough to dodge and step over and pick up andmove so that you
couldmove on.”39

The political director of a LGBT organization put it this way: “The Em-
ployment Nondiscrimination Act,” she began, referencing the bill that
wouldprotectLGBTpeople fromworkplacediscrimination, “was just rein-
troduced for the fifth time in the 107th Congress. . . . Some people look and
say, ‘Seven years is an awfully long time and what are you doing?’ But in
the world of civil rights legislation . . . seven years really isn’t that long.”40

Similarly, the executive director of a women’s health organization toldme
that her organization worked for thirteen years to get the Federal Drug
Administration to approve mifepristone (RU-486, commonly known as
the “morning after pill”) even though “at times it seemed like it would
never happen.”41 While short-term goals must be pursued strategically,
they should not preclude activity on “utopian” goals that will likely take
longer to achieve. One respondent summed it up this way: themembers of
his organization, he said, “are interested in getting results, they’re just not
interested in how long it takes.”42

Proactive Agendas | The second way in which organizations can “opera-
tionalizeutopianism” is bymaintaining aproactive agenda.Organizations
must, of course, respond to assaults and opportunities, taking action on
issues that are high on the legislative, administrative, or judicial agenda
in order to exploit opportunities for change or block initiatives they see
as detrimental (Kingdon 1995; Meyer and Minkoff 2004). Assaults on
issues from reproductive rights to affirmative action certainly demand
immediate reactions, high-priority positions on agendas, and the use of
all of the legislative, judicial, and executive strategies in an organization’s
tactical arsenal. However, the need to focus on defending programs such
as these oftenmeans that disadvantaged-subgroup issues are ignored. The
reasonable impulse to do everything possible to protect extant rights
should therefore be tempered by an awareness that doing so tends to con-
centrate energy and resources on protecting policies that have had dispro-
portionate impact on relatively advantaged subgroups. In contrast to such
issues, most disadvantaged-subgroup issues have yet to win a spot on the
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mainstream political agenda. To counteract such a lack of mainstream at-
tention, organizations should always have several items on their agendas
that are aimed at promoting public debate about and introducing legis-
lation that would codify new rights or confer new benefits, particularly
rights and benefits that help disadvantaged and multiply marginalized
subgroups of their constituencies. For example, Roberta Spalter-Roth
and Ronnee Schreiber examined the activities and agendas of feminist
organizations during the hostile period of the Reagan and Bush adminis-
trations of the 1980s and early 1990s. They argue that those organizations
that managed to survive and thrive during this period did so, in part,
because they committed their organizations to expanding their agendas
to include issues such as sexual orientation, abortion rights, and racism
(Spalter-Roth and Schreiber 1995, 125–26).

One specific way in which organizations can be proactive is bymaintain-
ing and pursuing a research agenda that allows them to continue to collect
information and develop analyses about issues during periods when there
is littlechancethattheywillsucceedpolitically(Spalter-RothandSchreiber
1995). The executive director of a women’s health organization explained
to me, for example, that in addition to its policy arm, her group has a
clearinghouse for information. The staff uses the clearinghouse for public
education and forworkingwithmembers on issues that have not yetmade
it onto the national agenda. This clearinghouse allows the organization to
continue to work reactively to stave off rollbacks, while guaranteeing that
it will devote energy and resources to issues that are, as the director put it,
political “long shots.”43

Maintaining a proactive agenda is no small feat in political climates
inhospitable to many of the goals of the groups in this study. Indeed,
in addition to the usual constraints associated with organizational main-
tenance, organizations that represent marginalized groups face difficult
decisions during times of backlash against progressive social and eco-
nomic change. The following statement from the executive director of a
Latino organization captured the spirit ofmany that I heard inmy conver-
sationswithadvocacygroupofficers inthespringof2001. “Unfortunately,”
he began, reflecting on the recent election of President George W. Bush,
“of late, it’s playing a lot more defense than playing offense, . . . trying
to keep bad things from happening [rather] than making good things
happen.”44

Indeed, many observers argue that the most that can be expected of
advocacy organizations in unreceptive political climates or during times
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of national crises is that they do their best to forestall the impact of attacks
on the rights and resources of themarginalized groups they represent. But
advocacy organizations can also endeavor to use the access that they have
tomake sure that themost vulnerable andmarginalizedmembers of their
communities do not bear the lion’s share of the burdens of such retrench-
ments. The current practices ofmanyof these organizationsunfortunately
do not point in that direction. There is toomuch at stake, however, to nor-
malize the fact that most organizations do not work on behalf of their
disadvantaged constituents by taking it as given that theywill fail to do so.

Affirmative advocacy offers a set of principles and suggestions to put
advocacyorganizationsonacourse thatwouldhelp themtruly realize their
roles as representatives of marginalized groups by doing what they can to
protect intersectionally disadvantaged members of their constituencies.
By looking to the extant practices of actual organizations for models of
ways that this can be done, affirmative advocacy reminds us that many
organizations already rise to the task of working vigorously and effectively
on behalf of their least advantaged constituents. Rather than exceptional-
izing these practices or dismissing them as either unexplainably altruistic
or cynically rational, we can take them as evidence that another way is
possible and hold them up as a standard for others to emulate.

CONCLUSION

Although they address many different aspects of organizational struc-
tures and behavior, the practices that I have highlighted in this chapter
are united by a conception of redistributive representation that is itself a
form of social justice. They are united as well by the premise that affir-
mative advocacy is necessary to rectify the inequalities in representation
that, I have shown, are endemic to and deeply entrenched within contem-
porary politics. None of the suggestions that I have made based on these
practices is the silver bullet that will allow organizations to overcome the
hurdles associatedwith their roles as representatives formarginalized and
often unpopular groups, particularly in the context of challenging polit-
ical moments. However, these propositions call attention to some of the
concrete ways in which many organizations can and do make concerted
and institutionalized efforts to recognize intersectionally disadvantaged
subgroups and to redistribute resources and energies to issues affecting
them.As a consequence, these suggestionsbring to light someof themany
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ways in which advocacy organizations might bolster the important work
they do on behalf of marginalized groups by more effectively and ener-
getically representing intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups of these
constituencies.

The intersectional approach to representation promoted by affirmative
advocacy asks that organizations reframe the ways in which they think
about the relationships amongpower, interests, and representation.Affir-
mative advocacy departicularizes anduniversalizes the interests and expe-
riences of intersectionally disadvantagedgroups andasks organizations to
focuson, rather thanavoid, points of intersectionandcomplexity inpolicy
areas and constituency groups. By valuing the groups and issues at these
intersections, and by evaluating their own actions in terms of their impli-
cations for multiply disadvantaged constituents, organizations can make
the needs of these constituents a central part of their purpose and agenda.

Toaccomplishtheseobjectives,affirmativeadvocacyrequiresthatorga-
nizations invest substantially in retooling theways inwhich they typically
mediate among their constituencies. It entails that organizationsmodel to
their advantagedconstituentshowtheir fates are linked to, rather than iso-
lated from, the fates of themultiply disadvantagedmembers of their com-
munities and that they make clear through their actions that addressing
these other forms of disadvantage is fundamental, rather than incidental,
to their missions. From the vantage point of affirmative advocacy, it is in
everyone’s interest to address the needs of intersectionally disadvantaged
groups because these groups are, in the words of Lani Guinier and Gerald
Torres (2002), the “canary inacoalmine.”Theirdistress serves as awarning
about trouble ahead for all; when good things happen to these subgroups,
it heralds imminent benefits for everyone else as well. In this light, orga-
nizations’ efforts to give priority to issues affecting intersectionally disad-
vantaged subgroups are important not only for these subgroups but also
because policies that benefit these subgroups provide broader social ben-
efits by trickling up to all members of their constituencies and ultimately
to the polity as a whole. In these ways, affirmative advocacy can help
maximize the strengths of advocacy organizations and the possibilities
of civil society, engaging both of them in efforts to fulfill the promises of
democratic representation.
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Study Design: Methodology
and Data Collection

This book uses data that I collected in two principal ways: (1) through
a telephone survey conducted with officers and professional staff at 286
advocacy organizations; and (2) via face-to-face interviews with officers
and professional staff at forty organizations. Many important features of
the methods used to collect these data are described in chapter 2, and
particular survey questions and methodological decisions are detailed as
necessary in subsequent chapters. I elaborate on the data collection here
for readers who desire more specific details regarding the survey design,
execution, and question wordings, as well as for readers who would like
more information about the face-to-face interviews (Berry 1999).

THE 2000 SURVEY OF NATIONAL ECONOMIC AND
SOCIAL JUSTICE ORGANIZATIONS

I collected the survey data in 2000 using a study I titled the Survey of
National Economic andSocial JusticeOrganizations (SNESJO), a telephone
survey of officers and professional staff at 286 women’s, racial minority,
and economic justice organizations that are active in domestic policy issues
at the national level.
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survey sample

The categories “women’s, racial minority, and economic justice organiza-
tions” encompass a broad range of organizations and subtypes of organi-
zations. In compiling the survey sample of organizations in each category,
I endeavored tobalance several goals. First, I attempted tobe as inclusive as
possible of the many types of organizations that represent women, racial
minorities, and low-income people in national politics.

To that end, I define national organizations to include ones outside of
Washington, D.C., because some of the populations of organizations in
which I am interested are geographically concentrated in other regions or
cities. For example,while 74percent ofAfricanAmerican and70percent of
national economic justice groups are based in theWashington, D.C. area,
only 44 percent of Asian PacificAmerican, 55 percent of Latino, 65 percent
of women’s, and 25.5 percent of Native American organizations are based
there. While many maintain D.C. offices, a disproportionate number of
these organizations are based instead in California, the Southwest, New
York City, and the Midwest. Organizations included in the survey therefore
either maintain a Washington, D.C., office or play a leadership role in
the national policy activities of the movements of which they are a part
(Minkoff 1997; Minkoff and Agnone 2003).

In addition, as I show in chapter 2, the organizations in this study
represent marginalized and “outsider” groups and therefore have fewer re-
sources and fewer of the organizational and political tools available to other
interests such as corporate, business, and professional organizations. As
such,manyof theorganizations that ideallywouldbesurveyedaredifficult
to “find.” Because, for example, theseorganizations are less likely tobe reg-
istered to lobby, toemploy lobbyists,or tohavepolitical actioncommittees
(PACs), they are also less likely to be listed in two of the main sources of
information about advocacy organizations and interest groups, Washing-
tonRepresentatives and theWashington InformationDirectory. Consequently,
meeting the goal of inclusivity also entailed consulting a broader range of
directories and lists thanhave beenused bymost surveys of organizations.
I therefore compiled the sample of organizations by assembling a database
using information from a wider-than-usual range of published directo-
ries of organizations, media sources, and movement publications. These
sources also were used to collect preliminary data about the organizations
in order to test for nonresponse and other types of bias in the survey data.
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The published directories that I consulted include the Encyclopedia of
Associations (Gale Research 2000), Public Interest Profiles (Foundation for
PublicAffairs1999),WashingtonInformationDirectory (CQPress1998),Wash-
ington Representatives (Columbia Books 1999), and Who’s Who in Washington
Nonprofit Groups (Congressional Quarterly 1995). In addition, I consulted
specialized directories, including the National Directory of Asian Pacific
American Organizations (Organization of Chinese Americans 1999), the Na-
tional Directory of Hispanic Organizations (Congressional Hispanic Caucus,
Inc. 1999), and the Women of Color Organizations and Projects National Di-
rectory (Women of Color Resource Center 1998). I also consulted lists of
organizations on approximately thirty Web sites, including those of um-
brella organizations such as the Leadership Conference on Civil Rights
(LCCR).1 All of the organizations in the sample appeared in at least one
source, 42 percent appeared in at least two sources, and 14 percent were
found in at least three of the sources listed here.

In addition to striving for inclusivity, I also endeavored to achieve an
appropriate level of specificity by refining the categories used to classify
organizations so that each onewas precise enough tomake it possible to ask
respondents questions about policies appropriate to their organizations.
Doing so required disaggregating the broad categories of “women’s, racial
minority, and economic justice organizations” into smaller subgroupings.
While the organizations in some categories are relatively straightforward,
others are more complex and demand definition and clarification.

Women’s organizations | The organizations that are classified in the ta-
bles as “women’s rights/feminist” organizations include a broad array of
women’s, feminist, and women of color organizations. Organizations were
included in this category if either their name or their description indicated
that they engage in policy advocacy to advance gender equality or women’s
rights. Some conservative but nonetheless feminist groupswere included,
while explicitly antifeminist groupswere not. To allow for the administra-
tionofappropriatequestions, I separatedreproductive rightsandwomen’s
health organizations from organizations concerned with women’s rights
and feminismmoregenerally. Serviceproviderswere includedonly if their
name or description indicated that they engage in policy advocacy in ad-
dition to service provision.

Racial minority organizations | This category encompasses Asian Pacific
American, Black/African American, Hispanic/Latino, and Native American/
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American Indian organizations. Organizations were included in this cat-
egory if either their name or their description specified that they engage
in policy advocacy to advance equality or rights for a specific racial group
or groups. In order to include organizations that represent members of
racial minority groups but that do not refer to one particular racial or
ethnic group, the sample also includes organizations that I have catego-
rized as “civil rights—other.” In addition to these other minority orga-
nizations, this category also includes relevant broadly based civil rights
and civil liberties organizations; lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender
(LGBT) rights organizations; criminal justice organizations; Arab/Muslim
organizations; antiracist organizations; some religious minority groups;
and multiculturalism organizations. I separated out immigrants’ rights
groups so that respondents from these groups could be asked about im-
migrants’ rights issues. However, these groups have been folded into the
“civil rights” category inmost tables and analyses.

Economic justice organizations: | Organizations were included in this cate-
gory if either their name or their description specified that they engage in
policy advocacy on issues such as antipoverty policy, welfare rights, home-
lessness, or hunger. Some of these organizations are oriented toward chil-
dren, andmany are religiously affiliated. In such cases, organizationswere
included only if their name or their description indicated that they engage in
policy advocacy related to economic justice. They have not been included
if their advocacy relates only to advancing religious matters, nor if their
poverty-related activities are primarily service-oriented. In order to be as
inclusive as possible of the broad range of organizations that advocate in
the area of economic justice, I also surveyed unions and labor organizations.

Finally, the survey also included public interest groups that indicated
an interest in racial or gender equality or in economic justice. Note that I
use the term public interest to designate a set of organizations that is more
circumscribed than the organizations that are usually labeled this way.
Researchers typically use the term public interest to distinguish those or-
ganizations that seek “a collective good” from those organizations that
seek goods that benefit “selectively and materially. . . the membership or
activists of the organization” (Berry 1977, 7). With the exception of labor
unions, this more common designation encompasses most of the organi-
zation types that are the focus of my survey (see, however, Gerber 1999).
The organizations that I have classified as “public interest” groups are pri-
marily consumer, environmental, and “good government” organizations
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whose names or descriptions indicated that they advocate in the areas of
racial, gender, or economic justice.

survey execution

The initial search for organizations yielded 987 organizations, and solici-
tation letters were sent to all of these groups. Of these, 273 were defunct,
resulting in a universe of 714 organizations. Six weeks into the survey, a
second solicitation letter was sent to organizations that had not yet been
interviewed but had not yet refused to participate. To ensure that all of
the organizations contacted are indeed advocacy groups, the survey began
with the screening question, “On a scale of 1 to 5, if 1 is ‘not important’ and
5 is ‘very important,’ how important is influencing national public policy
as a part of your organization’s mandate and activities?” Interviews were
not completed with respondents who answered “1” to this question.

The telephone interviews were conducted by Zogby International be-
tween June 26 and November 11, 2000, and took an average of thirty-three
minutes to complete. Interviews were completed with 286 organizations for
a 40 percent completion rate. According to Jeffrey Berry and his four coau-
thors (Berry et al. 2003, 12), surveys of organizations often have response
rates between 17 percent and 50 percent. Respondents were promised
anonymity for themselves and for their organizations.

The results of the survey compare closely to previous studies, and data
on criterion variables such as location, number of employees, and year
founded do not differ significantly from the data on these measures that I
collected from publicly available sources for the universe of organizations
as a whole in the course of compiling the master list of organizations. For
example, 61.4 percent of the groups in the sample are located in or around
theWashington, D.C., area, as are 61.1 percent of the groups on themaster
list. Similarly, the average age (in 2002) of the groups in themaster list was
37.5 years old, while the average for the respondent groups is 38.4 years
old. The average number of staffmembers among the organizations in the
survey is 39, compared with an average of 37 staff members among the
organizations on themaster list.

survey questions

The questions in the SNESJO (see appendix B) focus on organizations’
activities on policy issues of the 1990s that have significant implications
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for rights and resources for marginalized groups, including women,
racial minorities, LGBT people, immigrants, and low-income people. To
contextualize these activities and facilitate comparisons with existing
work, the survey replicates key questions from earlier surveys (Berry 1977;
Heinz et al. 1993; Knoke and Adams 1984; Kollman 1998; Laumann and
Knoke 1987; Schlozman and Tierney 1986; Walker 1991) such as questions
about organizations’ age, sources of funding, ideology, and size, as well
as measures of political context factors such as partisan control of Con-
gress.

policy issue selection

The policy issues that were used in the survey questions are all domestic
policy issues that can be pursued at the national level and through all three
branchesof the federal government—legislative, administrative, and judi-
cial. Using a two-stepmethod, I also stipulated that the policy issuesmust
have been on the national political “agenda” during the period covered by
the study (i.e., issues had to involve pending court cases beingheardby the
SupremeCourt; pending legislationbeingdebated inCongress; orpending
policy being set in an executive branch department or agency). To select
appropriate questions, I compiled a list of issues from the Congressional
Quarterly for 1990, 1993, 1996, and 1999, and another from the “Supreme
Court Roundup” (a regular feature in the New York Times) for the period
from 1990 through 2000. After selecting all issues that were potentially
relevant to the groups in the survey, I then searched the 1990–2000 vol-
umes of the Congressional Record and of the Federal Register to confirm that
the issues were on the agendas in the legislative and executive branches
as well, noting howmany times each issue had beenmentioned in each of
these sources. (The resulting “counts” also are used asmeasures of salience
in the analyses in chapters 4 and 5.) I repeated this “reverse” search for
the “Supreme Court Roundup.” Although appearing in any one of these
sourceswould constitute sufficient evidence that issueswere on the “radar
screen” and could reasonably be expected to be on the agenda of advocacy
groups, all twenty-two issues that I selected were found in at least two of
the sources, and twenty of the twenty-two issues were found in all three
sources. While there are certainly biases inherent in basing the selection
of policies on these sources, thismethod avoids asking respondents about
their work on issues for which a lack of activity could be explained simply
as a function of issues not being “on the agenda.”
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The policy issues are as follows:

Alleviating the green card backlog for resident alien citizens
Banning racial profiling in law enforcement
Denial of federal safety-net benefits to immigrants
Efforts to unionize white-collar workers
Identifying, preventing, and rectifying gender-based wage disparities
Preventing racial discrimination in environmental policy making and in

the enforcement of environmental laws
Protecting access to late-term abortion
Protecting gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender people fromworkplace

discrimination
Protectingorexpandingaffirmativeaction forminority-ownedbusinesses

in government contracting
Protecting or expanding affirmative action in higher education
Protecting or expanding hate crime laws
Protecting or expanding laws against violence against women
Protecting or expanding tribal sovereignty or self-government
Protecting or raising theminimumwage
Protecting privacy on the Internet
Raising the H-1B Visa ceiling for temporary high-skilled immigrant workers
Rectifying the underrepresentation of poor people and racial minorities

in the U.S. Census
Reforming the system of campaign finance
Regulating abortion coverage by insurance companies and HMOs
Restrictions or cuts to public funding for abortion
Social Security reform
Welfare reform

In order to determine which issues should be addressed to each type of
organization, I constructed a grid arraying each organization type along
one axis and each issue type along the other axis. I listed the subgroups of a
constituency that could be affected by each policy issue and then selected
four policy issues for each organization type, the first three of which
included one majority issue, one advantaged-subgroup issue, and one
disadvantaged-subgroup issue (see table 2.2). The same universal issue—
Social Security—was used as the fourth issue for all groups, thus also
serving as a control issue.
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database

Using the information collected through the telephone survey, I created
two data sets following the method used by Ken Kollman (1998). In the
first data set, the unit of analysis is the organization, with one record
(row) for eachof the 286 organizations surveyed.Arranging thedata in this
way allowsme to analyze and compare the characteristics and activities of
the organizations. In the second data set, there are four records for each
organization—one row for each of the four policy issues about which they
have been asked, resulting in a total of 1,144 cases. Using the data arranged
in this fashion, Iwas able topool all the informationabout thepolicy issues
to predict a range of dependent variables, distinguishing organizations’
levels of activity on each of the four policy issues.

FACE-TO-FACE INTERVIEWS

In addition to collecting survey data, I conducted semistructured, anony-
mous, face-to-face interviews with officials and professional staff at forty
organizations between March 22 and August 3, 2001. The interview re-
sponses supplement the survey data by providing a window into the nu-
ances of how, why, and in what context organization officers make the
decisions that they do about how to allocate resources. Because of their
small number, the interviews and the quotations are not intended to be
generalizable as such but rather are used to illustrate, elaborate upon,
and explain the quantitative findings. Nonetheless, the statements that
are quoted in the book can be taken as typical of trends in the general
substance, tone, and tenor of interviews as a whole.

The breakdownof interviews by organization type is presented in chap-
ter 2 in table 2.1. Intervieweeswere not randomly sampled. Instead, groups
were selected to vary based on criteria such as size and policy areas.
Nonetheless, table 2.1 demonstrates that the resulting number of orga-
nizations in each category does not diverge drastically from their relative
numbers in thebroaderuniverse. I recruited approximatelyhalf of the sub-
jects by sending thank-you letters to the 286 survey respondents in which
I requested follow-up interviews. The other half were recruited using a
“snowball” sample generated through (1) recommendations from inter-
viewees; (2) references from colleagues; (3) requests for interviews with
officers and professional staff I hadmet at various events.
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The questions on the semistructured interview protocol (see appendix
C)were intended togathermoredetailed informationabout issues thathad
been covered by survey questions, including questions about constituen-
cies, coalitionwork, general policy activity, representation, and choices of
policy issues and advocacy tactics (Collier and Brady 2004). The interviews
also allowedme to ask respondentsmore detailed questions about the four
policy issues fromthesurvey,askingrespondents, forexample, tocompare
their involvement among different issues and about their policy goals.

One benefit of open-ended interviews, of course, is that they sometimes
stray from the script. While I asked the interview questions consistently,
someof themost interesting insights fromrespondents came in the course
of digressions. In addition, although in general I replicated the policy is-
sues that hadbeenused in the telephone survey, I also addedor substituted
issues that were tailored to the mission of the organization in question.
In particular, I asked about additional disadvantaged-subgroup issues to
explore whether groups that might not be active on one disadvantaged-
subgroup issue are active on another. For example, if an economic justice
organization was not active on the designated disadvantaged-subgroup
issue, public funding for abortion, then I often asked about another dis-
advantaged-subgroup issue, such as restoring the public benefits that had
been eliminated by the 1996 Immigration Reform and Control Act.
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Survey Questionnaire

Hello, this is calling from Zogby International on behalf of
Dara Strolovitch of Yale University. I’m following up on a letter we sent
you onMay 22 about researchwe’re conducting on national public interest
groups.

1. First I’d like to make sure I have the right person. You are (name and
position), is that correct?

2. On a scale of 1 to 5, if 1 is “not important” and 5 is “very important,”
how important is influencing national public policy as a part of your
organization’s mandate and activities?

3. Ona scale of 1 to 10,where 1 is “very conservative” and 10 is “very liberal,”
howwould you describe your organization?

4. Howmany groups are members of your organization?
5. Howmany individuals are members of your organization?
(Ask 6 only if Q4> 0 or Q5> 0)

6. Which of the following statements best describes your organization?
a. In general, the policy issues this organization attempts to influence

affect its members directly.
b. In general, the policy issues this organization attempts to influence

mainly affect people other than its members.
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c. Neither (do not read)
d. Both (do not read)
e. Not sure (do not read)

7. Onascaleof 1 to5, if 1 is “not important” and5 is “very important,” howim-
portant is each of the following as a target of your organization’s activity?
a. Members of Congress
b. The president andWhite House offices
c. The executive agencies
d. The federal courts

8. On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is “never” and 5 is “frequently,” how often
does your organization use each of the following influencingmethods?
(Systems: If Q8a–p= 1, there will be skips for Q15, 18, 21, 24)
a. Directly lobbyingmembers of Congress
b. Directly lobbyingmembers of executive agencies or theWhiteHouse
c. Grassroots lobbying of members of Congress, such as letter-writing

or e-mail campaigns
d. Working with federal government agencies to draft, enforce and

administer regulations, rules, or guidelines
e. Working withmembers of Congress to formulate legislation
f. Pursuing issues through litigation by filing suits in court
g. Filing amicus curiae (a-MEEK-usCUR-ee-eye) briefs in lawsuitsbrought

by other groups or individuals
h. Organizingpublicdemonstrations,marches,protests,boycotts,strikes,

or pickets
i. Participating in public demonstrations, marches, or protests orga-

nized by others
j. Seeking to influencepublicopinionby issuingpress releases, talking

with the media, or running advertisements about your position on
issues

k. Entering into coalitions or working with other organizations
l. Giving testimony at congressional hearings
m. Giving testimony at agency hearings
n. Presenting research results or technical information to policy makers
o. Working to appoint or elect public officials
p. Serving on governmental advisory commissions or boards

9. On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is “not important” and 5 is “themost impor-
tant,” how important is each of the following issues to the activities and
political concerns of your organization?
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a. Antipoverty policy
b. Civil rights and civil liberties
c. Criminal justice
d. Health and human services
e. Immigration
f. Labor policy
g. Urban policy and development
h. Women’s equality

10. Please tell me, on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being “not at all” and 5 being
“a great deal,” to what degree does your organization address the policy
concerns of each of the following groups?
a. Asian Pacific Americans
b. Blacks or African Americans
c. Latinos or Hispanics
d. Native Americans
e. Elderly people
f. Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender people
g. Immigrants
h. Poor or low-income people
i. Women
j. Workers
(Ask Q11 only if Q4> 0 or Q5> 0)

11. Please tell me, on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being “not at all” and 5 being “a
great deal,” towhat degreewould you say that yourmemberswant your
organization to address the policy concerns of each of those groups?
a. Asian Pacific Americans
b. Blacks or African Americans
c. Latinos or Hispanics
d. Native Americans
e. Elderly people
f. Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender people
g. Immigrants
h. Poor or low-income people
i. Women
j. Workers
(Ask Q12 only if Q4= 0 and Q5= 0)

12. Please tell me, on a scale of 1 to 5, with 1 being “not at all” and 5 be-
ing “a great deal,” to what degree would you say that the people your
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organization serves want your organization to address the policy con-
cerns of each of these groups?
a. Asian Pacific Americans
b. Blacks or African Americans
c. Latinos or Hispanics
d. Native Americans
e. Elderly people
f. Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender people
g. Immigrants
h. Poor or low-income people
i. Women
j. Workers

13. Nowona scale of 1 to 5,with 1being “not at all” and5being “agreatdeal,”
to what degree would you say that the general public thinks that the
policy concerns of each of these same groups deserve to be addressed?
a. Asian Pacific Americans
b. Blacks or African Americans
c. Latinos or Hispanics
d. Native Americans
e. Elderly people
f. Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender people
g. Immigrants
h. Poor or low-income people
i. Women
j. Workers
(Each organizationwas asked the following questions about four policy
issues. See appendix A for a list of policy issues and table 2.2 for the
issues that were asked of each organization type.)

14. Please tell me, on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is “not active” and 5 is “very
active,” how active has your organization been on each of the following
policy issues in the past ten years?
a. (Designatedmajority issue)
b. (Designated disadvantaged-subgroup issue)
c. (Designated advantaged-subgroup issue)
d. (Universal issue)
(Skip Q15–Q17 if Q14a= 1)

15. Which of the following political institutions is themost important tar-
get of your efforts in trying to influence policy on the issue of (Designated
majority issue)?
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a. Members of Congress
b. The president andWhite House offices
c. The executive agencies
d. The federal courts
e. Not sure (do not read)

16. Again, on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is “never” and 5 is “frequently,” how
often does your organization engage in the following activities in pur-
suing its goals on (Designatedmajority issue)?
a. Directly lobbyingmembers of Congress
b. Directly lobbyingmembersof executiveagenciesor theWhiteHouse
c. Grassroots lobbying of members of Congress, such as letter-writing

or e-mail campaigns
d. Working with federal government agencies to draft, enforce, and

administer regulations, rules, or guidelines
e. Working withmembers of Congress to formulate legislation
f. Pursuing issues through litigation by filing suits in court
g. Filing amicus curiae (a-MEEK-usCUR-ee-eye) briefs in lawsuitsbrought

by other groups or individuals
h. Organizingpublicdemonstrations,marches,protests,boycotts,strikes,

or pickets
i. Participating in public demonstrations, marches, or protests orga-

nized by others
j. Seeking to influencepublicopinionby issuingpress releases, talking

with the media, or running advertisements about your position on
issues

k. Entering into coalitions or working with other organizations
l. Giving testimony at congressional hearings
m. Giving testimony at agency hearings
n. Presentingresearchresultsortechnical informationtopolicymakers
o. Working to appoint or elect public officials
p. Serving on governmental advisory commissions or boards

17. Ona scale of 1 to 5,where 1 is “not at all” and5 is “a great deal,” howmuch
would you say the issue of (Designated majority issue) affects each of
the following groups?
a. Asian Pacific Americans
b. Blacks or African Americans
c. Latinos or Hispanics
d. Native Americans
e. Elderly people
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f. Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender people
g. Immigrants
h. Poor or low-income people
i. Women
j. Workers
(Skip Q18–Q20 if Q14b= 1)

18. Which of the following political institutions is themost important tar-
getofyoureffortsintryingtoinfluencepolicyontheissueof(Designated
disadvantaged-subgroup issue)?
a. Members of Congress
b. The president andWhite House offices
c. The executive agencies
d. The federal courts
e. Not sure (do not read)

19. On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is “never” and 5 is “frequently,” how often
does your organization engage in the following activities in pursuing
its policy goals on the issue of (Designated disadvantaged-subgroup
issue)?
a. Directly lobbyingmembers of Congress
b. Directly lobbyingmembersof executiveagenciesor theWhiteHouse
c. Grassroots lobbying of members of Congress, such as letter-writing

or e-mail campaigns
d. Working with federal government agencies to draft, enforce, and

administer regulations, rules, or guidelines
e. Working withmembers of Congress to formulate legislation
f. Pursuing issues through litigation by filing suits in court
g. Filing amicus curiae (a-MEEK-usCUR-ee-eye) briefs in lawsuits brought

by other groups or individuals
h. Organizingpublicdemonstrations,marches,protests,boycotts,strikes,

or pickets
i. Participating in public demonstrations, marches, or protests orga-

nized by others
j. Seeking to influencepublicopinionby issuingpress releases, talking

with the media, or running advertisements about your position on
issues

k. Entering into coalitions or working with other organizations
l. Giving testimony at congressional hearings
m. Giving testimony at agency hearings
n. Presentingresearchresultsortechnical informationtopolicymakers
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o. Working to appoint or elect public officials
p. Serving on governmental advisory commissions or boards

20. On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is “not at all” and 5 is “a great deal,” how
much would you say the issue of (Designated disadvantaged-subgroup
issue) affects the following groups?
a. Asian Pacific Americans
b. Blacks or African Americans
c. Latinos or Hispanics
d. Native Americans
e. Elderly people
f. Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender people
g. Immigrants
h. Poor or low-income people
i. Women
j. Workers
(Skip Q21–Q23 if Q14c= 1)

21. Which of the following political institutions is themost important tar-
getofyoureffortsintryingtoinfluencepolicyontheissueof(Designated
advantaged-subgroup issue)?
a. Members of Congress
b. The president andWhite House offices
c. The executive agencies
d. The federal courts
e. Not sure (do not read)

22. On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is “never” and 5 is “frequently,” how often
does your organization engage in the following activity in pursuing its
policy goals on the issue of (Designated advantaged-subgroup issue)?
a. Directly lobbyingmembers of Congress
b. Directly lobbyingmembersof executiveagenciesor theWhiteHouse
c. Grassroots lobbying of members of Congress, such as letter-writing

or e-mail campaigns
d. Working with federal government agencies to draft, enforce and

administer regulations, rules, or guidelines
e. Working withmembers of Congress to formulate legislation
f. Pursuing issues through litigation by filing suits in court
g. Filing amicus curiae (a-MEEK-usCUR-ee-eye) briefs in lawsuits brought

by other groups or individuals
h. Organizingpublicdemonstrations,marches,protests,boycotts,strikes,

or pickets
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i. Participating in public demonstrations, marches, or protests orga-
nized by others

j. Seeking to influencepublicopinionby issuingpress releases, talking
with the media, or running advertisements about your position on
issues

k. Entering into coalitions or working with other organizations
l. Giving testimony at congressional hearings
m. Giving testimony at agency hearings
n. Presentingresearchresultsortechnical informationtopolicymakers
o. Working to appoint or elect public officials
p. Serving on governmental advisory commissions or boards

23. On a scale of one to five, where 1 is “not at all” and 5 is “a great deal,”
howmuchwouldyousay the issueof (Designatedadvantaged-subgroup
issue) affects each of the following groups?
a. Asian Pacific Americans
b. Blacks or African Americans
c. Latinos or Hispanics
d. Native Americans
e. Elderly people
f. Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender people
g. Immigrants
h. Poor or low-income people
i. Women
j. Workers
(Skip Q24–Q26 if Q14d= 1)

24. Which of the following political institutions is themost important tar-
get of your efforts in trying to influence policy on the issue of (Universal
issue)?
a. Members of Congress
b. The president andWhite House offices
c. The executive agencies
d. The federal courts
e. Not sure (do not read)

25. On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is “never” and 5 is “frequently,” how often
does your organization engage in the following activity in pursuing its
policy goals on the issue of (Universal issue)?
a. Directly lobbyingmembers of Congress
b. Directly lobbyingmembersof executiveagenciesor theWhiteHouse
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c. Grassroots lobbying of members of Congress, such as letter-writing
or e-mail campaigns

d. Working with federal government agencies to draft, enforce and
administer regulations, rules, or guidelines

e. Working withmembers of Congress to formulate legislation
f. Pursuing issues through litigation by filing suits in court
g. Filing amicus curiae (a-MEEK-usCUR-ee-eye) briefs in lawsuits brought

by other groups or individuals
h. Organizingpublicdemonstrations,marches,protests,boycotts,strikes,

or pickets
i. Participating in public demonstrations, marches, or protests orga-

nized by others
j. Seeking to influencepublicopinionby issuingpress releases, talking

withthemedia,orrunningadvertisementsaboutyourpositiononissues
k. Entering into coalitions or working with other organizations
l. Giving testimony at congressional hearings
m. Giving testimony at agency hearings
n. Presentingresearchresultsortechnical informationtopolicymakers
o. Working to appoint or elect public officials
p. Serving on governmental advisory commissions or boards

26. On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is “not at all” and 5 is “a great deal,” how
much would you say the issue of (Universal issue) affects each of the
following groups?
a. Asian Pacific Americans
b. Blacks or African Americans
c. Latinos or Hispanics
d. Native Americans
e. Elderly people
f. Gay, lesbian, bisexual, and transgender people
g. Immigrants
h. Poor or low-income people
i. Women
j. Workers

27. In general, on a scale of 1 to 5,where 1 is “none” and 5 is “everyone,”what
proportion of the public would you say agrees with your organization’s
position on each issue?
a. (Designatedmajority issue)
b. (Designated disadvantaged-subgroup issue)
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c. (Designated advantaged-subgroup issue)
d. (Universal issue)
(Ask Q28 only if Q4> 0 or Q5> 0)

28. In general, on a scale of 1 to 5,where 1 is “none” and 5 is “everyone,”what
proportion of your members would you say agrees with your organiza-
tion’s position on each of the following issues?
a. (Designatedmajority issue)
b. (Designated disadvantaged-subgroup issue)
c. (Designated advantaged-subgroup issue)
d. (Universal issue)
(Ask Q29 only if Q4= 0 and Q5= 0)

29. In general, on a scale of 1 to 5,where 1 is “none” and 5 is “everyone,”what
proportion of the people your organization serves would you say agrees
with your organization’s position on each of the following issues?
a. (Designatedmajority issue)
b. (Designated disadvantaged-subgroup issue)
c. (Designated advantaged-subgroup issue)
d. (Universal issue)

30. In general, on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is “not at all controversial” and 5
is “extremely controversial,” how controversial is each of these issues?
a. (Designatedmajority issue)
b. (Designated disadvantaged-subgroup issue)
c. (Designated advantaged-subgroup issue)
d. (Universal issue)
(Ask Q31 only if Q4> 0 or Q5> 0)

31. Onascaleof 1 to5,where 1 is “none”and5 is“almostall,”whatproportion
of your members would you say is directly affected by the following
issues?
a. (Designatedmajority issue)
b. (Designated disadvantaged-subgroup issue)
c. (Designated advantaged-subgroup issue)
d. (Universal issue)
(Ask Q32 only if Q4= 0 and Q5= 0)

32. Onascaleof 1 to5,where 1 is “none”and5 is“almostall,”whatproportion
of the people your organization serveswould you say is directly affected
by the following issues?
a. (Designatedmajority issue)
b. (Designated disadvantaged-subgroup issue)
c. (Designated advantaged-subgroup issue)
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d. (Universal issue)
(Ask Q33 only if Q4> 0 or Q5> 0)

33. On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is “none” and 5 is “almost all,” what propor-
tion of your members would you say is concerned about the following
issues?
a. (Designatedmajority issue)
b. (Designated disadvantaged-subgroup issue)
c. (Designated advantaged-subgroup issue)
d. (Universal issue)
(Ask Q34 only if Q4= 0 and Q5= 0)

34. Onascaleof 1 to5,where 1 is “none”and5 is“almostall,”whatproportion
of the people you serve would you say is concerned about each of the
following issues?
a. (Designatedmajority issue)
b. (Designated disadvantaged-subgroup issue)
c. (Designated advantaged-subgroup issue)
d. (Universal issue)

35. Would you say that the 1992 change from Republican to Democratic
control of the presidency has made it “more likely,” “less likely,” or
“neither more nor less likely” that your organization will pursue your
policy objectives on the following issues in executive agencies?

1. More likely 2. Less likely 3. No effect 4. Not sure (do not read)

a. (Designatedmajority issue)
b. (Designated disadvantaged-subgroup issue)
c. (Designated advantaged-subgroup issue)
d. (Universal issue)

36. Would you say that the 1994 change from Democratic to Republican
control of the House of Representatives has made it “more likely,” “less
likely,” or “neither more nor less likely” that your organization will
pursue your policy objectives on the following issues in Congress?

1.More likely 2. Less likely 3. No effect 4. Not sure (do not read)

a. (Designatedmajority issue)
b. (Designated disadvantaged-subgroup issue)
c. (Designated advantaged-subgroup issue)
d. (Universal issue)

37. Would you say that the 1994 change from Democratic to Republican
control of theUnited StatesHouse ofRepresentatives hasmade it “more
likely,” “less likely,” or “neithermore nor less likely” that your organiza-
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tion will pursue your policy objectives on the following issues through
the courts?

1. More likely 2. Less likely 3. No effect 4. Not sure (do not read)

a. (Designatedmajority issue)
b. (Designated disadvantaged-subgroup issue)
c. (Designated advantaged-subgroup issue)
d. (Universal issue)

38. Please list the threemost important policy issues for your organization.
These may include, but need not be limited to, the issues I have already
asked you about.

1.
2.
3.

39. Does this organization have tax-exempt status under the U.S. Internal
Revenue Code?

1. Yes 2. No 3. Not sure (do not read)

40. Does your organization employ a legal staff?

1. Yes 2. No 3. Not sure (do not read)

41. Is your organization registered to lobbymembers of Congress?

1. Yes 2. No 3. Not sure (do not read)

42. Does your organization regularly employ one ormore registered lobby-
ists inWashington, D.C.?

1. Yes 2. No 3. Not sure (do not read)

43. Does your organization have one or more political action committees?

1. Yes 2. No 3. Not sure (do not read)

44. Howmany paid professional and administrative staff does your organi-
zation employ?

45. In what year was your organization founded?
(Ask Q46 only if Q4> 0)

46. What percent of your individual members would you estimate are:
a. Asian Pacific American
b. Black or African American
c. Latino or Hispanic
d. Native American
e. White
f. Elderly
g. Gay, lesbian, bisexual, or transgender
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h. Immigrants
i. Poor or low-income people
j. Women
k. Workers

47. What is the approximate budget of your organization for the current
year?

48. About what percent of your organization’s total budget would you say
is allocated to its advocacy activities?

49. Onascaleof 1 to5,where 1 is “notasource”and5 is “themost important,”
please tellmehowbig a sourceoffinancial support eachof the following
was for your organization last year. (Ask Q49a Only if Q4> 0)
a. Membership dues paid by organizations (Ask Q 49b Only if Q5> 0)
b. Membership dues paid by individuals
c. Individual contributions other than dues, including contributions

from nonmembers and donations from direct mail and canvasing
d. Foundations
e. Government agencies
f. Religious organizations or other nonprofit organizations
g. Companies or corporations

50. On a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is “no influence” and 5 is “the greatest,” how
much influence would you say that each of the following has in your
organization’s decisionmaking about shaping public policy?
(Ask Q50a only if Q5> 0)
a. Your individual members
b. Contributors other thanmembers
c. State or local organizations, including chapters of your organization
d. Direct service providers, such as health care providers and social

workers
e. Individual policy experts
f. Other national organizations active in policy
g. Foundations and nongovernmental agencies that fund your organi-

zation
h. Political party leaders
i. Elected and appointed public officials
j. Organization officials and staff

51. Would you please mail or fax to Yale University. . .
a. Surveys of your membership?
b. Your organization’s annual report?
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Interview Protocol

Reference Number Date Time to
Respondent
Job Title
Organization
Address
Membership organization? y/n

Thank you somuch for taking the time tomeetwithme. I know that you’re
very busy, and I am very grateful for your time. As I mentioned in my
letter, the interview takes about sixty minutes and covers six main areas.
I will start with a few general questions about the organization, followed
by some questions about your constituencies, some questions about your
policy activism, the targets of your activism, your coalition work, and the
political climate surrounding your work.

Before I begin, I want to make sure it’s all right with you if I tape this
interview. Anything you say will, of course, still be kept completely anon-
ymous, unless you explicitly specify otherwise, and the information that
I am collecting will be used only for my own research. Do you have any
questions before I start?
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GENERAL QUESTIONS

1. I’d like to begin with just a few background questions about your orga-
nization.
a. Can you briefly describe the origins and general goals of this organi-
zation?

CONSTITUENCIES

1. On whose behalf does this organization generally consider itself to be
active?

2. How does the organization determine this?
3. Are there any particular subgroups of this broader constituency that
you focus on?

4. How do you frame and determine this?

GENERAL POLICY ACTIVITY

Now I’d like to talk a bit about your policy advocacy. I ammost interested
in your activities around national domestic policy issues, but please feel
free to refer to any policy issues that you find most helpful to illustrate
your points.

1. How do you decide on which specific policy issues your organization
will be active, which of these issues to prioritize, and howmuch of the
organization’s energy and resources you will devote to each one?

2. In thinking about which issues to pursue, to what extent and in what
ways do you consider the following factors?
a. Which portions and the proportion of your constituency will be af-
fected by an issue

b. The proportion of your constituency that is interested in the issue
c. How controversial you perceive the issue to be among members of
the general public

3. How about the likelihood of success? For example, are you more likely
to put in efforts when it seems that the outcome is likely to be in your
favor, or doesn’t this make a difference? How do you balance “pushing
the envelope” with concerns about “do-ability?”

4. How do you determine which issues are important to or affect your
constituents? For example, do you ever do surveys of your constituency
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to find out what issues they’re interested in and what issues they feel
affect them?

5. How often do you get involved in issues that are already on the agenda,
and howoften do you try instead to get new issues on the agenda?What
are some of the benefits and challenges of each approach?

6. Can you give me a few examples of policy issues your organization has
been involved in over the past few years?

STATE AND LOCAL POLICY ACTIVISM

1. Do you ever get involved in policy issues at the state and local levels, and
if so, under what circumstances?Has the devolution of various policies
to the state and local levels affected your decisions? How?

SPECIFIC POLICIES

[The following battery of questions was typically asked four times regard-
ing four separate policy issues.]

1. In thepast fewyears, has this organizationbeenactive around [policy]?
a. [If not at all involved] Did the organization consider getting involved
in [policy]?

b. [If yes] What made you decide not to?
c. [If no]Why do you think this was so?

2. [If active] How active?
a. What made you decide to get involved, and how did you decide how
involved to be?

b. What are your general policy goals when it comes to [policy]?
c. How do you frame what is at stake when it comes to [policy]?
d. How does this compare to the ways other organizations frame the
issues associated with this policy?

e. What specific tactics have you employed in pursuing these goals
(show card)?

3. Who or what groups would you say are most affected by [policy]?

GENERAL TARGETS OF ACTIVISM

1. In general, what factors influence which institutions your organization
decides to target in pursuing its policy goals? That is, how do you
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decidewhethertofocusonCongress, thecourts, thepresident,or federal
government agencies?

2. In general, do you find advocacy more effective in certain institu-
tions or in certainparts of these institutions—specific agencies, offices,
committees—than in others?Why?

3. Does it matter more whether it’s an institution where you think in gen-
eral you can get results more easily, or do you instead just target what-
ever institution seems to have things going on that provide opportu-
nities—like important bills recently introduced, or lawsuits filed, or
administrative rules proposed for adoption?

4. In general, do the targets of your activities change over time as you
pursue your goals on an issue?Why, and in what ways?

5. In general, which political institutions, if any, do you consider more
receptive to your advocacy efforts?

6. In the past ten years, for which specific issues have you focused your
efforts on Congress? Federal courts (including filing amicus briefs)?
President? Executive agencies?

7. How about targets other than governmental ones? For example, for
what issues or under what circumstances do you try to influence public
opinion?

GENERAL TACTICS

1. In general, how do you decide what tactics to use to pursue policy
goals?

2. What differences, if any, are there between the strategies you use
when addressing issues that you’ve “initiated” versus issues that you’re
reacting to, such as attempts to curtail or repeal hard-won policy
gains?

3. In general, what tactics, if any, do you consider most effective?Which,
if any, do you consider least effective?

COALITIONS—GENERAL

1. To what extent do you work in coalition with other organizations?
2. With what types of organizations do you enter into coalitions?
3. When does that seem to work best for you? I mean, are there particular
issuesortypesof issuesthatyoufindmoreamenabletoormorefruitfully
pursued through coalition work?
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4. Do you think that coalitions are more important for some kinds of
organizations than they are for others?

5. When youwork in coalitions, how do you divide up the particular tasks
among the various organizations? For example, do some groups coor-
dinate grassroots effortswhile others coordinate, say, judicial strategy?

6. How about the substance of various issues?Do you try to address issues
from different angles?

7. What are some of the trade-offs, if there are any, of working in coali-
tions?

8. Ingeneral,howdoyoufeel about theways inwhichothergroupsaddress
the issues on which you’re active?

9. Whether in coalitions or not, do you ever consult with other organi-
zations in your policy area or overlapping policy areas about whether
certain issues are being covered or do you engage in other types of
coordination?

POLITICAL CLIMATE

1. In general, howmuch conflict is there in the policy areas in which your
organization is involved?

2. Thinking back a few years, did the 1992 election of Bill Clinton have an
effect on your choice of strategy or have any other substantial effects on
your work? In what ways?

3. Did the 1994 Republican takeover of the House of Representatives have
an effect on your choice of strategy or have any other substantial effects
on your work? In what ways?

4. More recently, has the [2000] election of George W. Bush affected your
choice of strategyorhadanyother any substantial effects onyourwork?
In what ways?

5. What issues have you been most active on this year? Has the change in
administration brought about changes in your policy focus?

ASSESSMENT AND WRAP-UP

1. How do you define “success” when it comes to policy advocacy?
2. Those are all the questions that I have for you right now, but Iwonder if I
could askyou two favors. First, I’mwondering if I could call you in about
six months to follow up on some of the issues we’ve discussed. Since I
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have all this interesting information, basedmainly on your experiences
during the Clinton presidency, I’d like to see how things progress a
fewmonths into the new administration. Second, I’mwondering if you
know of anyone else at any other organizations whomight be willing to
speak withme about the issues we just covered.



Notes

CHAPTER 1

1. CommentingonWoods’s statementabout therightofAugusta todetermine its
members, Burk said, “If othershad taken that view,he’dbe a caddie atAugusta.
He wouldn’t be a player” (Ferguson 2002). In an article in Black Issues in Higher
Education, economist Julianne Malveaux wrote that she “cringed” when she
read the comment because, she explained,

I realized that some women, right as they are on women’s issues, don’t get
civil rights, thecivil rights struggle, andthedifferencebetweenbiasagainst
women and bias against African Americans. As I cringed, I also wondered
howmanywhitewomen, includingMartha Burk, shrug off theirwhite skin
privilege around racematters. . . . Feminists have come a longway in terms
of racial sensitivities, but comments likeMarthaBurk’s suggestwomenstill
have a long way to go.

It takes a history lesson to understand why Tiger may be a reluctant
spokesperson for women, andwhy I look askance atMartha Burk’s willing-
ness to turn Tiger Woods into a pawn in her game. . . . She is acting as if
Tiger is the establishment, the enemy. The real enemy is the white male
patriarchy that has excluded bothAfricanAmericans andwomen fromAu-
gusta. In the name of women’s rights, should black men walk away from
Augusta?When, in thenameof civil rights,havewhitewomenwalkedaway
from racist institutions?

African Americans and women have somewhat parallel histories in terms
of having been discriminated against. But the histories are not the same.
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OnlyAfricanAmericanswere enslaved.Andwhitewomen,often,haveenjoyed
the privilege their race confers. When the many faces of bias are viewed
through the lens of history, the result is a fascinating complexity absent
fromMartha Burk’s comments about TigerWoods. (Malveaux 2003, 34)

2. I use the terms advocacy organization, interest group, and social movement or-
ganization relatively interchangeably. For a comprehensive discussion of the
many labels (and the implications of these labels) that are used to categorize
organizations that are active in U.S. politics, see Frank Baumgartner and Beth
Leech’s book,Basic Interests (Baumgartner andLeech 1998). For adiscussionand
taxonomy of organizations that do not engage in politics, see DebraMinkoff ’s
book Organizing for Equality (Minkoff 1995).

3. Political theorist Andrew Rehfeld calls the former view, associated with the
tradition of social contract theorists such asHobbes, Locke, andRousseau, the
“sociological view of legitimacy” (Rehfeld 2005, 16).

4. The notion that distributive schemes should be designed to benefit the least
well-offmembers of society is not, of course, JohnRawls’s invention. Rather, it
is a cornerstone ofmany calls for redistribution, such as KarlMarx’s call for re-
sources to be distributed “fromeach according to his ability, to each according
to his needs” (Marx [1875] 1978). I invoke Rawls’s difference principle mainly
as a point of relatively common reference that provides a useful shorthand
for engaging with and understanding the redistributive spirit of affirmative
advocacy. I amnot claiming that theorganizations in the studyendorseRawls’s
particular brand of liberalism, nor that Rawls would necessarily endorse the
precise kinds of redistributive representation implied by the framework that I
sketch out in the book.

This caveat is important because Rawls’s difference principle (and, in fact,
his entire Theory of Justice) has been subjected to a wide range of powerful and
important critiques. Some critics argue that its redistributive goals are overly
radical and that they entail unacceptable infringements on individual liberty
(Nozick 1974). Others take the opposite view, contending that the difference
principle does little more than justify a minimal neoliberal welfare state. Sill
others argue that it is “a disingenuous defense of capitalism and huge in-
equalities” (Chambers 2006, 83). Simone Chambers reminds us, however, that
Rawls made it clear that his intentions in A Theory of Justice are far more egal-
itarian than anything that could be accomplished by welfare-state capitalism
(Chambers 2006, 83). In that light, while I am not advocating the difference
principleasaguide for individualbehavior,norasaprinciple foreconomicpol-
icy, I invoke the difference principle because it captures something important
about themotivationsandspirit ofmanyof theorganizations in this study.As I
will demonstrate in subsequent chapters, theseorganizations explicitly charge
themselveswithfighting for justice andequality fordisadvantagedgroups.Of-
ficers at such organizations are therefore farmore likely thanmost individuals
or political institutions to embrace the egalitarian goals embodied in Rawls’s
theory. These officers also are consequently likely to interpret a concept like
thedifferenceprinciple in itsmost redistributive light andareunlikely to reject
it based on its redistributive implications. In their hands, then, we might be
more confident that a principle that dictates that inequalities should benefit
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the least well-off members will be applied in noncynical ways that are actually
intended to help the “truly disadvantaged” (W.Wilson 1987).

5. Nancy Schwartz (1988) argues that representatives should engage in what she
calls “constitutive representation,” a process of citizen empowerment and
community formation among constituents. In contrast to my invocation of
this idea, Schwartz focuses on territorially based elected representation, ar-
guing that constitutive representation works best when it is rooted in local
constituencies, in particular in single-member electoral districts.

6. While I borrow Urbinati’s terminology of “representation as advocacy,” her
conceptualization is distinct from the one that I advance here in some im-
portant ways. As I elaborate in the rest of the book, I use the term advocacy
primarily to highlight the idea of representation as a form of and a means to
social justice. Urbinati, too, emphasizes the relationship between advocacy
and justice, but she also is concerned with the benefits that conceptualizing
representation as a formof advocacyhas for deliberation and for the expressive
aspects of representation. As such, my use of the term advocacy shares with
Urbinati’s its evocation of engagement, sympathy, andpartiality on the part of
representatives, its “notion of citizenship that is egalitarian in principle” but
that “still takespower relations intoaccount” (Urbinati 2000, 778), aswell as the
alternative that it presents to “the dichotomy of representative as delegate or
representative as trustee” (777). I am less concerned, however, with exploring
the deliberative and expressive values of advocacy.

CHAPTER 2

1. In addition to Schattschneider’s critiques of pluralist assumptions, such ideas
havealsobeenalso roundly critiquedby rational choice theorists,mostnotably
Mancur Olson (1965), who argues that the goals pursued by interest groups
were almost always “public goods,” equally available to everyone regardless of
whether theyparticipate in the efforts toobtain them.A“rational actor,” there-
fore,will decline the costs of participationunless selective incentives aremade
availableonly toparticipants.Olsonarguesthat theseproblemsareparticularly
egregious when it comes to large groups—small groups are muchmore likely
to organize than large ones. Subsequent research has found many conditions
under which such “collective action problems” can be overcome. John Mark
Hansen (1985), for example, finds thatmany people join organizations because
they see them as having been instrumental in previously helping to win some
collective benefits. Other research has identified benefits other than “selective
incentives” (such as purposive and solidary incentives) and narrow economic
self-interest that participants derive from group politics (Barakso 2004; Berry
1977; Cigler and Hansen 1983; Gamson 1975; McFarland 1984; Moe 1981; Rothen-
berg 1992; Wilson [1974] 1995). Nonetheless, the inevitability of organization
andmobilization is no longer taken for granted.

2. In their recent work on the political development of interest groups in the
United States, Daniel Tichenor and Richard Harris (2002–3, 2005) challenge
the dominant characterization of a late-twentieth-century explosion in the
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number of interest groups in the United States brought on by two world wars,
New Deal–era government programs, and the movements of the 1960s. They
note that the sources from which data about political organizations are typi-
cally collected—surveys, interviews, anddirectoriesoforganizations—can tell
us littleaboutorganizationsthatceasedoperationbefore the1950s,whendirec-
tories such as the Encyclopedia of Associations,Washington Information Directory,
andWashington Representatives began publication. They argue that most polit-
ical science work has therefore ignored the “robust set of organized interests
engaged in Progressive Era political life” (Tichenor and Harris 2002–3, 593).

3. There are vast and important literatures that address each of the concerns
that I take up in this chapter. I limit my discussion to the ways in which
each one relates to the prospects for advocacy on behalf of intersectionally
disadvantaged groups.

4. While most of these critiques originate on the left, critics on the right often
make similar points as a way to undermine the moral claims of progressive
organizations, casting them as self-interested elitists (Rauch 1994).

5. Michels’s concerns focusedonSocialist parties, arguing that theywouldbeun-
dermined by the self-interested actions of their elite leaders (Michels 1911). For
an alternative view about the potential pitfalls of working-class organizations,
see Lipset 1963.

6. Note that a number of studies have found that formal organizations are more
institutionalized and therefore do indeed use more moderate and less dis-
ruptive tactics than more diffuse social movements. However, a great deal
of research also has found that formal organizations do not diffuse protest
(Staggenborg 1988; Taylor 1989) and that they also have benefits, playing a
crucial role in maintaining movements during periods of low mobilization
and in following up onmovements’ victories through lobbying, litigation, and
monitoring government agencies (Jenkins and Eckert 1986; Staggenborg 1986;
Tarrow 1994). William Gamson actually finds that more bureaucratic move-
ments were more successful than less bureaucratic ones (1975).

7. Along similar lines, Mark Smith (2000) distinguishes between particularistic,
conflictual, and unifying issues and finds that, paradoxically, businesses have
the least influence when it comes to unifying issues because these are the ones
that tend to be salient to voters, so legislators pay more attention to their
constituents. Ken Kollman (1998) also finds that organizations are attentive to
the salience of an issue.

8. Young is referringheremost specifically to the category of “women.”Applying
Jean-Paul Sartre’s (1976) concept of “seriality” to theorize women’s structural
position, she argues that the gender position of being a woman

doesnot itself imply sharing social attributes and identitywith all those others
calledwomen. Instead, “women” is the nameof a series inwhich some indi-
viduals find themselves positioned by virtue of norms of enforced hetero-
sexuality and the sexual division of labor. Both the norms and expectations
ofheterosexual interactionand thehabitsdeveloped incertain social activi-
ties suchas caring for childrenwill condition thedispositions andaffinities
of people, without constituting their identities. (Young 2000, 100)
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9. Forextremelyhelpfulanddetailedgenealogiesandoverviewsof theoriginsand
core ideas of intersectionality, see Hancock 2007 and Kurtz 2002, particularly
chap. 2.

10. Of course, other national organizations committed to addressing other axes of
marginalizationmay possibly address issues that affect intersectionally disad-
vantaged subgroups. However, intersectionally disadvantaged subgroups are
at the margins of most broader groups. Members of these subgroups need to
look to many national organizations in order to have their interests voiced,
yet they are often the very people with the fewest resources to do so (Scully
and Creed 2005). Lack of resources alsomakes it unlikely that these subgroups
will be able to form organizations themselves. Thus, it is particularly im-
portant that extant organizations advocate for intersectionally disadvantaged
subgroups because ignoring them perpetuates marginalization and stigmati-
zation and contributes to conditions of cumulative inequality (C. Cohen 1999;
Parenti 1978).

11. Some of these organizations have adopted specific programs designed to ad-
dress other axes of discrimination.Roberta Spalter-RothandRonneeSchreiber
document, for example, the attempts of women’s organizations such as the
Women’s Legal Defense Fund, the Women’s International League for Peace
and Freedom, and the National Committee on Pay Equity to address racism
and issues of interest towomen of color (Spalter-Roth and Schreiber 1995, 122).
However, they note that these programs oftenwere criticized as being “too lit-
tle, too late.” Moreover, these same organizations seemed far less enthusiastic
about promoting working-class women’s issues, about offering a class-based
analysis, about promoting efforts to address lesbian issues, or about educating
“theirconstituencies,policymakers,andthepublicabouthomophobia,despite
the leadership roles lesbians often played in their organizations” (Spalter-Roth
and Schreiber 1995, 123).

12. I am concerned with the constructedness of interests and identities mainly
as they apply to intersectionally marginalized groups. However, many similar
issues arise vis-à-vis the interests of conservative members of groups such as
women, racial minorities, and low-income people, who may not accept the
agendas advanced in their names by the organizations that claim to speak for
them and represent their interests. For example, pro-life women reject the
claim of most feminist organizations that is in women’s interests to maintain
access to safe and legal abortions (Schreiber 1998).

13. Other relatedparadigms, suchas JeffreyBerry’s (1999),whichdistinguishesbe-
tweenmaterial issues that appeal to low-income people and postmaterial issues
that appeal to middle-class people, are similarly limited to two categories.

14. Mancur Olson’s work suggests almost the opposite relationship between the
size of the group affected by a policy issue and the level of advocacy on this is-
sue. Inhisview, smallergroupswill be easier tomobilize and,byextension,will
therefore be more likely than large groups to have their interests represented
by advocacy groups (Olson 1965). Because his focus is on the material incen-
tives driving mobilization rather than on the social, economic, and political
disadvantages faced by racial, ethnic, sexual, and otherminorities, Olson does
not distinguish between small advantaged groups and small disadvantaged
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groups. As such, his analysis misses a key aspect of the relationship between
the size of a group and its ability to mobilize and demand public goods.

15. Note that the term majority issue describes issues that are equally likely to
affect any of an advocacy group’s constituents. However, it is not necessarily
the case that issues so labeled actually affect a numerical majority. I use the
term majority, however, because other, potentially more accurate terms such
as plurality or predominant are more awkward.

16. In theory, cross-tabulating sizewithpowergivesus two typesofmajority issues
as well: advantaged majority and disadvantaged majority. I do not use these
categories in the analysis, however, because by definition, majority issues
affect both advantaged and disadvantaged subgroups of the broader identity
or issue that unites a group into a constituency for a given organization.

17. Because interest group officers are strategic actors, there is reason to be con-
cerned about the validity of the survey responses. Large-scale surveys of advo-
cacyorganizationshavebeenusedtocollectdata inmanyofthemost important
studies of interest groups (Berry 1977;Heinz et al. 1993; Kollman 1998; Laumann
and Knoke 1987; Schlozman and Tierney 1986; Walker 1991) and are credited
with having contributed to “some of the greatest advances in the past decades
of research on groups” (Baumgartner and Leech 1998, 12). Most centrally, the
survey results show that officers’ responses are not biased in “desirable” direc-
tions. Instead, the data show a great deal of variation in levels of activity by
policy issue (as well as for the other variables), suggesting that officers were
quite forthcoming.

18. Though a response rate of 40 percent might be considered low if this were a
surveyofpublic opinion, it is about average for a surveyoforganizations (Berry
et al. 2003, 12).

19. This latter category also includes organizations that Salisbury calls “associ-
ations,” that is, organizations that are comprised of other organizations as
members. Chapter 3 includes a discussion of the terminology that I apply to
describe the differentmembers and constituents of each type of organization.

20. Note that organizations that I have classified as “public interest” groups are
primarily consumer, environmental, and “good government” organizations.
Researchers usually use the designation public interest group to distinguish
organizations that seek “a collective good” from business and professional or-
ganizations seekinggoods thatbenefit “selectively andmaterially . . . themem-
bership or activists of the organization” (Berry 1977, 7). With the exception of
labor unions, thismore common andmuch broader designation encompasses
most of the organization types that are the focus of my survey.

21. Although clearly related in important ways, the “collective action” problems
andother barriers associatedwith obtaining andmaintainingpublic goods are
beyond the scope of this discussion.

22. Even in cases when it is arguably true that “everyone” has an interest in a
public good, such as a secure retirement or clean air, scholars such as Andrew
McFarland (1976) and Kay Lehman Schlozman and John Tierney (1986) have
pointed out that there are almost inevitably equally weighty interests in other
publicgoodswithwhichtheseformergoodsmightbeatodds,suchaseconomic
development.
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23. To address this fear, the Immigration Act of 1990 contained a provision that
amended the marriage fraud rules of the 1986 Immigration Act and allowed
for waivers for hardship caused by domestic violence. However, this has been
an incomplete solution because many women are unable to meet the condi-
tions established for a waiver, which include providing reports and affadavits
from officials such as medical personnel, police, and school administrators
(Crenshaw 1994).

24. Some argue that the Title IX prohibition against sex discrimination in educa-
tion has donemuchmore than affirmative action to increase higher education
opportunities for women. I refer mainly to affirmative action programs, how-
ever, because of their political salienceduring theperiod coveredby this study.

25. Themeansforthesemeasures (onthe1-to-5scale)are3.55forthemajority issue,
3.49 for the advantaged-subgroup issue, 2.89 for the disadvantaged-subgroup
issue,and3.75 for theuniversal issue.Alldifferencesarestatistically significant
at p < .05.

CHAPTER 3

1. Other terms that have been used to describe the underlying idea of inter-
sectional marginalization include compound discrimination, interlinking forms
of discrimination, multiple burdens, or double or triple discrimination (Crenshaw
2000, 8).

2. Schlozman and Tierney’s question was slightly broader, asking whether the
group has “lawyers on staff.” In addition, their study encompassed a sampling
of all organized interests, including corporations, trade associations, unions,
professional associations, civil rights groups, and citizens’ groups. Political
Action Committees (PACs) collect contributions from individuals and distri-
bute them to political candidates (Mervin 2003).

3. That 11.4 percent of respondents place their organization at under 5, and there-
fore on the conservative side of the scale, indicates that there is a fair bit of varia-
tion in the responses to this question, even among groups commonly associated
with “liberal” causes, such as feminism, civil rights, and the labor movement.

4. See www.cawp.rutgers.edu/Facts/Officeholders/elective.pdf.
5. AndrewRehfeld (2005) analyzes other shortcomings associatedwith territory-

based systems of defining constituencies. He concludes that territory is not
a compelling way to define interests and that the founders did not intend
territorially defined constituencies to represent communities of interest (Re-
hfeld 2005, 140, 159). In this work, Rehfeld explicitly limits his discussion
of constituency to electoral constituencies because of what he characterizes as
their “formal institutional role to structurepolitical representation” (2005, 36).
However, many of his arguments about the limitations of territorially defined
electoral constituencies offer reasons to take seriously the value of examining
the representational rolesof advocacyorganizations,particularlygiven the im-
probability that the random assignment to constituencies that he advocates
will be implemented. In more recent work, Rehfeld himself argues that we
should take seriously informal political representation that is not achieved
through elections (Rehfeld 2006).
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6. Note again that Berry’s use of the term public interest groups differs from the
way in which I use it. Inmy classification scheme, “public interest” groups are
primarily consumer, environmental, and “good government” organizations.

7. According to the 1999 World Values Survey, 25.9 percent of American women
belonged to women’s organizations in that year. Many more women—61.7
percent—said that they had either “a great deal” or “quite a lot” of confidence
in the women’s movement. Similarly, while only 16.4 percent of respondents
employed as manual workers (skilled, semiskilled, and unskilled) belonged to
labor unions in 1999, 47 percent of these workers said that they had either
“a great deal” or “quite a lot” of confidence in labor unions. Although these
responses are not perfect measures of the extent to which members of a given
population identify as constituents of organizations and movements, they do
suggest that they rely on these organizations and see them as expressing their
interests to some degree (World Values Study Group 1999).

8. As I will discuss at greater length in chapters 4 and 5, it is not necessarily
the case that elected representatives actually do represent all constituents.
Nonetheless, the normative and legal standards that dictate that they should
represent all constituents are still more rigorous than any that exist when it
comes to holding interest groups accountable.

9. See the AFL–CIO Web site, www.afl-cio.org/aboutaflcio/about/mission/index.
cfm.

10. In a somewhat different context, Sharon Kurtz writes about the ways in which
collective identity is constituted by movements through what she calls “iden-
tity practices,” which include amovement’s “demands, framing and ideology,
culture, leadership, organizational structure, and support resources” (2002,
xxi).

11. Foranoverviewof thevibrantandgrowing literatureabout theroleofemotions
in politics, see Goodwin, Jasper, and Polletta 2001a; Hochschild 1975. See also
A. Miller et al. 1981; Rhea 1997; and Sears et al. 2003 regarding the ways in
which politicizing ethnic identity leads to group consciousness and collective
action.

12. Social scientists have posited a wide range of ways in which frames are cre-
ated and deployed by individuals, the media, and political actors in order to
understand and make sense of the “complexities of the world” (Goffman 1974;
Goodwin and Jasper 2003, 52). I limit my discussion here to the ways in which
organizations use frames to define their constituencies and to construct the
issues that are in the interests of these constituents.

13. Organization leaders typically cannot construct frames and set the terms of
debate about an issue by themselves and insteadmust competewith themedia
and political elites to influence social understandings of policy issues (Tarrow
2005). In addition, they generally do not construct frames from scratch but
instead try to frame issues such that their grievances have legitimacy within
“existing cultural understandings” of these issues and so that these framings
resonate with the “‘common sense’ of their target publics” (Tarrow 2005, 61).
Because, as Sidney Tarrowpoints out, “common sense” usually “buttresses the
position of elites and defends inherited inequalities,” trying to frame issues in
these ways can further disadvantagemarginalized groups (Tarrow 1992).
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14. An examination and discussion of the extent to which attitudes among
marginalized groups actually feel linked fate is beyond the scope of this book.
There is much evidence that supports the validity of this concept but also a
great deal of evidence that linked fate is mediated by other identities and af-
filiations (Dawson 1994; Harris-Lacewell 2004; Simien 2005). My concern here,
however, is less with whether or not groups such as women, African Ameri-
cans, or low-income people actually think and behave as groups in the ways
that linked fate theory would predict. Rather, I am concerned with the ways
in which organizations representing these populations implicitly define and
deploy that “groupness” as they define some issues as beingwithin their policy
purviews while they define other issues as being outside of, or tangential to,
their core concerns.

15. Note that I amnot saying that lesbiansnever require birth control or abortions.
There are a variety of circumstances under which they might need access to
either or both of them. Clearly, however, access to reproductive rights and
controls is far less of a day-to-day concern for lesbians than it is for heterosexual
women.

16. Roberta Spalter-Roth and Ronnee Schreiber (1995) found that some women’s
organizations had added lesbian issues and efforts to address homophobia to
their organizations’ agendas by the end of the 1980s but that these issues were
addressed less enthusiastically and in amarkedly less-integrated fashion than
other issues.

17. Regarding this, some differences exist between economic justice and feminist
and racial or ethnicminority organizations. Leaders of the latter organizations
would typically claim membership in the group for which the organization
advocates. In contrast, national-level advocates for the poor, almost by virtue
of their positions, tend not to be poor themselves, even if they once were. The
point remains, however, that the average constituent of all these organiza-
tions is marginalized and has little political power, while their advocates are
accordedmore political legitimacy by elected officials.

18. Some of the variation among organizations on this issue is probably struc-
tural in origin. For example, some groups have members who are direct ben-
eficiaries of their policy advocacy (for example, labor unions), whereas in
other cases their work generally benefits people who are not actually mem-
bers of the organization (for example, antipoverty organizations that focus on
children).

19. Interview with organization officer, July 2001. As I indicate in chapter 2 and
in appendix A, all survey and face-to-face interviews were conducted confi-
dentially and anonymously. Names of interviewees and their organizations
therefore are withheld bymutual agreement.

20. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.
21. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
22. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
23. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
24. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
25. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
26. Interview with organization officer, July 2001.
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27. Note, however, that in the case of some other groups, organizations seem
more likely to mirror and reinforce the marginalization of groups the public
disfavors. In particular, LGBT people were ranked last on each question.

28. Interview with organization officer, August 2001.
29. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
30. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.

CHAPTER 4

1. Interview with organization officer, August 2001.
2. Ibid.
3. Ibid.
4. Quoted from the NAACP Web site, www.naacp.org/about/ (accessed October

19, 2000).
5. Quoted from the NOW Web site, www.now.org/organiza/nutsbolts.html (ac-

cessed November 9, 2001).
6. Notably, although some differences exist between member and nonmember

organizations, the percentage of each type of organization that is involved
with each activity type follows the same pattern, as do their mean levels of
involvement.

7. Transforming the dependent variable in this way (by differencing out each
organization’s average level of activity) is intended to control for each orga-
nization’s overall level of activity. Including a measure of each organization’s
average level of activity as an independent variable would introduce posttreat-
ment bias into the equation, as this variable measures some part of the same
syndrome as the dependent variable. Incorporating it into the dependent vari-
able, however,minimizes both the bias that would be introduced by including
it as an independent variable and the “noise” that would result from failing to
take account of the general “activeness” of each organization.

8. Running the analysis alternating the dummy categories that are excluded does
not affect the substantive results, so I present the results of the analysis that
excludes the universal category because themean level of activity for this issue
is the lowest. As such, comparing the values of the other categories to this one
is the most straightforward.

9. Although the model includes variables that control for factors suggested by
several theories, I am interestedmainly in testing the relative value of intersec-
tional and Downsian strategic explanations. I therefore focus my discussion
on the variables that are intended to operationalize, or that have implications
for, understanding the relative explanatory power of each of these concepts.

10. There are many other facets of political opportunity that might be important,
andDavidMeyer andDebraMinkoff have demonstrated persuasively that each
factor has its own nuances and that it is important to consider the ways in
which political opportunities “operate through different causal mechanisms
that depend on the political process” (Meyer and Minkoff 2004, 1483). The
measure that I use here is intended to tap thepolitical opportunities associated
with government attention to an issue, a factor that is likely to be important to
the organizations in this study.
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11. Once again, this measure is estimated by respondents.
12. I elected touse thepercentage of the budget that is devoted to advocacy instead

of a measure of the size of the budget itself. Preliminary analyses showed
that budget size is not correlated with activity at the bivariate level, nor did
it have a significant effect in a multivariate model. I do not include a control
for ideology. Adding such a control makes no difference to the substantive
results. However, to ensure that the results are not being driven by the 10
percent of organizations that placed themselves on the conservative side of
the 1-to-10 scale of ideology, I also ran themodel including only organizations
that placed themselves above 6 (i.e., on the liberal side) on the 1-to-10 scale
of ideology. Excluding more conservative organizations did not change the
results of the model. In addition, although funding is clearly a crucial aspect
of organizational maintenance, none of themeasures of funding sources were
significantly correlated with the dependent variable at the bivariate level, nor
was an index of all funding sources. Thesemeasureswere not significant in the
multivariate model, nor did including them (either individually or in various
combinations) have any effect on the other variables in themodel.

13. Because there are four observations for each organization, I used robust stan-
dard errors to correct for clustering of the standard errors. Because the depen-
dent variable is bounded between 1 and 5, I used ordered logit regression to
conduct the analysis.

14. The pseudo R2 is 0.12 for membership organizations and 0.15 for nonmember-
ship organizations.

15. I do not include a table of bivariate correlations or colinearity diagnostics.
However, there is no indication thatmulticolinearity is a problem. Other than
for the interaction terms, the strongest correlation between the independent
variables is between the proportions of constituents affected by an issue and
the proportion that is concerned about an issue (0.50, sig. p < .01). Colinearity
diagnostics are within acceptable limits, with tolerance levels between 0.56
and 0.9, and VIFs between 1.06 and 1.76 (other than for the interaction terms
and their component variables). For further details, please see the appendix to
Strolovitch 2006.

16. Probabilities were generated using the Stata add-on program Clarify cre-
ated by Micheal Tomz, Jason Wittenberg, and Gary King. Clarify “uses Monte
Carlo simulation to convert the raw output of statistical procedures into re-
sults that are of direct interest to researchers, without changing statistical
assumptions or requiring new statistical models” (as described on Tomz’s
Web site, www.stanford.edu/∼tomz/software/software.shtml). Probabilities
of activity were predicted while holding the values of all variables at their
means.

17. 2002 Current Population Survey, as posted on the U.S. Census Bureau Web
site,www.census.gov,esp.http://www.census.gov/population/www/socdemo/
education/ppl-169.html and http://pubdb3.census.gov/macro/032005/pov/toc.
htm (both accessed July 16, 2004).

18. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
19. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
20. Ibid.
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21. In fact, other research has found that most national women’s organizations
were largely inactive around the 1996 Personal Responsibility and Work Rec-
onciliation Act (PRWORA, i.e., welfare reform). KentWeaver (2000) found, for
example, that the key liberal organizations involved in this issue were chil-
dren’s rights groups, theCenter onBudget andPolicy Priorities, and theCenter
on Law and Social Policy. While these organizations worked closely with the
NOW Legal Defense and Education Fund (NOW LDEF, which in 2006 changed
its name to Legal Momentum and is an organization separate from but re-
lated to NOW) to keep out illegitimacy reduction measures such as “family
caps,” they framed the issue in a way that de-emphasized the gender-related
concernsandemphasizedthepotentialharmto“innocentchildren.”Thisfram-
ing allowed them to include pro-life groups in their coalition (Weaver 2000).
Linda Williams makes a similar point about African American organizations.
She claims that African American groups also failed to adequately respond
to “the Republicans’ extreme [welfare reform] bill in the 104th Congress” and
that “African American interest groups concentrated most on its failure to
seriously address job creation for those whose time limits on welfare receipt
had expired, as well as for poor fathers who were expected to meet child sup-
port requirements. . . . In a very real sense,” she concludes, “black, Latino, and
women leaders never prioritized welfare reform . . . [because] welfare reform
did not inspire the kind of high-visibility mobilization that occurred over af-
firmative action, an issue that has a disproportionatelymiddle-class clientele”
(L. Williams 1998, 432).

Some feminist organizations, however, were very involved in the debates
leading up to the 1996 welfare reforms. The executive director of a large civil
rights coalition told me, for example, that those women’s organizations that
recognized the importanceof this issue “fromtheoutset” spent “a considerable
effort opposing the welfare reform bill.” In his opinion, their activity was an
example of organizations “helping on issues that are only secondary to them.”
In this case, it meant that “organizations representingmoremiddle-class con-
stituencies did not turn their back on poorer women.” NOW in particular
actively and vociferously opposed the Clinton plan, calling it “welfare repeal”
andcharacterizing it as “punitive.”AsMaryannBaraksoexplains, theorganiza-
tion stageda twenty-one-dayvigil outside theWhiteHouse.NOW/PACrefused
to support President Clinton’s 1996 reelection, in large part because he signed
the bill into law (Barakso 2004, 123). In addition, NOWLDEFwas very involved
in trying to influence the reauthorization of the 1996 PRWORA. However,
Ange-Marie Hancock’s examination of the 1996 welfare reform debate found
thatmany white femalemembers of Congress who had previously stated their
commitment to supporting “allwomen” voted in favor of the PRWORAdespite
the lobbying efforts of women of color in Congress as well as of somewomen’s
organizations to highlight the gendered aspects of the issue (Hancock 2004;
see also Dodson et al. 1995; Mink 1998; Weaver 1998, 2000).

22. Interview with organization officer, July 2001.
23. Interview with organization officer, April 2001. H-1B visas benefit relatively

privileged immigrants to the United States because they are used to employ
aliens who, as the Web site for U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services
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explains,“willbeemployedtemporarily inaspecialtyoccupationorasafashion
model of distinguishedmerit and ability.” Toqualify as a specialty occupation,
a jobmustrequire“theoreticalandpracticalapplicationofabodyofspecialized
knowledge along with at least a bachelor’s degree or its equivalent. For exam-
ple,architecture,engineering,mathematics,physicalsciences, social sciences,
medicine and health, education, business specialties, accounting, law, theol-
ogy, and the arts are specialty occupations” (http://uscis.gov/graphics/howdoi/
h1b.htm; accessed August 11, 2005).

24. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.
25. Interview with organization officer, July 2001.
26. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
27. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
28. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.
29. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
30. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
31. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
32. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
33. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
34. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
35. Interview with organization officer, July 2001.
36. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
37. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
38. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
39. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
40. Interview with organization officer, March 2001.
41. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.
42. The positive effect of the number of other organizations potentially active on

an issue suggests that coalitional alliances influence decisions about activity.
I will explore this idea in greater depth in chapter 6.

43. Interview with organization officer, August 2001.
44. Interview with organization officer, March 2001.
45. Interview with organization officer, August 2001.
46. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
47. The Alan Guttmacher Institute estimates that 49 out of every 1,000 black

women, 33 out of every 1,000 Latinas, and 13 out of every 1,000 non-Hispanic
white women have had an abortion. They also find that women who have
abortions are more likely to be poor (www.guttmacher.org/in-the-know/
characteristics.html; accessed June 4, 2006).

48. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
49. None of the institutional control variables is a significant predictor of ac-

tivity. While the percentage of the budget devoted to advocacy has no effect
for eithermembership or nonmembership organizations, fundingmightmat-
ter in other ways. For example, several officers I spoke with mentioned that
they had become involved in some policy issues because designated grant
money was available to support work in those areas. Many also spoke about a
more general trend in this area, with less general-program support available
from grant makers and foundations. Because fewer and fewer foundations are
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giving general operating support, shifting more and more of their grants to
more-restrictive program-specific support (Shuman 1998), the advocacy agen-
dasofmanyorganizationsare likelytobecomeincreasinglytiedtothepriorities
of their funders.

50. See Business and ProfessionalWomen/USA (BPW/USA)Web site, www.network-
democracy.org/social-security/bb/whc/bpwusa.html; and Congressional Black
CaucusFoundationWebsite,http://cbcfinc.org/pdf/waysandmeans2.pdf (both
accessed August 29, 2005).

51. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
52. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
53. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.
54. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.
55. Because the data were not collected with this analysis in mind, many of the

issues in the SNESJO are neither purely economic nor purely social. I catego-
rized asmany as I could and omitted ones that were too ambiguous. The issues
that did not fall clearly into one of the categories andwhich I therefore omitted
from this analysis are campaign finance reform, denying safety net benefits to
immigrants, green card backlog, andH1-B visas. The issues I coded as Economic
issue are the minimumwage, Social Security, the unionization of white-collar
workers, andwelfare reform. The issues that I coded as Social issue are abortion
coverage by insurance companies and HMOs; affirmative action in contract-
ing; affirmative action in higher education; census undercount; employment
discrimination against LGBT people; environmental justice; gender- and race-
basedwage disparities; hate crime; Internet privacy; late-termabortion; public
funding for abortion; racial profiling; tribal sovereignty; and violence against
women.

56. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
57. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.
58. Respondents from organizations representing women of color were asked

questions about the same policy issues as the other women’s organiza-
tions in the survey: violence against women (majority issue), affirmative ac-
tion in higher education (advantaged-subgroup issue), and welfare reform
(disadvantaged-subgroup issue). Among organizations representing women
of color, equal proportions are active on the majority and disadvantaged-
subgroup issues (62.5 percent), while three quarters (75 percent) are active on
the advantaged-subgroup issue. Mean scores of activity show that these orga-
nizationsdevote their lowest levelsof attention to thedisadvantaged-subgroup
issue of welfare reform as well. Specifically, on the 1-to-5 scale of activity, the
advantaged-subgroup issue is at 3.13, the majority issue is at 2.63, and the
disadvantaged-subgroup issue is at 2.38.

59. As a further test of robustness of the results and to ensure that no single issue
is driving them, I ran the ordered logit analysis excluding welfare reform. The
results remain largely unchanged in terms of the direction, significance, and
magnitude of the coefficients.

60. Note that this civil rights organization addresses civil rights broadly speaking
rather than focusing specifically on civil rights for racial minority groups.

61. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.
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CHAPTER 5

1. Quoted from transcript of May 17, 2004, speech released by the White House,
www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2004/05/20040517–4.html (accessed De-
cember 25, 2004).

2. Quoted from transcript of May 17, 2004, speech released by the White House,
www.whitehouse.gov/news/releases/2004/05/20040517–2.html (accessed De-
cember 25, 2004).

3. The Goodridge case was not a federal one but rather was pursued through the
Massachusetts state court system.

4. Lisa Hilbink (2006) argues that debates about rising constitutionalism and
judicial empowerment in Europe have followed these same lines of debate
between what she characterizes as “sunny liberal enthusiasm” and “skeptical
democratic dismay.”

5. While there are important questions about the impact of the court (see, for
example, Hakman 1966; Caldeira and Wright 1988; Kearney and Merrill 2000),
andwhile these questions inform the concerns addressedhere,my intention in
this chapter is not to debate the impact of judicial decisions versus the impact
of legislation, nor is it to argue about the correct role of the court within a
majoritarian democracy. Instead, I want to take a step back to think about the
use of the courts as a form of representation that is a political good and goal of
its own, related to issues of efficacy and impact but independently important.
I also am not attempting here to provide a complete or general explanation for
organizations’ decisions aboutwhich branch they target. Rather,my intention
is to examine whether the choice of institutional target varies by policy type
and to explore the implications of this variation if it exists.

6. Note, however, that recent research suggests that it is currently so easy for
organizations to get permission to file amicus curiae briefs that the process
of obtaining permission is viewed by many as pro forma (see, for example,
Epstein and Knight 1999).

7. See Baumgartner and Leech 1998 for more comparisons among previous sur-
veys of organizations.

8. When organizations representingmarginalized groups do lobby the executive
branch, they tend to favor agencies such as Housing and Urban Development
(HUD) that arenotdominatedby the influenceof corporations,publicutilities,
or trade associations (Golden 1998).

9. Thesurveyquestionaskedrespondents,“Onascaleof1to5, if 1 is ‘notimportant’
and 5 is ‘very important,’ how important is each of the following as a target of
your organization’s activity? (1) Members of Congress; (2) The President and
White House offices; (3) The Executive agencies; or (4) The Federal courts.”
Answers for choices 2 and 3 were combined into a single “Executive Branch”
category.

10. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
11. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.
12. Interview with organization officer, July 2001.
13. Interview with organization officer, May, 2001.
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14. Interview with organization officer, April, 2001.
15. Although the survey asks respondents about their activities over a ten-year

period, the resulting data are essentially cross-sectional, not longitudinal. It is
consequently difficult to address the ways in which over-time changes in re-
ceptivitymight affect venue selection. Such an examination likely would yield
interesting and important findings about changes in organizations’ decisions
about targeting eachbranch.However, fluctuations in the courts’ ideology and
in resulting levels of receptivity are likely to affect organizations’ decisions
across the board rather than having a specific impact on their decisions about
which venue to target for which issue type. I attempt to take into account
changing ideology and levels of receptivity in the multivariate analysis that
follows by controlling for levels of partisan sensitivity and for the salience of
each issue within each institution.

16. Several respondents commented on the palpable decreases in their levels of
access under the Bush administration when compared with the Clinton ad-
ministration. One respondent commented, “From [1992] until now, we had
access to administrators in the White House that we don’t have now. We had
people’s ears, [the president of our organization] had the fax number to the
kitchen in theWhite House . . . and Hillary and Bill knew her by name.”

17. Interview with organization officer, August 2001.
18. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
19. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
20. This concern about maintaining good relations with government officials

echoes JamesQ.Wilson’s arguments about the tensionswithin the contrasting
roles of organizations that must serve the needs of both government officials
and their own constituents (J. Wilson [1974] 1995, 319).

21. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
22. Intended to develop the Bush administration’s energy policy, the NEPDG was

chaired by Vice President Dick Cheney, himself a former energy industry exec-
utive.

23. Phillip Cooper explains that presidential signing statements are “pronounce-
ments issued by the president at the time a congressional enactment is signed”
(Cooper 2005, 516–17). These statements often provide “general commentary
on the bills, identify provisions of the legislationwithwhich the president has
concerns and (1) provide the president’s interpretation of the language of the
law, (2) announce constitutional limits on the implementation of some of its
provisions, or (3) indicate directions to executive branch officials as to how to
administer the new law in an acceptable manner” (Cooper 2005, 517).

24. Twenty-one percent of respondents said they had a “great deal of trust and
confidence” in “The Executive branch headed by the President.” The survey
interviews were conducted by Gallup, May 23–25, 2005. Complete survey re-
sults are available at http://brain.gallup.com/documents/questionnaire.aspx
?STUDY=P0505024 (accessedMay 28, 2006).

25. The question that they were asked was, “Which of the following political in-
stitutions is the most important target of your efforts in trying to influence
policyon [the issue inquestion]?”Answers for “ThePresidentandWhiteHouse
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offices” and “The Executive agencies” were combined into a single “Executive
Branch” category. Answers were then coded “1” for the least majoritarian ju-
dicial branch, “2” for the executive branch, and “3” for the most majoritarian
legislative branch. Note that the question was posed so that respondents had
to select only one of the institutions rather than rank them.

26. The differences between these scores are all significant (p < .05).
27. As with the analysis in chapter 4, because there are four observations for each

organization, I used robust standard errors (RSE) to correct for clustering of
the standard errors. Because thedependent variable is categorical andbounded
between 1 and 3, I used ordered logit regression to conduct the analysis. I also
ran the analysis using unordered logit (multinomial regression), but I use
the orderedmethod of analysis because, while the results are quite similar, the
orderedmodel ismore appropriate theoretically givenmy argument about the
ordered scale of majoritarianism represented by the three branches. I also ran
separate analyses for membership and nonmembership organizations. Unlike
the results for the level of advocacy, there were no major differences between
the two except that the effect for disadvantaged-subgroup issues is somewhat
smaller for nonmember organizations. However, this coefficient remains sig-
nificant and in the same direction. Themodel reported here therefore includes
all organizations. I also ran this model with an additional dummymeasure to
control for whether or not an organization is a membership organization, but
the effect was not significant, and including this variable had no perceptible
effect on the direction,magnitude, or significance of the other variables in the
model. A measure of the number of members (in thousands) had a small but
significantly positive effect in the model for membership organizations, sug-
gesting that the more members such organizations have, the more likely they
are to target majoritarian institutions. Once again, omitting this variable has
noeffecton theothervariables, so I reportonemodel forall organizations.Note
that Hansford (2004) found that membership organizations were more likely
than theorganizations thathe classifies as “institutions” (followingSalisbury’s
[1984] categorization) to take into account media attention to an issue when
decidingwhether to file amicus curiae briefs (see also Solberg andWaltenberg
[2006], however,whofind thatmembershiporganizationswere less likely than
institutions to engage the courts).

28. Because universal issues show the strongest positive correlation with the de-
pendent variable at thebivariate level, I designated those issues as the excluded
category, with the expectation that the slopes for the three other categories
will be negative, indicating less-majoritarian targeting.

29. The model includes measures of several factors that are likely to affect the
choice of institution targeted. Recall, however, that the intention is not an
exhaustive examination of all factors that might affect this targeting, nor is
it to predict choice of target generally. Rather, my intention is to examine
whether policy type remains a significant predictor of target once we control
for other factors.

30. These measures are the three (disaggregated) components of the variable
Agenda salience that was used in the analyses in chapter 4.

31. The Alpha for this scale is 0.54.
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32. Thismeasure is similar to theoneusedbyHansford (2004) tomeasureprevious
court involvement (he does not include analogous measures of legislative and
executive involvement).

33. Note that the two prominent University of Michigan cases, Grutter v. Bollinger
and Gratz v. Bollinger, both were decided by the Supreme Court in 2003, after
the period covered by this study.

34. The dependent variable uses answers to the SNESJO question, “Which of the
following political institutions is the most important target of your efforts in
trying to influence policy on [the issue in question]?”As I described previously
in note 25, answers for the two categories of the executive branch—“The Presi-
dent andWhite House offices” and “The Executive agencies”—were combined
into an “Executive Branch” category, and responses were coded “1” for the
courts, “2” for the executive branch, and “3” for the legislative branch. I also ran
the analysis without aggregating the two executive branch categories. In this
case, the dependent variable had four categories, and the legislative branch
was coded “4” at the most majoritarian end of the scale. The judicial branch
remained coded “1” at the least majoritarian end. “The President and White
House offices”was coded “3” as slightlymoremajoritarian than “TheExecutive
agencies,” which was placed at “2” on the scale. The alternative scale produces
substantively the same results regarding the relationship between issue type
and advocacy target, and conducting the analysis in this way did not change
any of the other results in substantively important ways. The only substantial
difference is that the effect of the measure of the importance of the courts to
organizations’ overall advocacy activities no longer reaches statistical signifi-
cance in thedisaggregatedmodel. I have reportedonly the results for themodel
that uses the aggregated executive category in the dependent variable. The ag-
gregatedcategoriesaremorestreamlinedandmoreaptlyconveythetheoretical
points about majoritarianism and the advocacy activities of interest groups.

35. ThepseudoR2 for themodel is 0.15. Recall that the intentionof themodel is not
to explain the determinants of targeting in toto but rather to test whether spe-
cific independent variables help us predict and understand the relationships
among policy type, advocacy activity, and representation. As such, the mag-
nitude, direction, and significance of the slope coefficients for the variables of
interest are the important factors.

36. Because ordered logit results indicate only that dummy categories are dif-
ferent from the excluded category, relative levels of judicial targeting are in
comparison with the levels for universal issues. I also used the Clarify statis-
tical software program to test for differences between the categories. Created
byMichael Tomz, JasonWittenberg, and Gary King, Clarify “usesMonte Carlo
simulation to convert the raw output of statistical procedures into results
that are of direct interest to researchers, without changing statistical assump-
tions or requiring new statistical models” (as described on Tomz’s Web site,
www.stanford.edu/∼tomz/software/software.shtml). TheClarify analysis tests
and confirms the differences between the categories of the dummyvariables in
the aforementioned findings—organizations are indeedmore likely to pursue
majority issues through Congress and more likely to pursue them admin-
istratively as well. However, they are less likely to employ court strategies
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for this issue type. In the case of disadvantaged-subgroup and advantaged-
subgroup issues, groups are more likely to use court tactics and to target the
administration and less likely to target Congress.

37. Probabilities also were generated using the Stata add-on program Clarify. See
note 36 for details about this program.

38. These probabilities were predicted while holding the values of all variables at
their means, except the controls for the salience of the issues in each branch,
which were set at zero.

39. Because these variables are included mainly as controls, I also ran the model
without these measures. Omitting them does not change significantly the
magnitude or direction of any of the other variables.

40. The measure of partisan sensitivity is quite a blunt instrument, which may
explain its lack of significance.

41. Note that Hansford (2004) also finds uneven but somewhat different results
regarding the relationship between political opportunity and institutional
targets. In particular, he finds that interest groups are more likely to submit
amicus curiae briefs when the court is more receptive to their arguments.
However, he finds that measures of receptivity are not useful in predicting
lobbying activity directed at the president or Congress.

42. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
43. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
44. Interview with organization officer, August 2001.

CHAPTER 6

1. The LCCR had 192 member organizations as of June 2006. The A. Philip Ran-
dolph Institute is a black labor organization that fights “for racial equality and
economic justice,”workingwithblack tradeunionists andheading the “‘Black-
Labor Alliance’ an initiative to build black community support for the trade
unionmovement,andtoconveytolabortheneedsandconcernsofblackAmeri-
cans” (accordingtotheorganization’sWebsite,www.apri.org,accessedJune11,
2006). TheAmericanAssociationofRetiredPeople is “anonprofitmembership
organization of persons 50 and older dedicated to addressing their needs and
interests” (AARPWeb site,www.aarp.org/about aarp/aarp overview, accessed
June11,2006).TheWomen’sInternationalLeagueforPeaceandFreedom“works
to achieve throughpeacefulmeansworld disarmament, full rights forwomen,
racial and economic justice, an end to all forms of violence, and to establish
those political, social, and psychological conditions which can assure peace,
freedom, and justice for all” (Web site http://wilpf.org/us-wilpf/default.htm,
accessed June 11, 2006). The Zeta Phi Beta Sorority is a predominantly African
Americanserviceandsocial sorority “foundedonthesimplebelief that sorority
elitismand socializing should not overshadow the realmission for progressive
organizations—to address societal mores, ills, prejudices, poverty, and health
concerns of the day” (Web site www.zphib1920.org/heritage, accessed June 11,
2006).

2. See http://www.civilrights.org/issues/immigration/details.cfm?id=41532 (ac-
cessed June 11, 2006).
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3. Sidney Tarrow (2005) describes four types of coalitions which are differenti-
ated by their duration and the level of involvement required by participants.
Instrumental coalitions are short-term cooperative efforts that entail low levels
of involvement and are unlikely to produce the bases for continued collabora-
tion or issue broadening. Event coalitions are also short-term but entail higher
levels of involvement and harbor more potential for future collaboration if
they “solder alliances among people who recognize their shared identities in
the process of collective action.” Such coalitions are nonetheless difficult to
transform into enduring cooperation against more concrete targets. Federated
coalitions are long-term collaborations that nonetheless demand a low level of
involvement formember organizations.Campaign coalitions are also long-term
collaborations that demand high-intensity involvement frommember organi-
zations (Tarrow 2005, 166–67). For other discussions of the various forms that
coalitions can take see, for example, Berry 1977; Evans 1991; Loomis 1986;Meyer
andCorrigall-Brown2005;Salisbury1983;Staggenborg1986;Wilson[1974] 1995.

4. Previous research has taught us a great deal about issues such as the origins,
benefits, and stability of coalitions (see, for example, G. Arnold 1995; Diaz-
Veizades and Chang 1996; Gamson 1975; Hathaway and Meyer 1997; McCam-
mon and Campbell 2002; Rochon and Meyer 1997; Staggenborg 1986; Zald and
McCarthy 1987). This chapter draws on themany findings in this literature but
focuses on coalitions primarily as they relate to advocacy for intersectionally
disadvantaged groups.

5. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.
6. In this usage of the term public interest group, I mean organizations whose

primary goal is not to “selectively and materially benefit the membership and
activists of the organization” (Berry 1977, 7).

7. Interview with organization officer, August 2001.
8. Interview with organization officer, August 2001.
9. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
10. Interview with organization officer, March 2001.
11. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
12. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
13. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
14. Organizational forms other than coalitions—such as collectives or nonhierar-

chical associations—also often are seen as such prefigurative opportunities by
movements that try to use them to embody normative ideals such as egalitari-
anism and participatory democracy (G. Arnold 1995; Breines 1989).

15. Surveys of interest groups have consistently reported that over 90 percent of
organizationsmake at least occasional use of coalitions (Berry 1977, 1989;Heinz
et al. 1993; Kollman 1998; Nownes and Freeman 1998; Schlozman and Tierney
1986; see alsoC. Tilly 1978, 1984). Knoke (1990), however, found that only 58 per-
centof thegroupshe surveyedhadenteredcoalitionswithotherorganizations.
His survey includedmany nonpolitical associations, which likely accounts for
this low incidence.

16. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
17. Interview with organization officer, March 2001.
18. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
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19. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
20. The important role of relationships corroborates the finding in chapter 4

regarding niches, that organizations often become involved in issues because
they follow the lead of their allies.

21. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
22. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
23. Ibid.
24. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
25. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
26. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.
27. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.
28. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
29. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.
30. Ibid.
31. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.
32. Scholars have documented a wide variety of additional difficulties associated

withmaintaining coalitions, such as the need to expend resources tomaintain
them; the effects of competition on the ability and will of coalition members
to cooperate with one another; the threats to their survival posed by changing
circumstances; and tensions resulting from differences in goals, strategies,
ideology as well as from perceptions that some coalition members are con-
tributing or benefiting more than others (Levi and Murphy 2006; Meyer and
Corrigall-Brown 2005; Tarrow 2005).

33. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.
34. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.
35. Interview with organization officer, April, 2001.
36. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.
37. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
38. Note, however, that Berry (1977) found that none of the groups in his study

mentioned this fear.
39. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
40. Some organizations also are wary about entering into coalitions that include

groups associated with negative stereotypes and images such as deviance,
criminality, or laziness, from a concern that such images might rub off on
themandbringnegative press, threatening their alreadyprecarious access and
respectability (C. Cohen 1999; Hall 1969). For example, women’s organizations
were long reluctant to support lesbian and gay rights organizations, not want-
ing to be tainted by association with the deviant image that the public held of
these groups. For their part, many LGBT organizations continue to deny their
support to organizations that work on controversial issues, such as transgen-
der rights. As shown in chapter 4, somewomen’s organizations and civil rights
organizations also avoid associationwith issues associatedwith thepoor, such
as welfare reform. Because the effects of welfare policy are intensely gendered
and racialized, this issue invites associations with populations popularly la-
beled undeserving, and therefore some organizations feel compelled to make
clear that it is not their “cup of tea,” as the respondent quoted in chapter 4
made clear.
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41. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
42. Althoughtheobservationaldata frominterviewsmake itdifficult todetermine

the causal direction of this relationship—Do coalitions lead tomoderation, or
do moderate organizations join coalitions?—the interviews on which I base
this analysis represent an implicit time series design that helps deal with this
methodological issue. That is, the recollections of the respondents give us a
sense of the changes that their organizations and advocacy have experienced
over time. In addition, while it is possible that more moderate organizations
are more likely to enter coalitions, note that the organizations in this study
represent a range of ideological positions but that almost all of them partic-
ipate in coalitions at least occasionally. It seems more likely, then, that it is
participation in these alliances that leads to moderation of goals and not the
reverse.

43. Interview with organization officer, August 2001.
44. The “global gag rule,” officially termed theMexico City Policy,mandates “that

no U.S. family planning assistance can be provided to foreign NGOs that use
funding from any other source to: perform abortions in cases other than a
threat to the woman’s life, rape or incest; provide counseling and referral for
abortion; or lobby to make abortion legal or more available in their country”
(quoted from the Web site of the coalition-sponsored Global Gag Rule Impact
Project, www.globalgagrule.org, accessed July 6, 2005).

45. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
46. In her examination of a battered-women’s coalition, Gretchen Arnold (1995)

finds that coalitions among ideologically disparate groups can lead to con-
flicts over structure that can result in moderation of goals or dissolution of
the coalition. Anya Bernstein (1997) also finds that coalitions lead to modera-
tion in policy goals, but she argues that this may be a positive phenomenon.
That is, she finds that coalitions of moderate insiders are more likely to get
policies enacted, both because they have more clout and because they are
likely to propose moderate bills and be willing to compromise. On the other
hand, Bernstein writes, outsiders help the cause by expanding the scope of
the debate and by making insiders’ demands look moderate by comparison.
In the case that she examines, the Family and Medical Leave Act, moderation
came at a cost—that is, the policies that were adopted at the state and na-
tional levels generally cover less thanhalf the population andoffer only unpaid
leave.

47. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
48. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
49. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.

CHAPTER 7

1. Chapter 2 includes an extended discussion of how to determine which groups
might be considered oppressed, and further elaboration of this discussion is
beyond the scope of this chapter. For in-depth treatment of this issue, see,
for example, the work of Laurel Weldon (2002), Melissa Williams (1998), and
Iris Young (1990). Similarly, chapters 2 and 3 include extended discussions
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validating the idea of “grouppolitics”within theAmericanpolitical system, so
Idonot revisit this issue indepthhere. See, however, LaniGuinier (1994), for an
argument that all politics is essentially “group politics,” and Nancy Schwartz
(1988, 46–47), for a discussion of the U.S. Supreme Court’s “experimentation”
with the idea of group representation.

2. Extra representation may also seem excessive, since proportional representa-
tion would be an improvement.

3. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
4. Interview with organization officer, March 2001.
5. Interview with organization officer, March 2001.
6. A few prominent coalitions of organizations, such as the Leadership Confer-

ence on Civil Rights (LCCR), the National Council of Women’s Organizations
(NCWO), and the American Federation of Labor–Congress of Industrial Orga-
nizations (AFL-CIO) do play such a “broker” role to some degree.

7. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
8. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
9. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
10. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
11. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.
12. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.
13. Interview with organization officer, March 2001.
14. It shouldbenoted,however, thathavinga liberal executivedirectordoesnot in-

evitably mean that she or he will push the organization to be similarly liberal.
Some respondents expressed frustration about having joined organizations
out of specific commitments that theywere then not able to pursue. For exam-
ple, the executive director of an economic justice organization said,

My commitment to the antihunger effort and things that I’ve done . . . I get
involved in doing these things, but the association’s position is frequently
more conservative than my position or my boss’s position for that matter,
whoIknowisalsoverycommittedtotheseissues. . . . Myemployersaresixty
thousandmembersofthisassociation.WhatIbelieveisnotnecessarilywhat
they believe and . . . our public positions reflect our members’ interests.
There have been times when I have lobbied on behalf of issues because
that’s what our members decided that I didn’t necessarily agree with. . . . I
would do it differently or go after something else, but once through the
representative process, the association makes a decision . . . that’s what we
do (interview with organization officer, April 2001).

15. Interview with organization officer, March 2001.
16. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.
17. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
18. Interview with organization officer, July 2001.
19. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
20. For a contrary view, see D.Warren 2005.
21. Although the bivariate correlation is significant (0.2, p < .001), it was not

significant in the multivariate analysis and was not included in the model
presented in chapter 4.
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22. A related phenomenon is evident in organizations that have relationships
with international groups. For example, an economist in the public policy
department at a labor organization with a federated structure explained that
in addition to consulting with state and local organizations about state, local,
and national issues, “Through our relationshipswith other countries, there’s a
lot of interest in global, multilateral, multilevel policy issues” (interview with
organization officer, July 2001).

23. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
24. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.
25. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
26. Interview with organization officer, August 2001.
27. Interview with organization officer, August 2001.
28. This isnotnecessarily acall for increased internaldemocracyor foranyspecific

state mandate about accountability or democracy within advocacy groups. If
organizations do employ democraticmeans to enhance their accountability to
their constituents, however, they should do so with the point-system guide-
lines suggested here to avoid a “tyranny of the majority” that would further
marginalize disadvantaged subgroups.

29. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.
30. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.
31. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
32. Theremay, however, be circumstances under which the threat of withholding

resources could lead to the inclusion rather than the exclusion of disadvant-
aged-subgroup issues.

33. Interview with organization officer, July 2001.
34. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.
35. Interview with organization officer, August 2001.
36. It isnot inevitable,ofcourse, thatthetrajectorywillbefromradical toaccepted.

Many ideas that once seemed commonsensical, such as Social Security, now
are considered by many people to be less so. On the other hand, ideas that
had seemed outdated, such as biological explanations for racial or gender
differences in intellectual capacities, have seen a resurgence.

37. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.
38. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
39. Interview with organization officer, May 2001.
40. Interviewwith organization officer, August 2001. Note that at the time of pub-

lication (2007), ENDA has still not become law and organizations are lobbying
to have the bill reintroduced in the 110th congress.

41. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
42. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
43. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.
44. Interview with organization officer, April 2001.

APPENDIX A

1. Unlike most of the other large directories that I consulted, the Encyclopedia of
Associations lists local and international groups as well as many nonpolitical
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groups such as cultural organizations, self-help groups, and educational or-
ganizations. I confined my search to organizations classified as “National As-
sociations,” and such organizations were included in the sample only if the
entries about them made direct references to their engagement in national
policy. Similarly, organizations such as women’s and minority professional
organizations, no matter where they were listed, were included in the sam-
ple only if information about them indicated that they are involved in policy
advocacy. Professional associations that are involved only in advancing the
interests of women or minorities within their particular professions have not
been included.
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